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All the praises and thanks are due to Allâh, the Rubb of the worlds, and may Allâh exalt the mention of the Prophet Muhammad, the chosen, the trustworthy, and the mention of his Household and all of his Companions.

Islam is the greatest favor of Allâh with which He has distinguished the mankind and Jinn. It is only a Deen which Allâh made the last of all religions.

Hence, it is the duty of every Muslim to value this divine favor by adhering to it. This could not be accomplished without understanding all the aspects of the religion which should be based on the Qur’ân and the Sunnah.

We try to present our publications based on authentic research material in accordance with the Qur’ân and Sunnah, along with simplicity and freedom from every type of vague conception, weak authority, and false ideas. You will find the same spirit and tradition of good research, professional editing and excellent printing standard in this work.

The Book of Manners is by Shaikh Fu’aad Ibn Abdul-Azeez Ash-Shulhoob. Shaikh is a well-known Islamic scholar and has compiled this book on Islamic Manners and Etiquette after his thorough study of the works of great scholars such as Imam Ibn Al-Qayyim, Ibn Muflaith, As-Safaareenee and others.

This collection relates to the important aspects of daily life so that the readers may benefit from it for their success in this life as well as in hereafter.
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Introduction

Verily, all praise is to Allâh; we praise Him, seek His help, and ask for His forgiveness. We seek refuge in Allâh from the evil of our selves and from the evil of our deeds. Whomsoever Allâh guides none can lead astray, and whomsoever Allâh leads astray none can guide. And I bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped but Allâh alone and that He has no partner, and I bear witness that Muhammad is His slave and Messenger. O Allâh, send prayers and salutations on Muhammad, his family, and his Companions \( \text{a.s.} \).

Allâh \( \text{a.s.} \) completed our religion for us, completed His favors for us, and sent to us a Messenger \( \text{a.s.} \) who is merciful to His Nation. That Messenger, Muhammad \( \text{a.s.} \) guided us to all that is good and warned us about all that is evil, and his guidance is applicable as well as binding upon mankind until the Hour (i.e. the end of this world) comes to pass.

Among the many good deeds that the Prophet \( \text{a.s.} \) guided us to and the evil that he \( \text{a.s.} \) warned us about, are a set of manners that are comprehensive of worldly matters and religious matters, of worship and dealings – dealings with one’s family, children, acquaintances, and strangers.

There are different kinds of manners, and so the Islamic ruling changes depending on which manner is in question. A specific manner can be Haram (forbidden), Waajib (compulsory), Mustahabb (recommended: one is rewarded for doing it but not punished for not doing it), Makrooh (disliked: one is rewarded for not doing it but not punished for doing it), or Mubaah (whether one does it or not, he is neither punished nor rewarded). As we study each manner in this book, we will clarify its ruling.

Throughout history, Muslim scholars have written books on manners, these being the most famous among them: Zaad Al-Ma’aad, by Ibn Al-Qayyim Al-Jawziyyah; Kitaab Al-AadaabAsh-Shar’iyyah, by Ibn Muflaih; and Kitaab Ghidhaa Al-Albaab, by As-
Safaareenee. My purpose here is to summarize their works and present the manners they discussed in a book that is easy to read and understand. And in keeping with that purpose, I have tried as much as possible to avoid excessive detail.

It must be understood, of course, that perfection or even some semblance of completeness in any scholarly work is very difficult to achieve. If a reader finds an error or any deficiency, he should call our attention to it, and Allāh ﷺ does not waste the rewards of those who strive to improve matters. We seek help from Allāh and depend upon Him alone. There is neither might nor power except with Allāh, the All-Mighty. O Allāh, send prayers and salutations and blessings on Muhammad, his family, and his Companions ﷺ. And all praise is to Allāh, the Lord of all that exists.

Written by,

Fu’aad Ibn ‘Abdul-‘Azeez Ash-Shulhoob
The Book Of Manners
Chapter -1

The Manners Of Reciting The Qur’an, And Related Issues

Allāh ﷻ said:

“Verily We: It is We Who have sent down the Dhikr (i.e., the Qur’an) and surely, We will guard it (from corruption)” (Qur’an 15:9)

And Allāh ﷻ said:

“Do they not then consider the Qur’an carefully? Had it been from other than Allāh, they would surely have found therein much contradictions” (Qur’an 4:82)

And Allāh ﷻ said:

“Do they not then think deeply in the Qur’an, or are their hearts locked up (from understanding it)?” (Qur’an 47:24)

And Allāh ﷻ said:

“And recite the Qur’an (aloud) in a slow (pleasant tone and) style.” [73: 4]

The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,
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... "No people gather in a house from Allāh’s houses, to recite Allāh’s Book and study it together, except that As-Sakeenah (serenity) descends upon them, mercy envelops them, the Angels surround them, and Allāh mentions them to those that are with Him..."[1]

The Prophet ﷺ also said,

"The best among you is he who learns the Qur’an and teaches it."[2]

And on yet another occasion, he ﷺ said,

"The person who is proficient in the Qur’an is with the Safarah (the Messengers or the angels), the Kiraam (those that are close to Allāh ﷺ), and the Bararah (those that are obedient to Allāh ﷺ). As for the person who reads the Qur’an, though it is difficult for him and though he stutters, he has two rewards."[3]

[1] Muslim (2699)
[2] Bukhaaree (5027)
[3] Bukhaaree (4937) and Muslim (798), and the wording here is from the narration of Muslim.
1) Strive To Be Sincere When You Learn And Recite The Qur'an

When you recite the Qur'an, you are performing an act of worship, for which you are seeking Allah’s pleasure and reward. This, as well as all other acts of worship, must fulfill two conditions - sincerity and Mutaa'ba'ah (following the Prophet in the way one performs the act of worship; otherwise, the deed performed is rejected).

An-Nawawee explained that one who recites the Qur'an is first and foremost commanded to be sincere in his recitation, to seek Allah’s countenance, and to not intend the achievement of any other goal. An-Nawawee makes an important point, for some reciters of the Qur'an want to attract attention to themselves, desiring veneration from others - we ask Allah to keep us safe and healthy [from such diseases]. It should be enough for a reciter to know the punishment awaiting him if he recites the Qur'an so that people will praise him for his recitation, a punishment that is explained in the following Hadeeth. Abu Hurairah related that the Messenger of Allah said,

"The first person to be judged on the Day of Resurrection is a man who was martyred. He will be brought [forward]; the blessings he received will be mentioned to him and he will
acknowledge them. Then He (Allāh) will say, ‘What did you do for them (i.e., what did you do to show thankfulness for those blessings)?’ He will say, ‘I fought for You until I was martyred.’ Allāh ﷺ will say, ‘You have lied; instead, you fought so that it would be said: [He is] brave, and that has indeed been said [about you].’ Then an order will be given regarding that man, and he will be dragged on his face until he is thrown into the Hellfire. [Another among the first to be judged is] a man who learned the Qur’an, taught it, and recited it. He will be brought [forward]; the blessings he received will be mentioned to him and he will acknowledge them. Then He will say, ‘What did you do for them?’ The man will say, ‘I learned knowledge and taught it. And I recited the Qur’an for You.’ He ﷺ will say, ‘You have lied, but instead you learned knowledge so that it would be said: [He is] a scholar; and you recited the Qur’an, so that it would be said: He is a reciter, and [both statements] have been said. Then an order will be given regarding him; he will be dragged on his face until he is thrown into the Hellfire...’[^1]

2) Apply The Teachings Of The Qur’an

You apply the Qur’an’s teachings by deeming lawful what it permits, and deeming forbidden what it forbids; by avoiding what it prohibits and acting on its commands; by applying its clear verses and believing in its unclear verses; and by applying all of its laws and precepts. A severe punishment awaits those who, despite being blessed by Allāh ﷺ with knowledge of the Qur’an, do not apply its teachings. In a long Hadeeth wherein the Prophet ﷺ described a dream he had, he ﷺ said,

[^1] Muslim (1905)
“Until we came upon a man who was lying down on his back, and upon another man who was standing over him with a rock or a stone. [The man who was standing] would break the other man's head, and when he would strike him, the rock would roll away. Whenever he went to retrieve the rock, he would no sooner return than the other man's head would heal and return to its previous state. Then the man [who was standing] would strike him [over and over again]. I asked, 'Who is this?'” The Prophet ﷺ then explained the meaning of what he saw: “As for the one whose head would be [constantly] broken, he is a man whom Allah ﷻ taught the Qur'an, but who would then sleep from it at night, and not apply it during the day. That will be done to him (his head being struck with the rock, over and over again) until the Day of Resurrection.”[1]

3) Consistently Recite And Study The Qur’an

To be sure, if one who memorizes the Qur’an does not revise it frequently and consistently, he will forget the portions he memorized, for the Qur’an escapes quickly from the breasts of men. And for this very reason, we must study and recite it as frequently as possible. Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

إِنَّمَا مَثَلٌ صَاحِبِ الْقُرْآنِ كَمَثَلِ صَاحِبِ الْأَبْلِ الْمُقَفَّةِ، إِنَّ عَاهِدًا عَلَيْهَا
أَمْسَكَهَا، وَإِنَّ أَطْلَقَهَا دَهْبَتْ

"The example of the companion of the Qur’an is that of an owner of a tied camel: if he is vigilant over it, he will hold onto his camel; if he releases it, it will go away."[2]

And from the Hadeeth of Abu Moosa ﷺ, the Prophet ﷺ said,

[1] Bukhaaree (1386)
[2] Bukhaaree (5031) and Muslim (789)
"Maintain the Qur'an (by revising it frequently), for by the One Who has my soul in His Hand, it goes away more intensely than do camels from their hobbles."[1]

Here, the Prophet ﷺ likened the study and constant recitation of the Qur'an to tying a camel, which, it is feared, might break loose and flee. As long as one keeps a camel tied with its hobble, it is preserved; and as long as one studies and revises the Qur'an, it will not escape from his memory. Camels are singled out in this example because they are notorious for fleeing and because they are difficult to retrieve once they have fled.

4) You Should Not Say, "I Forgot"; Instead, Say, "I Was Made To Forget."

One night, when he heard a man reciting a Chapter of the Qur'an, the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

"May Allâh have mercy on him, for he has indeed reminded me of such and such verse, which I was made to forget, from such and such Soorah (Chapter)."[2]

And in another Hadeeth, the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

"Wretched is it for one of them to say, 'I forgot such and such verse'; rather, he was made to forget it (some scholars have said that one says this - "I was made to forget" - to recognize the fact that he is being punished for not revising and maintaining the verse (or verses) as well as he should have done)."[3]

[1] Bukhaaree (5033)
[2] Bukhaaree (5038) and Muslim (788)
[3] Bukhaaree (5039) and Muslim (790)
An-Nawawee said, "It is forbidden for one to say, 'I forgot it,' because that suggests negligence regarding the Qur'an's verses, and Allāh ﷻ has indeed said:

"Our verses came unto you, but you disregarded them."

And in explaining the above-mentioned Hadeeth, Al-Qaadee 'Iyaadh said, "The best explanation of this Hadeeth is that the saying itself - 'I forgot it' - is not being blamed, but rather what is reprehensible is the condition of the person saying it. It is as if he is saying, 'I forgot...[and my situation is] the situation of one who memorized the Qur'an but was then negligent regarding it, until he forgot it.'"

**Question**: What is the ruling regarding one who memorizes the Qur'an or parts of it, but then forgets what he memorized?

**Answer**: the Permanent Council Of Scholarly Research in Saudi Arabia gave this answer: It is certainly not appropriate for one who memorized the Qur'an to be derelict in reciting and maintaining it; instead, he should revise a set amount daily, to help him maintain the Qur'an and to prevent him from forgetting it; furthermore, he should do so, hoping for reward and seeking to benefit from its commands and rulings, both in belief and in action. But if one memorizes a portion of the Qur'an and then forgets it because he was careless or because he became busy, he is not sinning. All ahaadeeth that mention any kind of punishment for someone who forgets what he memorized from the Qur'an are not authentically related from the Prophet ﷺ. And success lies with Allāh ﷻ.

5) It Is Compulsory To Contemplate The Qur'an

There are a number of revealed texts in which we are called upon to contemplate the verses of the Qur'an. We have hitherto mentioned some of those texts; one example is this verse:

"فَأَلَا يَتَذَوَّرُونَ الْقُرْآنَ وَلَوْ كَانُوا مِنْ عَدَدِ عَبْرِيْرِ اللَّهِ لَوِجَّدُوا فِيهِ اسْتِبْلَعَانًا"
"Do they not then consider the Qur’an carefully? Had it been from other than Allāh, they would surely have found therein much contradictions" (Qur’an 4:82)

Ibn As-Sa’dee explained that contemplating the Qur’an means to contemplate its meanings, to reflect on its teachings, aims, and wisdoms. Contemplating the Qur’an is the key to and fountainhead of all knowledge. It is through contemplation of the Qur’an that one’s Eemaan (faith) increases in his heart. In contemplating the Qur’an, one becomes acquainted with his Lord, His perfect qualities, and those qualities of imperfection that He is far above from having; furthermore, one learns the way to worship Allāh and becomes able to distinguish between the people of righteousness and the people of evil. And the more one reflects on the Qur’an, the more will his knowledge, foresight, and practical application of the religion increase. So important is it to contemplate the Qur’an that Allāh did not only encourage us to do so, but informed us that it is the purpose behind the Qur’an being revealed:

"(This is) a Book (the Qur’an) which We have sent down to you, full of blessings that they may ponder over its Verses, and that men of understanding may remember" (Qur’an 38:29)

This was the way of the Companions; they would, as Imam related, take ten verses from the Messenger of Allāh. Then, they would not move on to the next ten until they learned the knowledge and the application of the ten they had with them. They said, "And so we learned knowledge and action.”[1]

Yahyaa Ibn Sa’eed related that when he was sitting down with Muhammad Ibn Yahyaa on one occasion, Muhammad called out to a man and said, "Relate to me what you heard from your father." The man said, "My father informed me that he once went to Zaid Ibn Thaabit and said, ‘What is your view on

[1] Al-Musnad (22971)
reading the [entire] Qur'an in seven [nights]?

Zaid answered, 'That is good, but for me to read the [entire] Qur'an in half a month or in ten [nights] is more beloved to me - but ask me why?' My father said, 'Then I ask you, why?' Zaid said, 'So that I may contemplate it, and stop at [different verses, to reflect on them and the profound wisdoms and teachings contained in them].'”

6) The Permissibility Of Reciting The Qur'an While One Is Standing, Walking, Riding, Sitting, Or Lying Down

The source of this ruling is found in the saying of Allah ﷺ:

"Those who remember Allah (always, and in prayers) standing, sitting, and down on their sides" (Qur'an 3:191)

And in the saying of Allah ﷺ:

"In order that you may mount firmly on their backs, and then may remember the Favor of your Lord when you mount thereon, and say: "Glory to Him Who has subjected this to us, and we could never have it (by our efforts). And verily, to our Lord we indeed are to return!"" (Qur'an 43:13)

From the Sunnah, we learn that the Prophet ﷺ would recite the Qur'an in various positions - even when riding or resting on something, 'Abdullah Ibn Mughaffal ﷺ said, "On the day of the Makkah Conquest, I saw the Messenger of Allah ﷺ reciting Sooratul-Fath (The Victory Chapter) while he was on his riding camel."[2] 'Aaisha ﷺ said, "While I would be menstruating, the Prophet ﷺ would recline in my lap and recite the Qur'an." From the fact that the Prophet ﷺ recited the Qur'an while he was

---


[2] Bukhaaree (5034) and Muslim (794)
riding on his mount, we infer that it is similarly permissible to recite the Qur'an when we are walking, for there is no significant difference between the two states as would make one deserving of a certain ruling and the other deserving of a different ruling.

7) Only The Purified May Touch The Qur'an

This ruling is based on the saying of Allāh ⁷⁷: 

```
لا يمسها إلا المطهرون
```

"Which (that book with Allāh) none can touch but the purified (i.e., the Angels)" ⁷⁷ (Qur'an 56:79)

The Prophet ⁷⁷ sent an important letter to 'Amr Ibn Hazm ⁷⁷; it contained, in addition to other matters, legal rulings pertaining to inheritance law and punishments for crimes. In that letter is written,

```
أن لا يمس القرآن إلا طاهر
```

"And that none touch the Qur'an except for the purified."[¹]

Question: Is it permissible for one who is in a state of impurity to hold the Qur'an via a barrier, such as a piece of cloth or the cloth of one's garment?

Answer: Yes, one may hold the Qur'an via a barrier, because in doing so, one is not physically touching the Qur'an. Shaikh Al-Islam issued this ruling and said that it applies regardless of whether the cloth used is that of a man, woman, or child, and regardless of whether one holds it from above or below. And Allāh ⁷⁷ knows best.

Although it is permissible to carry the Qur'an in one's pocket, it

[¹] Related by Maalik in his Muwatta (468). This letter, which the Prophet ⁷⁷ sent to 'Amr ⁷⁷, was for the people of Yemen. Ibn 'Abdul Barr said, "This letter is well-known to the people of knowledge, so well-known that it does not need a chain (At-Tamheed (17/396, Daar-At-Tayyibah)." In Al-Irwa'a (122), Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic and mentioned that Imam Ahmad ruled by it and that Ishaaq Ibn Raahawayyah ruled that it is authentic (1/158, Al-Maktab Al-Islamee).
is not permissible for one to carry it when one enters the toilet. Before entering, one should leave it in an appropriate place, so as to show honor and veneration for the Qur’an. But if one is forced to enter with it because he fears that, left outside, it will be stolen, he is allowed to take it into the washroom with him, for there is a necessity in this case.

8) The Permissibility Of Reciting The Qur’an From Memory For One Who Is In A Minor State Of Impurity

If one is Junub, in a major state of impurity (this results, for instance, from engaging in sexual intercourse or having a wet dream, and one continues to remain in this state until he takes a shower), it is categorically forbidden for him to recite the Qur’an, which means that he may neither touch the Qur’an and read from it directly nor recite it from memory. ‘Alees said, “The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ would recite the Qur’an to us, as long as he was not Junub (in a major state of impurity).”

But if one is in a minor state of impurity (which results, for example, from sleeping, passing wind, defecating, or urinating), then it is permissible for him to at least recite the Qur’an from memory. Discussing the time when he spent the night at the home of his aunt - Maymoonah ﷺ, the Prophet’s wife - ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Abbaas ﷺ said, “In the middle of the night - or just before or just after - the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ woke up, sat up, and wiped the sleep from his face with his hand. He then recited the last ten verses of Soorat Aal ‘Imraan (The Family Of ‘Imraan Chapter), after which he stood up [and went] to a canteen that was suspended (or tied). He then made ablution, performing it well.” That the Prophet ﷺ recited the Qur’an after sleeping but before performing ablution proves that it permissible for one who is in a minor state of impurity to recite the Qur’an, for like sleep, urinating and passing wind and defecating result in one being in a state of minor impurity; hence, they all take the same ruling.

True, it is better and more complete to recite the Qur’an when one is purified; nonetheless, neither blame nor criticism should
be leveled at one who recites it while being in a minor state of impurity. In fact, the one who blames or criticizes him is the one who deserves censure, because he is imputing blame to one who is doing the same as the Prophet did — as is established in the authentic Sunnah.

‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab  was once with a group of people who were reciting the Qur’an. He left them to relieve himself, and as he was returning, he was reciting the Qur’an. A man said to him, “O Leader of the Believers, do you recite the Qur’an without having had performed ablution?” ‘Umar  rejoined, “Who issued this ruling to you (that it is not permissible to recite the Qur’an when one is in a minor state of impurity); was it Musailamah?”[1]

**Question:** Is it permissible for a person who is in a minor state of impurity to read directly from the Qur’an (i.e., while he is touching it)?

The Permanent Council For Scientific Researches (in Saudi Arabia) gave the following answer: If one is Junub (in a major state of impurity), he may not recite the Qur’an until he takes a shower; he may neither read from the Qur’an directly nor recite it from memory. And only after one is completely purified, from both the minor and major states of impurity, may one read directly from the Qur’an.[2]

**Question:** Which is better for the reader — to read from memory or to read directly from the Qur’an?

**Answer:** The scholars are in disagreement concerning this issue. Some hold that it is better to read from one’s memory, while others maintain that it is better to read directly from the Qur’an. The latter group represents the majority of scholars; they say it is better to read directly because there is the added precision and blessings of seeing the Qur’an, blessings that are not necessarily tangible or directly felt. However, there remains a third group of

---

[1] Al-Muwatta (469)
[2] (5/328); Fatwa 8859
scholars whose opinion in the matter lies somewhere in between: Ibn Katheer said, "Some scholars say, 'The matter really revolves around humility and presence of heart; if these are found in greater abundance when one reads from memory, then it is better for him to read from memory; but if they are found in greater abundance when one is reading directly from the Qur'an, then reading directly from the Qur'an is better. And if one finds that he has an equal amount of humility when reading directly or when reading from memory, then reading directly from the Qur'an is better, because better precision is achieved and because there is the added distinction of looking at the Qur'an.'" After discussing this last opinion, Ash-Shaikh Abu Zakariyyah An-Nawawee (may Allâh have mercy on him) said, "From the sayings and actions of our pious predecessors, it appears that they applied this detailed ruling." And in relation to this issue, Ibn Al-Jawzee said, "Whoever has a copy of the Qur'an should at the very least read a few verses directly from it everyday, so that it does not become abandoned."[1]

9) The Permissibility Of Reciting The Qur'an For Menstruating Women And Women Experiencing Post-Natal Bleeding

There is no authentic proof in which it is established that these two categories of women may not recite the Qur'an; nonetheless, we know for sure that they may not touch the Qur'an. The Permanent Council For Scientific Researches (in Saudi Arabia) issued this ruling: "There is nothing wrong in these two categories of women reciting the Qur'an without touching it: menstruating women and women experiencing post-natal bleeding. This is the stronger of the two opinions held by different scholars in this issue, for there is no authentic proof established from the Prophet ﷺ which indicates a prohibition in

[1] Ibn Al-Jawzee is referring to this verse of the Qur'an:

\[
\text{وَقَالَ الرَّسُولُ ﻋِيْنَ إِنَّ قَوْمِيَ أُفْرَدُوا هَذَا الْقُرْآنَ مِنْيَنَا}
\]

And the Messenger (Muhammad ﷺ) will say: "O my Lord! Verily, my people deserted this Qur'an] (Qur'an 25:30)
this regard.”

10) It Is Recommended To Clean One’s Mouth With Siwaak Before Reciting The Qur’an

One does this, showing good manners to and veneration for Allâh’s speech. So if one intends to recite Allâh’s speech, he does well to clean his mouth and give it a good smell with As-Siwaak or with anything else through which cleanliness is achieved. This saying of Hudhaifah indicates something to the effect of the said practice: “When the Prophet would wake up at night for Tahajjud (late-night prayer), he would rub and clean his mouth with As-Siwaak.”[1]

11) It Is From The Sunnah To Say The Isti’aadhah (i.e., “I seek refuge in Allâh from the accursed Shaitaan”) and the Basmalah (i.e., “In the Name of Allâh, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful”) Upon Reciting The Qur’an

That it is Sunnah to say the Isti’aadhah before reciting the Qur’an is based on both the Qur’an and the Sunnah. Allâh said:

وَإِذَا قَرَأَ الْقُرْآنَ فَاسْتَثْبَعْتُ يَانِيَّ مَنِ الْشَّيْطَانِ الْجَرِيم

“So when you want to recite the Qur’an, seek refuge with Allâh from Shaitaan (Satan), the outcast (the cursed one)” (Qur’an 16:98)

And from the Sunnah, there is the narration of Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree, who said, “When the Prophet stood at night, he would Kabbar (make takbeer, i.e., say, Allâhuakbar, Allâh is the greatest). Then he would say,

سُبْحَانَكَ الْلَّهُمَّ وَبِحُمَيْدٍ وَبُثُنَّيْكَ اَسْمَعْكَ، وَتَعَالَى جَدُّكَ، وَلَا إِلَهَ غَيْرُكَ“

‘How perfect You are O Allâh, and I praise You. Blessed be Your name, and lofty is Your position, and none has the right to be

[1] Related by Al-Bukhaaree (1136), Muslim (255), Ahmad (22802), An-Nassaaee (2), Abu Daawood (55), Ibn Maajah (286), and Ad-Daarimee (685).
worshipped except You.' Next, he would say,

«لا إِلَهَ إِلَّا اللّهُ»

'Laailaha Illallah (none has the right to be worshipped but Allah),' three times, followed by

«الله أكبر كِبَيرًا»

'Allahuakbar Kabeeran (Allah is Most Great),' three times, and,

أَعُوذُ بِاللّهِ السَّمِيعِ الْعَلِيمِ مِنَ الشَّيْطَانِ الرَّجِيمِ مِنْ هَمْرِهِ وَنَفْخِهِ وَنَفْئِهِ

'I seek refuge with Allah, the All-Hearing and the All-Knowing, from the accursed Shaitaan (Satan) – from his pride, his poetry, and his madness.'

Then he would recite [the Qur'an]."[1]

Therefore, from the above-mentioned verse and Hadeeth, we know of two forms of making Isti'aadhah (of seeking refuge with Allah from the accursed Shaitaan):

1) "I seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Shaitaan."

2) "I seek refuge with Allah, the All-Hearing and the All-Knowing, from the accursed Shaitaan – from his pride, his poetry, and his madness."

And there is a third wording that is related by Abu Daawood: "I seek refuge with the All-Hearing and the All-Knowing from the accursed Shaitaan."

Since each wording has its source in the

---

[1] Related by Abu-Daawood. Al-Albaane said about it, "Saheeh (authentic)."

And At-Tirmidhee said, "In the matter it discusses, this Hadeeth is the most famous one."

[2] Abu Daawood (785). Al-Albaanee did not deem this narration to be authentic; however, upon issuing a ruling in Ash-Sharh Al-Mumtai', Ibn 'Uthaimeen mentioned this Hadeeth as a proof, which indicates that he considers it to be established (at the very least, Hasan); refer to Ash-Sharh (3/71), Muassasah Aasaam.
Qur’an and Sunnah, it is recommended for one to alternate, now using one wording, now using another.

The Isti’aaadhah is important because it helps keep the Shaitaan at a fair distance away from one’s heart while he is reciting Allah’s Book. With the Shaitaan far away, one can then benefit by his recitation – by reflecting upon its verses and understanding its meanings, for there is certainly a significant difference between reciting the Qur’an while one’s heart is awake and present, and between reciting it while one’s heart is asleep and heedless.

As for the Basmalah (to say, ‘In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful’), it is Sunnah to say it upon reciting the Qur’an. Anas  said, “One day, while the Prophet ﷺ was among us, he took a nap; then he raised his head, smiling. We asked, ‘What made you laugh, O Messenger of Allah?’ He ﷺ said,

«أُنْزِلَ عَلَيْنَا سُؤْرَةً»

‘‘A Soorah (Chapter of the Qur’an) was revealed to me earlier.’’

He then recited:

«بِسْمِ اللَّهِ الرَّحْمَنِ الرَّحِيمِ»

‘‘In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful’’.

"Verily, We have granted you (O Muhammad ﷺ) Al-Kauthar (a river in Paradise). Therefore turn in prayer to your Lord and sacrifice (to Him only). For he who makes you angry (O Muhammad ﷺ) – he will be cut off (from every good thing in this world and in the Hereafter)” (Qur’an 108).”

**Question:** It is a common practice among many Muslims to say

[1] Muslim (400)
“Sadaqallahul-‘Adheem (Allāh, the All-Mighty, has spoken the truth)” immediately after they recite some of the Qur’an. Is there any proof to support this practice?

**Answer:** There is no proof, neither from the Qur’an nor from the Sunnah, which indicates that one should always say “Sadaqallahul-‘Adheem” immediately after reciting the Qur’an. True, this is now the practice of the majority, but the deeds of the many are not proofs that show something to be true. Allāh ῶ said:

وَمَا أَنْمَىَ أَنْبِيَّ الْكَسْرِ وَلَوْ حَرَضْتُ بَيْنَ يَمِينِينَ

“And most of mankind will not believe even if you desire it eagerly” (Qur’an 12:103)

Al-Fudail Ibn ‘Iyaad (may Allāh have mercy on him) is known for some profound, epigrammatic sayings; in one such saying, he said, “Do not feel lonely on the paths of guidance just because few people travel them, and do not be deceived by the abundance of destroyed travelers [on the paths of misguidance].”

As to the issue in question, proof is with those who forbid this practice. The Messenger of Allāh ῶ once said to Ibn Mas’ood ῶ,

أَقْرَأْ عَلَيِّ

“Recite [the Qur’an] to me.”

Ibn ‘Mas’ood ῶ answered, “I... recite the Qur’an to you, and to you it was revealed?” The Prophet ῶ said,

إِلَيَّ أَشْهِدْ أَنَّ أَسْمَعْتُهُ مِنْ عَيْنِيْ

“I indeed desire to hear it from other than me.”

Ibn Mas’ood ῶ recited “The Women Chapter” until he reached,

فَكَيْفَ إِذَا يَجِنُنَا مِنْ كُلِّ أُمَّةٍ يُسْتَهِيِّرُ وَجِنِّنَا يَكُونَ عَلَىٰ هُنَّاءٍ شَهِيدًا

“How (will it be) then, when We bring from each nation a witness and We bring you (O Muhammad ῶ) as a witness against these people?” (Qur’an 4:41)
Then, the Prophet ﷺ said,

«كَفَّ أَوْ أُمِّيْسَكُ»

"Stop," or, "Refrain."

Ibn Mas'ood  later related, "I then saw [tears] flowing from his eyes; may my mother and father be ransom for him."[1]

The Prophet ﷺ did not say to him, "Say: Sadaqallahul-'Adheem." Nor is it authentically established in any other Hadeeth that the Prophet ﷺ said it or asked someone to say it upon completing the recitation of the Qur'an. Furthermore, the practice in question is not related from the early generations of Muslims. All we can say then is that it is a newly invented practice and that there is no related Sunnah that legitimizes it.

The Permanent Council For Scientific Researches (in Saudi Arabia) issued the following ruling:

When one says, "Sadaqallahul-'Adheem," what he is saying is certainly the truth, but to say it regularly when one finishes reading the Qur'an is an innovation (Bid'ah). Despite the fact that the Prophet ﷺ and the rightly-guided Khaleefahs recited the Qur'an often, no narration has come to us, as far as we know, to support the said practice. However, it is authentically established that the Prophet said,

«مَنْ عَمَلَ عَمَلاً لَّيْسَ عَلَيْهِ أَمْرًا فَهُوَ رَدُّ»

"As for one who performs an action which our matter is not upon, then it is rejected."

And according to another narration, he ﷺ said,

«مَنْ أَحْدَثَ فِي أَمْرٍ نَّا هَذَا مَا لَيْسَ بِهِ فَهُوَ رَدُّ»

'Whoever introduces something into our matter that is not from it, then it is rejected.'[2]

[1] Bukhaaree (5055), and the wording mentioned here is from his narration of the Hadeeth; Muslim related it as well (800).

[2] Fatwa (4310). You perhaps noticed that we prolonged our discussion of this
In a related issue, Imam An-Nawawee made the following point: when one begins his recitation from the middle of a Chapter (Soorah), it is recommended for him to start at a verse that is closely linked to other verses, i.e., at the beginning of a theme or topic or story. Similarly, when he stops reciting, he should stop at a verse that ends a series of verses that are linked in meaning. Therefore one need not start and stop according to sections (some sections end whenever 1/30th of the Qur’an is completed, but there are other ways in which the Qur’an is divided as well), the ends of which are usually indicated in copies of the Qur’an. Many of these sections begin or end in the middle of verses that are linked together in meaning. Imam An-Nawawee then said, “With this meaning in mind, the scholars said, ‘Reciting a Soorah (Chapter) in its entirety is better than reciting a portion equal in size to that Chapter from one of the long Chapters,’ the reason being that the connection between verses in certain cases is not clear to many or most people.”

12) It Is Recommended To Recite The Qur’an Clearly And Slowly, And It Is Disliked To Recite It Quickly And Carelessly

Allâh ﷻ commanded us to recite the Qur’an in the best manner possible – slowly and clearly and with a nice tone:

("And recite the Qur’an (loudly) in a slow, (pleasing tone and) style” (Qur’an 73:4)

The Arabic word used in this verse is Tarteel; Ibn ‘Abbaas ﷺ described it to mean, “Make very clear [and distinguishable each letter and word].” Abu Ishaaq said, “And clarity is not achieved by reciting in a hurried manner.” Rather, clarity is achieved by making clear every letter, by giving it its full due in reciting it. When one recites the Qur’an as he is commanded to do in the above-mentioned verse, he is more likely to understand the issue; we did so because there are many who apply the stated practice, even though the correct path is clear. And we seek help from Allâh ﷻ.
meanings of Qur'an.

Many of our pious predecessors - from the Companions and those who came after them - have expressed dislike for reciting in a quick but negligent manner. It may be that one desires to read more in a shorter period of time in order to achieve the greatest reward possible; however, in the process of doing that, he loses out on the greater benefit, which is to contemplate the verses he is reciting, to be spiritually moved by them, and to be moved into action. To be sure, one who recites the Qur'an and contemplates its meanings is more complete than one who hurries in his recitation, seeking to finish a chapter quickly.

Nuhaik Ibn Sinaan once went to ‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood and asked, “O Abu ‘Abdur-Rahmaan, how do you read this letter - as an Alif or a Yaa; [in the verse,] is it Min Maa’in Ghairi Aasin or...Yaasin?” ‘Abdullah said, “And the entire Qur’an you have read other than this?” Nuhaik said, “Indeed, I read a Mufassil [chapter (Mufassil chapters are those chapters between Qaaf and the end of the Qur’an)] in one Rak’ah (one unit of prayer).” ‘Abdullah said, “This is like the quick, hurried reading of poetry. Verily, there are people who recite the Qur’an but it does not pass their collarbones; however, if it (the Qur’an) enters the heart and becomes firm therein, it benefits [the reciter]...”

Abu Hamzah related that he said to Ibn ‘Abbaas, “I am indeed quick in my recitation; verily, I read the [entire] Qur’an in three [days], to which Ibn ‘Abbaas rejoined, “For me to read Al-Baqarah in one night but to contemplate it and recite it clearly and slowly is more beloved to me than for me to recite the recitation that you described.” In another narration, he said, “If there is no way except for you to do as you said, then read it with a recitation in which your ears hear and your heart comprehends.”

[1] Bukhaaree (775) and Muslim (822); the wording mentioned here is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Ibn Katheer in Fadaail Al-Qur’an: (pg. 236); some eminent scholars have mentioned that its chain is authentic. Refer to Al-Haashiyah (pg. 238)
Imam Ahmad said, "I like smooth, flowing recitation, and I dislike speed (and hastiness) in recitation." On another occasion, when he was asked about a fast-paced recitation of the Qur'an, Imam Ahmad said that he disliked it, except if one's speech pattern in general is such that he cannot go slower. He was also asked if one sins by reciting with a fast-pace. He said, "As for it being a sin, I dare not go that far (he said this because he was careful and knew the sin of saying that something is Haram - forbidden - when it isn't)."

Question: Which is better for the reciter - to recite slowly and contemplate what he is reciting or to recite quickly but without reciting negligently, i.e., without doing injustice to the pronunciation of words and letters (the one who does injustice to them is discussed in the previous question)?

Answer: With the condition that quick reading does not involve any negligence in one's recitation, some scholars have ruled that is better to read quickly, because one can recite more, which means a greater reward. Other scholars maintain that is better to read slowly and deliberately.

Ibn Hajr said, "A scholarly review of the issue points to virtue in both a quick reading and a slow, deliberate reading, as long as the one who reads quickly does not do injustice to the letters, vowels, stops, and compulsory elements [of recitation]. There is nothing to prevent one from deeming either of them to be superior or both to be equal. A person who reads slowly and deliberately is like one who gives a single, valuable jewel in charity. One who reads quickly, on the other hand, is like one who gives many jewels, which are equal in value to the other person's single jewel, in charity. It may be, though, that the price of the single jewel is more valuable than all of the jewels that the second person gave; or the opposite might hold true."[1]

13) It Is Recommended To Prolong [Certain Vowels] When Reciting The Qur'an

This is established from the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ. When he was asked about the recitation of the Prophet ﷺ, Anas ﷺ said, "It was prolonged." And to demonstrate, he read, "Bismillahir-Rahmaanir-Raheem"; he prolonged ‘'Bismillah''; he prolonged ‘'Ar-Raheem''; and he prolonged ‘'Ar-Raheem.''

14) It Is Recommended To Beautify One's Voice During Recitation, But It Is Forbidden To Recite In Song-Like Manner

Al-Baraa ٰ said, "I heard the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ recite, "By the fig, and the olive} (Qur’an 95), during Al-‘Isha (prayer), and I have never heard anyone that had a more beautiful voice or recitation than he did.''

There are authentic narrations which indicate that it is recommended to beautify one’s voice when reciting the Qur’an. For example, the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Allah has not heard anything similar to His hearing a Prophet chant the Qur’an.''

As they are complete in their form and piety, the Prophets ﷺ are also blessed with beautiful voices. And Allâh ﷺ hears the voices of all slaves, both the righteous ones and the wicked ones; hence we learn from the Hadeeth that Allâh ﷺ has not heard anything, from the voices of His slaves, that is similar to a Prophet reciting

---

[1] Bukhaaree (5045)
[2] It is a common in our times that you will find some Imams, whether they realize it or not, reciting the Qur’an as if they are singing a song. They change their pitch and tone and vary their flow in a manner that is similar to the way songs are sung. We ask Allâh ﷺ to guide us and them.
[3] Bukhaaree (769)
[4] Bukhaaree (5023) and Muslim (792)
the Qur’an and beautifying his recitation.[1]

Imam Ahmad said, “The reciter should beautify his voice with the Qur’an and recite it with a sense of sadness and contemplation.” This saying of Imam Ahmad is also an explanation of the Prophet’s saying, “Allāh has not heard anything similar to His hearing a Prophet chant the Qur’an.”

In another narration, the Prophet ﷺ said,

«ليست مِنَّا منْ لمْ يَتَعَشِّبْ بِالْقُرْآنِ»

“He is not from us who does not chant the Qur’an.”[2]

And in the narration of Al-Barraa Ibn ‘Aazib ﷺ, the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said, “Adorn

زِنيْتُونا أَصْوَائُكُمْ بِالْقُرْآنِ

‘your voices with the Qur’an.’”[3]

In beautifying our voices, we should chant the Qur’an, reading it with feeling and with a sense of sadness. The night after the Prophet ﷺ heard Abu Moosa Al-Ash’aree ﷺ recite the Qur’an, he met Abu Moosa ﷺ and said,

أَلَّوْ رَأَيْتُي وَأَنَا أَسْتَمِعُ لِقُرْأَانِكُ قَالَ أَوْتِيَتْ مَزْمَارًا مِنْ مُرَامِرٍ أَلِ دَاوَدُ

‘Would that you had seen me when I was listening to your recitation last night! You have indeed been given a flute from the flutes of the family of Daawood.’”[4]

Abu Ya’laa related the following addition to the same Hadeeth: Abu Moosa ﷺ then answered, “Had I known where you were, I would have indeed adorned my voice for you.”[5]

[1] This explanation is mentioned by Ibn Katheer: Fadaail Al-Qur’aan (179,180)
[2] Related by Abu Daawood (1469), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
[3] Related by Abu Daawood (1468), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
[4] Related by Muslim (793) and Bukhaaree (5048), and the second part is related by him only.
[5] Refer to Fathul-Baaree (8/711)
Abu Moosa’s *Hadeeth* proves that it is permissible to assume a beautiful recitation or contrive to beautify one’s recitation; this does not mean, however, that one goes beyond the limits set by the *Shariah*. One should not exaggerate and elongate to the degree that his recitation takes the form of a melody or a song. Imam Ahmad said that he had a strong aversion to recitation in the style of melodies, saying that doing so is *Bid’ah* (an innovation). And Shaikh Taqee-ud-Deen said, “Reciting the Qur’an in a melodious way whereby it resembles the melody of a song is disliked and is an innovation, a ruling that is clearly mentioned by Maalik, Ash-Shaafi’ee, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, and other Imams as well.”

15) Crying When Listening To Or Reciting The Qur’an

Crying when both listening to and reciting the Qur’an is related in the Sunnah. As to the latter, ‘Abdullah Ibn Ash-Shukhair said, “I went to the Prophet when he was praying, and from his breast emerged a crying sound like the sound of a container in which water is boiling.”[1] And in the same context, ‘Abdullah Ibn Shaddaad said, “I heard the sobbing of ‘Umar, and I was in the last rows. He was reciting:

> "I only complain of my grief and sorrow to Allāh’” (Qur’an 12:86).”[2]

As for crying when one listens to the recitation of another, the Messenger of Allāh once said to Ibn Mas’ood, “Recite [the Qur’an] to me.’ Ibn ‘Mas’ood answered, ‘I...recite the Qur’an to you, and to you it was revealed?’ The Prophet said, ‘Yes.’ Ibn Mas’ood recited “The Women Chapter” until he reached,

---

[1] Sharhus-Sunnah, by Al-Baghawee (729); the commentator of that compilation said, “At-Tirmidhee related it in Ash-Shamaail; Ahmad, Abu Daawood, and An-Nassaaee related it as well, and its chain is strong.” (3/245)

[2] Bukhaaree related it in his Saheeh, Ta’leeqan
Then, the Prophet ﷺ said,

"That is enough for you now."

Ibn Mas’ood ۴ later related, “I then turned to him and saw [tears] flowing from his eyes.”[1]

As for people today who scream and weep very loudly, they have abandoned the upright way; but let no one think that I am making a sweeping generalization, for there are both sincere people and insincere people among them. Yet it is amazing to see that some people are prone to affectation, crying rivers of tears when they hear the Imam make supplication in Al-Qunoot, but not crying at all when they hear Allâh’s speech being recited. To such people, we point out that the most complete people are those whom Allâh described thus in His Book:

“Allâh has sent down the best statement, a Book (this Qur’an), its parts resembling each other in goodness and truth, oft-repeated. The skins of those who fear their Lord shiver from it (when they recite it or hear it). Then their skin and their heart soften to the remembrance of Allâh” (Qur’an 39:23)

And the most complete of people are those that are upon a condition like that of the Prophet ﷺ, who did not scream or wail, but cried with a sound similar to the sound of pressure that emanates from a pot of boiling water.

[1] Bukhaaree (5055)
One might contend that some of our pious predecessors fainted or died when they listened to or recited the Qur'an. I do not deny that that happened to some from the Taabi’oon and those who came after them; however, it did not occur during the generation of the Companions &. And the reason why it happened to some of our pious predecessors is because the message of the Qur’an is strong and their hearts were weak, so when the message was communicated to their hearts, they were not able to take it in. Thus they were truthful in what happened to them, and they are also excused. And of course, one to whom this occurred is indeed of high-ranking, for had his heart not been alive, had he not known the meaning and significance of what he was reciting, he would not have fainted or died. But it is more complete to feel similar emotions yet remain strong and firm, and this was the case for many of our pious predecessors – may Allah be pleased with them all.[1]

In a related issue, it is recommended to ask a proficient reciter who has a beautiful voice to recite the Qur’an. This clearly occurred when the Prophet asked Ibn Mas’ood to recite the Qur’an to him. The Messenger of Allah said to Ibn Mas’ood,

"Recite [the Qur’an] to me."

Ibn ‘Mas’ood answered, “I...recite the Qur’an to you, and to you it was revealed?” The Prophet said,

“I indeed desire to hear it from other than me.”

And about ‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood, the Prophet said,

“Whosoever it pleases to recite the Qur’an smoothly and

[1] Refer to Al-Aadaab Ash-Shar’iyyah (2/305)
freshly as it was revealed, then let him recite it upon the recitation of Ibn Umm ‘Abd (‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood).”\[^{[1]}\]

The Prophet ordered that the people should take the Qur’an from four Companions; ‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood was one of them:

\[\text{"استشرِنا الفَرَأَنُ مِن أُبْعَاةٍ: مَن عَبْدُاللَّهِ بْنِ مَسْعُود، وَسَالِمُ مَوْلَى أَبِي حَدِيْثَة، وَأَبِيُّ بْنِ كَعْب، وَمُعَاذُ بْنِ جَبْلِ."}\]

"Take the recitation of the Qur’an from four: 'Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood, Saalim Maulaa Abee Hudhaifah, Ubai Ibn Ka’ab, and Mu’aadh Ibn Jabal."\[^{[2]}\]

16) As Long As No Harm Results, It Is Recommended To Recite The Qur’an Out Loud

In his Adhkaar, An-Nawawee mentioned that there are both narrations that extol the virtues of reciting out loud and narrations that extol the virtues of reciting quietly, whereby no one but the reciter hears his recitation. The issue, therefore, requires some explanation. The scholars have said that, by reciting quietly, one is less likely to recite for show; hence, reciting quietly is better for one who fears that he will show off if he reads out loud. Then they said that, in other cases, reciting out loud is better, as long as other worshippers or people that are sleeping or others are not disturbed by one’s recitation. That reciting out loud is better is proven by the fact that it requires more effort and its benefit extends beyond the reciter to those who are listening; furthermore, by reciting out loud, one repels sleep, stimulates mental activeness, and wakes up those who should wake up (those, for example, who are sleeping when it is time for prayer). But if one does read out loud, he should respect those people that are near him – for example, another person who is reciting the Qur’an or someone who is sleeping. He

\[^{[1]}\] Related by Imam Ahmad in his Musnad (35). The Muhaqqiq of Al-Musnad said, “Its chain is Hasan.” (1/211, Muassasatur-Risaalah)

\[^{[2]}\] Bukhaaree (3760)
should not harm them by raising his voice, a ruling that is established by a Hadeeth related by Abu Sa'eed: The Messenger of Allah ﷺ spent the night in the Masjid and heard people reciting out loud; he ﷺ removed the barrier that separated him from them and said,

«آلَا كُلْنَا مَنْاتِجًا، فَلَا يُؤُدَّنِ بِبَعْضُكُمْ بَعْضًا، وَلَا يَرْفَعُ بِبَعْضُكُمْ عَلَى بَعْضٍ فِي الْقُرْءَانِ»

"Lo! Each one of you is privately conversing with his Lord, so do not inflict harm upon one another. And let not some of you raise his voice in recitation over the voices of the others,"

or he ﷺ said,

«في الصَّلاة»

"During prayer."[1]

Note: It is not permissible for women to recite in the presence of men (who are not her Mahram), for the fear of temptation that might result. The Shariah came to block all paths that lead to what is Haram (forbidden).[2]

It is also important to note that one must speak and enunciate, moving his tongue and lips, for him to receive the reward for reciting the Qur'an. When one reads the Qur'an with his eyes without moving his lips, he does not reap the rewards that are specified for one who recites the Qur'an. Shaikh Ibn Baaz (may Allah have mercy on him) said, "It is okay to look at the Qur'an without reciting it, especially if one is trying to contemplate and understand its meanings, but one who does so is not reciting and does not achieve the merits that come with reciting the Qur'an. One only achieves those merits by enunciating the Qur'an, even if those around him do not hear him. The Prophet ﷺ said,

«أَفَرَأَوْا الْقُرْآنَ فَإِنَّهُ يَنْتَيِّ بِشَيْءٍ يُؤَذِّنُ الْقِيَامَةَ سَفِيعًا لأَصْحَابِهِ»

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (1332); Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh."
[2] This ruling was issued by the Permanent Council For Scientific Researches in Saudi Arabia (5413) (4/127)
Recite the Qur'an, for on the Day of Resurrection, the Qur'an will come as an intercessor for its people.' (Related by Muslim)

Its people, as is mentioned in other Ahadeeth, are those who apply its teachings. And the Prophet said,

\[ \text{من قرأ حَرَفًا مِن القرآن فَلَهُ حَسَنَةٌ} \]

"'Whoever reads a letter from the Qur'an has one reward for doing so; and every reward (for a good deed) is multiplied ten times.'"

(Related by At-Tirmidhee and Ad-Daarimee, with an authentic chain.) And one is not considered to be reciting or reading the Qur'an unless he utters what he is reading, a ruling that is clearly mentioned by the people of knowledge. And success lies with Allāh."

17) The Recommended Period Of Time In Which One Should Finish Reading The Entire Qur'an

Our pious predecessors had different customs in regard to the time it took them to read the entire Qur'an. Some would finish it in two months; others, in one month; others, in ten days; and yet others, who constitute the majority, in seven days. This disparity of custom is related by An-Nawawee in his Adhkaar. But there were even some who would read the entire Qur'an in 3 days, and a perhaps smaller group who would complete it in a single day. In regards to this issue, the story of 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr is well-known. He said, "The Messenger of Allāh said to me,

\[ \text{أقرأ القرآن في شهر} \]

'Recite the Qur'an in one month,'

to which I responded, 'I find strength [to finish it in a shorter amount of time].'

Then the Prophet said,

\[ \text{فأقرأه في} \text{سَبْعَة} \text{وَلَا تَرَدَّ عَلَى ذَلِكَ} \]

"Then read it in seven [days] but do not increase beyond that (i.e., do not complete it in a shorter amount of time)."

Some scholars have therefore said that seven days is the shortest amount of time in which one should finish reading the entire Qur'an; other scholars, however, have ruled that 3 days is the lower limit in this issue, mentioning the following Hadith to support their view. 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr  said, "The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said to me,

أقرأ القرآن في شهرٍ

'Read the Qur'an in a month,'

to which I responded, 'I find strength [in myself to finish reading it in a shorter amount of time].'

The Prophet ﷺ said,

اطلقه في ثلاثٍ

"Read it in three [days]."

Imam Ahmad said that the period it takes to finish reading the Qur'an is not set or limited, but rather depends on the strength and energy of each individual, because it is related that 'Uthmaan  would finish reading it in a single night; the same is related about others from our pious predecessors.

The opinion I feel to be strongest is the one held by An-Nawawee: the ruling in this matter differs from person to person. If, through contemplation, one is blessed with gaining an understanding of fine or difficult to understand points, he should limit himself to reading at a pace that allows him to achieve maximum comprehension. Similarly, if one is occupied in spreading knowledge, in judging between Muslim litigants, or in other religious duties that have to do with the general population of Muslims, then one should read that amount which allows him enough time to fulfill his other duties. But if one is not

[1] Bukhaaree (5054)
[2] Abu Daawood (1391); Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan Saheeh."
from the above-mentioned categories, he should read as much as he is able, without reading so much that ennui or boredom or imprecision in recitation (from lack of concentration) results.

**Related Note:** Although many supplications for the occasion of finishing the Qur’an are widespread and known among the masses, no proof establishes the legitimacy of a single one from them; or in other words, no authentic Hadeeth mentions a specific supplication that is to be read when one finishes reading the Qur’an. Perhaps the most famous supplication in this regard is the one that is ascribed to Shaikh Al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah; however, it is not even authentically ascribed to him, and because it is so doubtful that Shaikhul-Islam said it, Shaikh 'Abur-Rahmaan Ibn Qaasim said that the supplication should not be included in any *Fatwa* compilation of the Shaikh.

Shaikh Bakr Abu Zaid – may Allah preserve him – wrote a small treatise on the different narrations that mention specific supplications that one should say when he finishes reading the Qur’an. In conclusion, he said,

A summary of the ruling in this issue consists of two matters:

The first matter deals with one reciting the supplication of completing the Qur’an outside of prayer; it is related from our pious predecessors, from the first generation of this Nation, that they would supplicate on the occasion of completing the recitation of the Qur’an. This practice is ascribed to Anas and a group of people from the Taabi’oon. In one narration, Imam Ahmad ascribed this practice to Abu Al-Haarith and Yousuf Ibn Moosa – may Allah have mercy on them all. Therefore supplicating on the occasion of finishing the Qur’an is legislated; in fact, Ibn Al-Qayyim – may Allah have mercy on him – said, “It is one of the most propitious of occasions to supplicate and one of the most likely of occasions of having one’s supplications answered.”

The second matter involves an Imam or an individual worshipper saying this supplication during prayer, before or after the Rukoo’ (bowing position), during Taraaweeh (Ramadan Night
prayer) or during any other prayer. Regarding this matter, no narration that has a [verifiable or established] source is related from the Prophet ﷺ nor is any narration that has a chain related from any of his Companions ﷺ...

18) The Sunnah Is To Refrain From Reciting When One Is Overcome By Sleep

This ruling is based on a Hadeeth related by Abu Hurairah ﷺ, in which the Prophet ﷺ said,

"إِذَا قَامَ أَحَدُكُمْ مِنَ اللَّيْلِ، فَأَشْنَجُجـِيْمُ الْقُرآنَ عَلَى لِسَانِهِ فَلْمَ ْيَدُرْ مَا يَقُولُ، فَلْيُضْطَطَجِعَ"

"When one of you stands during the night, being unable to properly recite the Qur'an (i.e., it does not flow on his tongue because he is so sleepy) or understand what he is saying, then let him lie down.'"[1]

And in the following Hadeeth that is related by ‘Aaisha ﷺ, the Prophet ﷺ explicitly stated the reason why one should not recite the Qur’an when one is sleepy or drowsy:

«إِذَا نَعَسَ أَحَدُكُمْ فِي الصَّلَاةِ، فَلْيُبَلَّغْ حَتَّى يَذَهَّبْ عَنْهُ النَّومُ. فَإِنَّ أَحَدُكُمْ إِذَا نَعَسَ: إِنَّ الْحَمْرَاءَ وَهُوَ نَعَسُ، فَلْيُضْطَجِعَ فَيَسْتَغِيَ فَيسْتَغِيَ نَفْسُهُ"

"If one of you becomes sleepy during prayer, then let him sleep (or rest) until his sleepiness goes away, because if one of you prays while he is sleepy, he might try to ask for forgiveness but curse himself instead.’’[2]

This is an important issue that one should not take lightly, for when a person is sleepy or drowsy, he may begin to speak in a confused and garbled manner. So if one is reciting the Qur’an or praying while he is sleepy, he should refrain from reciting and praying, because he might inadvertently supplicate against himself, distort the Qur’an in his recitation, or say something

[1] Muslim (787)
[2] Muslim (786)
else that is wrong.  

**Related Note:** When one begins to yawn, he should refrain from reciting the Qur'an, because if he continues to recite during a period wherein he is yawnning constantly, his recitation will become garbled or his voice may take on a ridiculous or annoying tone. And Allâh's speech must be preserved from all of that.  

19) **Once One Begins To Recite The Qur'an, It Is Recommended To Recite Continuously Without Unnecessarily Stopping Or Pausing**

   When one begins to recite the Qur'an, it is recommended for him to continue and not pause during his recitation, unless it is for an important matter. To honor Allâh's speech, one should not cut it off during recitation for a worldly affair. It is sad and strange to see some people reciting the Qur'an while they are waiting in the Masjid for the prayer but then cut off their recitation for trifling worldly concerns. Those diversions - such as looking to see who just entered the Masjid - are made attractive by Shaitaan, who does not want for any good to befall a Muslim.

   That being said, if one has proper cause to pause in the middle of one's recitation, the ruling is altogether different. The eminent Taabi'ee, Naafai', said, "When Ibn 'Umar would recite the Qur'an, he would not speak until he finished his recitation," which is a reminder of the first point we mentioned. Naafai' continued, "But I was with him one day when he was reciting Sooratul-Baqarah (The Chapter Of The Cow); he continued [to recite] until he reached a certain place (verse), and he then said, 'Do you know what this was revealed about?' I said, 'No.' He said that it was revealed about such and such matter, and then he continued [in his recitation]."[1] Such was the way of Ibn 'Umar: he would not cut off his recitation unless it was to spread knowledge, which too is an act of worship.

---

[1] Bukhaaree (4526)
20) **It Is From The Sunnah For The Reciter To Make Tasbeeh** (i.e., to say, ‘Subhaanallah,’ how perfect Allah is) **At A Verse Of Tasbeeh** (i.e., in a verse wherein Allah is glorified), To Seek Refuge In Allah At A Verse Wherein Punishment [For Evildoers] Is Mentioned, And To Ask At A Verse Of Mercy (i.e., when Allah's Mercy and Forgiveness are mentioned)

In the *Hadeeth* of Hudhaifah ﷺ, wherein he mentioned his prayer with the Messenger of Allah ﷺ, he ﷺ said, "...He then began [reading] Aal-'Imraan (The Chapter Of 'Imraan’s Family); he ﷺ proceeded slowly with his recitation. When he came across a verse of Tasbeeh, he would make Tasbeeh. When he came across a verse of asking (wherein the theme of supplication and Allah’s forgiveness are discussed), he would ask (i.e., he ﷺ would invoke Allah ﷺ). And when he came across a verse wherein refuge is sought, he would seek refuge [with Allah]..."[1] An-Nawawee said, "This indicates that these matters are recommended for one who is reciting not just during prayer, but outside of prayer as well."

21) **When One Passes By A Verse Of Prostration, It Is Sunnah For Him To Perform Prostration**

In Allah’s Book, there are fifteen verses of prostration (there is a sign pointing them out in copies of the Qur’an). When one is reciting the Qur’an and comes across one of those verses, it is Sunnah for him to perform prostration and say any of the invocations that are related from the Prophet ﷺ for that occasion. For example,

اللّهِمَّ احْتَضِطُّ عَنِيَّ بِهَا وَزِرَّ، وَاكْتُبْ لِيْ بِهَا أَجْرًا، وَأَجْعَلْهَا لِيْ عَنَدَكَ، دُخِّرْا

"O Allah, remove from me a sin for this (prostration), record for me a reward for this (prostration), save it for me."

And with At-Tirmidhee is this addition:

[1] Muslim (727)
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"And accept it from me just as You had accepted it from Your servant Daawood."[^1]

Or one may say,

"My face fell prostrate before He who created it and brought forth its faculties of hearing and seeing by His might and power."[^2]

Or one may also say,

"O Allāh, to You I have prostrated; in You I have believed; and to You I have submitted. My face fell prostrate before He who created it, formed it, and brought forth its faculties of hearing and seeing. Blessed is Allāh, the best of creators."[^3]

This particular prostration is not compulsory; rather it is a Sunnah practice: its doer is rewarded and the one who does not do it is not punished. Nonetheless, the people of Eemaan should not abandon this practice or be negligent regarding it. That it is Sunnah and not Waajib (compulsory) to perform this prostration is indicated by a few narrations. First, it is related that Zaid Ibn Thaabit & recited the Qur'an to the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ without prostrating during his recitation. ‘Ataa Ibn Yasaar[^1]

[^1]: Related by At-Tirmidhee (3424) and Ibn Maajah (1053), and the wording mentioned here is from Ibn Maajah's narration of the Hadeeth. Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan (872,1062)."

[^2]: Related by Abu Daawood (1414), and the wording mentioned here is from his narration of the Hadeeth. Al-Albaanee ruled it to be authentic (1255). It is also related by Ahamd (23502), An-Nassaaee (1129), and At-Tirmidhee (3425).

[^3]: Related by Muslim (771), Ahmad (805), An-Nassaaee (1126), At-Tirmidhee (3421), Abu Daawood (760), and Ibn Maajah (1054).
related that Zaid Ibn Thaabit ﷺ said, "I recited ‘Wan-Najm’ to the Prophet ﷺ and he ﷺ did not prostrate during it."[1] And on one Friday when ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ stood on the pulpit to recite Sooratun-Nahl (The Bees Chapter), he prostrated at the verse of prostration. On the next Friday, he read Sooratun-Nahl again, and when he came to the verse of prostration, he ﷺ said, "O’ people, we come across [verses of] prostration. Then whoever prostrates has achieved correctness, and whoever does not prostrate, there is no sin upon him." And ‘Umar ﷺ did not perform prostration this time, thus illustrating the ruling he announced. Naafai’ added the following addition from Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ, "Verily, Allâh has not made prostration (i.e., this particular prostration) compulsory upon us, unless we wish to [perform it]."[2]

**Question:** Do the requirements of prostration during prayer – the takbeer (i.e., ‘Allâhuakbar’) before and after it, tasleem (saying ‘Assalaamu ‘Alaikum Warahmatullah’ after the prayer), purity, facing the direction of the Qiblah, etc. – apply to the prostration one performs after reading prostration verses? So, for example, does one need to be in a state of purity?

One enters the state of prayer (by raising one’s hands and saying ‘Allâhuakbar’) and then exits from it (by saying ‘Assalaamu ‘Alaikum Warahmatullah’); however, as is known from the Sunnah of the Prophet ﷺ and the practice of our pious predecessors and Imams, there is no such entering and exiting for the prostration of recitation, which is to say one performs it directly. And as such, it is not prayer, nor does it take the conditions or requisites of prayer. Therefore, one may perform it, as Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ used to do, without being in a state of complete purity. Nonetheless, Ibn Taymiyyah pointed out that it is better to perform it having fulfilled the conditions of prayer; he also said that one should not forego those conditions or requisites unless one has a legitimate

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1037), Muslim (577), Ahmad (21081), At-Tirmidhee (576), An-Nassaaee (960), and Abu Daawood (1404)

[2] Bukhaaree (1077)
Related Issue: The prostration of recitation is Sunnah not only for the reciter, but also for the one who is listening attentively to his recitation, as opposed to one who is not listening attentively. Suppose person A is reciting the Qur'an; meanwhile, person B is listening attentively to his recitation, when suddenly person C passes by and casually overhears the recitation or, for example, person C is occupied with his own recitation of the Qur'an. When person A comes across a verse of prostration, it is Sunnah for him and person B, and not person C, to perform prostration. One who listens attentively takes the same ruling as the reciter, a ruling which is supported by this verse, in which Allâh ﷻ says to Moosa ﷺ and Haaroon ﷺ,

"Verily, the invocation of you both is accepted. So you both keep to the Straight Way (i.e., preaching Allâh’s Message with patience)" (Qur’an 10:89)

Allâh ﷻ addressed them both even though it was Moosa ﷺ who made the supplication. Since Haaroon ﷺ listened attentively and said, ‘Aameen,’ to Moosa’s supplication, he took the same ruling as the one who supplicated and was thus included in the address.

Another Related Issue: You should not limit yourself to the invocations I mentioned earlier; instead, during the prostration of recitation, you must first say the invocation, ‘Subhaana Rabbiyal-‘Aalaa (How perfect Allâh is! The Most-High),’ and then you may say the other invocations that are particular to the prostration of recitation. To not say, ‘Subhaana Rabbiyal-‘Aalaa,’ during the prostration of recitation, some scholars have said, is an innovation.

22) It Is Disliked To Kiss The Qur’an And Place It Between One’s Eyes

A person bereft of knowledge might say, “Why do you show an aversion to kissing the Qur’an and placing it between one’s eyes? Is that not an act of venerating and honoring Allâh’s Speech?”
Answer: To kiss the Qur’an and then place it between one’s eyes is an act of worship, through which one seeks closeness to Allah ﷻ. And acts of worship only become legitimate when irrefutable proofs establish their foundations. There is no such proof for the practice in question, but we do have a proof that we do not have doubts about, in which the Prophet ﷺ said,

«مَنْ أَحْدَثَ فِي أَمْرِنَا هَذَا مَا لَيْسَ مِنْهُ فَهُوَ رَدُّهُ»

"Whoever introduces into this affair of ours that which is not from it, it is rejected."

The Companions ﷺ performed only those acts of worship that they learned from the Messenger of Allah ﷺ. When ‘Umar ﷺ saw the Black Stone, he ﷺ said, “You neither cause harm nor benefit, and had not the Messenger of Allah ﷺ kissed you, I would not have kissed you.” When Mu’aawiyyah ﷺ kissed all corners of the Ka’bah, Ibn ‘Abbaas ﷺ reproached him for adding to the practice of the Prophet ﷺ. And when Ibn Al-Musayyib saw a man performing much Rukoo’ (bowing) and prostration after the Fajr prayer, he censured him. The man said, “O Aba Muhammad, will Allah punish me for praying?” Ibn Al-Musayyib said, “No, but for going against the Sunnah (which is to not pray directly after the Fajr prayer until after the sun rises).”

The Permanent Council (Of Scholars In Saudi Arabia) Said: We know of no proof that establishes the legislation of kissing the Noble Qur’an, which was revealed to be recited, to be contemplated, and to be acted upon.[1]

23) It Is Disliked To Hang Verses Of The Qur’an Up On A Wall

Widespread in many homes today is the practice of hanging up certain verses or chapters of the Qur’an on walls in rooms or hallways. Some people hang them up, seeking blessings, while others do so in order to beautify and adorn their homes. Some people even do so in stores, choosing verses that are appropriate

[1] Fatwa # 8852 (4/122)
to their business. And yet others hang verses on the rearview mirror of their cars, seeking blessings or protection. Finally, there are some who say that they hang up verses as a reminder.

The Permanent Council has issued a lengthy ruling in this matter; basically, the Council ruled that it is forbidden to hang up verses of the Qur'an in homes, places of business, and anywhere else. The ruling of the Council can be summarized in the following points:

1) By hanging up verses, one deviates from the purpose for which the Qur'an was revealed: guidance, a good reminder, recitation, and so on.

2) This practice is contrary to the way of the Prophet ﷺ and his rightly-guided Khaleefahs ﷺ.

3) When we forbid this practice, we effectively block off a way that leads to Shirk (associating partners with Allâh in worship), for some people hang up a poster with verses on it, considering it to be a charm.

4) The Qur’an was revealed to be recited, and not to serve as a marketing tool for businesses.

5) Posters with verses of the Qur’an on them are susceptible to debasement, especially when one moves them from one house to another.

The Permanent Council then said: In short, we must close the door to evil, a way that was followed by the Imams of guidance in the early generations of Islam, and, we must remember, the Prophet ﷺ attested to the superiority of those generations. Those generations had sound beliefs and were free from innovations.
Chapter 2

The Manners Of Giving Greetings Of Peace

Allah ﷺ said:

"O you who believe! Enter not houses other than your own, until you have asked permission and greeted those in them” (Qur'an 24:27)

And Allah ﷺ said:

"But when you enter the houses, greet one another with a greeting from Allah (i.e., say, ‘Assalaamu ‘Alaikum – peace be on you) blessed and good” (Qur'an 24:61)

And Allah ﷺ said:

"When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with what is better than it, or (at least) return it equally” (Qur'an 4:86)

The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"Alláh created Adam, whose length was 60 arm-spans, and then
**Allāh** ﷺ said, ‘Go and give greetings of peace to those Angels, and listen to what they greet you with, [it is] your greeting and the greeting of your progeny.’ Then **Adam** ﷺ said [to the Angels], ‘Peace be upon you,’ and they said, ‘Peace and the Mercy of Allāh upon you,’ so they added, and the Mercy of Allāh...’[1]

And the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

«لا تدخلون الحجّة حتَّى تؤمنوا، ولا تؤمَّنوا حتَّى تُباذَأوا، ألا أذكلمُ على شيء، إذا علمتموّا تُباذَأتم؟ أفُسِّوا السلام بيتكم»

‘You will not enter Paradise until you believe, and you will not believe until you love one another. Shall I not guide you to something, which, if you do it, will make you love one another? Spread greetings of peace among yourselves.’[2]

And in yet another **Hadeeth**, the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

«حقُّ الْمُسْلِمٍ علَى الْمُسْلِمِ سَبّتُ. يَدُولُ وَمَا هُنَّ يَا رَسُولُ اللَّهَ؟ قَالَ: إِذَا لَقِينُتُ فَسَلِّمْ علَيْهِ... الحديث»

‘The rights of a Muslim upon another Muslim are six.’ He ﷺ was then asked, ‘And what are they, O’ Messenger of Allāh?’ He ﷺ said, ‘If you meet a Muslim, then extend to him greetings of peace...’[3]

**The Manners Of Giving Greetings Of Peace**

1) **It is Sunnah To Initiate Greetings Of Peace, It Is Waajib (Compulsory) To Return The Greetings**

There are many proofs which show that it is **Sunnah** to initiate

---

[1] Bukhaaree (3326), Muslim (2841)
[2] Related by Muslim, in the chapter, “None Shall Enter Paradise Except For The Believers.” (54)
[3] Related by Muslim (2162)
greetings of peace. We have just mentioned one of those proofs:

«حقُّ المُسلمٍ علَى المُسلمِ بِسَبْطٍ: إِذَا لَقِيتُهُ فَسَلَّمْ عَلَيْهِ... الحديث»

"The rights of a Muslim upon another Muslim are six...If you meet a Muslim, then extend to him greetings of peace..."

Another proof is the practice of the Prophet ﷺ, or of his Companions ﷺ; we will not mention proofs to that effect because their practice of extending greetings of peace to one another is so well known.

If person A extends greetings of peace to person B, the latter must return the greetings; otherwise, he is sinning. Among the many proofs that establish this ruling, is the saying of Allah ﷻ:

"وإِذَا جُنِبْتُمْ يَجِبْ عَلَيْكُمْ فَحْيَةٌ أَيْحَسِنَ مَنْهَا أَوْ رَدُّوهَا" (Qur'an 4:86)

Ibn Hazm, Ibn 'Abdul-Barr, and Ash-Shaikh Taqee-ud-Deen - each of these have said that there is a consensus among the scholars in this issue: that it is compulsory to return greetings of peace.

**Question:** If a man greets a group of people, does each one of them have to respond to his greeting, or is it sufficient for one of them to respond?

**Answer:** If a man greets a group of people, it is better for all of them to respond; however, if only one of them returns the greeting, the others do not have to return it as well, and there is no sin upon them for not returning it. 'Alee Ibn Abee Taalib ﷺ said, "When a group passes by, it is sufficient for one of them to give greetings of peace, and as for those who are sitting, it is sufficient for one of them to respond."[1]

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (5210). Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh." And Ibn 'Abdul-Barr related it with his chain that goes back to the Prophet ﷺ and described it as being Hasan, without anything that opposes it. However, Ibn 'Abdul-Barr said the following about Sa'eed Ibn Khaalid Al-Khuzaa'ee, one of the narrators: "Some do not find any fault with him,
2) The Manner Of Giving Greetings Of Peace

In order of best, second best, and third best, these are the ways of extending greetings of peace:

1) "Assalaamu 'Alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakaatuhu": Peace as well as the mercy and blessings of Allah upon you.

2) "Assalaamu 'Alaikum Warahmatullah": Peace and the mercy of Allah upon you.

3) "Assalamu 'Alaikum!": Peace upon you.

This order is proven by the narration of Abu Hurairah (R), in which a man passed by the Messenger of Allah (S) - who was seated in a gathering - and said, "Assalaamu 'Alaikum." The Prophet (S) said, "Ten good deeds [are written for him].” Another man passed by and said, "Assalaamu 'Alaikum Warahmatullah," and the Prophet (S) said, "Twenty good deeds." Then another man passed by and said, "Assalaamu 'Alaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakaatuhu," and the Prophet (S) said, "Thirty good deeds."[1]

I mentioned the ways of extending greetings of peace from best to least best, and in responding to one of those greetings, one should give a similar or better greeting, for Allah (S) said:

but a group [of scholars] have ruled that he is weak.” (At-Tamheed 5:290). And in Al-Irwaa Al-Ghaleel, Ash-Shaikh Al-Albaanee ruled that the Hadeeth is Hasan, and he mentioned the ruling of An-Naisaaboor: "This Hadeeth is Hasan." He then mentioned the different chains for this Hadeeth and their overall effect of strengthening the Hadeeth, and at the end of his commentary, he said, "With its various chains, perhaps this Hadeeth becomes stronger, to the level of Hasan; and this seems to be the stronger view, and Allah knows best (Al-Irwaa 778).” Note: I have gone in detail here because it is necessary to know if there is a sin on a group of people if only one of them responds to a greeting, and the ruling in this issue hinges upon the authenticity of this narration.

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2689), who said, "The Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh, and Ghareeb from this chain." And Al-Bukhaaree related it in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (986). Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh." Ad-Daarimee (264) and Ahmad (19446) related it as well.
"When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with what is better than it, or (at least) return it equally" (Qur'an 4:86)

And even if you are responding to the greeting of a single Muslim, you should use the plural pronoun: ‘Wa-'Alaikumus-Salaam...’ instead of ‘Wa-'Alaikas-Salaam.’

**Question:** Suppose someone gives us greetings of peace and ends his greeting with, ‘Wabarakaatuhu.’ In order to respond with a better greeting, as is mentioned in the verse

"better than it",

may we add, ‘Wa-maghfiratuhu Wa-Ihsaanuhu...(And His forgiveness and generosity...)?

**Answer:** When responding to another person’s greeting, you should not add anything after, “Wabarakaatuhu,” even if that is where the other person ended. Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, “Ibn ‘Abbaas ☪ and Ibn ‘Umar ☪ said to, ‘Finish [greetings of] peace with Al-Barakah (i.e., ‘Wabarakaatuhu’), just as Allah ☪ said about His righteous slaves:

‘The Mercy of Allah and His Blessings be on you, O the family [of Ibraaheem]’” (Qur’an 11:73).

And they both disliked for anyone to add anything after ‘Wabarakaatuhu’ in his greetings of peace.”

**3) It Is Disliked To Initiate A Greeting With “Alaikas-Salaam (Thus Reversing The Word Order, Which Is Correctly Done When One Responds To Another Person’s Greeting)”**

There are authentic narrations that establish this ruling; for example, Jaabir Ibn Saleem Al-Hujaimee ☪ said, ‘I went to the Prophet ☪ and said, ‘Alaikus-Salaam,’ to which he ☪ responded,
And the wording of the Prophet’s answer is slightly different in Abu Daawood’s narration:

"Do not say, ‘Alaikus-Salaam,’ for ‘Alaikus-Salaam,’ is the greeting of the dead."[2]

Therefore, it is disliked to initiate a greeting with, "Alaikus-Salaam."

4) If You Are Greeting A Large Gathering Or If You Doubt Whether The Person You Greeted Heard You, It Is Recommended To Repeat The Greeting Three Times

Anas related that the Prophet would repeat [important] statements three times and that when he would come across a group of people, he would give them greetings of peace three times. After he related Anas’s narration, An-Nawawee said, “This is taken to apply to situations wherein there are many people in the gathering.”[3] Ibn Hajr added, “One does the same if he thinks the other person did not hear him, in which case it is Sunnah to repeat the greeting for a second and then a third time. But he should not go beyond three times.”[4]

5) It Is Sunnah To Initiate Greetings And Respond To Them Out Loud

It is from the guidance of the Prophet that he would raise his voice when he gave and returned greetings of peace. One does

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2722), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh.”
[2] Sunan Abu Daawood (5209); Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
[3] I.e., and some of them do not hear, so one repeats the greeting three times, making sure that everyone hears his greeting (This additional explanation is given by Ibn Hajr, in Fathul-Baaree (11/29)
not, therefore, receive reward for whispering greetings or saying them in such a low voice that no one but he can hear them – there is an exception to this ruling, which we will come to later on. Thaabit Ibn ‘Ubaid said, “I went to a gathering wherein ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar was present, and he said, ‘When you give greetings of peace, then let others hear you, for it is a blessed and good greeting.’”

Ibn Hajr pointed out that the Prophetﷺ ordered Muslims to spread greetings of peace among themselves, but that order cannot be fulfilled when one gives greetings in a low, inaudible voice; hence, in order for one to comply with that command, one must initiate and return greetings in a loud voice. Consequently, it is not enough for one to signal his greetings with, for instance, a motion of the hand.

And An-Nawawee ruled that one who gives an inaudible greeting of peace has given no greeting whatsoever; hence, it is not compulsory – nor really possible – for the other person to respond. At the very least, one should return greetings, if not out loud, then at least in an audible tone; otherwise, he has not fulfilled the compulsory duty of responding to greetings of peace.

6) It Is Sunnah To Make One’s Greetings Inclusive Of Everyone – Of Those One Knows And Of Those One Does Not Know

A man once asked the Prophetﷺ, “Which Islam is best?” The Prophetﷺ said,

«بَعْضُ الْكَلْمَاتِ الْمَعْلُومَةَ وَبَعْضُ اِلْسَلَامِ عَلَى مَنْ عَرَفَتْ وَمَنْ لَمْ تَعْرِفْهُ»

“Feeding food [to others] and saying ‘As-Salaam,’ both to those you know and to those you don’t know.”

[1] Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1005); Al-Albaanee said, “It has an authentic chain.” And Al-Haafidh said the same (11/18): Saheeh Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (pg. 385)

[2] Of course, this ruling applies in the case of Muslims and not in the case of disbelievers, for they are not befitting of this supplication.

[3] Al-Bukhaaree (12) and Muslim (39)
We are encouraged, in this *Hadeeth*, to spread greetings of peace because doing so entails many benefits, perhaps the greatest of which are uniting the hearts of Muslims and keeping their hearts free from rancor or hate for one another. On the other hand, it is not praiseworthy to give greetings of peace only to those whom one knows or only to those that have status in society, the practice of which is one of the signs of the Hour. Ibn Mas'ood related that the Messenger of Allah said,

«إِنْ مِنْ أَشْرَاطِ السَّاعَةِ إِذَا كَانَتُ التَّجْهِيَةُ عَلَى الْمُغْرِقَةِ»

"Verily, from the signs of the Hour is when greetings will be for acquaintances [only]."

And in another narration: “For a man to extend greetings of peace to another man, only doing so because he is an acquaintance (i.e., he does not give greetings to Muslims he does not know)."[1] And in yet another narration, the Prophet said, “Verily, before (or just before) the Hour, greetings of peace will be exclusive (to those one knows or to people of status)...”[2]

7) It Is Recommended That The One Who Is Arriving Initiate The Greeting

This practice is widespread among the people, and it is supported by many revealed texts, which indicate that it is recommended for the person who is arriving, and not the person who is stationary, to initiate the greeting. We have hitherto mentioned the story of the three Companions who went to the Prophet - how each of them gave a different greeting, and each received a different reward for his greeting (the person who gave the most complete greeting received the reward of 30 good deeds). Each one of them was arriving, so it was upon them to extend greetings first. Similarly, if one passes by a person who is sitting, the former must initiate the greeting, regardless of

[1] Al-Albaanee mentioned it in As-Silsilatus-Saheehah (648), and it is related by Ahmad (1/387).
[2] Ahmad (1/407. 408). Al-Albaanee said, “This chain is authentic and fulfills the condition of Muslim.” Refer to As-Saheehah (647)
whether he is the younger or older of the two, and regardless of whether the person sitting down is alone or is among a group of people sitting down.

8) It Is Sunnah For The Rider To Greet (The Pedestrian, The Pedestrian To Greet The One Who Is Seated, The Few To Greet The Many, And The Young To Greet The Old

There are a number of authentic narrations that support this ruling. One example is a Hadeeth related by Abu Hurairah ﷺ, in which the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"سَلَّمُ الرَّاكِبُ عَلَى الْمَاَشِيِّ، وَالْمَاَشِيِّ عَلَى الْقَاعِدِ، وَالْقَاعِدِ عَلَى النَّافَعِ

"The rider greets (greets here means to initiate greetings of peace) the walker, the walker greets the one who is seated, and the few greet the many."\(^1\)

And this wording is related by Al-Bukhaaree: "The young one greets the old, the passer-by greets the one who is seated, and the few greet the many."\(^2\) Some scholars have discussed the reasoning behind those particular people initiating the greeting: the younger person greets his elder, because the latter has the right to be respected and honored by the former, and it is good manners for one to respect and honor his elders. The rider is situated higher than the walker – situated higher physically and even financially since he can afford a mount; so by the rider having to initiate the greeting, he is made to show humility and is reminded that he should not be arrogant. The passer-by initiates greetings to one who is seated, because the situation of the passer-by is likened to a person who enters upon the people of a household. And the few greet the many, because the rights of the many are more and greater.\(^3\)

**Question:** If the said order of precedence is not followed, are

\(^{1}\) Bukhaaree (2632) and Muslim (2160)  
\(^{2}\) Bukhaaree (2631)  
\(^{3}\) These reasons are outlined in Fathul-Baaree (11/19)
there any negative implications? For example, if the elder person initiates the greeting, if the walker initiates greetings to the rider, if the many greet the few, or if the seated person greets the walker, is there any sin involved?

**Answer:** When people go against the order of precedence outlined in the aforementioned Hadeeth, they are not sinning, but nonetheless, they are leaving the better deed. Al-Maaziree said, “When one avoids a recommended act, that does not necessarily mean that he is performing a disliked act; it may simply mean that he is forsaking the better deed. So if the person who is required to initiate the greeting does not do so, and the other person initiates the greeting instead, the former has forsaken a recommended deed, while the latter has performed the Sunnah deed, unless the latter did not give ample time to the former to initiate the greeting, in which case the latter has also forsaken a recommended deed.”^1

**Second Related Question:** If two pedestrians meet one another, or if two riders meet one another, who should initiate the greeting?

**Answer:** Based on the previously mentioned Hadeeth, the younger of the two should initiate the greeting. If they are of a similar age and are equal in all respects, then the one who initiates the greeting is the better of the two, for when the Prophet ﷺ was speaking about two people who sever ties from another, he ﷺ said,

"وَخَلَّهُمَا الَّذِي يَبْدِأُ بِالْسَلَامِ"

"And the better of the two is the one who initiates the greetings of peace."^2

And in a Hadeeth related by Jaabir ﷺ, the Prophet ﷺ said,

«الْمَاشِيَانِ إِذَا اجْتَمَعَا فَأَيْتُهُمَا بَدْأًا بِالْسَلَامِ فَهُوَ أَفْضِلُ»

‘When two pedestrians gather, whichever of the two initiates the greetings of peace is the better of the two.’

---

[1] Fathul-Baaree (11/19)
[2] Bukhaaree (6077)
greetings of peace is the better one.’’[1]

Third Related Question: When two people are walking together and are separated momentarily by a barrier – such as a tree or a wall – is it legislated for them to give each other greetings of peace when they meet again?

Answer: Yes, it is recommended for them to give greetings of peace, even if the same situation is repeated over and over again. Abu Hurairah  related that the Prophet  said,

إذا ألقى أحدكم أخاه فلْيُسْلَمْ عَلَيْهِ، فإن حالت بينهما شجرة أو جدار أو حجر ثم ألقى كله فليسلم عليه

‘‘When one of you meets his brother, he should give him greetings of peace; and if they [then] become separated by a tree or a wall or a [large] stone [as they are walking], he should greet him when they meet again (after having passed the barrier that separated them).’’[2]

9) Greeting A Stranger Women (i.e., A Women That One Is Not Allowed To Be In Seclusion With)

There are at least three opinions in this matter. Some scholars hold that it is forbidden for a man to greet a stranger woman; others maintain that it is permissible, so long as there is no fear of temptation; and yet a third group of scholars give a more detailed ruling. They say that if one comes across a young, beautiful woman, it is not permissible to greet her, but that if she is old, it is permissible. Imam Ahmad – may Allâh have mercy on him – held this last opinion. Saaleh said, ‘‘I asked my father, ‘May one greet a [stranger] woman?’ He said, ‘As for an older

---

[1] Bukhaaree, in Al-Adab Al-Munfrad (994). In Al-Fath, Ibn Hajr ruled that its chain is authentic (11/18). And in As-Saheehah, Ash-Shaikh Al-Albaanee ruled that the Hadeeth is authentic. (1146)

[2] Related by Abu Daawood (5200), with two chains, one of them goes back to the Prophet  while the other stops short at a Companion  Al-Albaanee said, ‘‘It is authentic, both the narration that is ascribed to the Prophet  and the narration that is ascribed to a Companion  ’’
woman, then no problem; but a young woman should not be prompted to speak." And Ibn Al-Qayyim was correct in saying, "One may greet the old woman and one's Mahaarim (woman that one may be in seclusion with – such as one's wife, mother, sister, etc.), but no other females." The reason why one should not greet younger women is obvious: to block off the door to evil and to avoid the dangers of temptation. True, there are narrations indicating that the Messenger and His Companions sometimes greeted stranger women; as for the Messenger, he was protected from wrongdoing and as such was safe from temptation. And as to the Companions, we can assume that they greeted stranger women in circumstances wherein they were safe from temptation. For example, Sahl related that an old lady used to prepare a special dish for him and his companions and that every Friday they would go to greet her, after which she would proffer to them the dish.\(^1\)

**10) It Is Recommended To Greet Young Children**

This is to encourage and train children from a very young age to apply Islamic manners. Anas Ibn Maalik reported that when he used to walk with the Prophet and when they would pass by a group of children, the Prophet would extend greetings of peace to them.\(^2\) By greeting children one not only trains them to follow Islamic manners, but one also accustoms oneself to the qualities of humbleness and gentleness in dealings.

**Question:** When an adult (it is at the time of puberty that one becomes an adult in Islam) greets a child, is it compulsory for the child to return the greeting? And when a child greets an adult, is it compulsory for the adult to return the greeting?

**Answer:** It is not binding upon the child to return the greeting because compulsory acts of worship are not binding upon children (i.e., no sin is imputed to the child for not returning the greeting; nonetheless, children should of course be trained to

---

\(^1\) Al-Bukhaaree (6248)

\(^2\) Bukhaaree (6248) and Muslim (2168), and the wording here is from the narration of Muslim.
extend and return greetings of peace). But when a young child greets an adult, the latter has to respond (i.e., he sins if he does not respond), an opinion that is held by the majority of scholars.

11) The Etiquette Of Greeting People Who Are Awake In A Place Wherein Some People Are Sleeping

In such a situation, the person who greets should lower his voice to such a pitch that those who are awake will be able to hear him, while those who are sleeping will not be aroused from their slumber. Al-Miqdaad Ibn Al-Aswad related that when the Prophet would come at night, he would give a greeting that would not arouse the one in slumber but would be audible to one who was awake. This is an example of the Prophet's lofty manners: at the same time that he made sure not to disturb those who were sleeping, he also made sure not to miss out on the rewards of extending greetings of peace.

12) It Is Forbidden To Initiate Greetings Of Peace To The People Of The Book

The Prophet said,

"Do not initiate greetings of peace to the Jews and Christians, and if you meet one of them in the road, force them to its narrowest part (i.e., when there is narrowness in the road, do not be the one who makes way, but instead maintain the honor of Islam, and make the other person take the narrower part of the road)."

This clear prohibition allows for no interpretation.

Question: When it is necessary to greet the People of the Book, may we greet them with greetings of peace?

Answer: The prohibition in the previous Hadeeth is clear and is

[1] Related by Muslim (2055)
not open to interpretation. When it is necessary to greet them, one should use a wording other than the Islamic greeting. For example, one may say, "How are you," or anything similar. Abu Sa’ad said, "If one wants to greet a Dhimee (one from the People of the Book who lives in a Muslim land by agreement and under the protection of the Muslims), he should not do so with 'As-Salaam,' but with, 'May Allah guide you,' or, 'May Allah make pleasant for you your morning.'" Commenting on Abu Sa’ad’s words, An-Nawawee said, "What Abu Sa’ad said is fine when one needs to [greet them]. One may say, 'Good morning,' or, 'Happiness to your morning,' or, 'Good health to your morning'...or anything similar. But if one does not need to do so, then the chosen view is to say nothing, for in saying those greetings, we show a display of love when we are ordered not to love them...And Allah knows best."

13) Answering A Greeting From The People Of The Book With "Wa-'Alaikum (And The Same Upon You)"

In a narration related by Anas Ibn Maalik , the Messenger of Allah said,

«إِذَا سَلَّمْ عَلَيْكُمْ أَهْلُ الْكِتَابِ فَقُولُوا: وَعَلَيْكُمْ»

"When [someone from] the People of the Book gives you greetings of peace, say, 'Wa-'Alaikum.'"[1]

Question: When we hear someone from the People of the Book clearly and unequivocally say, 'As-Salaamu-'Alaikum (Peace be upon you),' should we respond with, 'Wa-'Alaikum,' in applying the apparent meaning of the previous Hadeeth, or should we reply, 'Wa-'Alaikumus-Salaam'?

Answer: Some scholars maintain that, if we are sure that he gave greetings of peace, we should answer with, 'Wa-'Alaikumus-Salaam.'[2] They say that this is in keeping with the principles of

[1] Bukhaaree (6258) and Muslim (2163)

[2] In another narration, the Prophet explained that some Jews would pass by and say, 'As-Saam 'Alaikum,' which sounds like, 'As-Salaamu 'Alaikum,'
justice, and Allah ﷺ ordered us to be just and generous in our dealings. Others hold – and their opinion is stronger – that we should respond to their greetings with the wording that is related in the previously mentioned authentic Hadeeth: “Wa-‘Alaikum (And the same upon you).”

14) When You Come Across A Gathering Which Consists Of A Mix Of Muslims And Disbelievers, It Is Permissible To Initiate Greetings Of Peace

The Prophet ﷺ was once riding on a donkey, upon which there was a saddle, and underneath the saddle there was a coarse Fadakee (ascribed to a place call Fadak) garment; and Usamah Ibn Zaid ﷺ was seated behind the Prophet ﷺ. The Prophet ﷺ was visiting Sa’ad Ibn ‘Ubaadah ﷺ in the precincts of Banee Al-Haarith Ibn Al-Khazraj, and this was before the Battle of Badr. They passed by a gathering that contained a mix of Muslims, polytheists that worshipped idols, and Jews. ‘Abdullah Ibn Ubai Ibn Sulool – who later outwardly accepted Islam and become well known as the leader of the hypocrites – and ‘Abdullah Ibn Rawaahah were among those seated in the gathering. When the dust of the mount was raised over the gathering, ‘Abdullah Ibn Ubai covered his nose with his robe and then said, “Do not raise dust upon us.” The Messenger of Allah ﷺ then extended to them greetings of peace, after which he ﷺ stopped, descended, and invited them unto Allah ﷺ. And he recited the Qur’an to them...¹

Scholars agree that it is permissible to initiate greetings of peace to a gathering that contains a mix of Muslims and disbelievers; An-Nawawee related this consensus. And this ruling is not in conflict with the Hadeeth in which the Prophet ﷺ forbade Muslims from initiating greetings of peace with the People of the

---

¹ But which in Hebrew means, ‘Death upon you.’ This is why we should respond with, ‘And the same upon you.’ But if one is sure that they did indeed say, ‘As-Salaamu-‘Alaikum,’ then some scholars hold that one should respond with, ‘Wa-‘Alaikumus-Salaam.’

¹¹ Bukhaaree (6254) and Muslim (1798)
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Book, because that *Hadeeth* applies to situations wherein one encounters an individual from the People of the Book or a group of them (without any Muslims being among them). When there are both Muslims and disbelievers in a gathering, one extends greetings of peace with the intention of addressing the Muslims only. It was said to Imam Ahmad, “We have dealings with Jews and Christians, and we go to their homes. When we go to them, they [sometimes] have a group of Muslims with them, so should we give greetings of peace to [all of] them?” He said, “Yes, but you should intend your greetings of peace for the Muslims.” An-Nawawee issued the same ruling, saying that it is *Sunnah* to greet them all but that one should have the intention that his greetings are only directed at the Muslim or Muslims that are present.

**Question:** When there is a group that contains a mix of Muslims and disbelievers, should one give this greeting: “*As-Salaamu ‘Ala Man-Ittaba’al-Huda* (Peace upon he who follows the [true] guidance).”

**Answer:** No, one should not give this greeting but should instead give the standard Islamic greeting, with the intention of directing it to the Muslims only. Ibn Al-‘Uthaimeen said, “If there is a mixed group, containing Muslims and Christians, one should give them the customary greetings of peace, ‘*Assalaamu ‘Alaikum*, with the intention of addressing the Muslims among them.”

15) **If One Has A Valid Islamic Excuse, He May Signal His Greeting Instead Of Uttering It**

It is generally forbidden to greet people with a gesture, because it is a practice that is common among the People of the Book, and we are ordered to differ from them. At-Tirmidhee related a *Hadeeth* in which it is made clear that it is forbidden to greet others with a gesture and that doing so is something that is particular to the People of the Book; however, At-Tirmidhee described the narration as containing some *Gharaabah* (an indication of weakness in the narration). About the same narration, Al-Haafidh Ibn Hajr said, “Its chain contains some weakness.” Nonetheless, with a good chain, An-Nisaaee related
the following *Hadeeth* from Jaabir ☪:

«لا تسلموا تسليما اليهود فإني تسليما هم بالرؤوس والأفك وال暗示ة»

"Do not greet [one another] with the greeting of the Jews; their greeting is with their heads, their hands, and with a gesture."[1]

One might counter with this *Hadeeth*, in which Asmaa Bint Yazeed ☪ said, "The Prophet ☪ waved *As-Salaam* (i.e., with greetings of peace) to the women with his hand."[2] We respond by pointing out that there is an indication that the Prophet ☪ didn’t only wave, but also articulated, 'As-Salaam.' An-Nawawee said, "The understanding to be taken from this is that the Prophet ☪ combined between waving and uttering the greeting. This is proven by Abu Daawood’s narration of the same *Hadeeth*, for the following is a part of it: 'And he gave us greetings of peace (which indicates an utterance)."[3]"[4]

Al-Haafidh said, "The prohibition of giving *As-Salaam* with a gesture is specific to those that have the ability, both practicably and according to the *Shariah*, to utter the greeting. If one is busy or unable to utter the greeting - for example, one is busy with prayer, one is too far away from the other person, one is a mute, or the person is deaf - then it is legislated for him to extend the greeting with a gesture instead."[5]

16) **It Is Permissible To Greet Someone Who Is Praying, And The Latter May Respond With A Gesture (But Not With An Utterance Of The Greeting)**

Although many do not know this, it is in fact permissible to give

[2] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2697), and the wording here is from his narration. Ahmad (27014), Ibn Maajah (3701), Ad-Daarimee (2637), and Al-Bukhaaree (in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad – 1003, 1047) - each of these related it as well. And in his grading of the *Hadeeth*, Al-Albaanee said, "*Saheeh* (authentic)."
"As-Salaam" to someone who is praying. The Prophet's Companions would greet him while he was praying, and he would neither reproach nor blame them for doing so. His silent approval proves that it is permissible to greet someone while he is praying. Once Jaabir came across the Prophet while he was praying. Jaabir gave him greetings of peace, and the Prophet responded with a gesture. After he completed his prayer, the Prophet called Jaabir and said,

"Ink سَلَّمْتَ أَيُّهَا وَأَنَا أُصَلِّي "

"You gave me greetings of peace earlier, and I was praying."[1]

In another narration, Suhaib said, "I passed by the Messenger of Allah while he was praying, and I gave him 'As-Salaam,' and he returned the greeting with a gesture." One of the narrators said, "From what I know, he said, 'He gestured with his finger.'"[2] These and other narrations prove that it is permissible to greet someone who is praying and that he may respond with a gesture.

**Question:** When one is praying and responds to a greeting with a gesture, what form should that gesture take?

**Answer:** There is no specified way of gesturing a response to a greeting during prayer. This is because various narrations describe different ways in which the Prophet signaled his response; sometimes it was with his finger (as in the above-mentioned Hadeeth of Suhaib); once it was with his hand, as is related in the Hadeeth of Jaabir; and once with a nod of his head, as in the narration of Ibn Mas'ood. The author of 'Aoun Al-Ma'bood said, "From these different narrations, we gather that the Prophet gestured one way on a certain occasion, and another way on a different occasion. Therefore, all of those forms of gesturing are permissible. And Allah knows best."

---

[1] Related by Muslim (540)
[2] Related by Abu Daawood (925), and Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh," in Saheeh Abu Daawood (818)
17) It Is Permissible To Greet Someone Who Is Reciting The Qur’an, And If One Extends The Greeting, The Reciter Must Respond

Some scholars have ruled that it is permissible to greet someone who is busy reciting the Qur’an, while others have ruled that it is forbidden to do so. The former group of scholars is correct, for there is no proof to show that the reciter is an exception to many revealed texts that exhort Muslims to spread greetings of peace to one another and that command Muslims to respond to those greetings. True, a reciter is occupied with the highest form of remembrance; but that does not prevent someone from greeting him, nor is it less than compulsory for him to respond.

The Permanent Council issued this ruling: It is permissible to initiate greetings of peace to one who is reciting the Qur’an, and he must return the greeting, for no established proof in the Shariah indicates that it is forbidden to greet a person who is busy reciting the Qur’an. And as with all proofs, the general proofs here, which establish that it is legislated to initiate ‘As-Salaam’ and to respond to ‘As-Salaam,’ are comprehensive unless other proofs that limit the scope of the ruling are established.\[1\]

18) It Is Disliked To Greet Someone Who Is Relieving Himself

In a narration related by Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ, a man passed by the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ, who was just then urinating. The man greeted the Prophet ﷺ, but he did not return the greeting.\[2\] Scholars agree that it is disliked for one to return greetings of peace while he is relieving himself (i.e., while he is defecating or urinating) and that it is recommended for him to later return the greeting, but only after he performs ablution, for that is related from the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ. Al-Muhajir Ibn Qunfudh ﷺ related that he went to the Prophet ﷺ, who at the time was urinating. Al-Muhajir ﷺ greeted him, but the Prophet ﷺ did not respond until he performed ablution. He ﷺ then excused himself, saying,

\[1\] Rulings From The Permanent Council For Scientific Researches And Religious Verdicts Saudi Arabia (4/83)
\[2\] Muslim (370)
"I indeed disliked that I should remember Allāh ‘Azza Wa-Jall (The Most Mighty And Exalted) except while being in a state of purity."[1]

19) It Is Recommended To Extend Greetings Of Peace Upon Entering One's Home

If one's house is empty, some from the people of knowledge – from the Companions and others – have ruled that it is recommended for a man to greet himself upon entering. ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar said, "If one enters an uninhabited (or empty) house, then let him say, ‘As-Salaamu ‘Alainaa Wa-‘Alaa ‘Ibaadullahis-SaalIheen (Peace be upon us and upon Allāh’s righteous slaves).’"[2] And the same is related from Mujaahid and others. Ibn Hajr said, "The order to spread greetings of peace embraces greeting one’s own self when one enters a place in which there is no one, for Allāh said,

"But when you enter the houses, greet one another (the literal translation is, ‘greet yourselves’)..." (Qur’an 24:61)

If you enter your home and your family is inside, then it is recommended for you to greet them as well. Abu Az-Zubair related that he heard Jaabir say, "When you enter upon your family, then greet them 'with a greeting from Allāh, blessed and good.'"[3] It is not, however, compulsory to give greetings of

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (17), and the wording mentioned here is from his narration of the Hadeeth. Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh." And about one of its chains, Ibn Muflaih said, “Its chain is good.” The following compilers related it as well: Ahmad (18555), An-Nassaaee (38), Ibn Maajah (350), and Ad-Daarimee (2641)


peace when you enter your home. Ibn Juraij once asked ‘Ataa, “When I leave and then enter again, is it compulsory for me to greet them?” He answered, “No, and it being compulsory is not related from anyone; nonetheless, doing so is more beloved to me, and I do not forsake doing so except on occasions in which I forget.” After becoming aware of the inherent virtues of this practice, a Muslim should not abandon it. One of the virtues or rewards of this practice is mentioned in the following Hadeeth. Abu Umaamah  related that the Prophet ﷺ said,

“Each of [the following] three has a guarantee with Allâh – that if he lives, he is taken care of, and if he dies, he will enter Paradise: one who enters his house with ‘Salaam’ has a guarantee with Allâh ‘Azza Wa-Jall (The Most Might and Exalted); one who goes out to the Masjid has a guarantee with Allâh; and one who goes out in the way of Allâh has a guarantee with Allâh.”[1]

20) Conveying Greetings Of Peace On Behalf Of Others

This is related in the Sunnah; for example, a man once went to the Prophet ﷺ and said, “Verily, my father sends you greetings of peace,” to which the Prophet ﷺ answered,

"Peace be upon you and upon your father."[2]

In another narration, the Mother of the Believers, ‘Aaisha ﷺ, reported that the Prophet ﷺ said to her, “Indeed, Jibreel sends you greetings of peace.” She ﷺ answered, “And upon him peace and the Mercy of Allâh.”[3] And when the Prophet ﷺ conveyed

[2] Abu Daawood (5231) related it, and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan. Imam Ahmad related it as well (22594)
[3] Related by Bukhaaree (6253)
Chapter -2 The Manners Of Giving Greetings Of Peace

Jibreel’s greetings of peace to Khadeejah ☪, she said to the Prophet ☪, "Verily, Allâh is As-Salaam (The One Who is free from all defects and deficiencies) and from Him is all peace. And peace upon you and upon Jibreel."[1] One ruling we derive from the above-mentioned narrations is that it is recommended, and not obligatory, to greet the person who is conveying greetings of peace on behalf of another. We note that in ‘Aaisha’s narration, she returned Jibreel’s greeting without giving the same greeting to the Prophet ☪. Ibn Hajr said, “Through the different narrations [of this Hadeeth] from ‘Aaisha ☪, I found nothing to indicate that she returned greetings to the Prophet ☪ (i.e., she only returned greetings to the sender, Jibreel, and not to the conveyor, the Prophet ☪), which proves that doing so (i.e., returning greetings to the conveyor) is not compulsory.”[2]

Related Note: Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr related that a man said to Abu Dharr ☪, “So and so sends you greetings of peace.” Abu Dharr ☪ answered, “[This practice is] a good guidance and a light load (i.e., the one who is conveying the greetings is carrying a light and easy load).”

21) Upon Entering The Masjid, One Should First Pray The Two Units Of Tahiyyatul-Masjid (two units which one prays upon entering the Masjid) And Then Greet Those That Are In The Masjid

When one enters the Masjid, it is recommended for him to greet the Masjid before its people. The well-known Hadeeth about the person who didn’t properly perform his prayer properly confirms this ruling. Abu Hurairah ☪ related that the Prophet ☪ entered the Masjid and then a man entered and prayed. The man then went and greeted the Prophet ☪. The Prophet ☪ returned his greeting and said,

أرجع فضل فإِنا بِكَ لَمْ نُصَّلَ

[1] Al-Haafidh imputed this Hadeeth to An-Nassaaee; refer to Fathul-Baaree (11/41)
"Go back and pray, for you have not prayed..."[1]

About this incident, Ibn Al-Qayyim said, "The Prophet ﷺ reproached him for his prayer but not for delaying his greeting until after he prayed." And Ibn Al-Qayyim said, "It was from the Prophet's guidance that one who enters the Masjid should begin by praying two units for Tahiiyyatul-Masjid. After that, he should greet the people who are present; therefore, one greets the ṣajd before greeting its people. The former is the right of Allah ﷻ, while the latter is the right of people, and in such a matter, Allah's right is more deserving of being given precedence."

This applies to when there is a study circle in the Masjid or a group that is sitting down together; in these situations, it is Sunnah for one who enters the Masjid to first pray Tahiiyyatul-Masjid and then greet the people inside. However, if one enters the Masjid and finds that other worshippers have preceded him to the row, he should greet them and then pray Tahiiyyatul-Masjid or, if the situation requires it, a compulsory prayer. And Allah ﷻ knows best.

22) While The Imam Is Delivering The Friday Khutbah (Sermon), It Is Disliked To Give Greetings Of Peace

The basis for this ruling is the Hadeeth of Abu Hurairah ﷺ, in which the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

«إذا قلت لصاحبك يوم الجماعة: أنصت - والإمام يخطب - فقد فعوت»

"On Friday, if you say to your companion, 'Listen [attentively]!' while the Imam is delivering the Khutbah, then you have Laghauta (literally, this means, 'you have spoken falsehood'; however, in this Hadeeth, it means, 'you have become preoccupied away from the Khutbah, and you have lost the reward for listening to it')."[2]

Since, during the Khutbah, it is not permissible to say a single word such as, 'quiet!' or, 'listen!' it follows that it is also not

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (7939)
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (934)
permissible to give greetings of peace (a greeting consists of more than one word), for the Prophet ﷺ commanded attendees of the Jumu‘ah prayer to listen attentively to the Imam’s Khutbah.

**Question:** If one enters the Masjid and extends greetings of peace while the Imam is delivering the Friday Khutbah, is it permissible for those inside to respond to his greeting?

**Answer:** The Permanent Council issued the following ruling: First, when one enters the Masjid and hears the Khutbah, it is not permissible for him to initiate greetings to those inside. And second, even if one does greet those inside while the Imam is delivering the Khutbah, they should not verbally answer his greeting; however, if they answer with a gesture only, then that is permissible.\[1\]

**Question:** And what should one do when someone beside him [not only greets him but also] shakes his hand during the Friday Khutbah?

**Answer:** The Permanent Council issued the following ruling: You may shake his hand but not respond with speech. You may verbally respond to his greeting after the Imam finishes the first Khutbah. If the person enters during the second Khutbah, then you may verbally answer his greeting after the Imam finishes the second Khutbah.\[2\]

23) **When You Meet Another Muslim, It Is Recommended To Extend Greetings Of Peace To Him First And Then Begin Your Conversation With Him**

Upon meeting another Muslim, scholars from our pious predecessors and from later generations were known to give precedence to extending greetings of peace over anything else they needed or wanted to say. An-Nawawee said, "The Sunnah is to say 'As-Salaam' [upon meeting someone] before all other

---

\[1\] Rulings From The Permanent Council For Scholarly Research And Legal Rulings, Saudi Arabia (8/234)

\[2\] Rulings from the Permanent Council For Scientific Researcher And Religious, Saudi Arabia (8/246)
speech." What we rely on as proof in this issue are the general implications of authentic *Ahadeeth* and the well-known as well as well-established practice of our pious predecessors; we do not, however, rely on the following *Hadeeth*: "As-Salaam is before speech." Although this *Hadeeth* explicitly proves the ruling we mentioned, it is weak. At-Tirmidhee said, "This *Hadeeth* is Munkar (one of the categories of a weak *Hadeeth*)."[1]

24) Extending Greetings Of Peace To People That Are Known For Being Sinners Or Innovators

As for those who do sins openly, you should extend greetings of peace to them and respond to their greetings. An-Nawawee gave a more detailed ruling for this issue: "If a Muslim is not well-known for either evildoing or innovations, then he should be greeted and his greetings should be answered. It is *Sunnah* to initiate greetings with him, and it is compulsory to answer his greetings. But if a sinner is well-known for his evildoing, should you refrain from greeting him? If, by not greeting him there is an overwhelming benefit - for instance, he will feel compelled to forsake his evil deeds when he sees that you have boycotted him - you should refrain from greeting him, in the hope that he will desist from his evil. But if the opposite is the case, and you are almost sure that you not greeting him will only increase him in evil, then you should greet him and respond to his greetings, thus seeking to minimize his evil, because there is no benefit in not greeting him. This issue is based on the [ruling for the] issue of boycotting [evildoers and innovators]."

The above-mentioned ruling applies to the people of evil, but what about innovators? Innovations are of two kinds: the practitioner of the first kind exits from the fold of Islam; the practitioner of the second kind does not exit from the fold of Islam. Under no circumstances should one greet the first kind of innovator. As for the second kind of innovator, the one who does not exit the fold of Islam because of his innovation, then the above-mentioned ruling for [well-known] sinners applies to him as well.

[1] Al-Adhkaar (pg. 362)
Shaikh Ibn 'Uthaimeen spoke about the ruling for boycotting evildoers and innovators; that ruling he issues also applies to refraining from greeting them, because it is one of the ways of boycotting someone’s company. The Shaikh said, "As for boycotting [innovators], then that depends on their innovation. If one’s innovation takes him outside of the fold of Islam, then it is compulsory to boycott him. And if his innovation is of a lesser kind, then we must look into his situation. If there is benefit in boycotting him, we do so; otherwise, we don’t. This is because the basic and general principle is that it is forbidden to boycott a believer, for the Prophet ﷺ said,

"لا يُجِلُّ لِرَجُلٍ مُؤْمِنٍ أن يَهْجُرَ أَخاَهُ فَوْقَ نَهْلَيْنِ"

"It is not permissible for a believing man to forsake the company (i.e., boycott) his brother for more than three [days]."

The story of Ka‘ab Ibn Maalik  is another proof for the issue in question. It is the story of how he remained behind, not going with the Prophet ﷺ to do battle, and of when Allāh ﷻ accepted his repentance. In giving an account of this story, Ka‘ab  said, "And the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ forbade the Muslims from talking to us three, from among those that remained behind [from the battle]. People stayed away from us and changed in [their dealings] with us. [The situation became so bad and I became so dejected] that the earth became strange to me in my self, not being the one that I had known. We remained upon that state for 50 nights. As for my two companions, they submitted [themselves to the situation], remaining in their homes and crying. As for me, I was the youngest and hardiest of the group; I would go out and attend prayer with the Muslims; I walked in the marketplace, though no one would speak to me; and I would go to the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ and extend greetings of peace to him while he would be in his place of sitting after the prayer. And I would say to myself, ‘did he move his lips in answering my greeting [of peace] or no?’"[1]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (4418). The reader perhaps noticed that I related a
25) Before One Parts From A Gathering, It Is Sunnah For Him To Give Greetings Of Peace

Just as one gives 'As-Salaam' when entering upon a gathering, it is also Sunnah to give 'As-Salaam' when parting from that gathering. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

إذا أنتهى أحدهكم إلى المجمع فليسسلم، فإذا أراد أن يقوم فليسسلم،

‘When one of you ends up at a gathering, let him extend greetings of peace. Then if he intends to stand [and leave], let him extend greetings of peace. The first is not more of a right [duty] than the last (i.e., both are equally Sunnah).’

large portion of the Hadeeth, when the proof for this issue is found in the last line only. This is because boycotting and refraining from extending greetings are closely linked issues: each one implies the other.

Chapter 3

The Manners Of Seeking Permission To Enter Another Person's Home, Room, Property, Or Any Private Space

Allāh ﷺ said:

"O you who believe! Enter not houses other than your own, until you have asked permission" (Qur'an 24:27)

And Allāh ﷺ said:

"O you who believe! Let your legal slaves and slave-girls, and those among you who have not come to the age of puberty ask your permission (before they come to your presence)" (Qur'an 24:58)

And Allāh ﷺ said:

"And when the children among you come to puberty, then let them (also) ask for permission" (Qur'an 24:59)

The Prophet ﷺ said,

[1] I placed the chapter of 'As-Salaam' before this one, because it is recommended to greet people who are inside first and then ask their permission to enter, a ruling that is supported by the wording of different narrations, such as this one: "Say: Assalaamu 'Alaikum, may I enter (the source of this Hadeeth will be mentioned shortly)." Also, the practice of the Companions ﷺ supports this ruling.
"Seeking permission [to enter another person’s private space] has been made compulsory only because of eyesight (i.e., only so that people do not see that which is unlawful for them to see, such as a stranger woman).” (Bukhaaree and Muslim)

The Islamic Manners Related To Asking Permission

1) The Sunnah Is To Greet First And Then Ask For Permission To Enter

Kaldah Ibn Hanbal related that Safwaan Ibn Umayyah sent him to the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ with milk, a baby gazelle, and (Egyptian) cucumbers; and at the time, the Prophet ﷺ was in the northern part of Makkah. Kaldah related, “I entered without having greeted [anyone inside]. And so the Prophet ﷺ said,

«أَرْجِعِ فَقُلْ: السَّلَامُ عَلَيْكُمْ»

‘Go back and say: As-Salaamu ‘Alaikum.’

And this occurred after Safwaan Ibn Umayyah ﷺ had accepted Islam.”[1]

In another narration, Rib’ee Ibn ‘Aamir ﷺ related that a man from Banee ‘Aamir asked permission to enter the Prophet’s house, saying, “May I enter?” The Prophet ﷺ said to his servant,

«خُرِجْ إِلَيْهِ أَيُّهَا الْأَمْسِيُّ، فَقْلُ لَهُ: قُلْنِ: السَّلَامُ عَلَيْكُمْ، أَدْخُلْ»

“Go out to this one and teach him how to ask permission. Say to him, ‘Say: ‘Assalaamu ‘Alaikum, may I enter?’’”[2]

Ibn ‘Abbaas ﷺ said, “‘Umar ﷺ asked permission [to enter into

---

[1] Related by Ahmad (14999) and Abu Daawood (5176), and the wording here is from his narration. Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.” And At-Tirmidhee related it as well (2710).

[2] Related by Ahmad (22617) and Abu Daawood (5177), and the wording mentioned here is from his narration of the Hadeeth. Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
the presence] of the Prophet ﷺ, saying, ‘As-Salaamu ‘Alaikum upon the Messenger of Allah; As-Salaamu ‘Alaikum. May ‘Umar enter?’”[1]

2) The Person Who Is Seeking Permission Should Stand To The Right Or To The Left Of The Door, But Not Directly In Front Of It

This is so that he does not see something that is unlawful for him to see or something that the owner of the home would not like him to see. After all, seeking permission was legislated only because of sight. ‘Abdullah Ibn Yusr ﷺ said, “When the Prophet ﷺ would arrive at the door of people, he would not face the door directly, but rather [he would be] at its right or left corner. And he would say, ‘As-Salaamu ‘Alaikum, As-Salaamu ‘Alaikum,’ and that is because homes would not have covers over them in those days.”[2] Huzail ﷺ said, “A man came and stood at the door of the Prophet ﷺ, seeking permission to enter. He stood before the door, directly facing it. The Prophet ﷺ said to him,

"هَكَدَأَ - عَنْكَ - أُوْ هَكَدَأَ؛ فَإِنَّمَا الْإِسْتَثْنَادُ مِنَ الْنَّظَرِ"

“Like this or like this (perhaps indicating that he should stand to the right or to the left of the door, but not directly before it), for seeking permission is [legislated] for sight only.”[3]

[1] Related by Al-Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad, and Al-Albaanee said, “Its chain is authentic.” (Saheeh Al-Adab Al-Mufrad, pg. 420). And Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr related it with his chain, and before mentioning its chain, he said about the Hadeeth, “[It is] from the best of Ahaadeeth that are related in regards to how one should ask permission...” (At-Tamheed (3/202)

[2] Related by Ahmad (17239) and Abu Daawood (5186), and the wording mentioned here is from his narration of the Hadeeth. Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.” Bukhaaree related it with this wording in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1078): “When the Prophet ﷺ would go to a door, wanting to ask permission [to enter], he would not face it; instead, he would come from [its] right or [its] left. If permission would be given to him, [he would enter]; otherwise, he would leave.” About this narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan Saheeh.”

3) It Is Forbidden For One To Look Into Someone's Home Without His Permission

The Prophet ﷺ explained that the only reason why it is legislated to ask permission before entering the private space of someone is to prevent one from seeing that which is unlawful for him to see. Hence, if one transgresses and sees in another person's home what is unlawful for him to see and if the owner of the home then plucks out his eye, there is no legal recourse for the victim, no lawful punishment or penalty for the attacker. This ruling is based on a Hadeeth that is related by Abu Hurairah ﷺ, in which the Prophet ﷺ said,

"مَنِ اطْلَعَ فِي بَيْتِ قَوْمٍ يُبْغِي إِذْ نَحُوْمُ، فَقَدْ خَلَّ لَهُمْ أَنْ يُفْقَأَ عَيْنَتَهُمْ"

"When one looks inside of the home of people without their permission, it becomes permissible for them to gouge out his eye."[1]

And in another narration, Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"لَوْ أَنْ رَجُلًا اطْلَعَ عَلَيْكَ يُبْغِي إِذْ نَحْدُثُكَ بِحَصَاصَةٍ، فَقَفَّتَ عَيْنَتَهُ، مَا كَانَ عَلَيْكَ مِنْ جَحَاحٍ"

"Were a man to look at you [in your home or private property] without permission, and were you then to pelt him with pebbles and knock out his eye, there would be no sin upon you."[2]

And in yet another narration, Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ reported that a man looked through [a hole or an opening of] one of the Prophet's apartments, and so the Prophet ﷺ stood up to go to him with an arrowhead or with arrowheads. It was as if I saw the Messenger of Allah ﷺ try to take him by surprise in order to stab him."[3]

[1] Related by Muslim (2158)
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6888) and Muslim (2158)
[3] Bukhaaree (6242) and Muslim (2157)
Chapter 3 The Manners Of Seeking Permission To Enter...

4) You Should Seek Permission To Enter Three Times Only

If, after the third time, you are still not given permission to enter, you should return from whence you came. Abu Moosa Al-Ash’aree mentioned that the Messenger of Allah said,

"إِذَا أَسْتَأَدَّنَ أَحْدُهُمْ فَلَا أَمْرُ ۖ فَلْيُؤْدِنْ لِهِ، فَلْيُرِجِعِ"  

"If one of you asks permission [to enter the private property of another] three times without permission being granted to him, then he should return."[1]

Question: If, after asking permission to enter three times, one is still not given permission to enter, and if he thinks that those inside did not hear his voice, what should he do?

Answer: In order to apply the apparent meaning of the above-mentioned Hadeeth, he should leave; however, some scholars have said that he may continue to ask permission to enter until he becomes sure that his voice was heard. Maalik said, “Asking permission should be done three times only, and I do not love for anyone to increase upon that, except for one who knows that he was not heard, for I see no harm in him asking again if he was sure that his voice was not heard [by those inside].”


To say “me” does not, in many instances, shed any light on a person’s identity; and the person inside is left in a state of vexation, not being able to pinpoint who exactly “me” is. This practice is disliked based on the Hadeeth of Jaabir, who said, “I went to the Prophet for a debt that was upon my father. I knocked on the door, and he said,

"مَنْ ذَا؟"

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6245) and Muslim (2153). This is a portion of a longer narration, which gives an account of an incident that took place between ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab and Abu Moosa Al-Ash’aree.
‘Who is there?’

I answered, ‘Me.’ He said,

أنا أتا

‘Me, me,’

in a way that showed his dislike of my answer.”[1] It is, on the other hand, okay for the seeker of permission to say, ‘I am...’ and then his name. ‘Abdullah Ibn (son of) Buraidah  related that his father said, “The Prophet  left to go to the Masjid; meanwhile, Abu Moosa was reciting. He said,

من هذَا

‘Who is this?’

I said, ‘I am Buraidah; may I be made ransom for you.’ He said,

قد أعطي هذا مرضا بين مراسم آل داوّد

‘This one has been given a flute (i.e., his voice) from the flutes of Daawood’s family.’”[2]

It is also okay for the seeker of permission to say, “I am Abu (the father of) so and so.” During the year of the Makkah Conquest, Umm Haanai  once went to the Prophet  and learned that he was taking a shower. His daughter, Faatimah , was holding up a cover to protect him from the view of others. Umm Haanai later said, “Then I extended greetings of peace to him, and he said, ‘Who is this?’ I said, ‘I am Umm Haanai (the mother of Haanai) Bint (the daughter of) Abu Taalib’...”[3]

One may also say, “I am judge so and so,” or, “I am Shaikh so and so”; what matters is that one clearly conveys his identity without arousing confusion instead. Therefore, if the seeker of permission shares a name with another common acquaintance

---

[1] Bukhaaree (6250) and Muslim (2155)
[2] Bukhaaree related it in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1087), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic.
[3] Bukhaaree (357) and Muslim (336)
and since voice does not always clearly convey a person’s identity, he should remove all doubt, for instance, by saying his full name. One ‘Eid, after the Prophet ﷺ delivered a sermon to the women present during ‘Eid prayer, he returned home, and when he reached his home, Zainab, the wife of Ibn Mas’ood ﷺ, asked permission to enter into his presence. It was said, “O Messenger of Allāh, this is Zainab.” He ﷺ said,

«أَيُّ الْزَّيَانِبِ»

“Which Zainab?”

Then it was said, “The wife of Ibn Mas’ood.” And he ﷺ said,

«تَمَّمُّ، اَلْدِنْوَا لَهَا»

“Yes, give her permission to enter.”[1]

The proper etiquette, therefore, is to announce one’s presence, while clearly conveying one’s identity.

6) The Seeker Of Permission Should Not Violently Or Harshly Beat The Door

It is bad manners to do so, and to illustrate the proper etiquette in knocking on someone’s door, Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ said, “Verily, the doors of the Prophet ﷺ would be knocked upon with nails (of hands).”[2] Commenting on this Hadeeth, Al-Haafidh Ibn Hajar said, “This is understood from them to be an exaggeration of good manners, and it is good to do this if it is known that the person inside is near the door. However, if it is known (or if it is likely) that he is far from the door, in which case the sound of knocking with one’s nails will not reach him, then it is recommended to knock more loudly, according to what is loud enough [for the person inside to hear].”[3]

Al-Maimoonee related that when a woman once knocked harshly

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1462)
[2] Bukhaaree related it in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1080), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
on the door of Abu ‘Abdullah, he went out and exclaimed, “That is the knocking of the police!”

7) If The Owner Of The Home Says To The One Seeking Permission, “Return,” Then He Should Return

Allah ﷻ said:

“And if you are asked to go back, go back, for it is purer for you, and Allāh is All-Knower of what you do” (Qur‘an 24:28)

One of the Muhaajireen said, “My entire life, I wanted to apply this verse, but I never was able to, for on no occasion did I knock on a brother’s door only to hear him say to me, ‘Return.’ Had anyone done that, I would have returned in a state of joy (joyful because he would have been able to apply the verse).”

8) If He Finds That No One Is Home, The Person That Is Asking For Permission To Enter Should Not Enter

To do so means that one is transgressing the rights of others, and this should be clear to every Muslim. One has no right to use someone else’s property without their permission, and this example falls under that ruling.

9) If One Is Invited Or If A Messenger Is Sent To Fetch Him, He Does Not Have To Ask Permission To Enter

An invitation and the sending of a messenger both imply permission, so the person that is sent for does not have to ask permission to enter. Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

“‘A man’s messenger sent to another man is his permission.’”[1]

And in another narration related by Abu Hurairah ﷺ, the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (5189), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
"When one of you is invited to a meal and he comes with the messenger (of the person who made the invitation), then that is considered as permission for him [to enter]."[1]

Some scholars have mentioned exceptions to this ruling: if the one invited comes after the time of the invitation or if he is going somewhere that customarily requires permission for admittance, then he should ask permission before entering.

10) When You Want To Leave A Gathering, You Should First Ask Permission

This etiquette is taken from the noble manners of the Prophet ﷺ. As a visitor, you are required to ask permission before you enter; similarly, it is good manners in Islam to ask permission to leave. Perhaps the reason behind this etiquette is so that one’s eyes do not see in another person’s private property that which is not lawful for him to see or that which the host would not like him to see. Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"If one of you visits his brother and sits with him, he must not stand until he asks him permission."

In certain Arab countries today, people do not follow this prophetic guidance. You will find some of them leaving without asking permission first; worse even, some leave without extending greetings of peace to their host. These are practices that are certainly violations of Islamic manners.

11) Seeking Permission To Enter Into The Presence Of Your Mother, Sister, And Others Like Them

This is so that your eye does not see a private body part or a condition upon which women do not like for others to see them. ‘Ilqimah said, “A man went to ‘Abdullah ﷺ and said, ‘Should I

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (5190), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
seek permission to enter into the presence of my mother?' He answered, 'It is not at all times (or in all conditions) that she would love for you to see her.'[1] A man once asked Hudhaifah ﷺ, "Should I seek permission to enter into the presence of my mother?" He said, 'If you do not ask permission to enter into her presence, you will end up seeing that which she dislikes [for you to see].'[2]

'Ataa related that he asked Ibn 'Abbaas ﷺ, "Should I seek permission to enter into the presence of my sister?" Ibn 'Abbaas ﷺ said, "Yes." 'Ataa asked again, saying, "I have two sisters in my apartment; I supply them with provisions and I spend on them. Should I [still] ask permission to enter into their presence?" He ﷺ said, "Yes, would you want to see them naked (i.e., that is what would happen if you constantly entered their private space without first asking permission to enter)!'[3]

12) Before Entering A Room That Is Occupied By Your Wife, Announce Your Presence

This is so that a husband does not end up seeing what he dislikes; in other words, by announcing his presence, he gives her a chance to freshen herself up. Also, the wife might not like for her

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1059), and Al-Albaanee said, "Its chain is authentic."

[2] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1060), and Al-Albaanee said, "Its chain is Hasan." Imam Maalik related the following Hadeeth in his Muwatta: A man asked the Messenger of Allâh, "O Messenger of Allâh, should I ask permission to enter into the presence of my mother?" He ﷺ said, "Yes." The man said, "Verily, I am with her at home (i.e., I live with her)." The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said, "Ask permission to enter into her presence." The man said, "Verily, I am her servant." The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said, "Ask permission to enter into her presence. Would you like to see her naked?" The man said, "No." The Messenger ﷺ said, "Then ask permission to enter into her presence." After mentioning this Hadeeth, Ibn 'Abdul-Barr said, "In regards to this Hadeeth, I do not know of any authentic chain with the said wording that it can stand upon. It is Mursal Saheeh, and all agree that its meaning is correct." (At-Tamheed (16/229)

[3] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1063), and Al-Albaanee said, "Its chain is authentic."
husband to see her in a certain condition, so she should be given the chance to freshen up or do whatever she needs to do in order to neaten her appearance.

bn Mas‘ood’s wife, Zainab  ﷺ, said, ‘‘When ‘Abdullah  ﷺ would return from some errand, he would clear his throat and spit (to announce his presence), not wanting to rush into our presence and see something he would dislike.’’[11] Imam Ahmad once said, ‘‘When one is about to enter into the presence of his family, he should clear his throat (to announce his presence).’’ Mahnaa said, ‘‘I asked Ahmad about a man who enters his home – whether he should ask permission to enter. He said, ‘‘He should move his shoes about when he is about to enter (i.e., to announce to those inside that he is about to enter).’’

3) Let Legal Slaves And Slave-Girls, And Those Among You Who Have Not Come To The Age Of Puberty Ask Your Permission (Before They Come To Your Presence) On Three Occasions:
(1) Before Fajr (prayer);
(2) While you put off your clothes for the noonday (rest);
and
(3) after the ‘Isha prayer. (Qur’an 24:58)

Other than these times, they may move about freely. Ibn Katheer said, ‘‘When they enter at times other than these three, there is no in upon them or you, if they see something [that they shouldn’t ee]. This is because they have been given permission to enter reely and [because] they move about to serve and help...’’ Ibn Katheer then related the following narration from Ibn ‘Abbaas  ﷺ: wo men asked Ibn ‘Abbaas  ﷺ about seeking permission to enter nto the presence of another during the three private times that Allāh ﷺ specified in the Qur’an. Ibn ‘Abbaas  ﷺ said, ‘‘...People lid not have covers on their doors or curtains in their homes, so t might have happened that a servant or a child (in the house) or n orphan (in the house) would unexpectedly come into the presence of the house’s owner, while he was on top of his wife.

[1] Ibn Katheer mentioned this narration in his Tafseer (3/280), and he said, ‘‘Its chain is authentic.’’
And so Allāh ﷺ ordered them to ask permission to enter during those three private times that He ﷺ mentioned. Later, Allāh blessed people with much sustenance and provision, so that they were able to put up covers and curtains, which, people began to think, were sufficient, making them no longer need the asking of permission which they were commanded with."

Chapter 4

The Etiquettes Of Meeting Another Muslim

The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"تَصَافَحُوا يِذْهَبُ الْجُلْدُ، وَتَهَادُو نَحَابُوَانِ، وَتَذْهَبُ السَّحْبَةُ"  

"Shake hands with one another: any hatred [that exists among you] will go away; give gifts to one another: you will end up loving one another and any enmity [that exists among you] will go away."[1]

And the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, "No two Muslims meet and shake hands with one another, except that they are forgiven [their sins] before they part from one another."[2]

The Islamic Etiquettes Of Meeting Another Muslim

1) It Is Recommended To Shake The Other Person's Hand

We learn from the above-mentioned narrations that, by simply shaking a brother’s hand, our sins are forgiven and any hatred that exists among us will go away. The Prophet ﷺ exhorted Muslims to shake hands with one another, and the Companions applied that guidance. Qataadah reported that he once asked Anas ﷺ, "Was hand-shaking common among the Prophet’s Companions ﷺ?" He ﷺ said, "Yes."[3] And in the story of when Allah ﷻ accepted his repentance, Ka‘ab ﷺ said, "I entered the

[1] Related by Maalik, from ‘Ataa Ibn ‘Abdullah Al-Khurasanee (1685). Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said in At-Tamheed, “This Hadeeth is connected from chains that are all authentic.” He then related some of those chains (At-Tamheed (12/21)

[2] Related by Abu Daawood (5212), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.” At-Tirmidhee (2727) and Ibn Maajah (3703) related it as well.

[3] Related by Bukhaaree (6263)
Masjid, and there before me was the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ. Then Talhah Ibn ‘Ubaidullah ﷺ stood and jogged toward me until he shook my hand and congratulated me.”[1]

And according to the Hadeeth of Anas ﷺ, when the people of Yemen came, the Prophet ﷺ said,

«قد أقبل أهل اليمن، وهم أرق قلوبًا منكم»

"The people of Yemen are approaching, and they have softer hearts than you."

[Anas ﷺ said,] “And they are the first who came with hand-shaking.”[2] Al-Baraa Ibn ‘Aazib ﷺ said, “One of the matters that makes a greeting complete is for you to shake your brother’s hand.”[3]

When you meet your brother, it is Sunnah to shake hands with him, for doing so signifies an assurance of the verbal greetings of peace. The following is mentioned in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad: “You should know that to shake hands upon meeting [your brother] is an act of friendliness and an assurance or confirmation of the verbal greetings of peace. By verbally extending greetings of peace, you announce to your brother that he is safe from you inflicting harm upon him. Shaking hands is a pledge and an assurance to that effect. So by greeting one another and shaking hands with one another, each of the two people meeting knows that he is safe with the other.” After you have read the narrations

[1] Bukhaaree related it Ta’leeqan in Kitaab Al-Istidhaaan, in the Chapter of Hand-Shaking. Its chain is connected with Bukhaaree, from the story of Ka’ab ﷺ in Al-Maghaazee (4418)

[2] Related by Abu Daawood (5213) and Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (967), and the wording mentioned here is from his narration. The saying, “And they are the first who came with hand-shaking,” is mentioned as a part of the Hadeeth, but, as Al-Albaanee pointed out, it was Anas ﷺ who said those words, and they were mistakenly included in the wording of the Hadeeth. That it was Anas ﷺ who said those words is further corroborated by the narration of Imam Ahmad (3/155, 223).

[3] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (967). Al-Albaanee said that, as a saying of Al-Baraa ﷺ, its chain is authentic.
that establish the importance and virtues of shaking hands with your brother, do not be miserly with yourself when it comes to achieving easy rewards, and do not turn away from the Sunnah!

**Question:** Some people have made it a custom, after compulsory prayers, to shake the Imam’s hand or to shake the hand of the worshipper sitting beside them. Is this practice legislated in Islam?

**Answer:** It is not legislated to [customarily] shake hands immediately after the compulsory prayers; this practice is not related from the Prophet ﷺ, the rightly-guided Khaleefahs, or the other noble Companions ﷺ. To apply this practice is an innovation in the religion, and Allāh ﷻ has prohibited all innovations in the religion.

Some books of Islamic Jurisprudence (Fiqh) contain the ruling for this practice. Ibn 'Aabideen said, "To do so regularly and specifically after the five [daily] prayers might lead ignorant people to believe that it is Sunnah to shake hands particularly on those five occasions, or that those are the most important times to shake hands. The reality is, however, that no one from our pious predecessors applied this practice."

And this passage is in Al-Multaqit: "It is disliked to shake hands after performing the prayer, because the Companions would not do that and because it is from the ways of the Raafidah (the Shiah). Shaafi’ee scholars maintain that, since it has no source in the Shariah, it is a Bid’ah practice; and they rule that one who does it should be first warned not to do it, and if he persists, he should be severely reproached." And the following is taken from Al-Madkhal: "It is a Bid’ah practice. In the Shariah, it is legislated for a Muslim to shake hands not after prayers but upon meeting his brother. When the Shariah legislates a practice for a certain occasion, then that is when we should apply it. So one who [regularly] shakes hands after the prayers should be warned and reproached for having done an act that is contrary to the Sunnah."

The Permanent Council (in Saudi Arabia) issued the following
ruling: "If one did not shake his brother's hand when he met him before the prayer, he may shake hands with him after completing his prayer, regardless of whether his prayer is obligatory or voluntary, and regardless of whether his brother is sitting to his right or to his left. But if he wants to shake his brother's hand after an obligatory prayer, he should wait until he finishes saying the invocations that one should say after obligatory prayers. And we know of no narration that establishes the practice of worshippers greeting the Imam after the prayer is over."[1]

Related Issue: In Al-Adab Al-Mufrad, Bukhaaree reported that Salamah Ibn Wirdaan said, "I saw Anas Ibn Maalik greeting the people; he then asked me (when I was still a child), 'Who are you?' I said, 'A freed slave of Banee Laith.' He then patted me on my head three times, saying, 'May Allâh bless you.'"[2] Based on this Hadith, and since doing so shows mercy to children and instills kindness in them, it is recommended to greet children and shake hands with them. By patting the young boy on his head, Anas showed his mercy and kindness towards children.

2) It Is Forbidden To Shake The Hand Of A Woman Who Is A Stranger To You (i.e., one who, according to the Shariah, you are not allowed to be alone with)

In a narration that she narrated from her father, 'Aaisha, the Mother of the Believers, explained how migrating women would pledge allegiance to the Messenger of Allâh. She said, "...When the women would affirm [their pledge] verbally, the Messenger of Allâh would say, 'Go, for you have pledged allegiance.' No, by Allâh, the hand of the Messenger of Allâh never touched the hand of a [stranger] woman; instead, women would perform Bai'ah (pledge allegiance) with speech..."[3]

Though it was the normal practice among men to shake hands

[1] Fatwa # 3866 (2/430,431)
[2] Hadeeth # 966. Bukhaaree titled a chapter based on this Hadeeth: "Shaking The Hands Of Children." And about this Hadeeth, Al-Albaanee said, "Its chain is Hasan."
[3] Bukhaaree (5288)
when giving *Bai'ah*, the Prophet ﷺ would have women give *Bai'ah* with a verbal pledge only. The *Hadeeth* of Umaimah Bint Raqeeqah ﷺ confirms this ruling; in fact, in it is a clear prohibition of shaking hands with women. Speaking of when women would give *Bai'ah* to the Prophet ﷺ, Umaimah ﷺ said, “We said, ‘Allâh and His Messenger ﷺ are more merciful to us than we are to our own selves; come, and we will give you *Bai'ah* O’ Messenger of Allâh.’” The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

```
ئي لا أصافح النساء، إنما قولي لبياقة امرأة، كقولي لأمرأة واجدة،
أو مثل قولى لأمرأة واجدة
```

‘Verily, I do not shake hands with women. What I say to 100 women (the wording for the *Bai’ah*) is tantamount to what I say to one woman (i.e., what I say to each woman among you)...’

Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, “The Prophet’s saying, ‘Verily, I do not shake hands with women,’ proves that it is not permissible for a man to make any physical contact with a [stranger] woman; he may not touch her with his hand and he may not shake hands with her.”

**Related Issue:** Some people believe that it is permissible to shake a stranger woman’s hand from behind a barrier, such as a piece of cloth or the sleeve of one’s shirt; however, they are mistaken. It is categorically forbidden to shake a stranger woman’s hand. True, there are narrations in which it is mentioned that women would give *Bai’ah* to the Prophet ﷺ from above his garment, but those are *Mursal* narrations (a *Mursal* narration is one that is related from a *Taabi’ee*, who related from the Prophet ﷺ without mentioning the name of the Companion from whom he took the narration), which are not strong enough to counter the clear, authentic narrations that forbid the shaking of hands with women strangers. About the narrations which mention that women would give *Bai’ah* to the Prophet ﷺ from above his

---

[1] Related by Ahmad (26466), At-Tirmidhee (1597), An-Nassaaee (4181), Ibn Maajah (2874), and Maalik in Al-Muwatta (1842).
garment, Al-Albaanee said, "They are all Mursal; Al-Haafidh mentioned them in Al-Fath (8/488), so one may not use them as proofs, especially considering the fact that they contradict narrations that are more authentic than them..."

3) When You Shake Someone’s Hand, It Is Recommended To Hold On, So That He Is The First To Draw His Hand Away

Anas Ibn Maalik said, "If a man faced the Prophet and shook his hand, the Prophet would not pull his hand away from that man’s hand, so that the man would be the one to pull his hand away..."[1] We learn from this Hadeeth that it is recommended not only to shake hands but also to prolong the duration of the handshake, but of course not to the degree of hardship or discomfort.

Question: When two people shake hands and when they both prolong the duration of the handshake, which of the two should be the first to draw his hand away?

Answer: Shaikh Taqee-Ud-Deen said, "The rule in this situation is this: whoever is almost sure that the other party will draw his hand away should keep his hand [locked in the handshake]. Were it recommended for both of them to hold on to the other person’s hand, the handshake would continue indefinitely. And the principle mentioned by ‘Abdul-Qaadir[2] is good – that the one who should draw his hand away is the one who initiated the handshake.’"

4) Standing To Greet One Who Has Just Arrived

There are three ways you can stand to confer some kind of honor upon another person:

1) You can stand while the other person is sitting down;

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2490) and Ibn Maajah (3716), and by dint of all of its chains, Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic. He said, "The Hadeeth is authentic because of these chains and especially because it has other narrations that attest to it." As-Silsilah As-Saheehah (2485), (5,635)

tyrants have their subjects stand to honor them in this way.

2) You can stand to welcome someone who is arriving from outside; doing so is permissible.

3) You can stand when you see someone you know; scholars disagree about the permissibility of this kind of standing.

That you may not stand to honor someone who is sitting down is proven by the following Hadeeth. Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullahﷺ said, "The Messenger of Allah ﷺ was ill, and so we prayed behind him while he was sitting down. Abu Bakr ﷺ would make people hear the Prophet’s Takbeer [i.e., when the Prophet ﷺ would say Takbeer ("Allâhu akbar," Allah is the Greatest), Abu Bakr ﷺ would say it in a loud voice so that everyone could hear]. The Prophet ﷺ turned toward us and saw us standing; he signaled us [to sit down], and so we sat down. We all followed him in his prayer, sitting down. After his Sallam (i.e., when he said, 'Assalaamu 'Alaikum Warahmatullah,' signaling the end of the prayer), he ﷺ said,

إِنَّكُمْ أَيْمَّا لَفَعَلُوْنَ فَعَلَّ فَارِسٌ وَرَوْمُ، يَفْعَلُونَ عَلَى مَلْكَكُمْ وَهُمْ فَعْوَذُ. فَلَا تَفْعَلُوا، أَنْتُمْ بَيْنَكُمْ إِنْ صَلَّى قَانِمًا فَصَلُّوا قَيَامًا، وَإِنْ قَاعِدًا فَصَلُّوا فَعْوَذًا

'Earlier, you almost did what the people of Faaris and Rome do; they stand before their kings, who remain seated. Therefore, do not do so. Follow your Imams; if he (your Imam) prays standing, then pray standing. And if he prays sitting down, then pray sitting down.'"[1]

Without a doubt, this form of standing is forbidden; the Hadeeth clearly states that it is forbidden for people to stand before their leaders and honored ones (when the latter ones are seated). And as I said, it was tyrants who would make their subjects stand before them in this manner.

[1] Related by Muslim (413)
We except from this rule situations of necessity. For example, if a man fears that he will be physically attacked, it is okay for someone to stand over him as guard. Also, one may stand in this manner if one intends to honor his brother and at the same time humiliate an enemy; this situation is exemplified by an incident that occurred during Sulh-Al-Hudaibiyah. The Quraish would send men to negotiate with the Prophet and when those emissaries would come, Al-Mugheerah Ibn Sho'bah would stand over the head of the Messenger, with a sword in his hand, honoring the Messenger and at the same time humiliating the emissaries that would come from the Quraish.

The second category of standing for another person is a point of general agreement: it is permissible to stand and welcome someone who is arriving from outside. In his Muwatta, Imam Maalik related the story of ‘Ikrimah Ibn Abee Jahl accepting Islam. In it, he reported the following: “...He then accepted Islam and went to the Messenger of Allâh during the Year of the [Makkah] Conquest. As soon as the Messenger of Allâh saw him, he rushed to him, in a state of joy, having nothing upon him except his robe, until he (‘Ikrimah) gave Bai‘ah to him...”[1]

And we have hitherto mentioned the story of Ka‘ab’s repentance and of Talhah standing to meet him and congratulate him. Ka‘ab said, “I entered the Masjid, and the Messenger of Allâh was there before me. Then Talhah Ibn ‘Ubaidullah stood and jogged toward me, until he shook my hand and congratulated me.”

And scholars differ about the third category – standing upon seeing someone. One proof that is cited in regards to this issue is the Hadeeth of Abu Mujliz. He said that Mu‘aawiyah once went out and passed by ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Aamir and ‘Abdullah Ibn Az-Zubair, who were both seated. Upon seeing Mu‘aawiyah, Ibn ‘Aamir stood, while Ibn Az-Zubair, the more composed of the two, remained seated. Mu‘aawiyah said, “The Prophet said,

[1] At-Tamheed (12/52)
And the following is the wording of Abu Daawood’s narration:
Muaawiyah ﷺ then said to ‘Aamir ﷺ, “Sit, for I indeed heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say,

ʻWhoever loves that men should appear before him, standing up, then let him take his seat in the Hellfire.’”

Though scholars are in disagreement in regards to the issue in question, they all cite this Hadeeth as evidence to support their respective views.

Some scholars maintain that this Hadeeth proves that it is disliked to stand before leaders and respected members of society, for that is what people would do for the leaders of Faris and Rome. They equate this Hadeeth with the aforementioned Hadeeth of Muslim: both prove that it is disliked to stand at the head of a person who is seated, an act of veneration that people of other nations would perform for their leaders.

Other scholars say that the Hadeeth proves that it is disliked to stand for someone upon seeing him arrive from elsewhere; they say that the text of the narration clearly expresses that ruling. Mu’awiyah ﷺ related the Prophet’s words when Ibn ‘Aamir ﷺ stood upon seeing him. The timing of Mu’awiyah’s words, therefore, is significant to the meaning of the narration. Furthermore, Ibn Az-Zubair ﷺ did not contradict Mu’awiyah’s statement, which shows that he shared Mu’awiyah’s view.

This second group of scholars attempts to refute those who say

[1] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (977), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
[2] Sunan Abu Daawood (5229), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”
that Mu‘aawiyah’s Hadeeth only proves that it is forbidden to stand for someone who is sitting down. They say that the act of standing for someone who is seated was not even known to the Arabs; it was a practice that was common only to the people of Faris and Rome. Therefore, the narration must indicate a more general prohibition.

And yet another group of scholars take this from the Hadeeth: if one stands to glorify the other person, then that is disliked. But if one stands simply to honor him, then there is no harm in that. Al-Ghazaalee and Ibn Hajr are among those who hold this view.

In the following words, Ibn Taymiyyah summarized the entire issue:

It was not customary for our pious predecessors, during the lifetime of the Prophet ﷺ and his rightly-guided Khaleefahs, to stand whenever they saw the Prophet ﷺ, which is what many people do [today (i.e, they stand whenever they see someone they know)]. In fact, Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ said, “They loved no person more than they loved the Prophet ﷺ, yet when they would see him, they would not stand for him, because they knew that he disliked that.”[1] On the other hand, they would sometimes stand for someone who was absent but then arrived, in order to receive and welcome him. Such is related from the Prophet ﷺ, who stood for ‘Ikrimah ﷺ. And when Sa‘ad Ibn Mu‘aadh ﷺ was approaching, the Prophet ﷺ said to the Ansaar,

«فَوْمُوا إِلَيْيٍ سَيَّدِكُمْ»

“Stand to your chief.”[2]

Sa‘ad ﷺ was arriving to issue judgment regarding Banu Quraidhah, who agreed to have him judge in their matter.

People should accustom themselves to follow our predecessors in what they were upon during the lifetime of the Prophet ﷺ after all, they constituted the best generation of this Nation. The best

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (946), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”

[2] Bukhaaree (6262)
speech is Allāh’s Speech, and the best guidance is the guidance of Muhammad ﷺ. No one, therefore, should deviate from the guidance of the best human being or from the guidance of the best generation, choosing instead to follow a guidance that is lesser in goodness. One who holds sway [among people (i.e., a person of authority)] should not approve of his companions if they stand for him upon every common, regular encounter. If people stand to receive someone who is returning from a journey or for someone in similar circumstances, then that is good.

Also, if it is a custom among people to welcome a comer by standing, and if one knows this custom and not the Sunnah whereby he will feel insulted or wronged if people do not stand to meet him, then it is better to stand, because doing so is more likely to keep people on amiable terms and away from hatred and malice. On the other hand, if one knows that the custom of people is in accordance with the Sunnah in this issue, people will not harm him (his ego) by not standing for him.

Ibn Hajr said, ‘In general, whenever not standing leads to harm or to a person feeling insulted (because people in that society customarily stand for someone who is arriving from elsewhere), [people should stand]. Ibn ‘Abdus-Salaam alluded to that meaning.’

5) **Should A Man Kiss His Brother When He Meets Him?**

Unlike the situation in our societies today, neither the Companions ﷺ nor those who came after them from our pious predecessors would kiss one another when they would meet. Narrations that establish the practice of kissing upon meeting one’s brother are not strong enough to counter the clear Hadeeth that forbids kissing upon the occasion of meeting one’s brother. Al-Albaanee listed the Ahadeeth that establish the practice of one kissing his brother upon meeting him, and he pointed out that they are all defected and thus cannot be used as proofs. Furthermore, if we suppose that they are acceptable, it is not permissible to use them to counter an authentic Hadeeth. And that authentic Hadeeth in this issue is related by Anas Ibn Maalik
who said, "A man said, 'O Messenger of Allah, when one of us meets his brother, may he bow for him?' The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, 'No.' The man said, 'Then may he hug him and kiss him?' The Messenger ﷺ said,

"No."

He then said, 'Then may he shake his hand?' The Messenger ﷺ said,

"'Yes, if he wants.'"[1]

Although the Hadeeth clearly forbids bowing and kissing for regular, common encounters, it does not forbid hugging someone when he arrives after having been absent for a while or after he returns from a journey, a ruling that is established based on the Hadeeth of Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullah ﷺ. Jaabir ﷺ reported that he heard that a companion of the Prophet ﷺ, who was in Ash-Sham at the time, had with him a Hadeeth he himself had not heard. Jaabir ﷺ wanted to hear it directly from that companion; he later related, "So I bought a camel, and I tied my saddlebag to it, [traveling] for one month, until I reached Ash-Sham, where I encountered 'Abdullah Ibn Unais ﷺ (i.e., the Companion whom he was seeking out). I announced [to a messenger] that Jaabir ﷺ is at the door. The messenger then returned and asked, 'Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullah?' to which I responded, 'Yes.' He ('Abdullah Ibn Unais ﷺ) then came out and hugged me. I said, 'Ahadeeth reached me that I have not yet heard, and I feared that I or you would die [before I could hear it].’” ‘Abdullah Ibn Unais ﷺ then said, "I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say,

'When Allah will gather His slaves, they will be naked, "

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2728), Ibn Maajah (3702), and others. And Al-Albaanee related it in his Silsilatus-Saheehah (160) (1/248)
uncircumcised, and Buhman.'

We asked, 'What is Buhman?' He said,

"لئنْ مَعَهُمْ شَيْءٌ، فَنَادِيهِمْ يَمْضِعُونَ يَتَمَشِعُونَ مِنْ بَعْدٌٍ (أَخْبَاهُ فَالَّذِينَ كَمَا يَتَمَشِعُونِ مِنْ قَرْبٍ) أَنَا الْمَلِكُ، لَا يَتَبَغَّى لأَحَدٍ مِّنْ أُهُلِ الْجَنَّةِ يَدْخُلُ الْجَنَّةَ وَأَحَدٍ مِّنْ أُهُلِ الْجَحَّرَ يَطْلُبُهُ بِمَظْلُومَةٍ وَلَا يَتَبَغَّى لأَحَدٍ مِّنْ أُهُلِ الْجَحَّرَ يَدْخُلُ الْجَحَّرَ وَأَحَدٍ مِّنْ أُهُلِ الْجَنَّةِ يَطْلُبُهُ بِمَظْلُومَةٍ"

'They will not have anything with them. Then He (Allâh ﷻ) will call out to them with a voice that those far off will hear (and I think he ﷻ said, 'just as those nearby will hear): I am the King. No one from the people of Paradise should enter Paradise while someone from the people of the Hellfire demands restitution from him for some wrong. And no one from the people of the Hellfire should enter the Hellfire while someone from the people of Paradise demands restitution from him for some wrong.'

I said, 'And how is that (how will there be restitution)? For when we will go to Allâh, we will be naked and Buhman (without any possession)?' He ﷻ said,

"[Restitution will be made] with [the exchange of] good and bad deeds.'"[1]

Related Issue: One way a father shows his love and compassion for his children is to kiss them; the Prophet ﷺ would kiss his children and his grandchildren - Hasan and Husain ﷺ; and Abu Bakr ﷺ would kiss his daughter, 'Aaisha ﷺ. These facts are so famous and established in numerous authentic narrations that we do not need to relate those narrations and refer you to their sources.

Another Related Issue: Scholars disagree about the practice of

[1] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (970), and Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan."
kissing a person’s hand. One group says that you may do so if you are bestowing honor of the religious kind; however, it is not permissible to do so if you are bestowing honor of the worldly kind. An example of the former is when Abu 'Ubaidah ❞ kissed the hand of 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ❞. As for the latter kind, the only exception to the above-mentioned ruling is if you fear punishment or physical harm from a tyrant, for example. One example this group of scholars cites for kissing a person’s hand to confer honor of the religious kind is related from 'Abdullah, the son of Imam Ahmad. ‘Abdullah said, “I saw many scholars, Fuqahaa (scholars of jurisprudence), Muhaddithoon (Hadeeth scholars), people from Banu Haashim, from the Quraish, and from the Ansaar – all kissing him (referring to his father), some on his hand and some on his head.”

Other scholars have disliked the practice of kissing a person’s hand – even if it is to bestow honor of the religious kind – calling it the ‘lesser prostration.’ Sulaimaan Ibn Harb said, “It is the lesser prostration. As for someone intentionally initiating the practice by holding out his hand to people, so that they can kiss it, that is forbidden, no matter who he is; no one disagrees about this ruling. Disagreement [among scholars] arises in this issue when the person who wants to kiss the other person’s hand initiates the practice [by taking hold of the other person’s hand and raising it to his lips].”

6) When You Greet Someone, It Is Forbidden To Bow To Him Or Perform Prostration Before Him

Anas Ibn Maalik ❞ said, “A man said, ‘O Messenger of Allāh, when one of us meets his brother, may he bow for him?’ The Messenger of Allāh ❞ said,

«No.»

The man said, ‘Then may he hug him and kiss him?’ The Messenger ❞ said,
He then said, 'Then may he shake his hand?' The Messenger said,

(.AllowUser to view the text)

'Yes, if he wants.'[1]

The Hadeeth is clear in its categorical prohibition of bowing before another created being; this is because we may only bow, as we do in prayer, to the Creator, Allah. If this is the ruling for bowing, then there is even more cause for the same ruling to apply to prostrating.

Ibn Taymiyyah said, "As for a person bowing when he greets another, doing so is forbidden. It is related in At-Tirmidhee that people asked the Prophet if it is permissible for a man who meets his brother to bow before him? The Prophet said, 'No.' This is because we are forbidden from bowing and prostrating to anyone but Allah 'Azza-Wa-Jall.'"

Without a doubt, prostration signifies a deeper and higher level of worship than does bowing; the meanings of submission and humility are definitely found in a greater degree in prostrating than they are in bowing. Because of the superlative merits and spiritual qualities - such as complete submission and humility - associated with the act of prostrating, the Messenger of Allah in a Hadeeth related by Ibn 'Abbaas, said,

(.AllowUser to view the text)

"As for the prostration, strive hard to supplicate [while in that position], for [when you supplicate while prostrating] you are deserving and worthy of being answered."[2]

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2728), Ibn Maajah (3702), and others. And Al-Albaanee related it in his Silsilatus-Saheehah (160) (1/248)
[2] Related by Muslim (479), Ahmad (1903), An-Nassaaee (1045), Abu Daawood (876), Ibn Maajah (3899), and Ad-Daarimee (1325)
Therefore, since prostration involves a great deal of glorification for its object, it is Haram (forbidden) for one to perform it to anyone other than to Allah ﷺ. The proof for this ruling is Hadeeth wherein it is mentioned that when Mu‘aadh ﷺ returned from Ash-Sham, he performed prostration to the Prophet ﷺ (not the prostration of worship but that of conferring honor). The Prophet ﷺ asked,

«ما هذا يا معاذ؟»

"What is this, O Mu‘aadh?"

He ﷺ said, “I went to Ash-Sham, and I came across its people prostrating to their priests and leaders, and I wanted in my self to do the same with you.” The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

 فلا نفعلوا فإنْ أَنتَ كُنْتَ آمِرًا أَحَدًا أَنْ يُسْجَدَ لِعِبَارِ اللَّهِ لأَمَرَتُ الْمُرَاةِ إِنْ يُسْجَدُ لَزُوجَهَا، وَالَّذِي نَفْسُ مَحْمُودٍ بِهِ لَا تُؤْدِي الْمُرَاةُ حَقًّا رَبَّهَا حَتَّى تُؤْدِي حَقَّ زُوجَهَا وَلَوْ سَأَلَّاهَا نَفْسَهَا وَهَيْ عَلَى قُنُوبٍ لَّمْ تَمْتَعْهَا.»

"Do not do so, but were I to order anyone to perform prostration to other than Allah, I would have ordered a woman to perform prostration to her husband. And by the One Who has the soul of Muhammad in His Hand, a woman does not fulfill the right of her Lord until she fulfills the right of her husband. If a man asks a woman for her self (i.e., asks her to engage in intercourse with him) while she is on a Qatab (what is placed on the hump of a camel underneath the rider; i.e., even if a women is in such a situation and her husband asks her to come to him for the said purpose, she should not refuse. Therefore, she should definitely not refuse him in less busy circumstances), she should not refuse him."[1]

A Reminder About Prostration: When you perform prostration, you place the noblest part of your body, your face, on the ground, a place that is trampled by feet, in order to glorify,

[1] Related by Ahmad (18913) and Ibn Maajah (1853), and the wording used here is from his narration. And Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan Saheeh.” (1515)
magnify, and worship Allah ﷻ. While in that position, the believer enjoys the spiritual bliss of supplication more so than in any other position. How perfect, then, is Allah, to Whom worshippers perform prostration, recognizing His perfection and His exaltedness above any possible fault, with their saying, "Subhaana Rabbiyal-'Aalaa (How perfect my Lord is, the Most High)."
Chapter 5

The Etiquettes Of Visiting Your Brother

Allāh said:

"O you who believe! Let your legal slaves and slave-girls, and those among you who have not come to the age of puberty ask your permission (before they come to your presence) on three occasions: before Fajr (morning) prayer, and while you put off your clothes for the noonday (rest), and after the 'Isha (late-night) prayer" (Qur'an 24:58)

Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

"A man once visited a brother of his in another village, and Allāh appointed an Angel to lie in wait for him on the road he was taking. When the man came upon the Angel, the latter said, 'Where do you wish to go?' The man said, 'I want [to visit] a brother of mine in this valley.' The Angel asked, 'Do you have some blessing or favor upon him [for which you are going to him (i.e., is it some worldly benefit or calling that prompted you to visit him)]?' He said, 'No, except that I do indeed love him for Allāh 'Azza Wa-Jall (i.e., that is the only reason that prompted me to visit him).’ The Angel said, 'I am indeed a messenger of
Allāh, sent to you, to inform you that Allāh indeed loves you as you have loved your brother for Him."[1]

The Manners Of Visiting Your Brother

1) You Should Visit Your Brother Outside Of The Three Timings Specified In The Above-Mentioned Verse

Servants and children that have not reached the age of puberty - Allāh guided believers to forbid these categories of people from entering into their presence during three periods of the day:

1) before Fajr prayer,
2) the time for the noonday rest, and
3) after 'Isha prayer.

Privacy is required because, during these times, a person is likely to be sleeping, relaxing, or spending intimate moments with his wife. Therefore, only after they receive your permission, may your servants or children enter into your presence, i.e., your private space, such as your bedroom. Building on this principle, we can also conclude that by visiting people during those times, we are likely to be ruining their rest and causing annoyance for them. People are for the most part not prepared to welcome people during those three periods of the day. However, we except from this principle occasions wherein you are invited, for instance, to a lunch or dinner gathering; you are obviously welcome when the host invites you and specifies the time that you should arrive.

Concerning this issue, we can draw upon two examples, one a Hadeeth and one a narration from a Companion, to illustrate that it was customary for people to avoid visiting others during the noonday rest period.

First, we mention the Hadeeth: 'Aaisha said, "Rarely would a day go by wherein the Prophet would not visit Abu Bakr at

[1] Related by Muslim (5267); Ahmad (9036); and Al-Bukhaaree, in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (350)
one of the two ends of the day. But when permission was given to him to go to Madeenah (i.e., to migrate)...he came to us at noontime. Abu Bakr was informed about his arrival, and he said, 'The Prophet came to us at this time only because something [important] has happened.'"[1]

The Prophet came at a time that was not a normal time for visitation - during the period of the day wherein people would take a noonday nap - which is why Abu Bakr was so surprised when he learned that the Prophet had come.

And speaking of how he would take knowledge from older Companions, Ibn 'Abbaas said, "When a Hadeeth reached me from a man, I would go to him, and if he was taking his noon-nap, I would rest my head on my robe at his door, and the wind would blow dust on my face."[2]

Despite the fact that Ibn 'Abbaas assiduously sought out knowledge and despite the fact that he was careful not to waste his time, he preferred to wait for the person he was looking for to come out rather than knock on his door and disturb him. This occurred when he would arrive at someone's home during the period wherein people customarily took their noonday nap.

2) **Unless He Has Permission From His Host, A Visitor Should Not Lead The prayer; Nor Should He Sit On The Bed Or Mattress Of His Host Without His Permission**

In his own home, a man has more rights than anyone else; therefore, it is only after his permission is conferred may someone lead the prayer or sit on the mattress or couch that is specifically prepared for him. Abu Mas‘ood Al-Ansaaree ascribed this Hadeeth to the Prophet:

\[
\text{"نَوَّمُ الْقَوْمَ أُفْرَؤُوهُمْ يَقْرَأُونَ لِكِتَابِ اللَّهُ، فَإِنَّ كَانُوا فِي الْفَرَايَا سَوَاءً، فَأَعْلَمُهُمْ بِالْعُبْدِ، فَإِنَّ كَانُوا فِي الْهِجْرَةِ سَوَاءً، فَأَفْتَدَّهُمْ سَلَامًا (وَفِي رَوَايَةٍ: سَلَامًا)، وَلَا يُؤْمَنَ الرَّجُلُ."
\]

[1] Bukhaaree (2138), Ahmad (20098), and Abu Daawood (4083)
[2] Ad-Daarimee (570)
“The one who should lead the people [in prayer] is he who knows more of Allâh’s Book; if they (i.e., more than one person present) are equal in recitation, then the one who is most knowledgeable regarding the Sunnah; if they are equal [in their knowledge] of the Sunnah, then the one who migrated earlier; and if they are equal in regards to their migration, then the one who is older. And a man should not lead another man in his (i.e., in the latter’s) [place of] authority, nor should he sit in his house on his particular mattress (one that is specifically prepared and designated for the leader of the household) – unless he obtains his permission.” And in another narration, “Unless he (the person of authority or the master of the house) gives permission to you…”[1]

In commenting on this Hadith, An-Nawawee said, “It means...that the head of the house, the leader of the gathering, and the Imam of the Masjid are all more deserving [of leading the prayer] than anyone else, even if someone else is more knowledgeable, knows more Qur’an, is more pious, or is generally better. The leader of a place – such as the master of the house – is most deserving in this regard; if he wishes, he may step forward (to lead the prayer), and if he wishes, he may advance a person of his choice to lead, even if the person he advances is less worthy than others who are present. Since he has authority [in his home or otherwise], he may do in this matter as he pleases.”

3) Frequency Of Visits

Regarding frequency of visits, there are two Hadith that scholars cite; one that is agreed upon, and another that scholars

[1] Related by Muslim (673), and the wording mentioned here is from his narration. The following compilers related it as well: Ahmad (4/118), Abu Daawood (582), At-Tirmidhee (235), An-Nassaaee (780), and Ibn Maajah (980).
disagree about. As for the former, it is the *Hadeeth* of 'Aaisha ﷺ that we mentioned earlier; she ﷺ said, "Rarely would a day go by wherein the Prophet ﷺ would not come to Abu Bakr's house at one of the two ends of the day. And in another narration, "No day would pass by for the two of them, except that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ would come to us during it at both ends of the day - in the morning and in the evening."[1] These narrations show that the Prophet ﷺ would frequently visit Abu Bakr ﷺ.

Scholars disagree about the other *Hadeeth* even though it is famous: "Visit at intervals, and you will increase in [mutual] love."[2] About this *Hadeeth*, Ibn Hajr said, "In the title of a chapter from his compilation - the title is, 'Should One Visit His Companion Every Day, Or Every Morning And Evening?'[3] - Bukhaaree seems to signal his opinion that the famous *Hadeeth*, 'Visit at intervals, and you will increase in love,' is weak. Though the *Hadeeth* is related through many chains, most of them are Gharaaib; and not a single one of them is free from criticism." Supposing that the *Hadeeth* in question is authentic, its meaning does not conflict with the meaning of the aforesaid *Hadeeth* of 'Aaisha ﷺ. Ibn Hajr explained: "This is because its generality allows for its implications to be limited [by another *Hadeeth* (in this case, the *Hadeeth* of 'Aaisha ﷺ). So it applies only to those who do not hold a special place in the heart of the host and those who are not firmly loved by the host. A person who is well-loved by the host is not diminished in status simply because he is a frequent visitor." And Ibn Battaal said, "When a close friend visits frequently, he, as opposed to others, is increased in nothing save love."

---

[1] Bukhaaree (6079)
[2] Related by Ibn Hibbaan in his *Saheeh* (620). The commentator of Al-Aadaab Ash-Shari'yah said about it, "Its chain is authentic, fulfilling even the conditions of Muslim."
[3] This is chapter 64, from the Book of Aadaab.
Chapter 6

The Etiquettes Of The Host And The Guest

Allah ﷻ said:

أَهْلَ أَنَاّكَ حَدِيثِ صَبِيبٍ إِنَّمَا الْمَكَارِمُ ﴿١٦٩﴾ ﴿١٦٠﴾ إِذْ دَخَلُوا عَلَيْهِ قَالُوا: سَلَّمُوا فَالْسَلَّمُ قُمْ شَكْرُوْنَ ﴿١٦١﴾ فَأَعَى إِلَّا أَهْلُهُ. فَقَالَ بَعْضُهُمْ سَيِّئُهُ ﴿١٦٢﴾ فَقَالُوْنَ: إِلَّا أَيُّهَا النَّاسُ تَأْكُلُوْنَ

"Has the story reached you, of the honored guests [three angels; Jibreel (Gabriel) along with another two] of Ibraheem (Abraham)? When they came in to him, and said, 'Salam (peace be upon you)! He answered, 'Salam (peace be upon you), and said: "You are a people unknown to me." Then he turned to his household, so brought out a roasted calf [as the property of Ibraheem (Abraham) was mainly cows], and placed it before them, (saying): "Will you not eat?" (Qur'an 51:24-27)

The Prophet ﷺ said,

سَنَّ كَانَ يُؤْمِنُ بِ اللَّهِ وَالْيَوْمِ الْآخِرِ فَلاَ يَجْحَرُ عَلَيْهِ، وَسَنَّ كَانَ يُؤْمِنُ بِ اللَّهِ وَالْيَوْمِ الْآخِرِ فَلْيَكْرُمَ ضَيْفَهُ، وَسَنَّ كَانَ يُؤْمِنُ بِ اللَّهِ وَالْيَوْمِ الْآخِرِ فَلْيَبْقِ فَخِيرًا أَوْ لَيْنْضِمَتْ

"Whosoever believes in Allâh and the Last Day, then let him not harm his neighbor. Whosoever believes in Allâh and the Last Day, then let him honor his guest. And whosoever believes in Allâh and the Last Day, then let him speak well or remain silent."[1]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6018), Muslim (47), Ahmad (7571), At-Tirmidhee (1188), and Ad-Daarimee (2222).
The Manners Of Being A Host Or A Guest

1) Accepting And Answering An Invitation

In many authentic Ahadeeth, it is made clear that it is compulsory to answer and accept an invitation. For example, the Prophet ﷺ said,

لا حول للك من الله خمس: رزق السالم، وعياذ النمل، وإذا أجاب أوجى

"The Muslim has five rights upon [another] Muslim: answering 'As-Salaam,' visiting the sick, following funeral [processions], answering an invitation, and saying 'Yarhamukallah (may Allah have mercy upon you)' to one who sneezes."[1]

And in another Hadeeth, he ﷺ said,

أجيبوا هذه الدعوة إذا دعتكم لها

"Answer this invitation when you are invited." [2]

At the end of this narration, it is mentioned that, "Abdullah [Ibn 'Umar] ﷺ would go to a place of invitation for a wedding and for other than a wedding, [even] while he would be fasting."

The opinion of the majority of scholars is that it is recommended to accept all invitations, with the exception of a marriage banquet, which is compulsory for the invitee to accept. To prove that accepting an invitation for a marriage banquet is compulsory, they cite this Hadeeth:

سَمِّ الطَّعَامٍ طُعَامَ الْوَلِيمَةِ يَدُعُى لَهَا الأَعْنَابَ وَتُرَكُّ الْفَقْرَاءَ، وَسَمِّ تَرَكُّ

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1240), Muslim (2162), Ahmad (27511), At-Tirmidhee (2737), An-Nassaaee (1938), Abu Daawood (5030), and Ibn Maajah (1435)

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5179), Muslim (1429), At-Tirmidhee (1098), Abu Daawood (3736), Ibn Maajah (1914), Maalik (1159), and Ad-Daarimee (2205).
The worst of food is the food of a marriage banquet: the rich are invited to it and the poor are forsaken. And whoever leaves an invitation (i.e., doesn’t accept it) has indeed disobeyed Allâh and His Messenger ﷺ."[11]

And the following wording is related in some narrations from Muslim and others:

"Those who come to it are prevented from it, and those who are invited to it refuse to come."

Nonetheless, some scholars have listed conditions which must be fulfilled for a Muslim to attend any gathering to which he is invited; Shaikh Muhammad Ibn Saaleh Al-Uthaimeen listed them as follows:

1) When it is compulsory or Sunnah for Muslims to cut off all ties with a person, and when that person invites you, you shouldn’t accept his invitation.

2) The place of invitation must not contain any evil in it. If there is evil – such as music being played – and if you are able to remove the evil (for example, you have the authority to turn the tape player off), then you must attend the gathering, for two reasons: first, to answer the invitation, and second, to remove the evil. But if you are not able to remove the evil, then it becomes forbidden for you to attend.

3) The inviter should be Muslim; otherwise, it is not compulsory to accept his invitation. This is because the Prophet ﷺ said,

Related by Bukhaaree (5177), Muslim (1432), Ahmad (10040), Abu Daawood (3742), Ibn Maajah (1913), Maalik (1160), and Ad-Daarimee (2066).
"The rights of a Muslim upon another Muslim are six..."
And among those rights,
He mentioned,

«إِذَا دَعَاكَ فَأَجْهَنِهُ»

"When he invites you, then answer him (i.e., accept his invitation)."

4) The inviter must not derive his income from unlawful sources, for if you accept his invitation, that means you will eat unlawfully acquired food, which is forbidden. Other scholars, however, maintain that the sin of unlawfully derived wealth is upon the one who acquired that wealth, and not on the one who takes it from him through lawful means. Of course, this view does not apply to things that are Haram in themselves, such as alcohol, stolen items, and so on. And this latter view is well reasoned.

5) Answering an invitation does not involve you forsaking another duty that is compulsory or that is more important than the invitation. If answering an invitation involves any of that, it becomes forbidden upon you to answer it.

6) Answering an invitation must not involve any harm upon you as the invitee; this occurs, for example, when answering an invitation requires you to travel and leave behind family members that are in need of your presence among them.

7) The inviter knowingly and specifically invites you; otherwise, if the inviter issues a general invitation for everyone in a community, for instance, then you do not have to answer his invitation.

Question: Do invitation cards take on the same ruling as direct verbal invitations?

Answer: If invitation cards are sent to everyone in a community, whereby the sender does not know exactly who the cards are being sent to, then it is not compulsory to accept the invitation. If
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on other hand, you are sure or almost sure that the inviter meant
you specifically by the invitation - for example, you know him
and he put your name on the card - then the ruling for a direct,
verbal invitation applies.\[1\]

**Related Issue:** Just because you are fasting does not mean that
you are excused from having to accept an invitation; to the
contrary, you must go, and though you do not necessarily have
to eat, you should invoke Allāh ﷻ to forgive and bless your
hosts. This ruling applies for both compulsory and voluntary
fasts. The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

> إِذَا دُعِيَ أُحْدِثُكُمْ نَيِّبَٰبَ فَإِنَّ كَانَ صَادِقًا فَلَبِّهِ، وَإِنَّ كَانَ مُنْطَرًا فَلْبَبَعْم

“If one of you is invited, then let him answer (i.e., attend), and if
he is fasting, he should pray (the meaning of prayer here, as
explained in the following narration, is to supplicate – for the
hosts); and if he is not fasting, he should eat.”\[2\]

The following is the wording of Ahmad’s narration: “And if he is
fasting, then he should pray – i.e., supplicate.”\[3\]

Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree ﷺ said, ‘Food was prepared for the
Prophet ﷺ, and when it was laid down, a man said, ‘I am
fasting.’ The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ then said,

> دَعَالَكَ أَخُوَّكَ وَتَكَلَّفَ لَكَ، أَفْتَرَى وَصَمَّ مَكَانَكَ إِنْ شَأْتُ

‘Your brother invited you and troubled himself for you; eat and
fast [another day] in its place if you wish.’\[4\]

---

[2] Muslim (1431), Ahmad (7691), At-Tirmidhee (780), and Abu Daawood (2460).
[3] Ahmad (9976)
[4] Ibn Hajr said, “Isma'eeel Ibn Abee Uwais related it from his father from
Muhammad Ibn Munkadir..., and its chain is Hasan.” (Al-Fath (4/182). And
Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan. Al-Baihaqee related it (4/279).” Refer to
Al-Irwaa Al-Ghaleel (7/11) Hadeeth # 1952
An-Nawawee said, “As for the one who is fasting, scholars agree that he does not have to eat [when he is invited]; and if his fast is a compulsory one, then it is forbidden for him to eat, since it is forbidden to leave off a compulsory duty. Fasting a voluntary fast, the invitee has the choice between eating and continuing with his fast. If the host takes it hard – that his guest is fasting and not eating the food he prepared – the guest should eat; otherwise, he may complete his fast. And Allâh ﷻ knows best.”

2) It Is Compulsory To Honor One’s Guest

Various authentic Ahadeeth encourage a Muslim to be generous to his guest and establish without a doubt that it is compulsory for him, as a host, to honor him. ‘Uqbah Ibn ‘Aamir ﷺ said, ‘We said, ‘O Messenger of Allâh, you did indeed send us; then, when we reached the people, they did not receive us as their guests. What, then, do you see [that we should do]?’ The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

"If you arrive at the place of a people and they order for you what a guest should receive, then accept [that from them]. But if they do not do so, then take from them what a guest rightfully deserves.”[1]

This wording is from At-Tirmidhee’s narration: “If they refuse that you should take other than forcibly, then take.” And in another Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ said,

“A guest is entertained for three days, and his Jaaizah is for a day and night (In explaining this phrase, scholars have said that a

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6137), Muslim (1727), Ahmad (16894), At-Tirmidhee (1589), Abu Daawood (3752), and Ibn Maajah (3676).
host should be extra generous on the first night, and then should give his guest, on the second and third night, what he normally has himself. And it is not permissible for a Muslim to stay with his brother (for more than three days) to the degree that he makes him sin."

The Companions said, "O Messenger of Allah, and how does he make him sin?" He said,

"He stays with him, and he (the host) has nothing to entertain him with (so the host might end up backbiting his guest or saying bad things about him)."

Concerning the significance and merits of entertaining guests, An-Nawawee mentioned that scholars are in agreement; he then went on to say that scholars disagree about whether it is compulsory or Sunnah to entertain guests [when they arrive from another area]. Maalik, Ash-Shaafi'ee, and Abu Haneefah—these hold that it is Sunnah and not compulsory to entertain guests; they likened Ahadeeth that discuss entertaining guests to other similar Ahadeeth, which apparently suggest the meaning of 'compulsory' but really convey a meaning of 'less than compulsory,' such as the Hadeeth, "Taking a shower on Friday is binding upon everyone who is past the age of puberty." Al-Laith and Ahmad, on the other hand, are of the opinion that it is compulsory to entertain a guest for at least one day and one night. And Ahmad limited that ruling to the people of the desert and of villages as opposed to city dwellers.

Related Issue: We are forbidden, as the Hadeeth indicates, to remain a guest for more than three days, so that we do not provoke the host to sin—a host can sin by having evil, prohibited suspicious about his guest or by backbiting him or by doing

---
[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6135) and Musliir (48/ from the Book of Luqatah), and the wording here is from his narration. The following compilers related it as well: Ahmad (26:620), At-Tirmidhee (1967), Abu Daawood (3748), Ibn Maajah (3672), Maalik (1728), and Ad-Daarimee (2035).
something similar. Al-Khattaabee said, “A guest may not stay with his host after the third day, unless the host invites him to remain; otherwise the host will feel constricted and will lose his reward.” Explaining the Prophet’s saying, “To the degree that he makes him sin,” Ibn Al-Jawzee said, “If the host does not have enough provision to entertain his guest, he will resent his presence; he may speak of him with obscene words; and he may even sin by seeking out unlawful provision in order to spend on his guest.” The exception to this rule is when the guest knows that his host does not dislike his presence or when the host requested that he stay on for a little while longer. But if the guest doubts the situation of his host - both his financial situation and how he feels about him remaining longer - then it is better for him not to remain after the third day.

3) Welcome Your Guest With A Warm, Genial Greeting
Ibn ‘Abbaas said, “When the delegation of ‘Abdul-Qais went to the Prophet, he said,

"Marhaban (welcome!) to the delegation that has come without disgrace or regret...”[1]

Without a doubt, when you welcome your guests with kind and hospitable greetings, you are sure to infuse happiness and a feeling of welcomeness into their breasts.

4) What Should A Guest Say And Do When Another Person – Who Is Not An Invitee – Accompanies Him To The Place Of Invitation?
When this happens to you, you should say as the Prophet said in the following Hadeeth. Abu Mas’ood said, “There was a man from the Ansaar who was called Abu Shu’aib, and he had a servant that was a butcher. Abu Shu’aib said to him, ‘Prepare food for me, and I will invite the Messenger of Allāh to be the fifth among a total of five [guests].’ He invited the Messenger of

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6176) and Muslim (17)
Allāh ﷺ as the fifth among the total of five guests, and when they came, a man followed them. The Prophet ﷺ said,

"Verily, you invited us, a total of five guests, and this man has indeed followed us. If you wish, you may give him permission [to enter]; and if you wish, you may leave him (i.e., ask him to leave)."

Abu Shu’āib said, ‘Rather, I give him permission [to enter and be my guest].’[1]

There are many lessons that we can learn from this Hadeeth, but we will restrict ourselves here to those that are related to our subject of discussion. First, when a host invites a specific group of people and when a person outside of that group accompanies them, he is not included in the general implications of the invitation. So if one intrudes upon a gathering to which he is not invited, the host has the choice of allowing him to enter or sending him away. And if the intruder enters without the permission of the host, the host may force him to leave. But if a person forces himself onto an invitee and insists upon following him even though he is not invited, the invitee should not refuse him. This ruling is taken from the Prophet’s action; the man followed the Prophet ﷺ, who did not refuse him or order him not to follow him, for there was a chance that the host would welcome him and allow him to enter the gathering. Ibn Hajr holds this opinion, but An-Nawawee disagrees, saying that the invitee should repel and forbid one who is forcing his company upon others. However, nothing in the Hadeeth supports that view; therefore, Ibn Hajr’s view in this issue is correct.

5) Burdening Yourself For Your Guest

When hosting others, you should not go beyond reasonable

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5434), Muslim (2036), and At-Tirmidhee (1099)
limits in entertaining them. We should not overburden ourselves in entertaining our guests; and we are, in a more general sense, forbidden from resorting to exaggeration or affection in our lives. Anas ﷺ said, "We were with 'Umar ﷺ when he ﷺ said, 'We were forbidden from Takaalluf (affectation and going to extravagant troubles)."[1] We cannot really specify a limit, beyond which one is considered to have gone to extravagant troubles in entertaining his guest. Custom is the judge in this matter; or in other words, in a given time and society, what people consider to be extravagant, is indeed extravagant; and what they don’t consider to be extravagant, isn’t extravagant (unless, of course, when all people in a society follow extravagant ways that are contrary to the guidelines of the Shariah). In general, however, we can say that you should prepare the amount and variety of food that is sufficient for your guest, without being extravagant or miserly; and the best of matters are those that are in the middle. Jaabir ﷺ reported that he heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say,

"The food of one is sufficient for two; the food for two is sufficient for four; and the food of four is sufficient for eight."[2]

These days, it is as widespread as it is deemed normal for people to go to extravagant lengths in conducting marriage banquets, very often surpassing the limits of reasonableness set by the Shariah. Some people even compete, if not openly then at least in spirit, to see whose banquet boasts the greatest variety and quantity of food. Then, in social circles, people praise them for how wonderfully they hosted their banquet. All of this, no doubt,

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (7293). This narration is, for all effective purposes, a Hadeeth, because 'Umar ﷺ said, 'We were forbidden,' and only the Prophet ﷺ had the right to forbid.

[2] Related by Muslim (2059), Ahmad (13810), At-Tirmidhee (1820), Ibn Maajah (3254), and Ad-Daarimee (2044).
is objectionable; in fact, it is not permissible to eat the food served at such banquets, for Ibn 'Abbaas related that the Prophet forbade people from eating the food of competitors (i.e., people who compete to serve the most extravagant banquet).\[1\] Al-Khattaabee said, "Competitors seek to outdo and beat one another, and it is disliked [in this and similar matters] because it involves Riyaa (doing deeds so that others can see them) and showing-off, and because such competition here falls under Allah's general prohibition of eating wealth unjustly."

\[1\] Related by Abu Daawood (3754), and Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh."
“(And then) not (so early as) to wait for its preparation”
(Qur'an 33:53)

Then Allah clarified that, as soon as the guest has eaten, he should leave and not remain seated, hoping for conversation, because that entails harm for the host - who, in the context of the verse, was the Prophet. The same rule applies to all people, because when they are hosts, it is trying for them when guests remain after they have partaken of their meal; guests, therefore, should not stay with them much longer, unless the host wants them to stay or it is customary among a people for guests to stay after the meal. Hence, if there is no hardship or annoyance involved, they can stay. Since the prohibition hinges upon a reason - annoyance and hardship - an absence of that reason means that the prohibition no longer applies.

7) Serving In Order Of Age – From Oldest To Youngest; And Serving From Right To Left

As a host, you should give special attention and care to the most aged guest. Ibn 'Umar related that the Messenger of Allah said,

"I saw myself in a dream, cleaning my teeth with Siwaak. Two men were pulling at me, and one of them was older than the other. I handed the Siwaak to the younger of the two, and it was said to me, 'To the older,' and so I handed it to the older one."[1]

In another Hadeeth, the Prophet said,

[1] Related by Muslim (3003), and Bukhaaree related it Mu'allaqan, in the "Book of Ablution." And the speaker of, 'To the older,' is Jibreel.
"Whoever does not have mercy on our young ones and knows not the right[s] of our elder[s], is not from us."[1]

And in yet another Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Verily, from the glorification of Allāh is to honor the elderly Muslim; the bearer of the Qur'an, who neither exceeds the limits regarding it nor forsakes it; and the person of authority who is just."[2]

All of the above-mentioned Ahadeeth show that a host should give priority to the eldest when serving food or drink. Yet the following Hadeeth seemingly indicates otherwise. Sahl Ibn Sa‘ad Ṣ. reported that a drink was given to the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ. He ﷺ drank from it, and to his right was a boy, while to his left were elder men. The Prophet ﷺ said to the boy,

"Do you give me permission to give to them?"

The boy said, "By Allāh, O Messenger of Allāh, as to my share from you, I prefer no one to my own self." The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ then handed him the drink.[3] This Hadeeth, which seems to indicate that the person on one's right has priority, regardless of age, is in apparent conflict with the aforementioned Ahadeeth, which indicate that elders have priority.

Nonetheless, there is no real conflict or contradiction. When you are drinking from a glass or bottle and something remains, you

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (353), and Al-Albaanee said about it, "Saheeh." And through other chains, Ahmad (6694) and At-Tirmidhee (1920) related it.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (357) and Abu Daawood (4843). Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan."

[3] Related by Bukhaaree (5260), Muslim (2030), Ahmad (22317), and Maalik (1724)
should hand it over to the person to your right, or seek his permission to do otherwise. In commenting on Sahl’s narration, Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, “From the manners of eating and sitting together is that a man, after he has eaten or drank, should hand over what remains to the person on his right, no matter who he is - even if he is inferior to the person on the right.” But when you are serving food and drink in the beginning – when portions are still untouched – you should give priority to the eldest person present; next in priority is the person to your right. Perhaps the harmony struck between the different Ahadeeth is further strengthened by the narration of Ibn ‘Abbaas ℓ, in which he ℓ said, “When the Prophet ℓ would provide others with drink, he ℓ would say,

«اِبْدِ عِنْدَكُمْ الصَّائِمُونَ، وَأَكُلْ وَأَطَعْ اِبْنَ أَبِي بَكْرٍ، وَأَوْلَىٰ عَلَيْكُمْ المَلَائِكَةُ»

‘Begin with the eldest.’”[1]

This view combines the implications of all the proofs mentioned above. And Allâh ℓ knows best.

8) When The Meal Is Over, The Guest Should Supplicate For His Host

From his Sunnah, the Prophet ℓ would supplicate for his hosts after partaking of a meal served by them. Anas ℓ reported that when the Prophet ℓ went to Sa’ad Ibn ‘Ubaadah ℓ, the latter served food and oil. He (the Prophet ℓ) ate and then said,

«فَأَفْطَرْ عِنْدَكُمْ الصَّائِمُونَ، وَأَكُلْ وَأَطَعْ اِبْنَ أَبِي بَكْرٍ، وَأَوْلَىٰ عَلَيْكُمْ المَلَائِكَةُ»

“May the fasting ones break their fast in your home, and may the dutiful and pious ones eat your food, and may the Angels send prayers upon you.”[2]


[2] Related by Abu Daawood (3854), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic. Ahmad (11767) and Ad-Daarimee (1772) both related it with the wording, “And may the Angels descend upon you.” And Ibn Maajah (1747) related it from ‘Abdullah Ibn Az-Zubair ℓ, with the same wording as Abu Daawood’s narration.
Some scholars have ruled that this invocation is specific for the breaking of the fast meal; the majority of scholars, however, have ruled that it is equally valid for the breaking of the fast meal and for other meals.

In a long Hadeeth related by Al-Miqdaad Ibn Al-Aswad ☪, the Prophet ☪ made this supplication:

«اللهِ أطَعْمَ مَنْ أطَعَمْهُ وَأَشْقَى مَنْ سَقَانِي»

"O Allah, feed him who fed me, and provide him with drink who provided me with drink."

An-Nawawee said, “This Hadeeth shows that one should supplicate for one who showed him generosity, for his servant, and for anyone that does good deeds (And the invoker too is a doer of good).”

‘Abdullah Ibn Busr ☪ related that his father ☪ prepared food for the Prophet ☪ and invited him. The Prophet ☪ answered his invitation, and when he finished his meal, he ☪ said,

«اللهِ أعْفُرُ لَهُمْ وَارْحَمُهُمْ وَبَارِكْ لَهُمْ فيمَا رَزَقْتُهُمْ»

"O Allah, forgive them, have mercy on them, and bless for them that which You have provided them."

9) When Your Guest Wants To Leave, It Is Recommended For You To Accompany Him To The Door Of Your House

In doing so, you take good care of your guest; you are being friendly with him; and you are being a hospitable host. No authentic narration from the Prophet ☪ establishes this practice, yet we do have narrations from our pious predecessors and Imams. We will limit ourselves to only one here: Abu 'Ubaid Al-Qasim Ibn Salaam visited Ahmad Ibn Hanbal. Abu 'Ubaid said, “When I wanted to stand [and leave], he stood with me. I said,

\[1\] Related by Muslim (2055), Ahmad (23300), and At-Tirmidhee (2719).

\[2\] Related by Muslim (2042), Ahmad (17220), At-Tirmidhee (3576), Abu Daawood (3729), and Ad-Daarimee (2022). The wording related here is from Imam Ahmad’s narration.
'Do not do so (i.e., do not trouble yourself by standing), O 'Abu 'Abdullah.' He said, 'Ash-Sha'bee said: From the completeness of a visit from a visitor is to walk with him until the door and to take hold of his stirrup (to help him up onto his mount)...'"
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Allāh ﷺ said:

"O you who believe! When you are told to make room in the assemblies, (spread out and) make room. Allāh will give you (ample) room (from His Mercy). And when you are told to rise up [for prayers, Jihad (holy fighting in Allāh’s cause), or for any other good deed], rise up. Allāh will exalt in degree those of you who believe, and those who have been granted knowledge. And Allāh is Well-Acquainted with what you do” (Qur’an 58:11)

The Manners Of Gatherings

1) The Virtues Of Remembering Allāh ﷺ In Gatherings And The Prohibition Of Attending Gatherings Wherein Allāh’s Name Is Not Mentioned

The Prophet ﷺ forbade us from attending gatherings wherein Allāh’s Name is not mentioned. For example, in a Hadeeth related by Abu Hurairah ﷺ, the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"ما منْ قَوْمٍ يَقُومُونَ مِنْ مَجْلِسٍ لاَّ يُذْكَرُونَ اللَّهَ فَإِلَّا قَامُوا عَنْ مَيْلٍٰ
جَيْفَةٌ جَمَارٌ وَكَانَ لَهُمْ حَسَةٍ"
"No people stand up from a gathering in which they did not remember Allâh, except that they stand up like from a donkey carcass (i.e., like it, in terms of its filth and its stench).

And it (i.e., that gathering) is regret for them (i.e., on the Day of Resurrection, they will regret having attended it)."[1] They will feel regret for their dereliction, and for any backbiting or evil speech they may have spoken during that gathering.

In contrast to those gatherings are meetings that are alive with the remembrance and praise of Allâh, and with prayers upon His Prophet. Allâh loves such gatherings, and its people achieve increase in goodness and reward. In a Hadeeth that is related by Abu Hurairah, the Messenger of Allâh said,

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4855), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.” Ahmad (9300) and At-Tirmidhee (3380) related it with a different wording: “No people sit down in a gathering in which they neither remember Allâh nor send prayers upon their Prophet, except that it (the gathering) will be something for which they will be blamed (and it will be a cause of regret). And if He (Allâh) wishes, He will punish them; and if He wishes, He will forgive them.”
“Indeed, Allāh ﷻ has Angels who patrol the pathways searching for those who remember Allāh ﷻ. When they come across a people who are remembering Allāh ﷻ, they call out saying (to other Angels), ‘Come forth to your purpose.’ Then, they surround those people with their wings until (they reach) the lowest heaven. At that point, Allāh ﷻ asks them and He knows better than them, ‘What are my slaves saying.’ They answer, ‘They are glorifying You, saying You are the greatest, praising You and exalting You.’ Allāh ﷻ asks them, ‘Have they seen me?’ They say, ‘By Allāh, no, they have not seen You.’ Allāh ﷻ then asks, ‘How (would they be) if they were to see me.’ They reply, ‘If they were to see you, they would worship You more vigorously and they would exalt and praise You more assiduously. And they would glorify You more often.’ Allāh ﷻ then asks, ‘What do they ask of Me.’ One of the Angels answers, ‘They ask You for Paradise.’ Allāh ﷻ asks, ‘Have they seen it.’ The Angels answer, ‘By Allāh, no. O Allāh, they have not seen it.’ Allāh ﷻ asks, ‘How (would they be) if they saw it.’ They answer, ‘If they were to see it, they would crave after it more intensely and they would ask You for it more ardently. They would also wish to enter it even more.’ Here, Allāh ﷻ asks, ‘And what do they seek refuge from.’ One of the Angels replies, ‘(They seek refuge) from the hellfire.’ Allāh ﷻ asks, ‘And have they seen it.’ They reply, ‘By Allāh, no. O Lord, they have not seen it.’ Allāh ﷻ asks, ‘And how (would be they be) were they to see it.’ They say, ‘If they were to see it, they would flee from it more resolutely and they would fear it more strongly.’ Allāh ﷻ then says to them, ‘Therefore, I make you witnesses that I have forgiven them.’ One..."
of the Angels inquires, ‘Accompanying them, is someone who is not from them, but has only come for another purpose.’ Allāh ﷻ says, ‘These are the companions, that whoever sits with them will not be wretched.’[^1]

2) Choosing A Companion

Choosing a close friend is one of the most important decisions of your life, for no matter how strong and firm you are, and regardless of whether you realize it or not, you are influenced by the company you keep. And that is why the Prophet ﷺ advised us to choose our companions and friends with wisdom and care; he ﷺ said,

الَّذِينَ عَلَى دِينٍ خَلِيلٍ فَلْيَتَحَذِّرُوا أَحَدَكُمْ مِنْ يَحَادِيلٍ

“A person is upon the religion of his close friend, so let one of you be careful about the person with whom he establishes friendship.”[^2]

For two people to be close friends, they necessarily share similar habits and beliefs, and they inevitably lead a similar lifestyle; therefore, we should give serious consideration before forming a close friendship with someone else. If you are satisfied with a person’s religion and manners, befriend him; otherwise, don’t, for traits and habits and patterns of thinking are all contagious.

The Prophet ﷺ mentioned an analogy that clarifies the influence of both a good and evil companion:

مَثَلُ الْجَلِيسِ الصَّالِحِ والسَّوِئِ كَحَاملِ الْمَشَكِ وَتَفَافْيِ الْكَبِيرِ فَحَامِلُ

الْمَشَكِ إِمَّا أَنْ يُحِذَّرَكُ، وَإِمَّا أَنْ يَنَبَأَكَ مَنَّهُ، وَإِمَّا أَنْ تَحْدِدَ مَنْ يَخْضُبْ طَبَیَّةً

وَتَفَافُ الْكَبِيرِ إِمَّا أَنْ يُخْرِقَ يَنَابِكْ، وَإِمَّا أَنْ تَحْدِدَ رَبُّكَ خَيْبَةً

“The examples of a righteous and evil companion are that of a

[^1]: Related by Bukhaaree (6408), Muslim (2689), Ahmad (7376), and At-Tirmidhee (3378)

[^2]: Related by Abu Daawood (4833), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan. Ahmad (7968) and At-Tirmidhee (2378) related it as well.
carrier of Al-Musk (perfume) and a blower of the bellows. As for the carrier of perfume, he will either give to you as a gift, or you will buy from him, or you will find a good smell emanating from him. As for the blower of the bellows, either he will burn your garment or you will find a vile smell [emanating from him].”

The evil companion, whom we must avoid, is either an innovator (in the religion) or an evildoer.

Both the innovator and the evildoer pose many dangers to their friends and companions, but each poses dangers that are specific to him. An innovator threatens the well-being of his companions, both in the religious and the worldly sense. In befriending an innovator, especially one that is eloquent in speech, you will either adopt his innovations or you will be afflicted with doubt and confusion, which result from hearing his specious arguments. In many of their statements, our pious predecessors have warned us not to sit with the people of innovations, people who introduce into the religion that which does not belong in it. Al-Hasan Al-Basree said, “Do not sit with the people of desires, do not debate with them, and do not listen to them (so as to not become prey to their specious, though perhaps fair-sounding, arguments).” Also referring to innovators, Abu Qulaabah said, “Do not sit with them and do not mix with them, for I do not feel safe for you otherwise: they may drown you in their misguidance and leave you confused about many matters that you knew and were sure about.” And Al-Fudail Ibn ‘Iyaadh said, “Verily, Allāh has Angels that search out for circles of remembrance, so be cautious about those with whom you sit. Do not sit with an innovator, for Allāh does not look at them. And a sign of hypocrisy is for a man to stand in order to go and sit with an innovator.”

This is not to make light of the dangers of keeping company with an evildoer, for he too threatens the well-being of his companions and friends, albeit for different reasons. When you sit with an evildoer, you are never safe from hearing his foul language,

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5534), Muslim (2628), and Ahmad (19127).
falsehood, slander, or backbiting. Furthermore, if he is negligent in performing his obligatory prayers, his negligence might rub off on you; and we can say the same for his other sins, sins that cause the heart to die. So we find that many people who went astray after having been guided did so because they began to keep company with evildoers.

3) Both When You Join And Leave A Gathering, Greet Its Members

In our discussion about the etiquettes of extending greetings of peace, we mentioned that it is Sunnah to greet the people of a gathering both when you arrive and when you intend to leave. Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

إِذَا اتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَتَت*
"When one of you stands from his seat and then returns to it, he is more deserving of it." [1]

So long as it is Islamically lawful for you to sit in a particular seat, no one has the right to take your seat when you get up for a short while, and, while you are seated, no one has the right to ask you to move. Ibn ‘Umar related that the Prophet forbade a Muslim from asking a man to leave his seat so that someone else can take that seat instead, but instead ‘make space and spread out.’ And Ibn ‘Umar would hate to sit in the place of a man who stood up [either to give up his place or to leave momentarily]. [2] The wisdom behind this ruling is obvious: no one should have the right to belittle his Muslim brother, because belittling others results in resentment; and Muslims should be humble and kind to one another, because kindness leads to mutual love and compassion. Furthermore, in lawful matters, people are equal; your right is your right, and my right is mine, so when someone tries to pry away that right without having just cause for doing so, he is perpetrating a prohibited deed.

**Question:** We know that it is disliked to ask a person to leave his seat and then to sit in his place. But what if he permits someone to sit in his place?

**Answer:** If, of his own volition, a person gets up and allows you to take his seat, you may do so, for the right of the seat is his, and the owner of a right may, if he wishes, give up his right to another. True, it is related from Ibn ‘Umar that he disliked to sit in another person’s seat, even if that person gave him

---

[1] Related by Muslim (2179), Ahmad (7514), Abu Daawood (4853), Ibn Maajah (3717), and Ad-Daarimee (2654). The wording used here is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6270), Muslim (2177), Ahmad (4645), At-Tirmidhee (2750), Abu Daawood (4828), and Ad-Daarimee (2653). The wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree’s narration.
permission to do so. Abu Al-Khusaib said, "I was sitting down, and then Ibn 'Umar Ḥ came. A man stood up from his seat for Ibn 'Umar Ḥ, but the latter didn’t take his seat, but instead sat elsewhere. The man said, 'There would have been no sin upon you had you sat [in my place].’ Ibn 'Umar Ḥ answered, 'After having witnessed a certain incident from the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ, I never want to sit in your place, or in anyone else’s place for that matter. A man went to the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ, and another stood from his seat, so that the former could take his seat, which is what he went to do, but the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ forbade him [from taking the other man’s seat]."[1] So yes, this was Ibn ‘Umar’s stance; but that does not mean that it is forbidden for you to sit in another person’s seat after that person grants you permission to sit there. Discussing Ibn ‘Umar’s stance, An-Nawawee said, ‘This was Wara’ (Wara’ is to leave a permissible deed, from the fear that that deed will lead to a forbidden deed or will harm one’s practice of the religion in any way) on his part. Therefore, it is not Haram for you to sit in someone’s place after he willingly relinquishes his right to it. Ibn ‘Umar Ḥ showed Wara’ in this regard for one of two reasons: first, perhaps he sensed the person only got up because he felt shy or obliged to give up his seat, and not because he wanted to give it up; hence, Ibn ‘Umar Ḥ closed the door to such behavior, whereby one gives up his seat to someone whom he holds in high esteem. Second, perhaps Ibn ‘Umar Ḥ didn’t want the man to perform a disliked deed – but how so? When it comes to virtues or good deeds, it is disliked in Islam for you to prefer someone to your own self; for example, there is more reward for being in the first rows for prayer (for men), so if you are sitting in the first row and you see someone arrive whom you hold in high esteem, it is disliked for you to relinquish your seat to him and to move back to another row. Perhaps this was the exact situation that prompted Ibn ‘Umar Ḥ to refuse to sit in the man’s place. And Allāh ﷺ knows best.

[1] Related by Ahmad (5542)
Question: Because of their knowledge of the above-mentioned ruling, some people place a prayer-rug or something similar in the first row of the Masjid, in effect reserving a place for them in that row, even if they arrive late. Is this practice legislated in Islam?

Answer: Shaikh Al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah clarified the ruling for this issue: "Many people leave rugs at the Masjid, whether on Friday or on any other day, so that when they arrive there, their place is reserved for them. Although many people do this, it is a practice that is, by the consensus of the Muslims, Haram (forbidden). Suppose that one does leave his rug in the said fashion (to reserve his place even though he arrives later than others who deserve his place in the first or early row), is his prayer on that rug valid? Scholars disagree, but in essence, as it is forbidden to wrongfully usurp another person’s land, so too is it forbidden to wrongfully take another person’s place in the Masjid, that other person being one who arrived early at the Masjid." He then went on to say, "In Islam, it is legislated for people to first complete the earlier rows in the Masjid. The Prophet ﷺ said,

"Will you not line up as the Angels line up with their Lord?"

The Companions ﷺ asked, "And how do the Angels line up with their Lord?" He ﷺ said, "They complete the first row, and then the one that follows it (and so on), and they are pressed together in the row."[1]

In another Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (615), Muslim (437), Ahmad (7150), At-Tirmidhee (225), An-Nassaaee (540), and Maalik (151).
"Had people known what is in the Nidaa (the calling to the prayer, i.e., the Adhaan) and the first row, and had they found no way (to be in the first row and to perform the call to prayer) except by casting lots, they would have cast lots (so determined would they be). And had people known what is in (i.e., what virtues are) being early (to the Masjid for prayer), they would have raced to it."

From these Ahadeeth, we learn that we should arrive early for prayer at the Masjid; so if one places his rug early but arrives late himself, he has violated the rules of the Shariah in two ways: first, he has arrived late whereas he is ordered to arrive early; and second, he wrongfully took the place of others who arrived early and were more deserving of that place. So not only does he prevent people from completing the rows, as is commanded in the above-mentioned Hadeeth, he also ends up disturbing people by stepping over their necks as he makes his way to his reserved spot in the first row. In one narration, it is related that the Prophet ﷺ said,

«لَاتَخَطَّى رِقَابَ النَّاسِ، يَتَخَطَّى مَجَرْرَةً إِلَى جُهَّمَةٍ»

"One who passes over the necks of people is taking a bridge to the Hellfire."[2]

And in another narration, the Prophet ﷺ said to someone who was trying to make his way through the rows in the said manner,

«جَلَسْ فَقَدْ أَدْلُيْتُ»

"Sit down, for you have indeed inflicted harm."[3]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (615), Muslim (437), Ahmad (7185), At-Tirmidhee (225), An-Nassaaee (540), and Maalik (151).

[2] Related by Ahmad (15182), At-Tirmidhee (513), and Ibn Maajah (1126). And in grading the Hadeeth, Al-Albaanee said, "Da’eef (weak)."

[3] Related by Ahmad (17221), An-Nassaaee (1399), Abu Daawood (1118), and Ibn Maajah (1125). They related the Hadeeth with different chains (each being strong enough to strengthen one another), and that being the
Next, the question arises that, if you arrive early at the Masjid and find a rug or something similar in the first row, which indicates that the place is reserved, should you remove it and pray in that spot? One opinion is that it is not permissible to remove the rug, because doing so involves handling other people’s property without their permission, which is definitely forbidden. According to the other view in the matter – the correct view – you may remove the rug and pray in that spot. By arriving to the Masjid early, you are most deserving of praying in the earliest rows; in fact, it is required of you to complete the earlier rows, by sitting as much in the front of the Masjid as is possible. You can only do what is required of you, then, by removing the rug you find (especially if that is the only spot left in the first row); and in the Shariah, the rule states that any intermediary action that is required or needed in order to realize the duty of performing a compulsory action is also compulsory.

Furthermore, by placing a rug and reserving a spot in the first row, one wrongfully takes the place of another (someone who arrives early), which is an evil deed; and the Prophet ﷺ said, 

\[
\text{مَنْ رَأى مِنْكُمْ مَنْكَرًا فَلْيَغْفِرْهُ يَدَهُ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَسْتَطِعْ فِي سَلَامَتِهِ، Fā'ān Ālamārā.\]

‘Whosoever among you sees some evil, then let him change it with his hand; and if he is not able, then with his tongue; and if he is not able, then with his heart, and that is the weakest level of Eemaan.’[1]

But avoid removing the rug when you are almost sure that doing so will lead to a greater evil (for example, a fight and uproar will ensue when a person known for his ill-temper arrives to find that you have taken his ‘reserved spot’). And Allâh ﷻ knows best.

[1] Related by Muslim (49), Ahmad (10689), At-Tirmidhee (2172), An-Nassaaee (5008), Abu Daawood (1140), and Ibn Maajah (1275).
5) Making Space In Gatherings

Allāh ﷺ said:

"O you who believe! When you are told to make room in the assemblies, (spread out and) make room. Allāh will give you (ample) room (from His Mercy). And when you are told to rise up [for prayers, Jihad (holy fighting in Allāh's cause), or for any other good deed], rise up. Allāh will exalt in degree those of you who believe, and those who have been granted knowledge. And Allāh is Well-Acquainted with what you do." (Qur'an 58:11)

Here, Allāh ﷺ teaches His slaves one of the etiquettes of attending a gathering: if you are seated in an assembly and you see a person arriving only to find that there is no place for him to sit, make room for him. By making space for him, you help him achieve his end (finding a place to sit) without incurring any loss to yourself; to the contrary, you will achieve profit. How so? Rewards resemble deeds in variety and nature; therefore, if you make room for your brother, Allāh ﷺ will make matters spacious for you.

6) It Is Not Permissible To Separate Two People Without Their Permission

The Prophet ﷺ said,

"لا يِجْلِلْ لِرَجُلٍ أَن يُفَرِّقَ بَيْنَ اثْنَيْنِ إِلَّا بِإِذْنِهِمَا"

"It is not permissible for a man to separate between two unless he gains their permission."[1]

When two people are sitting down beside each other, it is often the case that there is a sense of love, compassion, and

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4845), and Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan Saheeh." Ahmad (6960) and At-Tirmidhee (2752) related it as well.
brotherhood between them. When a third person comes and sits between them, thus separating them, they will feel anguished and annoyed at having been forcefully and rudely parted.

7) Sitting Down At The End Of The Gathering

Jaabir Ibn Samarah رضي الله عنه said, "When we would go to the Prophet ﷺ, one of us would sit where it (the gathering) would end."[1] This means that, when the Companions ﷺ would arrive a gathering, they would not force themselves to the front, nor would they trouble those present by squeezing themselves into a crowded area; instead, they would sit at the end of the gathering, beside the last person who arrived. This is just one among many examples of their noble manners - may Allah ﷺ be pleased with them all.

8) When Three People Are Together, Two Should Not Speak Secretly To The Exclusion Of The Third

In doing that, the two that are speaking privately are, either knowingly or unknowingly, causing sadness to enter the heart of the third among them. Ever eager to bring sadness to the heart of a Muslim, Shaitaan will whisper to him and instill doubts into his heart, so that he will become suspicious of the other two, feeling that if they are not plotting against him they are at the very least backbiting him or excluding him, not considering him worthy enough to share their secret. To prevent the Shaitaan from instilling such doubts in a Muslim, the Prophet ﷺ said,

«لا يُسْتَحْيِي الَّذِينَدُونَ النَّائِبَ فَإِنَّهُ ذَلِكَ يُحْزِنُهُ»

"Two people must not speak secretly to the exclusion of the third (among them), for that will make him sad."[2]

But if you are in a gathering of four people, the reason for the

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4825), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic. Ahmad (20423) and At-Tirmidhee (2725) related it as well.
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6288), Muslim (2183), Ahmad (4550), Abu Daawood (4851), Ibn Maajah (3776), and Maalik (1856). The wording mentioned above is from Abu Daawood's narration.
prohibition is absent, and so two of you may speak in private, if necessary, to the exclusion of the other two that are present. The Prophet \( \text{ﷺ} \) said,

"If you are three, then let not two men (among you) speak to the exclusion of the other, at least not until you mix with people (until you are more than three), so that you do not make him sad."\(^{[1]}\)

'Abdullah Ibn Deenaar gave an account of how Ibn 'Umar \( \text{ﷺ} \) applied this Hadeeth. He said, "I was with 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar \( \text{ﷺ} \) at the home of Khaalid Ibn 'Uqbah, which was beside the marketplace. A man then came who wanted to speak to him in private, and at the time, only I and the person that wanted to speak to him were with 'Abdullah \( \text{ﷺ} \). 'Abdullah invited a fourth man to join us, and when we became four, 'Abdullah asked the man he had just invited and me to move back a little, saying, 'Verily, I heard the Messenger of Allah \( \text{ﷺ} \) say:

\[ \text{اللّٰهُ يَنَاثِرُانِ يَنَاثِرُانِ دَوْنَ وَاحِدٍ} \]

"Two people should not speak secretly to the exclusion of one (i.e., of the third among them if they are three).""

9) It Is Forbidden To Listen In On Other People's Conversations, Unless Of Course They Give Their Consent

There is a severe warning about listening in on the conversation of others when they don't want an outside party to hear them. Ibn 'Abbaas \( \text{ﷺ} \) reported that the Messenger of Allah \( \text{ﷺ} \) said,

\[^{[1]}\] Related by Bukhaaree (6290), Muslim (2184), Ahamd (3550), At-Tirmidhee (2825), Abu Daawood (4851), Ibn Maajah (3775), and Ad-Daarimee (2657). And the wording mentioned here is from Muslim's narration.

\[^{[2]}\] Maalik related it in his Muwatta (1856), and Ahmad related it in truncated form in his Musnad (5477).
“Whosoever gives an account of a dream that he did not really see will be given the task of tying a knot between two [tiny] pieces of hair, and he will not be able to do so. Whoever listens to the conversation of a people when they dislike for him to do that or when they are trying to escape his [hearing], then molten lead will be poured into his ear on the Day of Resurrection. And whosoever draws a picture (of an animal or human being) will be punished and will be charged with the task of blowing a spirit into it, and he will not be able to blow [a spirit into it].”

The prohibition is restricted to cases in which the people having the conversation don’t want anyone, or a specific person, to eavesdrop on them. But if they don’t mind whether someone overhears them or not, it then becomes permissible to listen in on their conversation. Similarly, if they are talking out loud, it is okay to listen in on their conversation; had they wanted privacy, they would have whispered or at least lowered their voices.

10) The Sitting Posture That Is Prohibited

There are certain modes of sitting that are prohibited, either because of the posture or because of the place in which you are sitting. As for the former, you may not sit down with your left hand behind your back, while you are leaning on the flesh adjacent to the thumb of your right hand. And as for the latter, it is forbidden for you to sit, with part of you under the sun and a part of you under some shade. Both prohibitions are based on the Sunnah of the Prophet ﷺ. Ash-Shareed Ibn As-Suwaid ﷺ said,
"The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ passed by me while I was seated thus: I had placed my left hand behind my back, and I was leaning on the Aaliyah (the flesh that is at the root of one's thumb) of my hand. Then he ﷺ said,

"Do you sit in the position of those that have incurred [the] wrath [of Allāh] upon them."[1]

And as for the other prohibition, Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"If one of you is under the sun (Mukhallid said, "in the shade") and then the shade diminishes around him, so that a part of him is under the sun and a part of him is in the shade, he must stand up."[2] And in the narration of Ahmad, "He must move from his seat."[3] In another narration, Buraidah ﷺ said that the Prophet ﷺ prohibited [us] from sitting between the shade and the sun.[4] The reason behind the prohibition is that the Shaitaan sits in that manner; more than one Companion ﷺ related that the Prophet ﷺ forbade a person from sitting between the sun and the shade; about sitting in that manner, he ﷺ said,

"[It is] the sitting of the Shaitaan."[5]

**Question:** It is established in *Saheeh Muslim* and in other compilations that Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullah ﷺ related that the Prophet ﷺ said,

---

[1] Related by Ahmad (18960) and Abu Daawood (4848), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic.
[2] Related by Abu Daawood (4821), and Al-Albaanee ruled that Abu Daawood's narration of the Hadeeth is authentic. Ahmad related it as well (8753).
[3] Related by Ahmad (8753)
[4] Related by Ibn Maajah (3790), and Al-Albaanee said, "*Saheeh* (3014)."
[5] Ahmad (14874)
Also, in both Bukhaaree and Muslim, 'Abaad Ibn Tameem related that his uncle saw the Prophet lying down in the Masjid, with one of his legs raised over the other. The two narrations are apparently in conflict with one another, so how is harmony achieved between them?

**Answer:** Some scholars say that the Prophet’s action abrogated the prior prohibition; however, Ibn Hajr refuted this view, saying that the mere likelihood of abrogation in an issue is not sufficient proof to establish abrogation; which is to say that, in the first place, we must know which of the two conflicting narrations occurred first in time.

An-Nawawee, as well as others, gave an explanation that brings harmony between the two narrations. He said, "It is possible that the Prophet’s action was meant to indicate the permissibility of the said action. In so many words, he said, if you want to lie down, you may lie down like this; and the position of lying down that I had forbade is not categorically forbidden; rather, the prohibition is limited to one who, by lying down in that position, exposes or is on the verge of exposing a private areas of his body. And Allah knows best."

An-Nawawee’s explanation is corroborated by another narration: Bukhaaree related that Sa’eed Ibn Al-Musayyib said, "Umar and ‘Uthmaan would do that (i.e., would lie down in that position)." That some Companions would lie down in that position further proves that the Prophet did so to show that lying down in that position is permissible, provided that one

---

1 Related by Muslim (2099), Ahmad (13766), and At-Tirmidhee (2767).
2 Related by Bukhaaree (5969), Muslim (2100), Ahmad (15995), At-Tirmidhee (2765), An-Nassaeae (721), Abu Daawood (4866), Maalik (418), and Ad-Daarimee (2656). The wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree's narration of the Hadeeth.
3 Related by Bukhaaree (475)
is certain that no private area of his body will become exposed. And Allâh ﷺ knows best.

11) The Prohibition Of Laughing Too Much

People show neither honor nor good Islamic etiquette when their gathering is dominated by laughter. Small doses of laughter energize as well as relax the soul; much laughter, however, is like a disease that destroys the heart. Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

ّلا تُكَبِّرُوا مِن الضَّحَكِ، فِإِن كُثُرةُ الضَّحَكِ نُمِيتُ القَلْبٍّ

"Do not laugh too much, for much laughter kills the heart."[1]

12) It Is Disliked To Belch In The Presence Of Others

Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ said, “A man belched while he was in the company of the Prophet ﷺ, and the Prophet ﷺ said,

كَفَّ عَنَا جُسِّاءً، فَإِنَّ أَكْثَرُهُمْ شَعاً فِي الْذِّنْبِ أَطْلُوهُمْ جَمِيعًا يَوْمًا يَوْمَ الْقِيَامَةِ

"Hold back from us your belching, for the one who is most filled (in his stomach) among you in the world will be hungry for the longest period among you on the Day of Resurrection."[2]

13) It Is Recommended To Conclude Gatherings With The ‘Atone-ment Of A Gathering’ Invocation

Man being weak, Shaitaan strives constantly to lead him astray. One way he does so is to tempt Muslims to speak falsehood in their gatherings. But since Allâh ﷺ is Most Merciful to His slaves, He ﷺ has legislated, through the instruction of their Prophet ﷺ certain words they can say to atone for any wrong they may have spoken in a given gathering. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Ibn Maajah (4193), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (3400).

[2] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2478), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghareeb." Ibn Maajah also related it (3350), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan (3413); and Al-Baghawee related it in Sharhus-Sunnah (4049).
“Whoever sits in a gathering, in which there was much clamor and noise (people speaking simultaneously out loud, so that, to an outsider, only the sound of clamor is heard), and says before he stands, ‘How perfect You are, O our Lord, and I praise You. None has the right to be worshipped except You, I seek Your forgiveness and turn in repentance to You,’ then Allah forgives him for what occurred in that gathering.”

And this is the wording from At-Tirmidhee’s narration of the hadeeth: “How perfect You are, O Allah, and I praise You. I bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped except You, I seek Your forgiveness and turn in repentance to You.” In another narration, ‘Aaisha explained that when the Prophet would sit in a gathering or when he would pray, he would speak certain words. She asked him what those words were, and he said,

“If one spoke well (about good things), then [those words] are like a seal to them (to the good words he spoke during a gathering) until the Day of Resurrection. And if he spoke otherwise, then those words are atonement for him; they are: ‘How Perfect You are, O Allah, and I praise You. I seek Your forgiveness and turn in repentance to You.’”

1 Related by Ahmad (10043), and with Abu Daawood it is related through ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amrun Ibn Al-‘Aas (4857). And Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic, except for the saying, “Three times.”

2 Related by At-Tirmidhee (3433), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh Ghareeb.”

3 Related by An-Nassaaee (1344), and the wording mentioned above is from his narration of the Hadeeth. Ibn Hajr said about his narration, “Its chain is strong.” Ahmad related it as well (23965).
Chapter 8

The Manners Of Speech

Allah ﷺ said:

"And follow not (O man, i.e., say not, or do not or witness not, etc.) that of which you have no knowledge e.g. one's saying: "I have seen," while in fact he has not seen, or "I have heard," while he has not heard). Verily! The hearing, and the sight, and the heart, of each of those you will be questioned (by Allāh)"

(Qur'an 17:36)

The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"Whoever guarantees for me what is between his jawbones and what is between his legs (i.e., that he uses his tongue and his private parts for what is lawful only), then I guarantee Paradise for him."

Islamic Manners That Pertain To Speech

1) Preserving One's Tongue

Falsehood, slander, backbiting, and lewd speech - the Muslim must protect himself from these and all other forms of evil speech. Or in other words, the Muslim should protect his tongue from all that Allāh and His Messenger ﷺ have prohibited.

Words have a greater impact than one might think: one might say a single word or phrase that ruins his life and destroys his prospects for success in the Hereafter; on the other hand, he
might say a single word or phrase, which is so meaningful in a positive sense that Allah raises him by many degrees. The Prophet said,

"In the word, let the recitation be in a meaningful way, and will raise you in the Fire, for there is no escape for you in it." 

"Verily, a slave says a word, without contemplating [its implications], and because of it, he slips into the Hellfire further than the distance between the East and the West."[1]

And in another narration, the Prophet said,

"Verily, a man speaks a word to make his companions laugh, but because of it he falls down from farther than the Thurayyah (the Pleiades, a cluster of stars, of which six are easily visible to the naked eye)."

Although some words might be the cause of misery and punishment, other words are the cause of superiority and happiness. The Prophet said,

"Verily, a slave says a word that is pleasing to Allah, and though he doesn’t give it any importance, Allah raises him [a number of] degrees because of it. And verily, a slave says a word that Allah is angry with, and though he doesn’t give it any importance [when he says it], he will fall because of it in the Hellfire."[2]

[1] Al-Bukhaaree (6477), Muslim (2988), and Ahmad (8703)
[2] Bukhaaree (6478), and the wording here is from his narration of the Hadeeth; Ahmad (8206); and Maalik (1849), and the wording he relates is different altogether from the wording related by Bukhaaree and Ahmad.
When Mu’aadh Ibn Jabal asked the Messenger of Allāh about deeds that make one enter Paradise and that keep one far away from the Hellfire, the Prophet mentioned the pillars of Islam, some other good deeds, and then he said,

"Allāh! Say: 'Shall I not inform you of what strengthens and perfects all of that?"

Mu’aadh said, “Yes, O’ Messenger of Allāh.” The Prophet then took hold of his tongue, and said,

"Hold this back (from evil speech)."

Mu’aadh said, “O’ Prophet of Allāh, and will we be held accountable for what we say?” The Messenger of Allāh said,

"May your mother lose you (though this is the literal meaning, the phrase is meant to show amazement at what he said)! And will people be overturned on their faces or upon their nostrils in the Hellfire except because of the harvests of their tongues."[1]

And the Messenger of Allāh guaranteed Paradise to one who protects his tongue and private parts from evil:

"Whoever guarantees for me what is between his jaws and what is between his legs, then I guarantee Paradise for him."

Seeking Allāh’s pleasure and reward, a Muslim should diligently protect his tongue and his private parts from all that Allāh has prohibited. And one can achieve this without much difficulty.

[1] At-Tirmidhee (2616). At-Tirmidhee said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Sahīh. Ahmad (21511) and Ibn Maajah (3973) also related it.
he is helped and guided by Allāh ﷻ.

Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree ﷺ related this Hadeeth:

"إِذَا أَضْحَحَ الْعَضُوَّاءُ فَإِنَّ الْعَضُوَّاءَ إِذَا ضَحَّحَ وَكَبَّرَ الْجَسَّدُ كَلِهُ، وَإِذَا فَسَدَتُ فَسَدَتُ الْجَسَّدُ كَلِهُ، أَلَا وَأَلَّا وَالْقُلُوبُ"

“When the son of Adam wakes up, his limbs submit to his tongue, saying to it, ‘Fear Allāh regarding us, if you become upright, we too will become upright; and if you become crooked, then we too will become crooked.’”[1]

There is no contradiction between this Hadeeth and the following Hadeeth, which is related by An-No’maan Ibn Basheer ﷺ:

"أَلَا وَأَلَّا ذِي الْجَسَّدَ مُضَغَّةً إِذَا صَلَحَتُ صَلِحَ الْجَسَّدُ كَلِهُ، وَإِذَا فَسَدَتُ فَسَدَتُ الْجَسَّدُ كَلِهُ، أَلَا وَأَلَّا وَالْقُلُوبُ"

“Lo! In the body there is a morsel: if it is upright and good, then the entire body will become upright and good; but if it is corrupted, then the entire body becomes corrupted – Lo! It is the heart.”[2]

The meanings of the two Ahadeeth are in harmony because, as At-TEEbee mentioned, the tongue is the interpreter of the heart and acts as its representative on the external side of one’s body. When one assigns responsibility in a matter to the tongue, he is speaking figuratively, and is in fact assigning responsibility to the heart. Al-Maidaanee said, “A man’s worth is known by two very small parts of his body: his heart and his tongue.”

4) Speak Good Words Or Remain Silent

Whenever you intend to speak, it is wise to consider your words, o dwell upon the worthiness of your intended speech. Then, if you conclude that your intended speech is worthy and noble

[1] Ahmad (11498), and this wording is related by him. Scholars specialized in Al-Musnad have said, “Its chain is Hasan.” At-Tirmidhee related it as well (2407).

[2] Bukhaaree (52) and Muslim (1599)
enough to be translated into actual speech, then by all means, speak. If, on the other hand, you conclude that what you intend to say is evil, it is better for you to desist and hold back your words. Abu Hurairah  related that the Messenger of Allah  said,

"Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day, then let him not harm his neighbor. Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day then let him honor his guest. And whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day, then let him speak good [words] or remain silent."

This is characteristically succinct speech from the Prophet , for any speech is either good, evil, or of a kind that leads to one of the two. "Good speech" encompasses all sayings that are Islamically required and recommended. As for any speech that is not intrinsically good and that does not lead to goodness, one should avoid it, and opt for silence instead.

3) Good Speech Is Charity

In the previous Hadeeth, we are commanded to speak good words or to remain silent, with no third option being given. Hence we are simply given a command, but in other Ahadeeth we are reminded of the benefits of speaking good words. Abu Hurairah related that the Messenger of Allah  said,

[1] Bukhaaree (6018), and the wording here is his. Muslim (47) and Ahmad (75751) both related it as well.
"All joints [of] people’s [bodies] have charity upon them. Every day in which the sun rises and one is just between two [litigants], he is doing an act of charity; if he helps a man climb his mount or raises his things to him, he is doing an act of charity; if he says a good word, he is doing an act of charity; every step one takes to prayer is an act of charity; and one does an act of charity whenever he removes something harmful from the road.”[1]

It is often the case that one says a good phrase that distances him from the Hellfire. ‘Adee Ibn Haatim related that the Prophet remembered the Hellfire, turned his face, and then sought refuge from it. Then again, he remembered the Hellfire, turned his face away, and then sought refuge from it. He then said,

> أَهْلُوا الْتَّأَرَ وَلَوْ بِشَقِّ تَمْرٍ،ْ خَفْنِيْنَ لَّمْ يَجِدَ فِي كِلَمَةِ طَيِّبَةٍٖ<

> "Ward off the Hellfire, even if it is with half a date (by giving it in charity); and if one cannot find [even] that, then with a good word."

4) The Merits Of Limiting One’s Speech And The Blameworthiness Of Talking Too Much

Because talkativeness leads to sinning and because carelessness in choosing one’s words leads to mistakes, we are encouraged to limit our speech. Al-Mugheerah Ibn Sho’bah related that the Messenger of Allâh said,

> إِنَّ اللَّهَ حَرَّمَ عَلَيْكُمْ عُقُوقَ الأَمْهَاتِ، وَمَنَعَ وَهَابَتِ، وَوُجُّ الْبَنَاتِ، وَكَرَةً<

> لَكُمْ قِيلَ وَقَالَ، وَكَثَرَةَ السُّوَائِلِ، وَإِضَاعَةَ الْمَالِ<

> "Indeed, Allâh has forbade you from being undutiful to your mothers; from wrongfully preventing others from wealth, or

[1] Bukhaaree (6563), and the wording here is his; Muslim (1016) and An-Nassae (2553) also related it, and except for the last part, so did Ahmad (17782).
wrongfully asking for (or taking) wealth; and from burying your daughters alive.

And He has disliked for you gossip, asking too many questions, and wasting wealth." "Gossip," as An-Nawawee explained, refers to one speaking about the conditions and actions of others when they do not concern him.

Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullah reported that the Messenger of Allâh said,

"Verily, the most beloved of you to me and the one among you who will be seated closest to me on the Day of Resurrection is the best of you in manners. The most hateful of you to me and those among you who will be seated farthest from me on the Day of Resurrection are the Ath-Tharthaaroon (those who speak too much in an affected manner), Al-Mutashaddiqoon (those who feign eloquence; one way they do that is in the exaggerated movement of their mouth when they speak), and Al-Mutafaihiquoon."

The Companions asked, "O' Messenger of Allâh, we know the meaning of Ath-Tharthaaroon and Al-Mutashaddiqoon, but who are the Al-Mutafaihiquoon?" He said,

"The arrogant ones."[1]

Abu Hurairah said, "There is no good to be found in superfluous speech." And 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab said, "Whoever speaks frequently errs frequently." And Ibn Al-

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee from the Hadeeth of Jaabir (2018); the above-mentioned wording is taken from his narration, about which he said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghareeb." And Ahmad related it from the Hadeeth of Abu Tha’labah Al-Khushanee (17278).
Qaasim said, ‘I heard Maalik say, ‘There is no good to be found in abundant speech,’ and he said that this quality is found most among women and children, who speak continuously without ever remaining silent.’’

5) The Prohibition Of Backbiting And Slander

Backbiting, as defined by the Prophet ﷺ, is “to mention your brother with something that he dislikes.” So when one backbites his brother, what he says might actually be true; on the other hand, to slander is to say something false about one’s brother. After the Prophet ﷺ said that backbiting is “to mention your brother with something that he dislikes,” someone asked, “Suppose what I say about my brother is true?” The Messenger of Allah ﷺ answered, “If what you said about him is true, then you have backbitten him; and if what you said about him is not true, then you have slandered him.”

In the Qur’an and Sunnah, we are warned over and over again about the grave consequences of backbiting and slandering. The prohibition of these two sins is well-known to the masses of Muslims, yet many persist in giving free rein to their tongues, in attacking the honor of others with impunity. Shaitaan, in his constant effort to divide Muslims and sow dissension among them, beautifies the acts of backbiting and slandering, because he knows mutual hatred and distrust among Muslims will result. Shaitaan’s aims and objectives are always at odds with those of the Shariah; whereas the Shariah came to unite Muslims and bring their hearts closer to one another, Shaitaan strives for the opposite results – for people to hate one another, to speak ill of one another, and to harbor evil thoughts about one another. Jaabir ﷺ related that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Verily, Shaitaan has lost hope of worshippers worshipping him in the Arabian Peninsula, but [he still hopes] to sow dissension among them.”
Shaitaan knows that they will not worship him, so he strives to stir up hatred, disputes, trials, and wars. And Shaitaan is well aware of the fact that backbiting and slandering are two seeds that lead to the growth of hatred, disputes, and many other ills.

An enemy, by his very nature, does not want good to befall his foe; in fact, he desires for evil to befall him. If we do not doubt this, we must realize that our greatest enemy, Shaitaan, works tirelessly to bring harm to us, which is why Allah ordered us to treat Shaitaan as an enemy and to wage war against him:

"Surely Shaitaan (Satan) is an enemy to you, so take (treat) him as an enemy. He only invites his Hizb (followers) that they may become the dwellers of the blazing Fire" (Qur'an 35:6)

In waging a war the goal of which is to divide Muslims, Shaitaan and his army use many weapons, two of them being backbiting and slandering. We should realize that backbiting and slandering entail evil consequences in this world and in the Hereafter: in this world, relationships among family, friends, and acquaintances suffer; and in the Hereafter, a severe punishment awaits the backbiter and the slanderer.

Here, we will relate only a few of the many revealed texts that warn us about the grave consequences of the aforementioned sins. Allah said:

"And spy not, neither backbite one another. Would one of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother? You would hate it (so hate backbiting). And fear Allah. Verily, Allah is the One Who accepts repentance, Most Merciful" (Qur'an 49:12)
Abu Burzah Al-Aslamee related that the Messenger of Allâh said,

"O group of people who have believed with their tongues, though Eemaan has not entered their hearts, do not backbite Muslims and do not follow up on their faults, for whosoever follows up on their faults, Allâh follows up on his faults. And when Allâh follows up on his faults, He will expose him even in his own home."[1]

When Hudhaifah learned about a man who was spreading calumnies, he said, "I heard the Messenger of Allâh say,

"A slanderer will not enter Paradise."[2]

**Related Issue:** It is permissible to backbite on six occasions only (the definition of backbiting is to say about one's brother - in his absence, of course - that which he dislikes):

1) To complain about transgression and oppression. If someone wrongs you, you may complain to the judge, police, or anyone who has authority and is able to bring justice to the person who wronged you.

2) To seek help in order to remove some evil. If you see an evil and know someone who has the authority to remove it, you may go to him and say, for instance, "So and so is perpetrating such and such evil; please go and stop

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4880), and the wording mentioned above is from his narration, about which Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan Saheeh." Imam Ahmad related it as well (19277).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6056), Muslim (105), Ahmad (22814), At-Tirmidhee (2026), and Abu Daawood (48719). And the wording mentioned above is from the narration of Muslim.
him.’ Your purpose and intention should be to eradicate the evil; otherwise (if your intention is, for instance, to put down a person you don’t like), you are perpetrating a Haram (forbidden) deed.

3) To seek an Islamic legal ruling from a scholar. When necessary, you may go to a scholar and speak about how someone from your family – such as your brother or wife – wronged you, in order to learn from him what course of action you should take in dealing with your situation. You can, however, show more caution – which is better – yet still fulfill your purpose by saying something to the effect of, ‘‘What is your view, Shaikh, about a man who is in such and such situation,’’ without saying that you are in that situation. That way, you avoid mentioning names and backbiting. Nonetheless, to specifically name to the Muftee (scholar who issues legal rulings) the person involved in your situation is permissible.

4) To warn and advise Muslims about evil. An instance of this occurred when scholars of Hadeeth would mention narrators whose narrations were not acceptable because they were known for lying or for some other fault that had a negative impact on their trustworthiness. Another example from this category is when a witness is brought before a judge: people can testify against the witness if he is known to have an untrustworthy character. And yet another example from this category is to speak to the guardian of a girl about her suitor, to inform the guardian that the suitor has some defect in character, which makes him unworthy of the girl. If you are put in such a situation, wherein you have to warn someone not to marry another person because of a defect in his character, your intention must be sincere, for many people go astray in this regard, speaking out against a prospective husband or wife not out of a sincere desire to save someone from making a bad decision, but from jealousy or bitterness or hatred. The Shaitaan succeeds
often in such situations, being able to convince a person that he is speaking sincerely, free from malevolent intentions, when that is not the case.

5) To warn people about someone who openly flaunts his evil, regardless of whether that evil is an innovation or a wicked deed. If someone openly drinks alcohol or if he cheats people of their rights openly and with impunity, you may warn people about him, but only about those of his evils that he performs overtly and publicly; you may not, then, mention those of his evils that he perpetrates when alone, unless any of the other five categories discussed here applies to him.

6) To identify a person. We said that the definition of backbiting is to say something about your brother - when he is not present - that he does not like. Sometimes, when you are describing a person, you may mention something about him that he doesn’t like, but that you need to mention in order to make his identity clear to the person with whom you are talking, and this happens when the person you are describing is known for a physical handicap. Hence, you may say about someone, “The blind one,” “The deaf one,” “The cross-eyed one,” or, “The mute,” if your intention is to clarify the identity of the person you are talking about. Otherwise, if your intention is to belittle him, it is Haram to use a derogatory term such as those mentioned above. Similarly, if you can make clear his identity without using those terms or descriptions, it is better to avoid using them.

Scholars such as An-Nawawee have mentioned these six reasons as being justifiable reasons for backbiting; there is consensus about most of them, and they are based on authentic, well-known Ahadeeth.

Another Related Issue: When a slanderer brings you news about your brother, six things are required of you:

1) You must not believe him; a slanderer is an evildoer,
which makes him an untrustworthy source of news.

2) You should reproach him for his slander and try to show him the reprehensibility and vileness of his deed.

3) You should hate him for the sake of Allâh ﷺ. Allâh ﷺ hates him for being a slanderer, and you should hate him too, for a Muslim must hate he whom Allâh ﷺ hates.

4) You must not have evil thoughts about your brother who is being slandered.

5) After hearing what the slanderer said, you must not go out and spy on the person he spoke about, so as to ascertain whether what he said is true.

6) Having reproached the slanderer for the vileness of his deed, you should not commit the same vile deed yourself, even if your intention is not malevolent. Therefore you must neither pass on what he said nor say to another, 'So and so said so and so,' in which case you will become like him. Everything we mentioned here about slandering is valid when there is no overweighing Islamic benefit that requires one to speak ill about another person, for when there is such an overweighing Islamic benefit, there is no harm in saying what is necessary.[1]

6) The Prohibition Of Relating All That One Hears

The sum of all that you hear from people is made up of truths and lies; this is obvious, for the world is inhabited by both people who are truthful and people who are liars. Therefore, if a man relates all that he hears, he will inevitably end up speaking untruths, and because of his lack of care, he will be considered to be lying. Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

"كَفَى بِالْمُرَّةِ إِنْمَا أَنْ يُحَدَّثَ بِكُلِّ مَا سَمَعَ"

"It is sufficient sin for a person to relate all that he hears,"

and in another narration, "A person is sufficiently considered to by lying when he relates all that he hears."[1]

7) A Warning Of The Dangers Of Lying

A lie is to give information that does not correspond to the truth. Allāh ﷺ forbade lying both in His Book and on the tongue of His Messenger ﷺ. Allāh ﷺ said:

"O you who believe! Be afraid of Allāh, and be with those who are true (in words and deeds)" (Qur'an 9:119)

The implied meaning of the verse is, don't be with those who are liars. Ibn Mas'ood ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Verily, truthfulness leads to righteousness, and righteousness leads to Paradise. And a person continues to tell the truth until he is written with Allāh ﷺ as a truthful one. Verily, lying leads to wickedness, and wickedness leads to the Hellfire. And a person continues to lie until, with Allāh ﷺ (i.e., according to His Complete Knowledge), he is written as a liar."[2]

Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Muslim (5) in the Muqaddimah (Introduction) of his compilation, and the wording mentioned here is from his narration. Abu Daawood (4992) related it as well.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6094), Muslim (2607), Ahmad (3631), At-Tirmidhee (1971), Abu Daawood (4989), Ibn Maajah (46), and Ad-Daarimee (2715). And the wording mentioned above is from the narration of Bukhaaree.
"The signs of a hypocrite are three: when he speaks, he lies; when he promises, he breaks his promise; when he is trusted, he betrays his trust."[1]

A person who lies, therefore, possesses one of the characteristics of the hypocrite. In a narration related by Samarah Ibn Jundub, the Prophet ﷺ described a dream he had:

"...I saw in the night two men come to me; they took me by my hand and escorted me to the sanctified land; there before us was a man sitting down and another man standing, with hooks of iron in his hand – and some of our companions said from Moosa –and he inserts those hooks in the side of his mouth (the mouth of the person sitting down) until they reach the back of his neck; then he does the same with the other side of his mouth. Meanwhile, the other side of his mouth heals and returns [to its normal healthy state], so that he returns to it and does the same (repeating the process over and over again). I asked [the two men that accompanied me], 'What is this?' They said, 'Proceed...'

And at the end of the Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ related that he said to the two men,

"You took me about tonight, so now inform me about what I

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6095), Muslim (59), Ahmad (8470), At-Tirmidhee (2631), and An-Nassaaee (5021).
They answered him, “Yes, as for the one you saw having his mouth ripped apart, he is a liar; he speaks a lie, and it is conveyed from him until it reaches the various regions [of the earth]. That (i.e., what you saw being done to him) will be done to him until the Day of Resurrection...”[1]

**Related Issue:** The greatest lies are to lie upon Allāh, to lie upon His Messenger ﷺ, and to lie when swearing by Allāh ﷺ in order to cheat a Muslim out of his wealth (or rights).

But what does it mean to lie upon Allāh ﷺ? One lies upon Allāh by interpreting His Speech without knowledge. Our pious predecessors avoided interpreting Allāh’s Speech without knowledge, which they made evident in practice and in many of their sayings. Abu Bakr As-Siddeeq ﷺ said, “What earth will carry me and what sky will give me shade if I say about Allāh’s Book that which I do not know.” Masrooq said, “Be afraid of At-Tafseer (explaining the meaning of the Qur’an), for it is narrating from Allāh ﷺ.” After relating these and other similar sayings, Ibn Taymiyyah said, “These and similar narrations from the Imams of our pious predecessors illustrate the care they took not to say in Tafseer that regarding which they had no knowledge. But if one speaks about something he knows – for example, a language related issue or a point from the Shariah – then there is no sin upon him.”

And how does one lie upon the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ? One lies upon him ﷺ by fabricating a Hadeeth and then falsely ascribing it to the Prophet ﷺ by claiming that the Prophet ﷺ said certain words or did a certain deed. The person who lies upon the Prophet ﷺ is promised the Hellfire. ‘Alee Ibn Abee Taalib ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

> لا تكذبوا عليّ فإنّه من كذب عليّ فليلَّيه الْثَّارَ

> “Do not lie upon me, for whosoever lies upon me enters the Hellfire.”[2]

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1386) and Ahmad (19652).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (106), Muslim (1), Ahmad (630), At-Tirmidhee
I mentioned that taking a false oath in order to take possession of a Muslim’s wealth is one of the worst forms of lying. ‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood ✐ reported that the Prophet ✈ said,

"Whoever swears a false oath in order to take possession of the wealth of a Muslim man... then he will meet Allāh ✈, and Allāh ✈ will be angry with him..."[^1]

‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr ✐ reported that the Prophet ✈ said,

"The Kabaaîr (major sins) – [they are] associating partners with Allāh, undutifulness to one’s parents, killing a person, and Al-Yameen Al-Ghamoos[^2] (to take a false oath in order to take possession of the wealth of one’s Muslim brother)."[^3]

And it is related that Ibn Mas’ood ✐ said, “We would consider Al-Yameen Al-Ghamoos a sin for which there is no atonement: it is for a man to swear upon the wealth of his brother, lying in order to take possession of it.”[^4]

[^1]: Related by Bukhaaree (6659), Muslim (138), Ahmad (3566), At-Tirmidhee (1269), Abu Daawood (3243), and Ibn Maajah (2323). And the wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[^2]: Ghamoos is from the verb Ghamasa, which means to plunge or immerse. This kind of false oath is called Ghamoos because it plunges or immerses its perpetrator into the Hellfire.

[^3]: Related by Bukhaaree (6675), Ahmad (6845), At-Tirmidhee (3621), An-Nassaaee (4011), and Ad-Daarimee (2360). And the wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[^4]: Ibn Hajar said, “Adam Ibn Iyaas related this in the Musnad of Sho’bah, and Ismaa’eel Al-Qaadee related it in Al-Ahkaam from Ibn Mas’ood ✐.” (Fathul-Baaree 11/566)
Chapter 8 The Manners Of Speech

Another Related Issue: Lying is permissible in three matters:

1) Bringing people together and resolving differences between them.

2) Lying during war.

3) When a man speaks to his wife or when a woman speaks to her husband (to appease him or her and to bring harmony to their relationship, by expressing a great deal of love even if one does not feel all of that love).

The basis for this ruling is the Hadeeth of Umm Kalthoom Bint ‘Uqbah Ibn Abee Mu’eet ، in which she اثة said, “I heard the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ say,

"ليس الكذاب الّذي يُصلح بين الناس قبضي خبرا أو يقول خبرأ");

“He is not a liar who resolves differences between people, promoting goodness or saying good words.”

In Abu Daawood’s narration, she اثة said, “I have not heard the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ license people to lie in anything except for three matters. The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ would say,

لا أعده كاليا الذّئب يُصلح بين الناس، يقول القول ولا يريد به إلا

الإضلاخ، والرجل يقول في الحرب، والرجل يُحدث أمرانه، والأمراء

تُحدث رؤْجِها");

“I do not consider to be a liar a man who resolves differences between people: he who says something, intending nothing other than to bring harmony between them; a man who speaks about war; and a man who speaks to his wife or a woman who speaks to her husband (words with which he or she intends to increase the love that exists between them).”

The people of knowledge disagree about the intended meaning of the Hadeeth. The majority of scholars hold that it is permissible to lie in the three said matters; some scholars are of the view that

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (2692)
[2] Related by Abu Daawood (4921)
the meaning of lying is not outright lying, but playing on words, whereby the literal meaning of what one says is true, though there are two possible meanings that one intends, one that is for the listener and one is a meaning that he keeps hidden in his breast. The former view, that of the majority of scholars, is the correct view in this issue.

Other Ahadeeth attest to Abu Daawood’s narration; one example is the above-mentioned narration of Umm Kalthoom , in which the Prophet ﷺ said, “He is not a liar who resolves differences between people, promoting goodness or saying good words”; another example is the following Hadeeth, which is related by Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah . In it, the Prophet ﷺ was seeking the death of Ka‘ab Ibn Al-Ashraf, who had cursed the Prophet ﷺ and deceived him by breaking his promise not to help outside forces against the Muslims. Muhammad Ibn Musailamah  volunteered to punish Ka‘ab for his treachery, and after speaking in private with the Prophet ﷺ, he ﷺ announced, “Wa ‘Annaanaa,” which literally means ‘he has burdened us and charged us with a task.’ The meaning Muhammad Ibn Musailamah  intended to convey to those nearby was that the Prophet ﷺ had charged him with a burdensome, boring task; he was not lying, for the Prophet ﷺ had indeed charged him with a task, but it was neither burdensome nor boring; instead, it was important and pleasing. This example relates to lying or playing on words during war or for a war-like purpose.

There is even a narration that attests to the last part of Abu Daawood’s narration: about lying to one’s spouse in order to appease him or her. ‘Ataa Ibn Yasaar said, ‘A man went to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘O Messenger of Allāh, is there sin upon me for lying to my wife?’ He ﷺ said,

لا فلا يحب الله الكذيب

‘...Allāh does not love lying.’

He said, ‘O Messenger of Allāh, [it was] to make peace with her and placate her soul.’ The Prophet ﷺ said,
"[Then] there is no sin upon you."[1]

An-Nawawee said, "Concerning a man lying to his wife and her lying to him, what is meant is a demonstration or a show of love, a promise of what is not binding, or something similar. On the other hand, lying to deceive – when he or she is trying to withhold the other’s right – is Haram (forbidden) by the consensus of the Muslims. And Allâh ﷻ knows best.”

And Al-Albaanee said, "It is not a form of permissible lying for a man to promise his wife something when he does not intend to fulfill that promise. Nor is it permissible for him to tell her that he bought something for a certain price, telling her so in order to please her, when he really paid a lesser sum. If she were to find him out, she would begin to harbor suspicious about him, and so his lie ends up not in reconciliation, but in distrust and strife."

8) The Prohibition Of Lewdness, Obscenity, And Foul Language

Having the most complete set of manners and characteristics, the Prophet ﷺ was furthest from base and foul language. He ﷺ forbade lewdness, cursing, and all falseness in speech. Ibn Mas’ood ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

«لا يُؤْمِن بِالْطَّعَانِ، وَلاَ اللَّعَانِ، وَلاَ الفَاحِشِ الْبَيْدِيَءِ»

"The believer is not a Ta’aan (slanderer; one who attacks the honor of others through disparaging words and backbiting); nor is he a curser or [a speaker] of lewd and base language."[2]

Al-Fuhsh, the Arabic word for lewdness, can be used to signify different meanings. It can, in a general sense, mean cursing and

[1] Al-Albaanee said in As-Saheehah, “Related by Al-Humaidee in his Musnad (# 329) (As-Silsilah, 1/817) (#498). The Hadeeth is Mursal, but one may refer to the said reference to see why Al-Albaanee included the narration in his As-Silsilah As-Saheehah.

[2] Related by Ahmad (3938), At-Tirmidhee (1977), and Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad. The wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree’s narration, which Al-Albaanee ruled to be authentic.
lew'd language, as in the Hadeeth of 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr. He said, 'The Prophet was neither Faahish nor Mutafaahish (i.e., he did not curse or speak lewdly), and he used to say, 'Verily, from the best among you is the one who is best among you in manners.'”

Al-Fuhsh can also mean, transgressing the boundaries of good etiquette in conversation, a connotation of Fuhsh that is intended in the following Hadeeth. 'Aaisha said, 'A group of Jews came and said, 'As-Saam (i.e., death; however it is close in pronunciation to 'As-Salaam,' which means peace; so they were trying to trick the Prophet) upon you, O Abul-Qaasim (i.e., Muhammad).’ The Prophet answered, 'And the same upon you.' I then said to them, 'Rather, upon you As-Saam (death) and Adh-Dhaam (shame, disgrace).’ The Messenger of Allah said,

"يا عائشة لا تكنى فاحشة"

"O 'Aaisha, do not be Faahishah (i.e., do not transgress the proper etiquette of conversation)."

To this, 'Aaisha answered, "Did you not hear what they said?" He said,

"أو لَيَسَ قَدْ رَدَّدْتُ عَلَيْهِمْ الَّذِي قَالُوا، قَلْتُ: وَعَلَّيْكُمْ"

"And did I not return upon them what they said: I said, 'And the same upon you (i.e., if they had indeed said, 'death upon you,' instead of 'peace upon you,' I answered, 'the same upon you,' which is appropriate for either possibility, and which saves me from transgressing the boundaries of good manners in speech).’”

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (3559), Muslim (2321), Ahmad (6468), and At-Tirmidhee (1975).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6024), Muslim (2165), Ahmad (24330), At-Tirmidhee (2701), and Ibn Maajah (3698). The wording mentioned above is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
Related Issue: The Ill-Effects Of Cursing And Damning Others In One’s Supplications

Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

«لا يتبع لي صديق أن يكون لغعاً»

"A friend should not be a curser (one who curses people often)."[1]

Abu Add-Dardaa reported that he heard the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ say,

«إن اللّاه ﷺ لا يكونون شهداء ولا شفعاء يوم القيامة»

"Verily, the cursers will neither be witnesses nor intercessors on the Day of Resurrection."[2]

Ibn ‘Abbaas related that, in the presence of the Prophet ﷺ, a man cursed the wind. The Prophet ﷺ then said,

«لا تُعَنْم الريح فإنها مأموره، وإنْه من لعن شينا ليس له بأهل زِعَة»

"Do not curse the wind, for it is commanded (i.e., it is commanded by Allāh ﷺ, and does not act of its own volition). And when one curses something (or someone) that is not deserving of that, the curse returns upon him."[3]

Commenting on these narrations, An-Nawawee said, "These narrations should deter people from cursing; they inform us that the person who curses is deprived of many good qualities (i.e., he is not a true friend, and he will neither be a witness nor an intercessor on the Day of Resurrection). When one curses another

---

[1] Related by Muslim (2597), Ahmad (8242), and Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (317).
[2] Related by Muslim (2598), Ahmad (26981), Abu Daawood (4907), and Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (316). The wording mentioned above is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
[3] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1978) and Abu Daawood (4908). And Al-Albaanee ruled it to be authentic.
in the form of an invocation, he is invoking for that person to be banished and excluded from Allāh’s Mercy. The believers, by the very nature of their good manners, do not make such invocations; to the contrary, Allāh described the believers as being people that love one another and cooperate with one another in matters of piety and righteousness. Allāh likened them to a single structure or building, with parts of it strengthening its other parts. Believers are like a single body, and a true believer loves for his brother what he loves for himself. Therefore, when one curses his Muslim brother – which in effect means that he is invoking for him to be banished from Allāh’s Mercy – he has reached the heights of hatred and evil plotting, qualities that are opposite to the mutual love and mercy I just described. A Muslim should want a disbeliever, and not his fellow Muslim, to be banished from Allāh’s Mercy, which is why the Prophet said in an authentic Hadeeth:

أَلْعَنِ الْمُؤْمِنَ كَفَّارَةً

‘Cursing a believer is like killing him.’

A curser is likened to a killer in this regard: a killer cuts his victim off from worldly benefits; a curser cuts off – through his invocation – the intended target of his curses from the bliss of the Hereafter and from the Mercy of Allāh.

Another Related Issue: One of the greatest of sins, in fact one of the gravest of major sins, is for a man to curse his parents. ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr related that the Messenger of Allāh said,

إِنْ مِنْ أَكْبَرِ الْكَبَائِرِ أَنْ يَلْعَنَ الرَجُلُ وَالدِّينِ

‘Verily, from the greatest of major sins is for a man to curse his parents.’

It was said, “O Messenger of Allāh, and how does a man curse

---

[1] A portion of a Hadeeth related by Bukhaaree (6047), Muslim (110), and Ahmad (15950).
his parents?” He said,

“A man curses the father of another man, and in return, that man curses his father and mother (so he does something that causes his parents to be cursed).”

This is the wording of Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth: “It is from the greatest of sins (from the major sins) for a man to curse his parents.” His Companions asked, “O Messenger of Allah, and does a man curse his parents?” He said,

“Yes, he curses the father of another man, and that man curses his father. And he curses the man’s mother, and so the man curses his mother.”

9) The Superiority Of Refraining From Argumentation Even When You Know That You Are In The Right

The Arabic word Al-Miraa means to argue in such a way as to bring out words and meanings of hostility from one’s opponent in the argument. Abu Umaamah reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

“I guarantee a house on the outskirts of Paradise to one who refrains from Al-Miraa, even if he is right (upon the truth in his views); a house in the center of Paradise for one who forsakes lying, even when he is joking; and a house in the highest part of Paradise for one whose manners are good.”

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5973), Muslim (90), Ahmad (6493), At-Tirmidhee (1902), and Abu Daawood (5141).

[2] Abu Daawood related it (4800), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan.
We learn from the Hadeeth that the Prophet ﷺ guaranteed a house on the outskirts of Paradise to one who refrains from argumentation. This is because such a person avoids hurting the feelings of the person he is debating with and refrains from raising himself above him and from showing off his superiority. In another Hadeeth, Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Al-Miraa in the Qur'an (i.e., debating about it) is disbelief (Kufr)."[1]

Jundub Ibn 'Abdullah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Read the Qur'an [together] so long as your hearts are united, but when you differ, stand up from it [and conclude your study-session together]."[2]

"When you differ" can mean differences about its meanings, but it can also mean differences about reciting it. When differences of opinion regarding the Qur'an lead to evil, the Muslim is ordered to refrain from debating, and thus prevent the evil that will otherwise result.

An-Nawawee said, "As for the order to stand when people differ about the Qur'an, the scholars say that "differ" refers to either differences of views that are not permissible (i.e., when the truth is clear and there is no room for a second view) or differences that lead to what is forbidden (i.e., differences that lead to

---

Refer to As-Saheehah (273). It is also related from Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ by At-Tirmidhee (1993) and Ibn Maajah (51); but instead of "the outskirts of Paradise," their narration of the Hadeeth mentions, "the center of Paradise."


[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5060), Muslim (2667), Ahmad (18337), and Ad-Daarimee (3359).
senseless and hostile argumentation). For example, we may not differ about the Qur'an itself (no one may come and say that a verse of the Qur'an is not really from the Qur'an) or about a meaning from the Qur'an regarding which *Ijtihaad* is not permissible (i.e., when there is a single clear view that is supported so strongly by proofs that there is no room for a second view that is inferred or reasoned out). Also, we must not differ when a debate among us leads to doubts, *Fitnah* (trials), enmity, or something similar. These kinds of differences of opinion are forbidden, but differences about secondary matters in the religion and debates among scholars about those issues – to bring out the truth – are not forbidden; rather, such debates and discussions are required and necessary and virtuous. From the era of the Companions until the present day, Muslims agree that such differences are permissible. And Allâh knows best.”

In the above-mentioned *Hadeeth*, we are encouraged to unite and we are given a warning not to differ and, as a result, become divided. One example of debating about the Qur'an for false purposes occurs when one’s opinion about a verse is contrary to its meaning as indicated by clear proofs, and when one then argues to show the validity of his interpretation.

**Related Issue:** Allâh said,

"*So debate not except with clear proof (which We have revealed to you)*” *(Qur'an 18:22)*

In this verse, As-Sa’dee clarified, we are told not to argue and debate unless our view is based on knowledge, proof, and certainty. To argue, therefore, based on ignorance or guesswork is looked down upon, for doing so is not only a waste of time, but also unnecessarily damages the love one has in his heart for his brother. This is especially the case when the issue being debated has no real religious benefit behind it, such as the oft-occurring debate about the number of the cave people (the story of which is
related in the "Kahf Chapter".

10) It Is Forbidden To Lie In Order To Make Others Laugh
There is nothing wrong in making other people smile or laugh; however, some people resort to unlawful means in order to achieve that effect. So in order to make people in a gathering laugh, one might lie and make up a false story, not knowing perhaps that he has perpetrated a great sin. Mu`aawiyah Ibn Haidah reported that he heard the Messenger of Allah say,

\[ \text{"Woe unto him who relates and then lies in order to make the people laugh; woe unto him! Woe unto him!"}^{[1]} \]

11) When Your Muslim Brother Speaks To You And Turns Around (As If To See That No One Is Around), What He Says Is A Trust With You, Which You Must Keep Secret
Jaabir Ibn `Abdullah reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

\[ \text{"When a man speaks and then turns (as if to see that no one is around), what he says is a trust (i.e., it is a trust, just as if he said outright that he was about to tell you a secret)."}^{[2]} \]

When a person imparts a secret to you, you are required to fulfill the trust implied by the secret and not convey it to others. So noble and considerate was the Prophet in his manners that he considered the act of turning to one's right and left to be similar to one saying outright that he is about to impart a secret. When a person turns to his right and his left before speaking to you, he is

---

[1] Abu Daawood related it (4990), and Al-Albaanee ruled that his narration of the Hadeeth is Hasan. The others who related it are Ahmad (19519); At-Tirmidhee (2315); Ad-Daarimee (2702); and Al-Baghawee, in Sharhus-Sunnah (4131).

[2] Abu Daawood related it (4868), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan. Ahmad (14644) and At-Tirmidhee (1959) related it as well.
indicating that he is afraid others will overhear his words and that he is imparting a secret to you. The act of turning to each side, then, is tantamount to his saying: “I am about to entrust you with a secret.”

12) The Eldest Is Given Precedence In Speech

‘Abdur-Rahmaan Ibn Sahl, Huwaisah Ibn Mas’ood, and Muhai-sah Ibn Mas’ood – when these three went to the Prophet in regard to a dispute, ‘Abdur-Rahmaan, the youngest among them, began to speak. The Prophet said to him words to the effect of,

«كَبِيرُ الْكُبْرَ»

"Let the oldest one speak [first]." [1]

The Companions honored their elders and showed mercy to the young among them, which is perhaps why Ibn ‘Umar refrained from coming to the forefront when he was the youngest in a gathering. This occurred when the Prophet said to his Companions,

«أَخْبَرُونِي بِشَجَرَةٍ مِّنْ لَهَا مَثْلُ الْمُسَلِّمِ يُؤْتِي أَكِلَّهَا كُلُّ جُنُودٍ بِذَاتٍ رَبِّهَا، وَلَا تَحْبُّ وَرْقَهَا»

"Inform me of a tree, the example of which is the example of the Muslim. It bears its fruits at all times by the permission of its Lord, and its leaves do not wear away."

Ibn ‘Umar knew the answer to this question, for he later said, “It occurred to me that it is the date-tree, but I disliked to speak when Abu Bakr and ‘Umar were there without any of them speaking (with the answer). The Prophet [then] said,

«هُوَ النَّخْلَةُ»

'It is the date-tree.'

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6142), Muslim (1669), At-Tirmidhee (1422), An-Nassaaee (4713), Abu Daawood (4520), Ibn Maajah (2677), Ahmad (15664), Maalik (1630), and Ad-Daarimee (2353).
When I left with my father (i.e., ‘Umar ﷺ), I said, ‘O my father, it had occurred to me that it is the date-tree.’ He said, ‘What prevented you from saying it? Had you said it, that (i.e., the honor you would have earned for giving the right answer) would have been more beloved to me than such and such.’” Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ then said, “The only thing that prevented me was that I saw neither you nor Abu Bakr speak, so I disliked (putting myself in a place of prominence – by speaking – before such distinguished company).” And in the narration of Muslim, he ﷺ said, “I wanted to say it, but the age[s] of those present [prevented me], so I feared speaking.” And in the narration of Ahmad and Ad-Daarimee, he ﷺ said, “I looked and saw that I was the youngest one present, so I remained quiet.”[1] There are other well-known narrations which show that in general, and not just in speech, the Prophet ﷺ would give precedence to the eldest person present. One example is the Hadeeth we mentioned earlier, in the chapter of “Entertaining Guests,” in which it is related that the Prophet ﷺ gave precedence to the eldest person that was with him.

13) Do Not Interrupt Or Cut Off Someone While He Is Speaking

While we are talking – whether in the midst of a story or an explanation – we would certainly dislike it if others were to interrupt us, so we should give others the same courtesy that we expect for ourselves. The Islamic manner of not interrupting others in their speech is supported by a Hadeeth related by Abu Hurairah ﷺ, in which he ﷺ said, ‘While the Prophet ﷺ was in a gathering, speaking to the people, a Bedouin came and said, ‘When is the Hour (i.e., when will this world come to an end)?’ The Messenger of Allah ﷺ continued to speak, so some people said, ‘The Prophet ﷺ heard him but disliked what he said,’ while others said, ‘No, he heard.’ When he finished speaking, the Prophet ﷺ said, ‘Where...is the questioner about the Hour?’ The Bedouin said, ‘Here I am, O Messenger of Allah.’ He ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6044), Muslim (2811), Ahmad (4585), At-Tirmidhee (2867), and Ad-Daarimee (282). And the wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.
"When the trust is lost, await the Hour."

The Bedouin asked, 'And how will it be lost?' He said,

"إِذَا وُسُدَّ الأَمْرُ إِلَى عَيْبِ أَهْلِهِ فَانَظُرُ السَّاعَةَ

"When the matter (i.e., positions of leadership) is entrusted to those who do not deserve it, then await the Hour."

The portion of the Hadeeth that is relevant to our discussion here is Abu Hurairah's saying, "The Messenger of Allāh spoke continued to speak." He did not stop or allow himself to be interrupted, because the right to speak was with the person in the gathering who was already speaking - in this case, the Prophet - and not with the questioner.

In establishing the said ruling, we can also draw upon the saying of Ibn 'Abbaas to 'Ikrimah: "Speak to the people once a week, and if you refuse except to do otherwise, then twice; and if you want to address them even more often, then three times. And do not be the cause of people becoming bored by the Qur'an (by addressing them too often or for too long). And do not let me find you going to a people, while they are talking, and speaking to them (with a sermon), thus cutting off their talk and causing them to become bored. Instead, listen [to them and wait], and when they command [or ask] you [to address them], then speak to them while they are in a state of desiring to hear you..."

14) Speak Slowly, Deliberately, And Succinctly

When you speak quickly or long-windedly, it is likely that your listeners will understand a meaning other than the one you intended for them to understand. The Prophet spoke deliberately and succinctly; in describing his way of talking, 'Aaisha said, "If a counter were to try to enumerate the things spoken by the Prophet when he spoke, he would be able to do

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (59) and Ahmad (8512).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6337)
so (i.e., so deliberately did the Prophet ﷺ speak, for the benefit of his listeners; and so careful was he in choosing his words).” In the narration of Ahmad, she ﷺ said, “The Messenger of Alläh ﷺ would not speak quickly or hastily as you do; he would pause as he spoke, so that one who heard him could memorize what he said.”[1] An-Nawawee and Ibn Hajr explained these narrations, saying that the Prophet ﷺ would not speak long-windedly, nor would he ﷺ speak quickly, with one phrase or idea following immediately upon the one before it; thus he avoided confusing his listeners.

15) Speak In A Low Voice

Alläh ﷺ said:

وَأَغْلُطْ مِنْ صُوْبُكَ إِنْ أُنْفُكُ الْأَصْوَاتْ أَصْوَاتُ أَلْحَيْبٍ

“And lower your voice. Verily, the harshest of all voices is the voice (braying) of the ass.” (Qur’an 31:19)

In lowering your voice, you are showing good manners with people and with Alläh ﷺ. Had there been any merit in the loud, harsh, shrill voice, the donkey would not be singled out with such a voice; and the baseness as well as the stupidity of the donkey is well known. To be sure, then, speaking with a loud voice is bad manners; and when one speaks in a loud, harsh voice, he shows that he has no respect for others. Ibn Zaid said, “Had speaking loudly been a noble way of utterance, Alläh ﷺ would not have given that quality of voice to the ass.”

16) Words And Phrases That You Should Avoid

Some people might say certain words or phrases that the Shariah prohibited; perhaps they don’t know the ruling of saying such phrases - they represent the majority - or they know the ruling but forget. And worst of all are those who say those phrases on purpose, with full knowledge that they are perpetrating a Haram

[1] The Hadeeth, with its different wordings, is related by Bukhaaree (3568), Muslim (2493), Ahmad (25677), At-Tirmidhee (3639), and Abu Daawood (3654).
(forbidden) deed. We cannot enumerate all of those phrases and words in this book, but we will mention at least some of them.

But before we proceed, we need to keep something in mind. Some people say that as long as one’s intention is correct, it does not really matter what he says, even if he makes serious mistakes regarding religious issues. This is not true; a person should be careful to the utmost that his speech is limited to what is allowed in the Shariah, for one might say words that will be the cause of his destruction, though he does not perceive the implications of what he says. Here are some words and phrases that you should avoid in your speech:

a) Avoid using words which say or imply that another person is a disbeliever (Kaafir), an innovator in the religion (Mubadai’), or an evildoer (Faasiq), unless of course you have clear proofs to back up your claim.

The Prophet ﷺ said,

«أَيُّمَا رَجُلٌ قَالَ لِأَخِيهِ: يَا كَافِرُ, فَقُدْ بَاءَ بِهَا أَحَدهُمَا»

"Whenever any man says to his brother, ‘O Kaafir (disbeliever),’ then it (it meaning the reality of being a disbeliever) returns and becomes binding on one of them."[1]

And this wording is from the narration of Abu Daawood:

أَيُّمَا رَجُلٌ مُسْلِمٌ أَكْفَرَ رَجُلًا مُسْلِمًا فَإِنَّ كَانَ كَافِرًا وَإِلَآ كَانَ هُوَ الْكَافِرُ

"Whenever any Muslim man rules that another Muslim man is a disbeliever, then either that other man is a disbeliever or else he is a disbeliever."

In this regard, there is a group of people whom Allah ﷻ has blinded - having blinded their minds and not their eyes - a group that indiscriminately attacks the honor of other Muslims, labeling them as disbelievers, innovators, or evildoers. It is as if,

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6104), Muslim (60), Ahmad (4673), At-Tirmidhee (2637), Abu Daawood (4687), and Maalik (1844). The exact wording used here is taken from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.
in their minds, Allah has made such attacks a form of worship for them. Yet were we to study the ways of our pious predecessors, the likes of the Companions and the Imams that followed their guidance – such as Abu Haneefah, Maalik, Ash-Shaafi’ee, and Ahmad – we would find them to be very careful in this regard, especially when it came to calling another person a disbeliever. Unless clear proofs that allowed no room for doubt proved the disbelief of a particular person, and unless the proof was established upon him (meaning, the proof was presented to him, and he was given a chance to recant his previous view), they would not say with their tongues anything to indicate the disbelief of that person. Abu Bakrah related that the Prophet gave the following sermon on the day of An-Nahr:

"...Verily, among yourselves your blood, wealth, and honor are inviolable, like the inviolability of this day of yours in this month of yours in this land of yours. Let the one who is present convey this to he who is absent, for perhaps the one who is present will convey to one who understands better than him this [message]."[1]

b) Avoid saying, "The people are destroyed." Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

"When a man says, 'The people are destroyed, then he is most destroyed among them.'"[2]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (67), Muslim (1679), Ahmad (19873), and Ad-Daarimee (1916). And the wording mentioned above is taken from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Muslim (2623), Ahmad (9678), Abu Daawood (4983), Maalik (1845), and Al-Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (759).
Depending on the vowel of the word destroyed (Ahalakahum) at the end of the Hadeeth, its meaning changes. If the vowel is a Dammah, whereby the word is pronounced, 'Ahlakahum,' then the word indicates the superlative, i.e., he is most destroyed among the people. However, if the vowel is a Fathah, whereby the word is pronounced, 'Ahlakahum,' then the word is a verb indicating that the subject – the person who says, 'The people are destroyed' - is in effect destroying the people.

An-Nawawee said, "The scholars agree that this blame is leveled at one who says the phrase with the intention of belittling and disparaging people, while signifying his superiority over them and their miserable situation; he is so censured because he says the phrase without having knowledge of Allāh's secret in the creation (i.e., His ways, for example, regarding His Divine decrees for the creation). The scholars also say this: but the case is altogether different when one says the phrase with a sense of adness, sadness which results from a realization of his shortcomings and the shortcomings of people in their religious duties; to utter the said phrase with this intention in mind is not okay..."

Also commenting on the Hadeeth, Al-Khattaabee said, "It means that a man will continually find faults in people, will persist in mentioning their faults, and will say, 'The people are wicked,' or, 'The people are destroyed,' or other similar statements – to the degree that he will be in the worst situation among them and will become the most destroyed among them, all because of his sin of attacking and vilifying them. Also, he might end up having an exaggerated opinion of himself, feeling that he is better than everyone else. And Allāh knows best."

Do not take an oath by anyone other than Allāh. It is Allāh’s right to swear by whatsoever He pleases from His creation, for He is the Creator and the One Who has complete power and control over the universe. Man, Jinn, trees, mountains, the sky, and the earth – these and everything else is from Allāh’s creation, and so He may
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swear by anything from His creation that He ﷺ wants to swear by. Created beings, on the other hand, may swear by none but by their Creator, Allah ﷺ. Al-Haafidh said, "The scholars have said: The secret behind the prohibition of swearing by other than Allah ﷺ is that swearing by someone (or something) involves glorification of him; and in reality, all glory and might and power belong to Allah ﷺ alone."

Created beings can swear by Allah ﷺ, using one of three letters in the Arabic language, which are designated for exactly that purpose: the Wauw, the Baa, and the Taa. So you can say, 'Tallaahee (By Allah), Billaahee (by Allah), or Wallahee (by Allah),' or you may swear by the 'Izza (Might, Power, and Glory) of Allah, by His Attributes, and by His Words. One of the chapter titles of Bukhaaree’s compilation is this: "Chapter: Swearing By The Glory ('Izza) Of Allah, By His Attributes, And By His Words." He then related a narration from Abu Hurairah ﷺ, in which the Prophet ﷺ described a man who will remain for a certain period between Paradise and the Hellfire; he will say, 'O my Lord, turn my face away from the Hellfire; no, by Your Glory (Wa-'Izzatuk), I will not ask You for anything other than it.'[1]

Or you may take an oath by ascribing something from Allah’s creation to Him; for example, by ascribing the Ka’bah or the sky to Him, in which case you can say, 'Wa-Rabbul-Ka’bah (and by the Lord of the Ka’bah), or, 'Wa-Rabbus-Samaa (and by the Lord of the sky).' However, when taking an oath in this manner, you must not ascribe anything that is wicked or despicable to Allah ﷺ, even though He is its Creator. We must adhere to the highest of manners with Allah ﷺ, an example of which is exemplified in the Prophet’s supplication,

وَالسَّرُّ لَيْسَ إِلَيْكَ

"And evil is not ascribed to You."

even though Allah ﷺ is the Creator of both good and evil. There are other phrases for taking an oath which fall under the above-

mentioned categories; here are some examples from the Prophet's Sunnah: 'Wa-Aimullah,' 'Walladhee Nafsee Biyadihee (And by the One Who has my soul in His hand),' or, 'Laa Wa-Muqaalibil-Quloob (No, and by the One Who turns hearts around).'[1]

Though people might take it lightly, it is a dangerous matter indeed to swear by other than Allâh ﷺ; nowadays, one hears people swearing casually by their 'dead mother,' by 'their father's grave,' or by anything or anyone else they revere and honor; however, what they must realize is that it is disbelief or Shirk (to associate partners with Allâh in worship) to swear by other than Allâh ﷺ. Only Allâh ﷺ is deserving of the glorification that is involved in an oath. Ibn 'Umar ﷺ once heard a man say, "No, and I swear by the Ka'bah." Ibn 'Umar ﷺ said, "An oath must not be taken by other than Allâh, for I indeed heard the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ say,

"مَنْ حَلَفَ بِغَيْرِ اللَّهِ فَقَدْ كَفَرَ أَوْ أَشْرَكَ"

'Whosoever swears by other than Allâh, has disbeliefed or associated partners with Allâh in worship.'[2]

This is a general prohibition; under it falls oaths taken in the name of anyone other than Allâh ﷺ; other Ahadeeth are more specific, mentioning the ruling for swearing by one’s father, for example; at any rate, it is permissible to swear by Allâh ﷺ only. Ibn 'Umar ﷺ related that he caught up with his father, 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ, in a procession, and he was swearing by his father. The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ called out to them,

"أَلَّا إِنَّ اللَّهَ يَنْهَاهُمْ أَنْ يَخْلُقُوا بَابِيَانِكُمْ، فَمَنْ كَانَ حَالِفًا فَلْيَخْلِفَ بِاللَّهِ"

"أَلَّا فَلْيُضْمَعُنَّ"[3]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6627, 6628, 6629).
[2] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1535), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan." Ahmad (2036) and Abu Daawood (3251) related it as well, and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic.
"Lo! Verily, Allah ﷺ forbids you from swearing by your fathers, so whoever takes an oath, let him swear by Allah ﷺ; otherwise, let him remain silent."[1]

Another example of a specific prohibition is found in a Hadeeth related by Buraidah ﷺ, in which the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"Whoever swears by Al-Amaanah (the trust), then he is not from us."[2]

Similarly, many people swear by the Prophet ﷺ, by life, or by someone’s life; these oaths and all oaths that are taken by the name of anyone other than Allah ﷺ are forbidden.

d) Both in the past and up until today, many a foolish person has sworn that, if something he names happens, he will divorce his wife. For example, one will say, "If I do such and such (usually mentioning some trifling matter), it becomes binding upon me to divorce my wife," or, "If I don’t do such and such deed, it becomes binding upon me to divorce my wife," or, "If my wife does such and such deed, it becomes binding upon me to divorce my wife." Such an ignorant person causes the destruction of his family and wrongs his wife for no sin of hers, but instead for his idiotic sin of letting his tongue loose without considering the results of his actions. And for the most part, people make this kind of oath over a trifling matter, and even if it is not trifling, it becomes so when compared to the result of destroying one’s family.

Scholars do differ, however, about one who breaks his oath and decides to keep his wife with him. The majority of scholars hold that when a person makes an oath to divorce his wife and then

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6646), Muslim (1646), Ahmad (4534), At-Tirmidhee (1533), An-Nassaaee (3766), Abu Daawood (3249), Ibn Maajah (2094), Maalik (1037), and Ad-Daarimee (2341).

[2] Abu Daawood related it (3253) with the wording mentioned above, and Al-Albaanee ruled that his narration of the Hadeeth is authentic. Ahmad also related it (22471).
breaks that oath, the divorce occurs and becomes binding nonetheless. But there is another group of scholars that give this oath the same ruling as any other oath: when one breaks it, all that is binding upon him is to perform the Kaffaaratul-Yameen atonement that is prescribed for people who break their oaths).

In answer to a question about this issue, Ibn 'Uthaimeen said, "It is contrary to the guidance of the Prophet ﷺ for one to make an oath that he will divorce his wife, as in these examples: "I will divorce you if you do such and such deed," or, "I will divorce you if you don't do such and such deed," or, "If you (addressing someone other than his wife) do such and such deed, my wife is divorced from me," or, "If you don't do such and such deed, my wife is divorced from me," and any other similar phrasing. There are many from the people of knowledge - or rather most of the people of knowledge - who hold that if one breaks such an oath, he divorce is binding upon him, and his wife is considered to be divorced from him. Yet the stronger view is that if one makes such an oath with the same view as other oaths are made, whereby one's intention is to encourage a person to do a specific deed, discourage him from a deed, show one's belief or disbelief, or emphasize a matter, then that oath takes the same ruling as other oaths (i.e., there is an atonement prescribed if one breaks it), for Allâh ﷻ said:

"O Prophet! Why do you ban (for yourself) that which Allâh has made lawful to you, seeking to please your wives? And Allâh is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. Allâh has already ordained for you (O men), the dissolution of your oaths" (Qur'an 66:1,2)

...And the Prophet ﷺ said,

"إِنَّمَا الْأَعْمَالُ بِالْنِّيَاتِ وَإِنَّمَا لَكُلُّ امْرَأٍ مَا نَوَى" "Verily, deeds are only by their intentions, and for every person is only that which he intends." So he does not intend divorce but
instead intends an oath, in which, if he breaks it, it is sufficient for him to perform the atonement that is prescribed for oaths. And this is the stronger opinion.”¹

e) Do not say to a hypocrite, “Sayyid (chief, master, mister),” or “Sayyidee (my chief, my master).” Buraidah related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

‘Do not say ‘Sayyid’ to a hypocrite, for even if he is a Sayyid (for example, he is the leader of a people or he owns slaves), you will have angered your Lord ‘Azza Wa-Jall [by saying it to him].’²

“Even if he is a Sayyid” means, even if he is the leader of a people, an honored member of society, a person of wealth, etc. By calling a known hypocrite ‘Sayyid,’ one angers Allāh, because one is honoring and venerating a person who deserves neither honor nor veneration. And that is if the person is really a Sayyid; if he isn’t a Sayyid, then one adds lying and hypocrisy to the list of his sins. Ibn Al-Atheer said, “Do not say, ‘Sayyid,’ to a hypocrite, for if he really is a hypocrite, and if he really is a Sayyid, then [by calling him ‘Sayyid’] your situation is lower than his (i.e. you lower yourself to being lower than even a hypocrite), and Allāh is not pleased with that for you.”

f) Do not curse the time. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

“Allāh ‘Azza Wa-Jall said: The son of Adam offends Me when he curses the time, for I am the time: the matter is in My Hand – I

¹ The Fataawa Of Shaikh Muhammad As-Saaleh Al-Uthaimeen (2/796)
² Related by Abu Daawood (4977), and the wording mentioned above is from his narration, which Al-Albaanee ruled to be authentic; by Ahmad (22430); and by Bukhaaree, in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (760).
make the night alter into day.”[1]

And this is from the narration of Ahmad:

أَلَا تَسْتَبْعَوْلِ الدَّهْرُ إِنَّ اللَّهَ غَرِّ وَجَلَّ قَالَ: أَنَا الدَّهْرُ الْأَيَامُ وَاللَّياليُّ لِي

’Do not curse the time, for indeed Allāh `Azza Wa-Jall said, ‘I am the time: the days and the nights are Mine – I renew them and cause them to decay (i.e., to end); and I bring kings after kings.’’[2]

When people would be afflicted with a calamity during pre-Islamic times – the times of ignorance – it was customary for them to curse the time; some people from this Nation – and they are few – are guilty of the same ignorance. The reason why it is prohibited to curse the time is because it involves cursing the Creator of the time, for He ﷺ is the one who makes time pass. Cursing time is prohibited, then, so that one does not, as a direct consequence, curse his Creator – and we seek protection from Allāh ﷺ.

Question: Is it permissible to say, “This is a treacherous time,” or, “What a failure is the time wherein I saw you,” or other similar phrases?

Answer: Ibn `Uthaimeen – may Allāh have mercy on him – said that such phrases can be said in two different ways:

1) One says such phrases with the intention of cursing time, and that is Haram, for whatsoever occurs in time is from Allāh ﷺ. Therefore, when one curses time, he is in fact cursing Allāh ﷺ – and we seek refuge in Allāh ﷺ. And that is why Allāh ﷺ said in a Qudsee Hadeeth:

Related by Bukhaaree (4826), Muslim (2246), Ahmad (7204), Abu Daawood (5274), and Maalik (1846).

"The son of Adam offends Me when he curses the time, for I am the time: the matter is in My Hand – I make the night alter into day."

2) One says such phrases with the intention of imparting information, of expressing the situation of a certain point in time or of a certain era. An example of this is in the following verse, wherein Allah ﷺ relates from Loot ﷺ:

"He said: "This is a distressful day." (Qur'an 11:77)"

Everyone says at some time or another, "This is a difficult day," or, "Such and such happened today," and there is no sin upon people for doing so.

But when one says, "This is a treacherous time," then that is a form of cursing that is certainly not permissible. In regards to the phrase, "What a failure is the time wherein I saw you," if one intends, "What a failure I was," or something similar, then there is nothing wrong with what he said; but if his intention is to curse the actual day or time, then he is cursing time, which is forbidden.

g) To say, "Haraamun ‘Alaik (It is forbidden upon you)" or "Haraamun ‘Alaik An-Taf’al Kadhaa (It is forbidden upon you to do such and such)" about matters that are not forbidden. To put these phrases in context, we must understand that it has become customary among some Arabs to use these expressions to describe commonplace occurrences, using the word "Haraam (forbidden)" to describe mistakes that are not forbidden in the Shariah. In a sporting event, for example, if a player misses an easy opportunity to score, people might say, "Haraamun ‘Alaihi [it was Haram for him (to miss such an easy opportunity)]!" And this of course shows carelessness that is not acceptable in Islam.
It is forbidden to describe something as being *Haram* (forbidden) unless Allāh ﷻ or His Messenger ﷺ forbade it. Even if one has a good intention, he is transgressing his limits as a created being – for only Allāh ﷻ has the right to decree what is lawful and what is forbidden; furthermore, by saying such phrases, one gives the impression that something is *Haram* when it really isn’t *Haram*. Therefore, it is safer for a person, in protecting his practice of the religion, to avoid such phrases. And it is feared that the one who says them falls under the ruling of this verse:

> And say not concerning that which your tongues put forth falsely: “This is lawful and this is forbidden,” so as to invent lies against Allāh. Verily, those who invent lies against Allāh will never prosper” (Qur’ān 16:116)

In explaining this verse, Ash-Shawkaanee said, “Do not rule that something is *Haram* (unlawful) or something is *Halal* (lawful) based only on what your tongues say and not on proof.”
Chapter 9

The Manners Of Eating And Drinking

Allah ﷺ said:

"O (you) Messengers! Eat of the Tayibaat [all kinds of Halal (legal) foods which Allah has made legal (meat of slaughtered eatable animals, milk products, fats, vegetables, fruits, etc.), and do righteous deeds. Verily! I am Well-Acquainted with what you do" (Qur'an 23:51)

And Allah ﷺ said:

"Eat and drink of that which Allah has provided and do not act corruptly, making mischief on the earth" (Qur'an 2:60)

And the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said to a boy,

"O young boy, say Allah’s Name (before you eat), eat with your right hand, and eat from what is nearest to you."[1]

The Etiquettes Of Eating And Drinking

1) It Is Forbidden To Eat Or Drink From Any Kind Of Dish Or With Any Kind Of Utensil That Is Made From Gold Or Silver

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5376), Muslim (2022), Ahmad (15895), Abu Daawood (3777), Ibn Maajah (3267), Maalik (1738), and Ad-Daarimee (2045). And the wording mentioned above is taken from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.
Hudhaifah & reported that he heard the Prophet say,

"لا تلبسوا البَرْزُومَة وَلا الْخَرِيجَةَ، وَلا تشربوا في آية الْذَّهِبِ والْفِضَّةِ، وَلا تأكلوا في صحافهما، فإنها لهما في الدنيا وَلَا فِي الأَجْرَةِ"

"Do not wear silk or Ad-Deebaaj (a kind of silk); do not drink from containers of gold and silver, and do not eat from bowls that are made from them, for they (i.e., containers and bowls made of gold and silver) are for them in this world, and for us in the Hereafter."[1]

The following Hadeeth contains an even severer warning: Umm Salamah & - wife of the Prophet - reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

"الذِّي يشرب في إِناء الفِضْقَةِ إِنّما يُجْرَجُرُ في بَطْحِي نَارَ جَهَنَّمَ"

"The only thing that flows[2] into the stomach of one who drinks from a container of silver is the fire of Hell."[3]

On the grounds of these narrations, scholars agree that it is forbidden to drink from the aforementioned kinds of dishes and containers.

There is no mention of the reason behind the prohibition; nonetheless, when a Muslim learns of an authentic proof, he must follow it to the letter, and he must not embark on a desperate search for an interpretation that justifies a forbidden deed. That being said, scholars have attempted to explain the reason behind the ruling, though they don’t agree on what that reason is. Some scholars say that when one eats from a bowl made of gold, he imitates tyrants and kings of foreign empires, and that is the reason for the prohibition. Other scholars maintain

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5426), Muslim (2067), Ahmad (22927), At-Tirmidhee (1878), An-Nassaaee (5301), Abu Daawood (3723), Ibn Maajah (3414), and Ad-Daarimee (2130).

[2] The word for flow in the narration is Jarjara, which means the sound that water makes when it falls inside [of something].

[3] Related by Bukhaaree (5634), Muslim (2065), Ahmad (26028), Ibn Maajah (3431), Maalik (1717), and Ad-Daarimee (2129).
that using dishes made of gold and silver is an act of arrogance and extravagance, both of which are prohibited. And yet other scholars say that using such dishes is an insult to the poor, who cannot even find food to fill their simple containers and dishes. (And perhaps all of these reasons sufficiently explain the wisdom behind the prohibition.)

**Related Issue:** Commenting on the phrase, "And they are for you in the Hereafter," Al-Ismaa’eelee said, "You will use them as a reward for not using them in the world, and they will not use them as a punishment for disobeying [Allah] by using them [in this world]." Ibn Hajr pointed out that there is a similarity between this ruling and the ruling for alcohol, because it is indicated in another *Hadeeth* that those who drink it in this world will not drink it in the Hereafter, and vice-versa.

2) **The Prohibition Of Eating In A Reclining Position Or When Lying Prone On One's Stomach**

Abu Juhaifah ☪️ said, "I was with the Messenger of Allah ☪️ when he said to a man that was with him, 'I do not eat while I am reclining (or leaning)." Ibn Hajr pointed out that scholars disagree about what is meant by reclining or leaning. Some say it means to sit down in a comfortable position; others say it means to lean on one's right or left side; and yet others say it means to rest one's weight on one's left hand, which is fixed firmly on the ground. This last opinion is perhaps based on a narration that has a weak chain and is related by Ibn 'Adee. In it, the Prophet ☪️ explained that a man should not lean on his left hand while he is eating. Maalik said about resting one's weight on one's left hand, "It is a form of leaning." And commenting on this saying of Maalik, Ibn Hajr said, "This shows that Maalik disliked for one to eat in any position that might be construed as leaning or reclining, meaning that, in his view, there isn't a specific form of leaning that is disliked (but that rather all forms of leaning are disliked)."

Perhaps the reason why it is disliked to eat while one is in a reclining position is that tyrants and kings from foreign lands
would eat in that position; furthermore, it is the position of one who is saying, in his posture and not with his words, that he wants to eat a lot of food. Ibn Hajr said, “If it is established that it is disliked or contrary to what is better to eat in a reclining position, it is recommended that one who is eating sit on his knees, with his feet facing up, or with his right leg up (with his right knee pointing upwards) while he is sitting on his left leg.”

The second prohibited posture during eating is for one to lie prone on one’s stomach. Ibn ‘Umar said, “The Messenger of Allah forbade two [practices related to] eating: [he forbade] sitting at a table on which alcohol is imbibed, and [he forbade] eating while one is lying prone on his stomach.”

**Related Issue:** How did the Prophet sit down during a meal? When the Prophet would eat, he would sit in the Maq’ee position (to sit on one’s buttocks, with one’s feet erect underneath). It is also related that he would sit down during a meal on his knees, and the bottom of his left foot would be resting against the top of his right foot, a position that showed his humility and submission to his Lord.

As for the Maq’ee position mentioned above, it is founded on a narration from Anas Ibn Maalik, who said, ‘I saw the Prophet (the position of resting on one’s buttocks, with one’s feet erect underneath), eating dates.’ And as for the second position mentioned above, ‘Abdullah Ibn Busr said, ‘I gave a sheep as a gift to the Prophet, and so the Messenger of Allah sat down on his knees to eat. A Bedouin said, ‘What is this position of sitting down?’ He said, ”

```
إِنَّ اللَّهَ يُعْلَمُكُمَا كَمَا وَلَمْ يُعْلَمْنِي ٍجَبَّارًا عَيْبِيًا.
```

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (3774), and Al-Albaanee ruled that Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth is authentic. Ibn Maajah related it as well (3370).

[2] Ibn Al-Qayyim related this in Za’ad Al-Ma’aad (4/221)

[3] Related by Muslim (2044), Ahmad (12688), Abu Daawood (3771), and Ad-Daarimee (2062).
"Verily, Allah has made me a noble (and good-natured) slave, and He did not make me an obstinate tyrant."[1]

3) **When It Is Time For prayer And When Food Is Being Served, Eat First And Then Pray**

Anas reported that the Prophet said,

> "When dinner is laid down and the prayer Uqeeemat (i.e., the Iqaamah is made and the prayer begins), then begin with dinner."[2]

Ibn ‘Umar reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

> "When the dinner of one of you is laid down and the prayer Uqeeemat (i.e., the Iqaamah is made and the prayer begins), then he should begin with dinner. And let him not rush, [but instead wait] until he finishes it (his dinner)."[3]

Whenever dinner would be served to him at the time of prayer, Ibn ‘Umar would not leave to Pray until he finished his meal. Naafai’ related that Ibn ‘Umar would send him [to bring food] when he was fasting; food would be served to him while the call was being made for the Maghrib prayer. Then the prayer would commence. Ibn ‘Umar would hear that it had commenced, but he would not leave his dinner, nor would he rush; instead, he would wait to finish his dinner. Then he would go out and pray.

---

[1] Ibn Maajah related it (3263), and the wording mentioned above is from his narration of the Hadeeth; Ibn Hajr gave a Hasan grade to its chain, and about the narration, Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh." (2658). Except for a small portion, Abu Daawood related it as well (3773).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (674), Muslim (559), Ahmad (5772), At-Tirmidhee (354), Abu Daawood (3757), Ibn Maajah (934), and Ad-Daarimee (1281).

[3] Related by Bukhaaree (674), Muslim (559), Ahmad (5772), At-Tirmidhee (354), Abu Daawood (3757), Ibn Maajah (934), and Ad-Daarimee (1281).
Naafai' then related that Ibn 'Umar ﷺ would say, "The Prophet of Allah ﷺ said,

«لا تُعِجَّلُوا عَنْ عَشَاءِكُمْ إِذَا قُدِّمَ إِلَيْكُمْ»

"Do not rush from your dinner when it is served to you.""[1]

You should eat first, so that, during prayer, your mind will not be preoccupied with food, and so that you can concentrate on your prayer.

Once, when Abu Hurairah ﷺ and Ibn 'Abbaas ﷺ were eating and there was roasted meat in the oven, the Muaddhin (Caller to prayer) wanted to make Iqaamah (to commence the prayer). Ibn 'Abbaas ﷺ said to him, "Do not rush, so that we do not stand with something in ourselves [being preoccupied about the meal]."[2] The ruling in this issue is not limited to dinner alone, but rather applies to any meal that a person looks forward to having. Another prohibition supports this ruling: the Prophet ﷺ forbade a person to pray when food is served and when one is fighting the urge to relieve himself (to defecate or urinate). 'Aaisha ﷺ said, "I heard the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say,

لا صلاة يَحْضِرُهَا طَعَامٌ، وَلا هُوُ يَدَافِعُ الأَخْبَاثَانَ"

'There is no prayer when food arrives, nor when one is pushing back Al-Akhbathaan (urine and stool)."[3]

Related Issue: Some scholars have said, "If food is being served when the [congregational] prayer commences, then one should eat a few morsels to cut off the intensity of his hunger [, and then he should immediately go and pray]." An-Nawawee refuted this view, saying, "And the Prophet's saying,

وَلَا يَعِجَّلَنَّ حَتَّى يَفْضَنِّ مَنْهَا"

"And let him not rush, but instead [wait] until he finishes it

[3] Related by Muslim (560), Ahmad (23646), and Abu Daawood (89).
(dinner),'

proves that one should continue to eat until he completely satisfies his appetite. This is the correct view, and as for what some of our companions have interpreted – that one should eat only a few morsels to break the intensity of hunger – then that is not correct. In fact, the above-mentioned Hadeeth clearly disproves that view.”

**Question:** When food is served and the [congregational] prayer commences, is it compulsory for one to eat, based on the apparent wording of the Hadeeth? Or does the Hadeeth convey a meaning of ‘recommended’?

**Answer:** The action of Ibn ‘Umar ـ, as related by Ahmad and others, proves that precedence should always be given to one’s meal over prayer; some scholars, however, have said that the ruling depends on the individual – how intense his desire is to eat. So if a person strongly desires to eat, then it is better in his case to eat and then pray, so that he goes to prayer with a heart that is free to concentrate on worship. A saying of Abu Ad-Dardaa ـ expresses that meaning: “It is from the [sound religious] understanding of a person to do what he needs to do [first], so that he goes to prayer with a heart that is unoccupied.”[1] I feel that the strongest opinion in this issue is the one expressed by Al-Haafidh Ibn Hajr, who said that various narrations point to the intensity of one’s desire to eat as being the reason why one should eat first and then pray. So the ruling in this issue revolves on the reason why it was legislated: if the reason is applicable to a person, the ruling applies; otherwise, it doesn’t. Or in other words, if one wants to eat and fears that he will be thinking about food during prayer, he should eat first; but if he isn’t all that hungry and knows that he will not be thinking about food during prayer, he does not have to eat first.

4) **Washing One’s Hands Before And After A Meal**

I know of no authentic Hadeeth ascribed to the Prophet ﷺ that

---

can provide solid grounds for the legislation of washing one’s hands before one eats. Al-Baihaqee said, “The Hadeeth about washing one’s hands after eating is Hasan (acceptable), but no Hadeeth is established about washing one’s hands before eating.” Nonetheless, it is recommended to wash your hands before eating in order to remove any filth or impurities that might do harm to your health. And about the ruling for washing hands before a meal, there are two conflicting opinions related from Imam Ahmad – Karaaha (that it is disliked to do so) and Istihbaab (that it is recommended to do so). Imam Maalik elaborated, saying that the legislation of washing one’s hands before eating is limited to when there is any filth or impurity on one’s hands. In his Aadaab, Ibn Muflih took the stance that it is recommended to wash one’s hands before eating, and his view is shared by a group of scholars. Nonetheless, there is latitude in this issue, and all praise is to Allâh, Lord of all that exists.

There are, on the other hand, authentic narrations related about washing one’s hands after eating. For example, Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allâh said,

\[\text{"If one sleeps with Ghamar (the smell of meat and its sticky grease) on his hand, if he didn’t wash it, and if something then afflicts him, he should blame no one save himself."}^{[1]}\]

In another narration, Abu Hurairah reported that, on one occasion, the Prophet ate the shoulder part of a sheep, after which he rinsed his mouth, washed his hands, and then prayed. \(^{[2]}\) And in yet another narration, Abbaan Ibn ‘Uthmaan reported that ‘Uthmaan Ibn ‘Affaan ate bread and meat, after which he rinsed his mouth, washed his hands, and wiped them

---

\[^{[1]}\text{Related by Ahmad (7515), Abu Daawood (3852), At-Tirmidhee (1860), Ibn Maajah (3297), and Ad-Daarimee (2063). Al-Albaanee ruled that Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth is authentic.}\]

\[^{[2]}\text{Related by Ahmad (27486) and Ibn Maajah (493). And Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (498).}\]
over his face. He then prayed without performing ablution (i.e., the act of eating did not make it required of him to renew his ablution).\[1\]

**Related Issue:** Some scholars rule that it is recommended to perform ablution (the complete ablution for prayer) before eating if one is in a state of major impurity (which occurs after one has had sexual intercourse, for example). To support this view, they cite a *Hadeeth* and an *Athar* (a narration from a Companion). As for the *Hadeeth*, 'Aaisha reported that whenever the Messenger of Allâh was in a major state of impurity and he wanted to eat or sleep, he would perform the ablution that he would always perform for prayer.\[2\] The *Athar* they cite is related by Naafai', who said that whenever Ibn 'Umar was in a major state of impurity and he wanted to sleep or eat, he would wash his face and his hands until his elbows. He would also pass wet hands over his head, and [only] then would he eat or sleep.\[3\] Ash-Shaikh Taqee-Ud-Deen Ibn Taymiyyah said, "We know of no one who says that it is recommended to perform ablution before eating, except in the case wherein a man is in a major state of impurity."

Citing the above-mentioned *Hadeeth* of 'Aaisha, the present-day Muhaddith Al-Albaanee ruled that it is legislated to wash one's hands before eating, regardless of whether one is in a major state of impurity or not.\[4\] This ruling is, however, debatable for a number of reasons. First, the *Hadeeth* explains what the Prophet would do when he wanted to sleep, eat, or drink, while being in a major state of impurity. Second, some narrations of the *Hadeeth* contain the wording 'ablution' while others contain the wording 'washed his hands,' which indicates that both actions

---

\[1\] Related by Maalik (53)
\[2\] Related by Bukhaaree (286), Muslim (305), Ahmad (24193), An-Nassaaee (255), Abu Daawood (224), Ibn Maajah (584), and Ad-Daarimee (757). And the wording mentioned above is taken from Muslim's narration of the *Hadeeth*.
\[3\] Related by Maalik (111).
\[4\] Refer to As-Silsilatus-Saheehah (1/674) (390)
are permissible. In his *Haashiyah*, As-Sindee said, “That the Prophet ﷺ would, on certain occasions, wash nothing but his hands proves that it is permissible to do so [without performing the complete ablution]. And he would perform the complete ablution (based on some narrations) to achieve a complete state.”

Third, though the *Imams* and the *Muhaddithoon* – the likes of Maalik, Ahmad, Ibn Taymiyyah, An-Nisaaee, and others – have related the said *Hadeeth*, they did not give it the broad meaning that Al-‘AUaamah Al-Albaanee did, which proves that they limited the application of the *Hadeeth* to when a person is in a state of major impurity. So the correct ruling is this: based on the said *Hadeeth*, only when one is in a major state of impurity is it legislated to perform ablution and wash one’s hands before eating.

5) Mentioning Allah’s Name Before Eating Or Drinking And Praising Allah ™ Afterwards

It is Sunnah for one to say “Bismillah (in the name of Allah)” before eating or drinking and to praise Allah ™ afterwards. Ibn Al-Qayyim pointed out that applying this Sunnah benefits both the body and soul. And Imam Ahmad said, “If the following four are combined in food, it becomes complete: Allah’s Name is mentioned before it is eaten; Allah is praised after it is eaten; many hands partake of it (i.e., many people share the food); and it is procured by *Halal* (permissible) means.”

When you mention Allah’s Name before eating, the Shaitaan is prevented from participating in the meal and from getting to the food. Hudhaifah ℗ said, “When we would be with the Prophet ﷺ, we would not place our hands [on the food] until the Messenger of Allah ™ began, and placed his hand [on the food]. Once, when we were with him at a repast, a young girl came, [racing] as if she was being propelled forward. She moved to put her hand on the food, but the Messenger of Allah ™ took her by the hand [and prevented her]. Then a Bedouin came, [racing] as if he was being propelled, but the Prophet ﷺ took him by his hand. Then the Messenger of Allah ™ said,
"Verily, the Shaitaan deems permissible that food over which Allāh’s Name is not mentioned. And he came with this girl in order to deem it lawful through her (i.e., she did not mention Allāh’s Name), so I took her by the hand. Then he (Shaitaan) came with this Bedouin in order to deem it lawful through him, so I took him by his hand. And by the One Who has my soul in His Hand, his (the Shaitaan’s) hand was in my hand with her (the young girl’s) hand."[1]

The phrase one pronounces to mention Allāh’s name is, “Bismillah (In the Name of Allāh).’ Umar Ibn Salamah said, “I was a young boy in the apartment of the Messenger of Allāh, and my hand would move around in the plate. And so the Messenger of Allāh said to me,

"O young boy, mention Allāh’s name, eat with your right hand, and eat from what is nearest to you.’ Since that time, I have continued to eat in that manner.’[2]

Although this Hadeeth suggests that it is sufficient to say, “Bismillah (In the Name of Allāh),” when one is about to eat, An-Nawawee, in Al-Adhkaar, said that it is best to say “Bismillahir-Rahmaanir-Raheem (In the Name of Allāh, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful).” Ibn Hajr refuted that view, saying, “As for his claim that it is better [to say, ‘In the Name of

[1] Related by Muslim (2017), Ahmad (22738), and Abu Daawood (3766).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5376), Muslim (2022), Ahmad (15895), Abu Daawood (3777), Ibn Maajah (3267), Maalik (1738), and Ad-Daarimee (2045). And the wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.
Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful’, I have not seen any specific proof that supports it.” Most narrations are worded, “mention Allah” without the addition of “Ar-Rahmaanir-Raheem.” “Mention Allah” only implies that “In the Name of Allah” is sufficient, but At-Tabaraanee’s narration explicitly states that wording. In that narration, ‘Amr Ibn Salamah reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

"O young boy, if you [are about to] eat, then say, ‘Bismillah.’ Also, eat with your right hand, and eat from what is closest (or from what is next) to you.”[1]

If one forgets to say Allah’s name before one eats but remembers while he is eating, he should say, “In the name of Allah in its beginning and end.” ‘Aaisha, the Mother of the Believers, related that the Messenger of Allah said,

"When one of you eats (i.e., before eating), then let him mention the Name of Allah, the Exalted. If he forgets to mention the Name of Allah, the Exalted, in the beginning of [the meal], then let him say, ‘In the name of Allah in its beginning and end.’"

As for praising Allah after eating or drinking, it is a Sunnah practice of great merit, one that Allah blessed His slaves with. Anas Ibn Maalik related that the Messenger of Allah said,

"Allah is indeed pleased with His slave when he eats a meal and

[1] At-Tabaraanee related it in his Mo’jim Al-Kabeer. Al-Albaanee included it in his As-Silsilatus-Saheehah and said, “This chain is authentic and it fulfills the conditions of the two Shaikhs (i.e., Bukhaaree and Muslim) (1/611) (344)."
then praises Him for it, or drinks a drink and then praises Him for it.'"[1]

The Prophet ﷺ used various phrases on different occasions to praise Allāh ﷺ after he ate or drank; here are some of those phrases:

a) "Allāh be praised with an abundant beautiful praise, a never-ending praise, a praise which we will never bid farewell to and an indispensable praise, He is our Lord."

b) "All praise is for Allāh, Who has sufficed us and quenched us, with a never-ending praise, and [we do not] deny His favors." Abu Umaamah ﷺ said, "When the Prophet ﷺ would finish a meal (elsewhere he said, "When he would lift up his table"), he ﷺ would say,

َالْحَمْدُ للهِ الَّذِي كَفَانَا وَأَرْزَانَا غَيْرِ مُكْفَيٍّ وَلَا مُكْفُورٍ

'All praise is to Allāh, Who has sufficed us and quenched us, with a never-ending praise, and [we do not] deny His favors.'

And once he ﷺ said,

َالْحَمْدُ لِلَّهِ كَبِيرًا طَيِّبًا مَبَارَكًا فِيهِ غَيْرِ مُكْفَيٍّ وَلَا مُكْفُورٍ وَلَا مُسْتَغْفِرٌ

"Allāh be praised with an abundant beautiful praise, a never-ending praise, a praise which we will never bid farewell to and an indispensable praise, He is our Lord."[2]

c) "All praise is for Allāh who fed me this and provided it for me with neither might nor power from myself." Mu‘aadh

[1] Related by Muslim (2734), Ahmad (11562), and At-Tirmidhe (1816).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5459), and the wording mentioned above is from his narration of the Hadeeth; Ahmad (21664); At-Tirmidhee (3456); Abu Daawood (3849); Ibn Maajah (3284); Ad-Daarimee (2023); and Al-Baghawee, in Sharhus-Sunnah (2828).
Ibn Anas related from his father that the Messenger of Allah said,

"من أجل طعاما فقال: الحمد لله الذي أعطيني هذا ورزقتيه
من غير حواري بنّي ولا فؤاد غفير له ما تقدم من ذيّه"

"Whoever eats food and then says, 'All praise is to Allah Who fed me this and provided it for me with neither might nor power from myself,' then his previous sins are forgiven for him."[1]

d) "All praise is to Allah, Who has fed and given drink; Who has made it easy to swallow and digest; and Who has made a way out for it." Abu Ayyoob Al-Ansaaree said, "When the Messenger of Allah would eat or drink, he would say, 'All praise is to Allah, Who has fed and given drink; Who has made it easy to swallow and digest; and Who has made a way out for it.'"[2]

e) "O Allah, You have fed, given drink, made [Your slaves] pleased, and given life. So for You, O Allah, is all praise for what You have given." 'Abdur-Rahmaan Ibn Jubair reported that a man who served the Messenger of Allah for eight years gave this account: when food would be brought before the Messenger of Allah, he (the person who served him for eight years) would hear him say, 'Bismillah,' and when he finished [eating], he would hear him say,

اللَّهُمَّ أَطْعِمْتُ وَأَشْقَىْتُ، وَهُدَيتُ، وَأَحْبَيتُ، فَلَكَ الْحِمَادُ

علَى مَا أَعْطَيْتُ"

'O Allah, You have fed, given drink, made [Your slaves] pleased,

[1] At-Tirmidhee related it (3458) and said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghareeb." Ibn Maajah related it too (3285), and he gave it a 'Hasan' grade; Al-Albaanee also gave it a 'Hasan' grade (3348).

[2] Abu Daawood related it (3851), and in grading it, Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh."
and given life. So for You, O Allâh, is all praise for what You have given.’”[1]

Related Issue: To reap the blessings of the above-mentioned supplications, you should use all of them, which means that it is recommended for you to alternate, now saying one of them, and now saying another. But there is an added benefit in alternating between the supplications: by alternating, you will remain conscious of the meanings of the words you are saying as you are saying them. For on the other hand, when a person does something from habit – in this case repeating the same invocation over and over again – constant repetition might lead to a decrease in concentration, whereby one will say an invocation like a machine, not reflecting on the import of the words he is uttering.

Another Related Issue: Ibn ‘Abbaas ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

«مَنْ أَطْعَمَهَا اللَّهُ طَعَامًا فَلْيُبْلِقْ اللَّهُمَّ بَارِكْ لَنَا فِيهِ وَأَزْدَّنَا خَيْرًا مِنْهُ، وَمَنْ سَقَاهَا اللَّهُ لَبِنًا فَلْيُبْلِقْ اللَّهُمَّ بَارِكْ لَنَا فِيهِ وَأَزْدَنَا مِنْهُ، فَإِنِّي لَا أُعْلَمُ مَا يُجْرِيءُ مِنْ الطَّعَامِ وَالشَّرَابِ إِلَّا اللَّهُبِينٌ»

‘Whenever Allâh ﷺ feeds food to a person, then let that person say, ‘O Allâh, bless us with it and provide us with what is better than it.’ And whenever Allâh gives him milk to drink, then let him say, ‘O Allâh bless us with it and give us an increase from it.’ For indeed, I know of nothing that suffices from food or drink except for milk.’”[2]

[1] Al-Albaanee said in As-Silsilatus-Saheehah (1/111) (71), “Ahmad related it (4/62, 5/375), and Abu Ash-Shaikh also related it...” He then mentioned its chain and said, “This chain is Saheeh; all of its men (narrators) are trustworthy, and they are all from among the narrators of Muslim.”

[2] At-Tirmidheee related it (3385) and said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan.” Ibn Maajah related it too (3322), and Al-Albaanee gave a ‘Hasan’ grade to his narration of the Hadeeth (3385).
6) Eating And Drinking With The Right Hand, And The Prohibition Of Eating With The Left Hand

We have hitherto come across the Prophet's words to 'Umar Ibn Abee Salamah ﷺ, "O young boy, mention Allah's name, eat with your right hand, and eat from what is next to you." In another Hadeeth, Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

\[ لا أأكلوا بالشمالي فإن الشيطان يأكل بالشمالي \]

"Do not eat with the left [hand], for indeed Shaitaan eats with the left [hand]." \[1\]

And in yet another Hadeeth, 'Umar ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

\[ إذا أكل أحدكم فأكل بيمينه وإذا شرب فشرب بيمينه فإن الشيطان يأكل بشماله وشرب بشماله \]

"When one of you eats, then let him eat with his right [hand], and if he drinks, them let him drink with his right [hand], for verily, Shaitaan eats with his left [hand] and drinks with his left [hand]." \[2\]

Commenting on the ruling expressed in these narrations, Ibn Al-Jawzee said, "Since one’s left hand is made for Al-Istinjaa (using a rock, or the equivalent today of tissue paper, to clean the affected area after one relieves himself) and for touching impurities, and since one’s right hand is for handling food, it is not appropriate for one hand to do the work of the other. By using one hand for a task that is specific to the other hand, one either debases something (the right hand) of high ranking or raises something (the left hand) of low ranking. And whosoever acts contrary to

\[1\] Related by Muslim (2019), Ahmad (14177), Ibn Maajah (3268), and Maalik (1711). And the wording mentioned above is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.

\[2\] Related by Muslim (2019), Ahmad (4523), At-Tirmidhee (1800), Abu Daawood (3776), Maalik (1712), and Ad-Daarimee (2030).
the dictates of [this] wisdom acts in concord with *Shaitaan.*"

Even though the above-mentioned *Ahadeeth* are famous to the degree that almost every single Muslim knows at least one of them – or at least knows its ruling – some Muslims (may Allah guide them) continue to eat with their left hands. And if you were to remind one of them, he might say something along the lines of, "Eating with my left hand has become a habit, and I feel that it will be hard to break." *Shaitaan* makes such reasoning seem pleasing to their hearts, in order to prevent them from following the *Shariah.* That one persists in eating with his left hand even after he is reminded not to proves that *Eemaan* (Faith) is deficient in his heart. Worse and more evil is one who refuses to eat with his right hand not because of the excuse just mentioned, but because of his pride and arrogance. Salamah Ibn Al-Akwa' reported that, in the company of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ, "A man was eating with his left hand, and so the Prophet ﷺ said,

> "Eat with your right [hand].'
>
> He said, 'I am not able to.' The Prophet ﷺ answered,

> "'May you not be able to.' Nothing prevented him other than pride, and so he [never later] lifted it to his mouth (i.e., the man's right hand became paralyzed)."

And this wording is from Ahmad’s narration of the *Hadeeth:* "His right hand never thereafter reached his mouth."[1] An-Nawawee said, "This *Hadeeth* shows that it is permissible to supplicate against a person who, without having an excuse, acts contrary to a ruling of the *Shariah.* It also shows that we should order to good and forbid evil in all situations, even when it comes to eating. And finally, we learn from the *Hadeeth* that it is recommended to

---

[1] Related by Muslim (2021) and Ahmad (16064).
teach the manners of eating to a person when he violates one [or more] of them.”

**Related Issue:** If one has a valid excuse – such as sickness, a recent surgery, etc. – for not eating with his right hand, then it is okay for him to eat with his left hand. And Allāh ﷻ does not charge a person with more than he can bear.

7) **Eat From What Is Next Or Nearest To You**

We have already mentioned ‘Umar Ibn Abī Salamah’s *Hadeeth;* in one of its narrations, ‘Umar Ibn Abī Salamah ﷺ said, “One day, I ate with the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ and I began to take meat from around the dish (i.e., from every side). The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ then said to me,

«كُلِّ مِمَّا تَلَكَ»

“Eat from what is nearest to you.”

When a number of people are eating from the same tray or dish, and when one of them moves his hand about, whereby his hand reaches parts of the tray that the other people are eating from, he is showing bad manners. And in most cases, the others will feel disgusted by his action.

One might contest what I just said, citing the *Hadeeth* in which Anas ﷺ said, “A tailor invited the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ to partake of food he had prepared. I went with the Prophet ﷺ, [and when we arrived] he (the host) proffered barley bread and broth that had Ad-Dubaa (squash and pumpkin) and cured meat in it. I saw the Prophet ﷺ take the Ad-Dubaa from all around the dish (the word used is Qas’ah, a dish that can accommodate ten people).”

[1]

We answer such a contention by explaining that there really is no conflict between the two *Ahadeeth.* And we say what Ibn ‘Abdul-

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5436), Muslim (2041), Ahmad (12219), At-Tirmidhee (1850), Abu Daawood (3782), Maalik (1161), and Ad-Daarimee (2050). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the *Hadeeth.*
Barr said: "Whether we are speaking about broth, gravy, or any other kind of food, if there are two or more kinds of food, it is okay to move one's hand about, [taking some from each kind.] so that one can choose from what is placed on the dish..." He then commented on the Prophet's saying, "Eat from what is nearest to you": "He made the order to eat from what is nearest only because there was only one kind of food. And Allāh knows best. The people of knowledge have given this explanation." This explains how the meanings of the two Ahadeeth are in harmony with one another, and it is Allāh who grants success.

8) It Is Recommended To Eat From The Sides Of A Dish, And Not From Its Middle Or Upper Part

Ibn 'Abbaas reported that the Prophet said,

"إذا أكل أحدكم طعاما فلَا يأكل من أجل الصَّفْحَة، وَلِكِنْ يأكل من المحْجَرِ فِئِنَّ الْبَرْكَةُ تَنْزَلُ مِنْ أُعْلَاهَا"

"When one of you eats, then let him not eat from the upper part of the dish, but instead let him eat from its lower part (perhaps the meaning of upper and lower in the context of gruel, for example, is this: the gruel is uniform until one puts his spoon in it; then he should continue eating from the side he took from until he reaches the bottom of the bowl or dish, instead of continually taking from the top of the gruel), for [its] blessings descend from its upper part."

And the following is Imam Ahmad's narration of the Hadeeth: "Eat from the sides of a dish, but do not eat from its middle, for indeed, blessings descend in its middle part."[1] The reason for the prohibition is so that the person eating is not deprived of the blessings that descend into the middle of a dish. The same applies to when a number of people are eating from the same

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (3772), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth; Ahmad (2435); At-Tirmidhee (1805), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh"; Ibn Maajah (3277); and Ad-Daarimee (2046).
dish: a person shows bad manners to his fellow eaters when he races to the middle of a dish before finishing the side that is nearest him; and he does wrong by greedily preferring himself over others in eating the best part of the dish (the part that has the most blessings), and Allah knows best.

9) It Is Recommended To Eat With Three Fingers And To Lick One’s Fingers After Eating

It is from the Prophet’s guidance that he would eat with three fingers and lick them after he was finished eating. Ka’ab Ibn Maalik related that his father said, “The Messenger of Allah would eat, using three fingers, and he would lick his hand before wiping them.” Here is a paraphrase of Ibn Al-Qayyim’s comments on this Hadeeth:

The eater finds no enjoyment in eating with only one or two fingers; the going is so slow that he will only fill himself after a long time, and furthermore, the taste buds will find very little pleasure in the amount that is tasted during each mouthful. On the other extreme, a person who eats with all five fingers causes an overload on his mouth and digestive passages. By eating in a gluttonous manner and stuffing large quantities of food in one handful into the mouth, one can cause harm to his body. One’s digestive system will have a hard time handling so much food at once. Furthermore, one will not thoroughly enjoy his meal. The best form of eating, therefore, is the way the Prophet ate, and the way those who follow him eat - with three fingers.

Ibn ‘Abbaas reported that the Prophet said,

> "If one of you eats, then let him not wipe his hand until he licks it or has it licked."

The following is from the narration of Ahmad and Abu Daawood: “Then let him not wipe his hand with a handkerchief.

[1] Related by Muslim (2031), Ahmad (26626), Abu Daawood (3848), and Ad-Daarimee (2033).
until he licks it or has it licked."[1] The wisdom behind the ruling conveyed in this Hadeeth is explicitly mentioned in the Hadeeth of Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah رضي الله عنه: "Verily, the Prophet ﷺ ordered for fingers and the plate to be licked [after a meal], and he ﷺ said,

"Verily, you do not know in which part of it (your food) there is blessing."[2]

This Hadeeth means – and Allah ﷻ knows best – that the meal one eats has blessings in it, but one doesn’t know whether the blessings of it are in the portion he ate, the portion that remains stuck on his fingers, the pieces that remain on his plate, or the morsel that fell down. Not knowing the exact part of a meal that is blessed, he should eat every part of it and in the process avoid wasting food. In the Hadeeth, the Arabic word for ‘blessings’ is Barakah. In its original sense, Barakah means ‘an increase, the establishment of goodness as well as its enjoyment.’ What it means in the Hadeeth – and Allah ﷻ knows best – is safety from disease and weakness, the nourishment derived from food, the strength one physically achieves to obey Allah ﷻ, and many other benefits.

10) When A Morsel Of Food Falls Down, It Is Recommended To Pick It Up, To Wipe Off Anything That Attached Itself To It, And Then To Eat It

Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah رضي الله عنه reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"إِذَا وَقَعَت لُقْمَةٌ أَحْدِكَمْ فَلْيُحْذِرُهَا فَلْيُنْبِطِ مَا كَانَ بَيْنَهَا مِنْ أَذَىٰ وَلَيْكُلَّنَّها
وَلَا يَذْهَبَ إِلَى السَّيْطَانَ ... الحدِيث"

"If a morsel belonging to one of you falls down, then let him take

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5456), Muslim (2031), Ahmad (3224), Abu Daawood (3847), Ibn Maajah (3269), and Ad-Daarimee (2026).

[2] Related by Muslim (2033), Ahmad (13809), and Ibn Maajah (3270). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
it, remove any filth that is on it, and eat it – and let him not leave it for the Shaitaan..."

In another narration of the Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ said,

"إِنَّ الشَّيْطَانَ يَبْحَثُ عَنْدَكُمْ عَنْدَكُمْ وَعَنْدَ مَلَائِكَتِكُمْ عَنْدَكُمْ طَعَامَهُ. فَإِذَا سَقَطَتْ مِنْ أَحَدٍ مَّمَّا كَانَ بِهِ مِنْ أَذَى، ثُمَّ ليَأْكُلَهَا وَلَا يَبْذِعَهَا إِلَى الشَّيْطَانِ. فَإِذَا قَرَعَ فِتْرُهُ مَيْلًا إِصْرَأَعًا إِنّهُ لَا يَدْرِي فِي أي طَعَامِهِ تَكُونُ الْبَرَكَةُ"

"Verily, the Shaitaan is present with [each] one of you in all of his affairs; he (Shaitaan) is even present with him when he is eating. So if a morsel falls from one of you, then let him remove any filth that is on it and then eat it, and let him not leave it for the Shaitaan. And when he (i.e., one of you) finishes [eating], then let him lick his fingers, for he does not know in which part of his food there is blessings (Barakah)."[1]

Let us point out some of the lessons we can learn from this Hadeeth. First, the Shaitaan is ever present with every human being, looking not only for opportunities to inflict harm upon a person, but also for a chance to share with him his food and drink. Second, we should remove any dirt or foreign object that attaches itself to a morsel of food that falls down. Then we should eat it, realizing that we are preventing the Shaitaan from eating it. Shaitaan is our enemy, and as such, we should not only protect ourselves from him, but we should also make sure that he does not achieve any benefit through us. Third, the blessings of a meal might be in the portion that falls down on the ground, so we should pick it up and eat it, and not lose out on the chance of eating the particular part of a meal that has blessings in it. Fourth, we must believe, as the Hadeeth informs us, that the Shaitaan is always present with us; we cannot and must not, therefore, follow the way of those who use their defective minds to reason and interpret, until they end up claiming that it is not

[1] Related by Muslim (2033) and Ahmad (14218).
possible for Shaitaan to be with us at all times.

11) The Prohibition Of Taking Two Dates At One Time From A Tray

This prohibition does not apply to a person when he is alone, but only to a group of people, and even then with certain conditions that must be present. Sho’bah Ibn Jabalah said, "...We were afflicted with a drought, and Ibn Az-Zubair would provide us with dates. Ibn ‘Umar would pass by us and say, ‘Verily, the Messenger of Allah forbade us from Al-Iqraan (here meaning, picking up two dates from the tray or dish at the same time) unless a man among you asks permission from his brother.'”

Commenting on this Hadeeth in Al-Mushkil, Ibn Al-Jawzee said, “As for the ruling of the Hadeeth, it only applies to a group of people, [and only when] the custom is to take one date per serving. So when a person takes two [at the same time], he takes more than everyone else, and thus prefers himself to them, without having the necessary permission to do so.” From the wording of the Hadeeth, some scholars have understood an outright prohibition, and other scholars have understood Al-Karaahah (i.e., that it is disliked to take two dates at the same time). An-Nawawee said that a more detailed ruling is called for. He said, “The correct ruling is one that is more detailed: if, as a group, they collectively own the dates, then it is Haram to take two dates at the same time unless they are satisfied with one of them doing so. How does one know that they are satisfied with that? Either they say so plainly or their situation shows that they do not mind. Regardless of how they express their satisfaction, one should know for sure or be almost sure that they do not mind him taking two dates at once. But if he has any doubts about them minding or not, it is Haram (forbidden) for him to pick up two dates (or more) at the same time. If the food belongs to someone other than them or to a single person among them, one need only make sure that the owner of the food does not mind. If one takes two dates at the same time without the owner

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (2455), Muslim (2045), Ahmad (5017), At-Tirmidhee (1814), Abu Daawood (3834), and Ibn Maajah (3331).
of the food being satisfied with him doing that, then he is perpetrating a Haram (forbidden) deed. When a single person owns the food, it is recommended but not compulsory for one to also ask the other people present permission to take two dates at the same time. If a person owns the dates himself and is hosting others, it is not Haram (forbidden) for him to take two dates at the same time; but if there is only a small quantity of food, it is better for him not to take extra. When, on the other hand, there is a lot of food, it is okay for him, as the owner of the food, to take two dates at one serving. The general etiquette is to show good manners when eating and to avoid gluttony and greed; the exception to the rule is when one is in a hurry and wants to take his [fair] share quickly, so that he can attend to his other affairs.”[1]

Question: Like dates, there are other kinds of foods that are customarily taken one at a time (per serving) off of a tray or dish. Do the principles of analogy then apply in this issue? Or, in other words, is it forbidden to take two portions of those kinds of foods in the same serving?

Answer: Yes, the principles of analogy do apply in this issue. Ibn Taymiyyah said, “In accordance with the principles of analogy, the ruling of Qiraan (taking two dates off of a tray at the same time) applies to any food that is customarily taken one piece (or one portion) at a time.”

12) It Is Recommended To Wait And Not Eat Food While It Is Still Very Hot

It is related from Asmaa Bint Abu Bakr ℐ that when she would prepare a broth, she would cover it for some time until it would stop boiling (or until it would no longer be extremely hot). After related this practice, she said, “Verily, I heard the Messenger of Alläh ℓ say,

إِنَّ أَعْظُمَ الْمَبْرَكَةَ

[1] Sharh Muslim: vol. 7 (13/190)
"Verily, doing so allows for a greater degree of Barakah (blessings)."\(^1\)

Abu Hurairah ﷺ said, "Food should not be eaten until its steam goes away."\(^2\) In *Zaad Al-Ma’aad*, Ibn Al-Qayyim said that the Prophet ﷺ would not eat food while it was intensely hot. And again, 'Barakah' in this context means safety from harm as a result of eating, the nourishment provided by the food, and strength achieved for obeying Allâh ﷻ.

13) The Prohibition Of Finding Fault With Food Or Scorning It

Abu Hurairah ﷺ said, "The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ never found fault with food. When he desired something, he would eat it, and when he disliked something, he would [simply] leave it [without scorning it]."\(^3\) You would be finding fault with food if you said, "Too salty," "Too little salt," "Too sour," "Too soft," "Too hard," "Not properly done," or anything similar. The reason behind the prohibition is that it is Allâh Who created food, so we should be thankful instead of finding fault with it. Furthermore, by criticizing a dish, one causes sadness and pain to enter the heart of the person who went to the trouble of preparing and cooking it. In this issue as in all other issues, the Prophet ﷺ gave a ruling that prevents sadness from entering the heart of a Muslim.

**Question:** Does the above-mentioned *Hadeeth* of Abu Hurairah ﷺ conflict with the *Hadeeth* in which it is mentioned that the Prophet ﷺ refused to eat lizard [meat]? And when the Prophet ﷺ said about lizard meat,

\[
\text{"فَأَجِدُي أُعَافِهً..."}
\]

\(^1\) Ad-Daarimee related it (2047), and Al-Albaanee included it in his *Silsilatus-Saheehah* (392). Ahmad related it as well (26418).

\(^2\) When grading this *Hadeeth* in *Irwa Al-Ghaleel*, Al-Albaanee said, "*Saheeh,*" and Al-Baihaqee related it (7/2580).

\(^3\) Related by Bukhaaree (5409), Muslim (2064), Ahmad (9882), At-Tirmidhee (2031), Abu Daawood (3763), and Ibn Maajah (3259). And Al-Baghawee related it in *Sharhus-Sunnah* (2843).
"...I find myself to be repelled by it,"
or in another narration, "This is meat that I never ate," is that considered to be finding fault with food?

**Answer:** First, there is no contradiction between the two *Ahadeeth*. Second, what the Prophet ﷺ said about lizards is not a form of finding fault with food; instead, he ﷺ was simply explaining why he refrained from eating it, and at the same time he was making it clear that it is lawful to eat lizard meat. By saying what he said, the Prophet ﷺ was simply explaining that he was not accustomed to eating a certain kind of food, and according to the other narration, he ﷺ was giving the reason why he did not desire a specific kind of food. To say, "I do not desire to eat this kind of food," is one matter, and to find fault with food is a different matter altogether.

14) The Ruling For Drinking And Eating While Standing Up

Scholars disagree about the ruling for drinking while standing up. Their disagreement has its source in various authentic *Ahadeeth* whose meanings are apparently in conflict with one another: some *Ahadeeth* forbid the practice of drinking while standing up, while other *Ahadeeth* convey an opposite ruling. Before we move on to discuss the issue in more detail, here are some of those narrations.

First, The *Ahadeeth* that forbid the practice of drinking while standing up:

- **a)** Anas ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ reproached [people] for drinking while standing up.[1]
- **b)** Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree ﷺ said, "The Prophet ﷺ reproached [people] for the act of drinking while standing up."[2]

---

[1] With different wordings, the following compilers related this *Hadeeth*: Muslim (2024), Ahmad (11775), At-Tirmidhee (1879), Abu Daawood (3717), Ibn Maajah (3424), and Ad-Daarimee (2127).

[2] Related by Muslim (2025); Ahmad (10885); and Al-Baghwawee, in Sharhus-Sunnah (3045).
c) Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

لَا يَشرِبْنَ أَحَدٌ مِّنكُمْ قَائِمًا، فَمَنْ نَسيَّ فَليُسْتَقِفَهُ

"Let no one from you drink while he is standing up, and whosoever forgets should induce vomiting."[1]

Second, Ahadeeth which indicate that it is permissible to drink while standing up:

a) Ibn 'Abbaas said, "I gave the Messenger of Allah some Zamzam [water] to drink, and he drank [it] while he was standing up."[2]

b) Arf-Nazzaal said, "Alee came to Ar-Rahbaa Gate, and he stood up and drank. He then said, 'People hate that one of them should while drink while he is standing up, but indeed, I saw the Prophet do as you have seen me do.'" And in the narration of Ahmad: "He then said, 'What are you looking at if I drink while standing up, for indeed, I have seen the Prophet drink while he was standing up. And if I drink, sitting down, I have indeed seen the Prophet drink, sitting down.'"[3]

c) Ibn 'Umar said, "During the lifetime of the Messenger of Allah we would drink, standing up, and we would eat as we were moving (i.e., walking)."[4]

d) It is related from both 'Aaisha and Sa'ad Ibn Abee

[1] Related by Muslim (2026). Ahmad related it as well (8135), but without the saying, "And whoever forgets should induce vomiting."

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (1637), Muslim (2027), Ahmad (1841), At-Tirmidhee (1882), An-Nassaaee (2964), and Ibn Maajah (3422).

[3] Related by Bukhaaree (5615), Ahmad (797), An-Nassaaee (130), and Abu Daawood (3718).

[4] Related by Ahmad (4587); Ibn Maajah (3301), and Al-Albaanee gave a 'Saheeh' grade to Ibn Maajah's narration of the Hadeeth (3364); and Ad-Daarimee (2125).
Waqqaas  that they saw nothing wrong in a person drinking while he is standing up. Also, both Ibn 'Umar and Ibn Az-Zubair  were seen drinking while they were standing up.[1]

Because of these apparently conflicting narrations, scholars disagree about the ruling of drinking while standing up. In my view, the most just view is the one here expressed by Ibn Taymiyyah: “To combine the meanings of the different Ahadeeth, we can assume that permissibility in this issue is limited to when there is an excuse.” He then cited some of the narrations mentioned above, relating Anas’s narration in its entirety: Qataadah related that Anas  said, “The Prophet  reproached [people] for drinking while standing up.” Qataadah related that he and others then asked Anas , “And what about eating?” Anas  said, “That is worse and more wicked.” After relating the Ahadeeth, Ibn Taymiyyah went on the say, “As for the Hadeeth of ‘Alee , one of its narrations indicates that he was drinking Zamzam. Ibn ‘Abbaas’s Hadeeth is also about Zamzam [water]. The incident he related occurred during Hajj, when people make circuits around the Ka’bah and drink Zamzam. They would ask him for Zamzam to drink, but they wouldn’t have a place to sit...So this and other examples (in all of them, the person who drinks while standing up has an excuse) are exceptions from the prohibition. This is common in the Shariah: a forbidden deed becomes permissible when there is necessity; in fact, when there is necessity, actions even more severely prohibited become permissible. If there is necessity (one fears death through starvation), one can eat and drink forbidden foods, such as Al-Maitah (an animal that died on its own, and not through slaughter) and blood.”

15) It Is Disliked To Breath Or Blow Into A Drinking Container

One of the etiquettes of drinking is to neither breathe nor blow into a drinking container. Abu Qutaadah  related that the

[1] Refer to Al-Muwattah (1720, 1721, 1722).
Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"ثَمَّ أَنْ يَنْفَسْ فِي الْإِنَاءِ أَوْ يَنْفَحْ فِيهِ"

'When one of you drinks, then let him not breathe into the container...'[1]

And Ibn 'Abbaas ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ prohibited the act of breathing or blowing into a [drinking] container.'[2] When one breathes into a drinking container, it is feared that the drink inside will become contaminated or, among other possibilities, that something from his nose or mouth will fall into it. And when one [continually] blows into a drinking container, the drink slowly takes on a repulsive smell as it is mixed with the breath of the person who blows into it, especially if he has bad breath.

16) When Drinking, You Should Pause Three Times In Order To Breathe; Nonetheless, It Is Still Permissible To Drink In One Go Without Pausing To Breathe

Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ said, "The Messenger of Allah ﷺ would [pause to] breathe three times when he would drink. And he ﷺ said, 'Doing so is more quenching, more soothing for the pain of thirst, and more beneficial and pleasant.'" Anas ﷺ said, "And so I breathe three times when I drink."[3] What does it mean to breathe three times? It means that, when you are drinking, distance your cup or glass from your mouth three times at intervals, and breathe; it does not mean to breathe into the cup or glass or bottle, for doing so is forbidden.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5630), Muslim (267), Ahmad (22059), At-Tirmidhee (1889), An-Nassaaee (47), and Abu Daawood (31).

[2] At-Tirmidhee related it (1888) and said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh." Abu Daawood related it too (3728), and Al-Albaanee gave his narration a 'Saheeh' grade. And Ibn Maajah also related it (3429), but without the mention of breathing.

[3] Related by Bukhaaree (45631), Muslim (2028), Ahmad (11776), At-Tirmidhee (1884), Ibn Maajah (3416), and Ad-Daarimee (2120). The above-mentioned wording is from Muslim's narration of the Hadeeth, and neither Ibn Maajah nor At-Tirmidhee related the second part of the Hadeeth.
You may consume your drink at one go, without pausing to breathe, and doing so is not *Makrooh* (disliked). When Abu Sa'eed Al-Khudree entered upon Mirwaan Ibn Al-Hakam, the latter asked, "Did you hear that the Messenger of Allah prohibited blowing into a drink?" Abu Sa'eed said, "Yes, and a man said to him, 'O Messenger of Allah, my thirst is not quenched from one swallow (i.e., from drinking continuously without breathing; hence I am forced to breathe into my drink).'

The Messenger of Allah said to him,

"فَأْفَضِنَّ الْقُدْحَ عَنْ فِيَكَ ثُمَّ نَتَنَفَّسَنَّ"

'So distance the cup from your mouth, and then breathe.'

He said, 'I then indeed see filth inside of it.' The Prophet said,

"فَاَهْرُقُهَا"

"Then pour it out."

Commenting on this Hadeeth, Imam Maalik said, "It is as though I see license being given for one to drink with only one breath if he wants (in that the Prophet did not censure the man for saying that he would consume his drink in one big swallow). And so I see nothing wrong in drinking with one breath; the permission to do so is found in this part of the Hadeeth: 'my thirst is not quenched from one swallow.'" Also commenting on the Hadeeth, Shaikh Al-Islam said, "The Hadeeth proves that if a person quenches his thirst with one swallow, without the need to breathe in between swallows, then that is permissible. And I know of no one from the Imams who ruled that it is obligatory to breathe [and pause in between swallows] and that it is forbidden to drink with one breath (i.e., at one go)."

---

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1887), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh"; Ahmad (10819); Maalik (1718), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth; and Ad-Daarimee (2121).
17) The Prohibition Of Drinking From The Mouth Of A Bottle Or Canteen

Abu Hurairah said, "The Messenger of Allāh prohibited the practice of drinking from the mouth of a Qirbah or a Siqaa (two kinds of jugs in which drinks are stored)...."[1] Ibn 'Abbaas related the same except that he mentioned only one kind of jug - Siqaa.[2]

From this Hadeeth we learn that, instead of drinking directly from the mouth of a jug, we should pour its drink into a glass and then drink from it. Although the wording of the Hadeeth clearly indicates a prohibition of drinking from the mouth of a jug, scholars still disagree: some say that it is prohibited to drink directly from the mouth of a jug, but others - in fact, the majority of scholars - construe from the Hadeeth's wording the meaning of Karaahatut-Tanzeeh (a level lower than Haram - forbidden - but still meaning that something is extremely disliked). And yet another group of scholars hold that the Ahadeeth that indicate a prohibition in this issue abrogate the ruling of permissibility; or in other words, it was permissible to drink from the mouth of a jug, but then the above-mentioned narrations abrogated that ruling.

The people of knowledge have mentioned some of the wisdoms behind the prohibition of drinking directly from the mouth of a jug, and we will mention a few of them here. First, the more people drink from and breathe into a jug, canteen, or bottle, the worse will become its smell, until it becomes so bad that one will feel aversion at the idea of drinking from it. Second, a large canteen or jug might have filth, dirt, or insects inside of it, and a person who drinks from it won't be able to notice those things, and as a result, his health might become affected. But if he pours the drink into a glass, he will be able to see the filth and remove

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5627), Ahmad (7113), and others.
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5629), Ahmad (1990), At-Tirmidhee (1825), An-Nassaaee (4448), Abu Daawood (3719), Ibn Maajah (3421), and Ad-Daarimee (2117).
it. Third, a person’s spit might get mixed into the drink, and others will feel disgusted as a result. Fourth, the spit and breath of the person drinking might make someone else fall ill, for it is a medically established fact that contagious diseases sometimes spread through saliva and breath.

**Question:** It is established in an authentic *Hadeeth* that the Prophet ﷺ drank from a hanging canteen.[1] How then can we find harmony between his action – which indicates permissibility – and his verbal prohibition?

**Answer:** Refuting the claim that the action abrogates the verbal prohibition in this issue, Ibn Hajr said, "In *Sharhut-Tirmidhee*, our *Shaikh* said, ‘We must make a distinction between situations wherein one has no excuse – so that the prohibition stands – and situations wherein one has an excuse, such as when a canteen is hanging up, and the person who wants to drink cannot easily find a cup and is not positioned such that he can drink from his hand. When one has an excuse, it is not disliked for him to drink from the mouth of a canteen, as is the case in the aforementioned *Ahadeeth.*’ This view [of our *Shaikh*] is corroborated by the fact that, in all of the *Ahadeeth* that indicate permissibility, the canteen was hanging up. [We must keep in mind that] drinking from a hanging container is more specific (thus allowing it to take a different ruling) than drinking from a container in general. Consequently, nothing in those *Ahadeeth* points to a general, comprehensive ruling of permissibility; instead, permissibility applies to that one situation only. [In finding harmony between the apparently conflicting narrations] it is better to construe some of the narrations as dealing with cases of necessity, thus bringing complete harmony between the different narrations, than to take the view of abrogation. And Allâh ﷻ knows best."[2]

---

[1] The *Hadeeth* is related by At-Tirmidhee (1892) with the following wording: Kabshah Al-AnsaarIyyah ﷺ said, “The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ entered upon me and then drank, standing up, from the mouth of a hanging canteen...” Abu ‘Eesa At-Tirmidhee said, “This *Hadeeth* is Hasan *Saheeh.*” Ibn Maajah related it too (3423), and Al-Albaanee gave it a ‘*Saheeh*’ grade.

18) The Person Who Is Serving Drinks To Others Should Be The Last Of Them To Drink Himself

The basis of this ruling is a long Hadeeth related by Qutaadah, in which he said, “The Messenger of Allah began to pour and I to hand them the drink, until no one remained save me and save the Messenger of Allah. Then the Messenger of Allah poured [again] and said [to me], ‘Drink,’ to which I answered, ‘I will not drink until you drink, O Messenger of Allah.’ He said, ‘The person who gives drink to the people is (i.e., should be) the last of them to drink.’”

So I drank and [then] the Messenger of Allah drank...

19) It Is Recommended To Talk During A Meal

In Ihyaa Uloom Ad-Deen, Al-Ghazaalee pointed out that we should talk during a meal so as to differ from people of foreign nations, for it customary for them to remain silent during meals. And we have been ordered not to imitate non-Muslims. Ibn Muflaih related that Ishaaq Ibn Ibraaheem said, “I once had dinner with Abu ‘Abdur-Rahmaan (Ahmad Ibn Hanbal) and a relative of his. When we stopped talking, he ate and continued to say, ‘Alhamdulillah (All praise is to Allah)’ and ‘Bismillah (In the Name of Allah).’ He then said, ‘Eating and praising [Allah] is better than eating and remaining silent.’” After relating this account, Ibn Muflaih said, “I found nothing related from Ahmad that explicitly conflicted with this narration, nor did I find any opposition from most of Al-Ashaab (scholars that followed Imam Ahmad’s principles of jurisprudence). It appears that Ahmad – may Allah have mercy on him – followed some narration in this

[1] Related by Muslim (681), Ahmad (22040), At-Tirmidhee (1894), Ibn Maajah (3434), and Ad-Daarimee (2135). Some of them related it in its full length, while others only related the portion that contains proof for the issue in question. And yet others related it both ways, in its full length and in truncated form.
[2] Refer to Ihyaa ‘Uloom Ad-Deen (2/11)
regard, for it was his way and wont to search out for ways to follow [the Prophet ﷺ].”

20) Eating Together As A Group

It is recommended for people to eat together as a group, for doing so causes their food to be blessed: the more the people are that are sharing a meal, the more the blessings. Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah ﷺ reported that he heard the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ say,

"The food of one is enough for two; the food of two is enough for four; and the food of four is enough for eight."[1]

The link between a meal being blessed and people sharing a meal is more explicitly worded in this narration, which At-Tabaraanee relates from the Hadeeth of Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ: “Eat together and do not part from one another, for indeed, the food of one is sufficient for two...” We learn from this Hadeeth that it is the blessings of gathering and sharing that lead to a seemingly small amount of food being sufficient for many; hence, the more the people there are that are sharing, the more blessings will there be in their meal.

Wahshee Ibn Harb related from his father, who related from his father, that the Companions of the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said, “O Messenger of Allāh, we eat but do not become filled.” He ﷺ said,

"Perhaps you separate from one another [when you eat].”

They said, “Yes.” He ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Muslim (2059), Ahmad (13810), At-Tirmidhee (1820), Ibn Maajah (3254), and Ad-Daarimee (2044).
"Then gather upon your food (i.e., eat together) and mention Allâh’s name over it, and as a result, it will become blessed for you.”[^1]

21) It Is Disliked To Eat A Lot Of Food Or To Eat So Little That One's Body Weakens

Eating too much leads to many diseases, causes laziness, making one feel it heavy and burdensome to do deeds of obedience to Allâh, and hardens a person's heart - and we seek refuge in Allâh from all of that. The opposite way, eating too little, also weakens a person’s body, making him too weak to do acts of obedience to Allâh. The best cure and prevention is what is prescribed by the Prophet, and were we to follow the Prophet’s way, we would not, in many instances, have to pay a visit to the doctor. Miqdaam Ibn Ma’dee Karib reported that he heard the Messenger of Allâh say,

مَا مَلَأَا آدمٌ وَعَاءٌ شَرًا مِنْ بَطُنِهِ، يَحْبَسِ ابْنَ آدَمَ أُكْلَاتٌ يُقَمَّرُ صَلْبُهُ،
فَإِنَّ كَانَ لَا مُحَالَةَ: فَلْتَ لِطَعَامِهِ، وَلْتَلِينَ لِشَرَابِهِ وَلْيَنْفُسْهُ

“A human being has never filled a container that is worse than his stomach. It is sufficient for the son of Adam to have just that amount of morsels that cause his back to remain upright. But if there is no escape (i.e., he wants more), then one third for his food, one third for his drink, and one third for his breathing.”[^2]

We would do well to heed what some of our pious predecessors had to say about this subject. Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr and others related that, one day, when ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab delivered a sermon, he said, “Beware of gluttony, for it makes one lazy from prayer and it is harmful to the body. Upon you is moderation in your food, for that will keep you further away

[^1]: Related by Abu Daawood (3764), and Al-Albaanee gave a ‘Saheeh’ grade to his narration; Ahmad (15648); and Ibn Maajah (3286).

[^2]: Related by At-Tirmidhee (2380), who said, “Hasan Saheeh”; by Ibn Maajah (3349), and Al-Albaanee gave a ‘Saheeh’ grade to his narration; and by Ahmad (16735).
from ungratefulness, healthier in your body, and stronger to do worship. And a person does not become destroyed until he prefers his desire over his religion.” ‘Alee ﷺ said, “The stomach is the tank of the body: liquids come into it and flow out of it. If it is healthy, liquids will flow out of it in a healthy manner, but if it is sick, liquids will flow out of it with sickness.” Fudail Ibn ‘Iyaadh said, “Two actions harden the heart: much talk and much eating.” And it was said to Imam Ahmad, “These are the people who eat very little food.” He said, “That does not impress me. I heard ‘Abdur-Rahmaan Ibn Mahdee say, ‘A group of people did the same and it resulted in them being cut off from obligatory duties (i.e., their bodies became so weak that they became negligent in performing obligatory duties).”

22) The Prohibition Of Sitting At A Table Upon Which Alcohol Is Imbibed

‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ said, “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ forbade two kinds of eating: sitting at a table upon which alcohol is imbibed, and for a man to eat while he is lying prone on his stomach.”[1] Imam Ahmad related the same with this wording: “Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day, then let him not sit at a table upon which alcohol is imbibed...” Even when one doesn’t drink alcohol, just by sitting with others who are drinking it, he shows his tacit acceptance and approval of their evil action. And that is the wisdom behind the prohibition.

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (3774), and Al-Albaanee gave a ‘Saheeh’ grade to his narration; and by Ibn Maajah (3370), but without mention of the first part of the Hadeeth.
Chapter 10

The Manners Of Going To The Bathroom

Salmaan ﷺ said, "[One of] the disbelievers said to us, 'Verily, we see that your companion (the Prophet ﷺ) even teaches you how to relieve yourselves.'" Salmaan ﷺ answered him, "Yes, he forbids each of us from cleaning himself [after urinating or defecating] with his right hand and from facing the Qiblah [during the act of urinating or defecating]. And he prohibited the use of manure or bones [for cleaning]. And he ﷺ said,

«لا يَسْتَنْجِقَيْ أَحَدُكُمْ بِدُونِ ثَلَاثَةِ أَحَجارٍ»

'Let no one from you clean himself [after having a bowel movement] with less than three stones.'"[1]

The Etiquettes Of Going To The Bathroom

1) Avoid Relieving Yourself In Three Places

Mu’aadh Ibn Jabal ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

«أَجْتَهَدُوا الْمَلاَعِنَّ الْثَلَاثَ: الْبَيْرَاءُ فِي الْمَوارِدِ، وَفَارُعَةُ الْطَرِيقِ، وَالْظَّلُّ»

[1] Related by Muslim (262), Ahmad (23191), At-Tirmidhee (16), Abu Daawood (7), An-Nassaaee (41), and Ibn Maajah (316). Some of them included this addition to their narration: "Some of the disbelievers, who were deriding him, said, 'Verily, I see that your companion even teaches you how to relieve yourselves..." In their spite and jealousy, the idol-worshippers could not bear the fact that the Prophet ﷺ came with a message that left no matter from the matters of the world and the Hereafter except that he gave some knowledge about it, which is why Abu Dharr ﷺ said, "Muhammad ﷺ left us, yet no bird moves its wings in the sky, except that it reminds us of some knowledge from him." (Related by Ahmad, 20854).
“Stay away from the three Malaa’iin (its exact meaning will become clear in the following discussion): [Excreting] stool (Biraaz) in Mawaarid (pathways that lead to water), in the middle of the road, and in the shade.”[1]

Abu Hurairah 答 reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

«ائْتْفَا اللَّغَانِيْنِ»

“Beware of Al-La’aanain (again, we will discuss its exact meaning in the ensuing discussion).”

The Companions 答 asked, “And what are the Al-La’aanain, O Messenger of Allah?” He ﷺ said,

«الَّذِي يَتَحَلَّلُ فِي طَرِيقِ النَّاسِ، أَوْ فِي ظَلِيْمٍ»

“The one who relieves himself in the pathway of people or in their shade.”[2]

In one Hadeeth, the word Malaa’iin is used, and in the other, Al-La’inain. What is meant by both words? First, both words are derived from the word La’an, which means cursing. La’inain, which is in the dual form, means two matters that lead to people cursing. So the perpetrators of the actions described in the Hadeeth do deeds that lead to other people cursing them. La’inain could also mean, in a more general sense, ‘cursed,’ so that the meaning of the Hadeeth becomes, “Avoid two actions the perpetrators of which are cursed.” The wisdom behind the prohibition is that, by relieving himself in the said three places, a person sullies the ground with impurities and harms believers who frequent those places for common benefits (drinking water, a path to walk on, and a shade to sit under). And it is made clear in Allah’s Book that it is forbidden to harm believers:

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (26), and Al-Albaanee gave a ‘Hasan’ grade to his narration; and by Ibn Maajah (328).

[2] Related by Muslim (269), Ahmad (8636), and Abu Daawood (25).
"And those who annoy believing men and women undeservedly, bear on themselves the crime of slander and plain sin." (Qur'an 33:58)

Related Issue: Taking on the same ruling as shade are spots wherein the sun is especially felt during the cold days of winter. Ash-Shaikh Ibn 'Uthaimeen - may Allah have mercy on him - said, "This is a case of clear (and unmistakable) analogy." It is forbidden for a person to relieve himself in the shade because people seek out the shade for comfort during harsh weather; it is likewise forbidden for a person to relieve himself in a spot wherein the sun's heat is especially strong during the winter, again, because people seek out that spot for comfort during harsh weather. Since there is a clear reason behind the prohibition, the prohibition applies whenever that reason is present, even if the circumstances differ in form or shape.

Another Related Issue: The aforementioned Ahadeeth seem to indicate that the prohibition applies to feces but not to urine, which is why, in explaining, "The one who relieves himself in the pathways of people and in their shade," An-Nawawee commented, "It means, the one who defecates in a place that people frequent or pass through." Some scholars include urine in the prohibition, and the reasons why there is a disagreement are, first, because the words used in the Hadeeth could be construed to mean either feces alone or feces and urine; and second, even if the intended meaning is feces alone, the question arises - is urine given the same ruling through the principles of analogy? In refuting An-Nawawee's view, Al-'Azeem Abaadee addresses both issues: "An-Nawawee's interpretation of feces only is not sound, and even had it been sound, urine would have been given the same ruling through the principles of analogy." He then went on to explain that words used in the Hadeeth for relieving oneself, At-Takhallee and Al-Biraaz, are comprehensive terms, covering both feces and urine. He conceded that Biraaz might be taken to mean feces only, but even if that is the case, then urine is given its
ruling through the principles of analogy, for like feces, urine too spoils a spot where people find shade in.

**Question:** It is known that when the Prophet ﷺ would relieve himself, he would seek cover - so no one would see him - under a group of date-palm trees. Given that such a group of trees surely give shade, how can we find harmony between the Prophet’s action and his prohibition?

**Answer:** The shade under which it is forbidden to relieve oneself is the shade that people go to and sit under to protect themselves from the heat of the sun. What we understand from the Prophet’s action, then, is that he would seek cover in a shade that was undesirable and that people wouldn’t go to in order to find protection from the sun’s heat.

2) **The Prohibition Of Urinating In Stagnant Water (i.e., Water That Does Not Flow)**

Jaabir reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ forbade the practice of urinating in stagnant water (i.e., in water that does not flow, such as a pond).[1] The reason behind the prohibition is evident: urine is very likely to contaminate a supply of stagnant water. If urinating in stagnant water is bad, then defecating in it is even worse. The Hadeeth implies that the prohibition does not apply to flowing water. An-Nawawee said, “Because of the implied meaning of the Hadeeth, it is not prohibited to urinate in source of water that flows and that is abundant (such as a large, flowing river).”[2]

---

[1] Related by Muslim (281), Ahmad (14258), An-Nassaee (35), and Ibn Maajah (343).

[2] Sharh Saheeh Muslim, Vol. 1 (2/152). It is true that scholars give a more detailed ruling in this issue, but I did not want to go into too much length, so I kept the discussion brief. For a more detailed ruling, refer to the explanation of Saheeh Muslim, by An-Nawawee; and the explanation of Saheeh Al-Bukhaaree, by Ibn Hajr (1/413, 414).
3) **It Is Disliked To Take Into The Toilet (Or Any Place That Is Commonly Used For The Same Purpose) Anything That Has The Remembrance Of Allāh ﷺ In It**

To preserve Allāh's Name from abuse and debasement, you should not take into the toilet anything that has the remembrance of Allāh ﷺ in it, unless you have a valid Islamic excuse, in which case doing so is not Makrooh (disliked). So for example, if, in your pocket, you have paper money that has Allāh's Name written on it, and if you are about to enter a public washroom, you most likely have no choice but to take the money with you inside. By leaving the money outside of the washroom, you might later forget, and if the door to the washroom is on the outside of a building, the money might blow away. Furthermore, if there are other people around, there is a chance of theft. All of these reasons apply to money or to anything else that has Allāh's Name written on it.

As for a Mushaf (copy of the Qur'an), it is, without a doubt, forbidden to take it inside of a place that is regularly used as a toilet. Scholars agree on this point, though they ruled that it is permissible to take it inside if one fears that, left outside, it will be stolen. Nonetheless, a Muslim must fear Allāh ﷺ and try his best to keep Allāh's Speech safe from debasement. He should try his best to find an alternative solution, such as giving the Mushaf as a trust to someone until he comes out. But if there is no alternative, then Allāh ﷺ does not charge a soul with more than it can bear.

4) **The Prohibition Of Facing The Qiblah Or Turning One's Back To It When Using The Toilet**

In regard to this issue, there a number of authentic Ahadeeth that seem to contradict one another, and as a result, scholars disagree in how they find harmony between them. First we will relate some of those Ahadeeth, and then we will discuss the scholarly views in this issue.

Abu Ayyoob Al-Ansaaree ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,
"When one of you goes to defecate, then he should neither face the Qiblah nor turn his back to it, but rather it should be to his east or west (i.e., to his left or to his right)."

Muslim and others narrated the Hadeeth with this wording:

"...Then neither face the Qiblah nor turn your backs to it with urine or feces, but instead let it (the Qiblah) be to your east or west (to your left or right)."[1]

Waasai' Ibn Hibbaan related that 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar ﷺ used to say, "Verily, people say that when you sit down to relieve yourself, you should face neither the Qiblah nor Jerusalem. One day, I climbed onto the roof of a house that belonged to us, and I saw the Messenger of Allah ﷺ on two bricks, facing Jerusalem, while he was relieving himself..."[2] In another Hadeeth, Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullah ﷺ said, "The Prophet ﷺ forbade us from facing the Qiblah and urinating at the same time. Then, one year before he died, I saw him facing it [while he ﷺ was urinating]."[3] And in yet another narration, Mirwaan Al-Asfar related that he saw Ibn 'Umar ﷺ make his camel kneel facing the Qiblah; he then sat

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (144), Muslim (264), Ahmad (23003), Abu Daawood (9), An-Nassaaee (21), and Ibn Maajah (318). And the wording for the first narration mentioned above is from Bukhaaree's narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (145), Muslim (266), Ahmad (4592), An-Nassaaee (23), Abu Daawood (12), Ibn Maajah (322), Maalik (455), and Ad-Daaramee (667). And the wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree's narration of the Hadeeth.

[3] Related by At-Tirmidhee (9), who said, "Hasan Ghareeb"; by Abu Daawood (13), and Al-Albaaneet gave a 'Hasan' grade to his narration; by Ahmad (14458); and by Ibn Maajah (325).
down to urinate, facing it (i.e., facing his camel, so that he was also facing the Qiblah). Mirwaan said, "O Abu 'Abdur-Rahmaan (Ibn 'Umar), was not this practice forbidden?" Ibn 'Umar said, "Yes, it was forbidden out in the open, but it is okay when there is something between you and the Qiblah to cover you (or to act as a barrier for you)."[1]

Because of the apparent contradiction between the preceding narrations, scholars disagree about whether it is permissible to relieve oneself when one is facing the Qiblah or turning one's back to it. Abu Ayyoob's narration indicates that, regardless of whether one is relieving himself in the desert or in a building, it is forbidden to face the Qiblah or to turn one's back to it. Ibn 'Umar's narration indicates that it is permissible to face the Qiblah when relieving oneself, if one is in a building or if something acts as a barrier between him and the Ka'bah; in Ibn 'Umar's case, he placed his mount between him and the Qiblah. On the other hand, Salmaan's Hadeeth indicates that the prohibition is comprehensive, applying both to wide open spaces and the insides of buildings. And finally, Jaabir's Hadeeth suggests that in the end, after having legislated a different ruling previously, the Prophet ruled that it is permissible to face the Qiblah and relieve oneself at the same time.

There are many opinions in this issue, simply because scholars have taken different paths in finding harmony between the various narrations. And, to be sure, harmony can be struck between them. An-Nawawee said, "Scholars agree that if it is possible to find harmony between Ahadeeth, no one should take the path of forsaking some of them [and applying some of them only]. Rather, it is compulsory to find harmony between them and to apply them all."[2] The opinion I feel is strongest is that, in a wide open space, it is forbidden to relieve oneself while facing the Qiblah or turning one's back to it; but it is permissible when one is in a building or when there is a barrier between the

person who is relieving himself and the Qiblah. The Permanent Council (of scholars in Saudi Arabia) has taken this view.

5) What You Should Say And Do When You Are Entering And Leaving The Bathroom

Places wherein people relieve themselves are places of impurities and filth, and the Shayaateen (devils) are known to have a penchant for such places. We know that they particular like to be in bathrooms and toilets (any place wherein people relieve themselves) based on the narration of Zaid Ibn Arqam  who related that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"إن هذى الخصوش محتضرة... الحديث"  

"Verily, these Hushoosh (places in which people relieve themselves) are attended [by devils]."[1]

Being the enemy of man, and always looking for ways to inflict harm upon him, Shaitaan finds his enemy to be easy prey in washrooms. But to thwart Shaitaan and his evil aims, the Shariah came to protect the mind and body of man, legislating invocations that protect him by the order of Allah ﷺ. In addition to invocations, the proper etiquette of entering the washroom is to lead with one’s left foot. Shaikh Al-Islam said, “When actions can be carried out with the left or right side, it is an established principle in the Shariah that the right be given precedence if the action is noble – such as in making ablution, taking a shower, beginning with the right side in cleaning one’s teeth, removing hair from one’s armpit, wearing clothes, wearing shoes, combing hair, entering the Masjid or home, exiting the toilet, and so on. The left is given precedence in opposite situations – entering the toilet, taking off shoes, leaving the Masjid, [and so on].”

When you are entering the washroom, it is recommended for you to say, “Bismillah (In the Name of Allah).” ’Alee Ibn Abee Taalib

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (6), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic; by Ahmad (18800); and by Ibn Maajah (296).
reported that the Messenger of Allâh said,

"The private areas of the children of Adam are veiled from the Jinn if one of them enters Al-Kaneef (a place in which people relieve themselves) and says, 'Bismillah.'"[1]

And it is Sunnah to say,

"O Allâh, I take refuge with You from Al-Khubuthee and Al-Khabaaith (all evil and evil-doers; or, according to a different interpretation that is based on a different reading of the words, all male and female devils)."

We learn from the wording of another narration, "When one of you wants to enter Al-Khalaa (a place in which people relieve themselves)," that we should say the invocation before actually entering the bathroom. The toilet is a vile place; evil pervades it and devils inhabit it, so before entering it, you should seek refuge in Allâh from both evil and devils.

As you are leaving the toilet, you should lead with your right foot, saying, "I ask You (Allâh) for forgiveness." ‘Aaisha said, "When the Prophet would come out from passing stool, he would say, "I ask You (Allâh) for forgiveness." "When the Prophet would come out" proves that you should say the invocation after you have actually come out from the toilet, and not while you are leaving it.

Related Issue: The etiquettes mentioned above are not limited to places that are regularly used for urinating and passing stool. It is also recommended to adhere to those etiquettes when you are in a wide open space - for example, when you are out camping. As you approach the spot in which you have chosen to urinate or

---

[1] Related by Ibn Maajah (297), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (245); and by At-Tirmidhee (606).
pass stool, or before you are about to sit down, say the invocation of entering the bathroom. And when you are finished, say the invocation of leaving the bathroom. An-Nawawee said, "It is agreed upon that these manners are recommended, and there is no distinction between buildings and wide open spaces. And Allāh ﷺ knows best." [1]

6) When You Relieve Yourself, Make Sure No One Can See You

The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ advised the people of his Nation to seek cover whenever they go to pass feces or urine. Whatever type of garment a person wears, he is likely to reveal some private area of his body if he relieves himself within the view of others. The Shari'ah came to preserve private areas of the body and to make sure they remain covered. Mugheerah Ibn Sho'bah ﷺ said, "I went on a journey with the Prophet ﷺ, and [during it] he ﷺ said to me, 'O Mugheerah, take the canteen,' and so I took it. The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ then went until he became hidden from me; he then relieved himself, and he had upon him a Shaami (ascribed to the area of Sham, Syria and surrounding areas) robe..." The following is from the narration of Muslim: "Then he ﷺ walked until he became hidden in the blackness of the night." And this is from Ahmad's narration of the Hadeeth: "Then we proceeded until we left the people to relieve ourselves. Next, he descended from his riding camel, and went until he became hidden from me, so that I couldn’t see him..." [2] And in another narration from him, Mugheerah ﷺ said that, "When the Prophet ﷺ would go to Al-Madhab (one of the names of a place a person goes to in order to pass stool or urine), he would go far away [so that no one could see him]." [3]

‘Abdullah Ibn Ja’far ﷺ said, "One day, the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said...

---

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (363), Muslim (274), Ahmad (17668), An-Nassaaee (82), Abu Daawood (151), Ibn Maajah (545), Maalik (73), and Ad-Daarimee (713).
[3] Related by Abu Daawood (1), and Al-Albaanee gave a 'Hasan Saheeh' grade to his narration; by An-Nassaaee (17); by Ibn Maajah (331); and by Ad-Daarimee (660).
made me sit behind him [on his mount], and he secretly told me words that I will not relate to any person. And as for the things he concealed himself under or behind when relieving himself, he loved most to conceal himself behind a high mound (or sand hill or structure; basically, anything that is high) or a cluster (or garden) of date-trees..." An-Nawawee said, "The point of jurisprudence one learns from this Hadith is that, when one goes to relieve himself, it is recommended for him to conceal himself behind a cluster of trees, behind a mound, in some lowland, or anything similar. What is important is that his entire body becomes hidden from the view of others. This is a Sunnah Muakkadah (Stressed Sunnah), and Allah knows best.

Nowadays in homes and public buildings, it is no longer difficult to conceal oneself, for in homes there are doors to bathrooms, and in public washrooms, there are doors to stalls that contain toilets. All thanks and praise is to Allah, Who has made matters easy for us.

Related Issue: If one has to pass stool or urine in open terrain, he should not raise his garment until he lowers himself to the ground, especially if there is someone who can see him. This is if one is wearing a kind of garment that can be raised, such as a Thobe (long one piece garment, which covers the entire body); however, if one is wearing another type of garment, he needs to be even more careful.

7) Passing Urine When Standing Or Sitting

The basic principle in this issue is that a person should be seated when he passes urine. 'Aaisha said, "If anyone relates to you that the Messenger of Allah urinated while he was standing up, then don't believe him; he would always be seated when he urinated." The reason being that a person who stands up and urinates is very likely to sully his body and clothes;

[1] Related by Muslim (342), Ahmad (1747), Abu Daawood (2549), and Ibn Maajah (340).

[2] Related by An-Nassaaee (29), and Al-Albaanee gave a 'Saheeh' grade to his narration; by At-Tirmidhee (12); and by Ibn Maajah (307).
nonetheless, if there is a need to do so, one may stand up and urinate. Hudhaifah ﷺ said, "... The Prophet ﷺ and I were walking together when we came across the Subaatah (public dump, where people would throw dirt and filth) of a people, and it was behind a garden. He ﷺ then stood, just as one of you stands, and passed urine. I moved away from him, but then he signaled me, and so I stood at his heels (perhaps to block him from the view of people) until he finished."[1] There is no contradiction between Hudhaifah’s Hadeeth and ‘Aaisha’s saying, for the latter is taken to mean that most of the time the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ sat down to urinate; we construe that meaning simply because it is authentically established that he ﷺ stood up and urinated. Some scholars hold that the Prophet ﷺ stood up to urinate in order to make it clear that doing so is permissible; others maintain that he ﷺ was in a place wherein it was not possible for him to sit down to urinate.

**Related Issue:** Two conditions must be fulfilled for one to stand up and urinate:

a) He must be safe from his garment or body becoming sullied.
b) He must be safe from anyone seeing him.

**Question:** If one does not need to do so, may he urinate standing up?

**Answer:** The Permanent Council (Of Scholars In Saudi Arabia) issued this ruling: If a person urinates while he is standing up without the need to do so, he is not sinning; nonetheless, he has left what is better...and what the Prophet ﷺ did most of the time.

8) **The Prohibition Of Using One’s Right Hand To Clean Oneself After Passing Stool Or Urine**

Whoever reflects on revealed texts is sure to find that the *Shariah* honors the right hand and foot over the left hand and foot. The *Shariah* promotes the use of one’s right hand and foot for honorable purposes, and one’s left hand and foot for other

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (225), Muslim (273), Ahmad (22730), At-Tirmidhee (13), An-Nassaaee (18), Abu Daawood (23), Ibn Maajah (305), and Ad-Daarimee (668).
purposes. In this regard, the Prophet ﷺ forbade Muslims from touching their private parts or cleaning themselves after passing stool or urine with their right hands. Ibn Al-Jawzee explained that there are two reasons behind these prohibitions: “First, the right hand is honorable and is above being used for ignoble tasks, which is why the right foot leads when one is exiting from the bathroom or entering the Masjid; and which is also why the right is used for eating, drinking, and handing objects to others. Conversely, the left hand is used for the lowly task of cleaning filth. Second, if a person were to make his right hand touch impurities, he would remember what he touched when it came time to eating with his right hand; he would feel disgusted, and he would perhaps even imagine that some specks of the impurities remained on his hand. The right hand is preserved from coming into contact with impurities, so that one can feel safe [and noble and clean] when using his right hand to eat and drink.”

Abu Qataadah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

\\( \text{إذا باء أحدكم فلا يأخذ ذكره بيديه و لا ينسج بيديه و لا ينقس في الإنا} \)

“*When one of you urinates, then let him not hold his private part with his right hand; let him not then clean himself with his right hand; and [furthermore, when he drinks,] let him not breathe into a glass (or any vessel used for drinking).*”

Muslim and others related the narration thus:

\\( \text{لا يمسك أحدكم ذكره بيديه و هو يبول ولا ينسج من الخلاء} \)

“As one of you is urinating, let him not touch his private part with his right hand; and after relieving himself, let him not wipe [himself clean] with his right hand...”

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (154), Muslim (267).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (153), Muslim (267), Ahmad (18927), At-Tirmidhee (15), An-Nassaaee (24), Abu Daawood (31), Ibn Maajah (310), and Ad-Daarimee (673).
An-Nawawee said, "Scholars unanimously agree that it is forbidden to clean oneself after one passes urine or stool with his right hand, and the vast majority of scholars agree that 'prohibition' here means that it is a lowly act and a show of bad manners to use one's right hand for the said purpose, and not that the act is Haram (forbidden in the sense that a person is punished for violating the prohibition; so it is slightly less in its degree of wrongness than something that is 'Haram').

**Question:** The Hadeeth explicitly mentions cleaning one's private part for urinating but not one's anus for defecating, so what is the ruling for using one's right hand to clean the area around his anus after he passes stool?

**Answer:** In accordance with the Islamic principles of analogy, just as it is forbidden to touch one's private part after urinating, so too is it forbidden to clean one's anus with his right hand. It seems that the Prophet ﷺ deemed it sufficient to forbid the less ignoble of the two acts, thus alluding to the prohibition of the one that is more abominable. It is appropriate that the Prophet ﷺ did not mention the more abominable act, for he ﷺ was very modest in his speech and actions; in fact, he ﷺ was, "More modest than a virgin in her Khidr (a screened area of a house that is allocated to a virgin)."[1] No one should counter with, "Modesty did not prevent the Prophet ﷺ from conveying the teachings of the religion," because he ﷺ did convey the ruling for this issue by mentioning the lesser wrong, thus alluding to the greater wrong. And Allah ﻪ ك ذ ﷺ knows best.

**Question:** Talq ﷺ said, "We went to the Prophet of Allah ﷺ, and then a man, who seemed to be a Bedouin, came to him and said, 'O Prophet of Allah, what do you judge about a man who touches his private part after he performs Wudoo (ablution)]+' He ﷺ said,

٢٣٠ ٣٠ ميّلَلا ١٠٨إِن ذَٰلِكَ مُضَاعَةٌ مِنْهَـٰـهُ

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (3562), Muslim (2320), Ahmad (11286), and Ibn Maajah (4180).
"Is it anything other than part of it (part of your body, i.e., just as you don’t have to perform ablution when you touch any other part of your body, likewise you don’t have to perform ablution when you touch your private part)."[1]

The Hadeeth apparently indicates that one does not have to perform ablution after one touches his private part. How then do we find harmony between this Hadeeth and the Hadeeth in which the Prophet ﷺ said,

«من مس زكره فليغسلوا»

‘Whoever touches his private part, then let him perform ablution’?[2]

**Answer:** The Permanent Council (of Scholars in Saudi Arabia) issued this ruling: From the various opinions of scholars in this issue, the Raajaih view (the one that is strongest and is best supported by evidence) is the view held by the majority of scholars: that when one touches his private part, his ablution is invalidated, and so he must perform it again. This is because the Hadeeth “Is it anything other than a part of you” is weak, and so it cannot validly be said to oppose authentic narrations, narrations which indicate that when a person touches his private part, he has to perform ablution over again. Furthermore the Prophet ﷺ used the imperative when he said, “Then let him perform ablution,” and it is well known that the basic purpose of the imperative is to show that something is obligatory. And even if we were to suppose that Talq’s narration is not weak, then it is abrogated by the Hadeeth, “Whoever touches his private part, then let him perform ablution.”

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (182); Ibn Hajr said, “This Hadeeth is Saheeh or Hasan (Fathul-Baaree, 1/306). Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic. And these compilers related it as well: Ahmad (15857), At-Tirmidhee (85), and Ibn Maajah (483).

[2] Related by Abu Daawood (181), and Al-Albaanee gave it a ‘Saheeh’ grade; by Ahmad (26749); by An-Nassaaee (163); by At-Tirmidhee (82); by Ibn Maajah (479); by Maalik (91); and by Ad-Daarimee (725).
9) **Al-Istinjaa And Al-Istijmaar**

*Al-Istinjaa* is to clean the area that is affected by stool with water; *Al-Istijmaar* is to clean the affected area with stones (or anything that acts as a substitute, such as tissue paper), and the two terms may, in certain circumstances, be used interchangeably.

One of the many beautiful aspects of the *Shariah* is that it came to make people’s affairs easy for them and to remove hardship from them. Allāh ﷺ said:

"Allāh intends for you ease, and He does not want to make things difficult for you." (Qur'ān 2:185)

Concerning the issue in question, Allāh ﷺ has made matters easy for His slaves by allowing them to use stones or any clean substitute, such as paper or tissue paper, to clean themselves after they finish passing stool or urine; such objects are alternatives to water for the purpose of purifying affected areas. To be sure, this makes matters easy, for one is not able to use water in all situations.

Abū Hurairah ﷺ said, ‘I followed the Prophet ﷺ and he went to relieve himself. He did not turn around, and I approached him. Then he ﷺ said,

"Search out for stones, I will purify myself with them,’ - or he ﷺ said something similar. [Then he ﷺ said,] ‘And do not bring me any bones or manure.’"

Then, with the side of my garment, I brought stones to him, and I placed them at his side. I turned away from him, and when he finished, he used them [to purify himself].’[1]

**Related Issue:** After passing stool or urine, one can purify himself with water alone, with stones alone, or with water and stones (when I say stones, I am referring to alternatives, such as

---

toilet paper, as well) together. As for the first and second ways of purification, authentic narrations establish them. As for the third way, I do not know of any narration from the Prophet that establishes it; nonetheless, if we look at the end result, there is no doubt that one achieves a greater degree of purification by using stones and water together.\footnote{Ibn 'Uthaimin said this in Ash-Sharh Al-Mumtai' (1/105).}

10) It Is Disliked To Perform Istijmaar With Bones Or Manure

Although Allah, upon the tongue of His Prophet, permitted the use of stones and other pure objects as alternatives to water for purification, He forbade the use of manure and bones. Perhaps these two objects are not suited for the purpose of purification, and that is the reason behind the prohibition; or perhaps there is another reason for the prohibition that we do not know about, in which case simple, unquestioning obedience is required from us. Once, when the Prophet was relieving himself, 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'ood was nearby. 'Abdullah later related, "The Prophet went to Al-Ghaait (a place prepared as a toilet) and he ordered me to bring him three stones, but I only found two stones, and though I searched for a third, I couldn't find one. So I took [a piece] of manure, and I went with what I had to the Prophet. He took the two stones and cast away the manure. And he said,

\[\text{"This is impure."}\]

In the hitherto related Hadeeth of Abu Hurairah, the Prophet said to him,

\[\text{"Search out for stones, I will purify myself with them, and do not come to me with bones or manure."}\]

\footnote{Related by Bukhaaree (156), Ahmad (3677), At-Tirmidhee (17), An-Nassaaee (42), and Ibn Maajah (314).}
Abu Hurairah later related, "Then I said, 'What is the problem with bones and manure?' He said,

"هَمَا مِنْ طَعَامٍ الْجِنِّ

'They are the food of Jinns.'

A delegation of Jinns from Naseebeen - and good indeed are those Jinns - came to me and asked me for provision, and so I invoked Allâh for them - that they should never pass by any bones or manure except that they should find food upon them."[1] This narration makes clear the reason why it is forbidden to purify oneself with either bones or manure.

**Related Issue:** Based on the above-mentioned ruling for the food of Jinn, it is also forbidden to perform Al-Istinjaa or Al-Istijmaar with the food of human beings. Similarly, it is forbidden to perform Al-Istinjaa or Al-Istijmaar with honored paper, such as paper on which religious knowledge is written, for that paper is likely to have written on it verses of the Qur'an or Allâh's beautiful Names and Attributes. And an even worst offence is to use the Qur'an itself.

11) **When One Performs Al-Istijmaar, It Is Recommended To Clean An Odd Number Of Times And To Use An Odd Number Of Stones**

One should purify himself no less than three times, for in the previously related Hadeeth of Salmaan, the Prophet said,

"لا يُسْتَنْتَجِيُّ أَحَدُكُمْ بِدُونِ ثَلَاثَةِ أَحْضَارٍ"

"Let no one from you purify himself with less than three stones."

Even if full purification is achieved with less than three wipes, one must wipe again to achieve the minimum amount. And if full purification is achieved after the third wiping, and if it is achieved at an even number - such as four or six - then it is recommended to wipe one more time, in order to finish at an odd number. In a Hadeeth related by Abu Hurairah, the Prophet said,

---

"When one of you performs Al-Istijmaar, then let him perform it an odd number of times..."[^1]

12) When One Is In The Bathroom, It Is Disliked For Him To Talk

Many scholars have voiced their dislike for the practice of one talking while he is relieving himself. They derive that dislike from the Hadeeth of Ibn ‘Umar , in which a man passed by the Messenger of Allah ﷺ, who was urinating at the time. The man gave the Prophet ﷺ greetings of peace, but the Prophet ﷺ did not respond to him. Scholars make an exception for cases of necessity - for example, when one needs to ask for water or something similar.

[^1]: Related by Bukhaaree (161), Muslim (237), Ahmad (7180), An-Nassaaee (88), Abu Daawood (35), Ibn Maajah (409), Maalik (34), and Ad-Daarimee (703). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
Chapter 11

The Manners Of Attending Masjids

Allah ﷺ said:

"O Children of Adam! Take your adornment (by wearing your clean clothes), while praying and going round (the Tawaf of) the Ka’bah." (Qur’an 7:31)

The Prophet ﷺ said,

"Whoever performs ablution (Wudoo) for prayer, performs it well, then walks to the prescribed prayer, and then prays it with the people, or with the congregation, or in the Masjid – Allah forgives for him his sins."[1]

The Etiquettes Of Attending The Masjid

1) The Prohibition Of Going To The Masjid After Eating [Raw] Garlic, Onion, Or Anything Else That Emits A Foul Smell

When a person eats raw onion or garlic, he should abstain from going to the Masjid, so as to avoid inflicting harm upon other worshippers with his foul smell; and whosoever harms worshippers harms the angels as well. Jaabir ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Whoever eats garlic or onion, then let him withdraw from us," or he said, "Then let him stay away from our Masjid, and let him sit in his home."[1]

In another Hadeeth, Jaabir said, "The Messenger of Allâh forbade us from eating onion and leek, but we became overcome by need, and so we ate from them. Then he said,

"من أكل من هذه الشجرة المُخنثة فلا يقرُن مسجداً فإن الملايكة تتأذى
يمَامُا يتأذى منه الإنسان"

"Whoever eats from this foul-smelling tree, then let him not come near our Masjid, for whatever man is harmed by, angels are harmed by as well."[2]

Even though these Ahadeeth expressly prohibit Muslims from going to the Masjid after eating garlic and onion, and even though they are absolved of sin for not attending congregational prayer, some people still violate the prohibition. Allâh said in His Book:

"And let those who oppose the Messenger’s (Muhammad) commandment (i.e., his Sunnah – legal ways, orders, acts of worship, statements, etc.) beware, lest some Fitnah (disbelief, trials, afflictions, earthquakes, killing, overpowered by a tyrant, etc.) befall them or a painful torment be inflicted on them.” (Qur’an 24:63)

True, some of them do not intentionally oppose the Messenger’s commandment; they simply don’t want to miss the congregational prayer, yet that is not an acceptable excuse. Some Muslims from among the masses know about the prohibition but pay no heed to it, an act of negligence that stems from weak Eemaan in their hearts.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (854), Muslim (564), Ahmad (14596), An-Nassaaee (707), At-Tirmidhee (1806), and Abu Daawood (3823). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
Related Issue: The ruling for garlic, onion, and leek applies to anything that has a foul odor and that will inflict harm upon worshippers – such as cigarette smoke or foul odors that emanate from a person’s body or clothes. A worshipper should consider his situation before he goes to the Masjid, so that he doesn’t end up sinning as a result of inflicting harm on Muslims.

Another Related Issue:

If you eat garlic and onion and then use something to suppress their foul odor, you may go to the Masjid, but you must first be sure that the smell is completely suppressed and that the smell coming from your mouth will not bother other worshippers. Some people make the mistake of using toothpaste to get rid of the smell of garlic and onion, but they are wrong, for the smell of garlic and onion originates from the stomach and not from the mouth.

2) It Is Recommended To Go To The Masjid Early

The Prophet ﷺ exhorted Muslims to go to the Masjid early. Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

«لا تعلم الناس ما في النداء والصاف الأول ثم لم يجلدوا إلا أن يستهمو عليه أن يعلمون ما في التهيج لا يستهمو إلئه ولون يعلمون ما في العتمة والصباح لأنهم ولون حبوا»

"Had people known what is in the Nidaa (the calling to the prayer, i.e., the Adhaan) and the first row, and had they found no way (to be in the first row and to perform the call to prayer) except by casting lots, they would have cast lots (so determined would they be). And had people known what is in (i.e., what the virtues are) being early (to the Masjid for prayer), they would have raced to it. And had they known what is in the [congregational] ‘Eesha and Morning (Fajr) prayers, they would have come to them, even if they had to crawl in order to get there."[1]

Muslim narrated it thus: ‘Had you known or had they known

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (615), Muslim (437), Ahmad (7185), At-Tirmidhee (225), An-Nassaaee (540), and Maalik (151).
what is in the front row, [seeing who would be in that row] would have had to be settled by casting lots (because everyone would race to be in that row)."[1] These narrations clearly show the virtue and superiority and great reward of going early to the Masjid. That the Prophet ₓ did not specify the reward for going to the Masjid early, but instead informed us what lengths we would go to had we known the exact reward, proves that it is indeed a great reward.

3) Walking To The Masjid With Calmness And Serenity

When you walk to the Masjid for prayer, you should not walk as if you are rushed or agitated; instead, you should walk with a sense of calmness and peace. As a result, you are more likely to feel peaceful and concentrated in your prayer. But if you come to prayer in a hurry, by the time you enter into its state, your mind is likely to be distracted and unfocused. The Prophet ₓ forbade the people of his Nation from running and rushing to the prayer, even if the prayer is in progress. Abu Qataadah ₓ said, "While we were praying with the Prophet ₓ, he heard the clamor of men. When he finished praying, he ₓ said,

"ما شأتمكم؟"

"What is the matter with you?"

They said, 'We hurried to [join the] prayer.' He ₓ said,

"فلا تفعلوا، إذا أنتمتم الصلاة فعليكم بالسكينة فما أدركم فضلوا وما فأنتم كفاينتما"

"Do not do so. When you come to prayer, adhere to As-Sakeenah (calmness and quietness). Whatever [part of the prayer] you get, then pray [it], and whatever you miss, complete it (after the Imam makes Tasleem)."[2]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (615), Muslim (437, 439), Ahmad (7680), At-Tirmidhee (225), and An-Nassaaee (540).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (635), Muslim (603), Ahmad (22102), and Ad-Daarimee (1283).
And Abu Hurairah reported that he heard the Messenger of Allah say, “When the prayer Ulqeemat (when the Iqaamah is made and the prayer commences), then do not come racing (running or jogging) to it, but instead come to it, walking, with a sense of As-Sakeenah (peace and quite) about you. Whatever you get, then pray it; and whatever you miss, then complete it (after the Imam makes Tasleem).”

One who reflects on both Ahadeeth might notice a difference between them: Abu Qataadah’s narration has the wording, “When you come to prayer,” while Abu Hurairah’s narration has the wording, “When the prayer Ulqeemat (when the Iqaamah is made and the prayer commences).” Is there a difference in meaning between the two wordings? According to Abu Qataadah’s narration, when a worshipper goes to the Masjid, he must go with a sense of calm and quiet about him, regardless of whether the prayer has commenced or not. Abu Hurairah’s narration, on the other hand, points to the main reason why people run to the Masjid: the prayer is in progress, and they don’t want to miss any of it. That is the combined meaning of both wordings, and Allah knows best.

4) What Supplication You Should Say While You Are Walking To The Masjid For prayer

When you walk to the Masjid, it is recommended for you to say what the Prophet said when he would go out for prayer. Ibn ‘Abbaas related that the Prophet, “Then went out for prayer, and he was saying,

اللَّهَمَّ أَجْعَلِ فِي قَلْبِي نُورًا وَفِي بَصَرِي نُورًا وَفِي سَمْعِي نُورًا وَغَنِيٍّ بِنُورٍ

Note: Swarves, معنًى, are omitted.

O Allah, place within my heart light, and upon my tongue, light, and within my ears light, and within my eyes light, and

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (908), Muslim (602), Ahmad (7606), At-Tirmidhee (328), Abu Daawood (572), and Ibn Maajah (775).
place behind me light and in front of me light and above me light. O Alläh, increase for me light."

And the following wording is related by Muslim:

"O Alläh, place within my heart light, and within my eyes light, and within my ears light, and to my right light, and to my left light, and place above me light and beneath me light, O Alläh, increase for me light...

[1]

5) The Supplication For Entering And Leaving The Masjid

When you enter the Masjid, it is recommended for you to say, "O Alläh, send prayers and salutations upon Muhammad and upon the followers of Muhammad. O Alläh, open the gates of Your Mercy for me." And when you leave the Masjid, you should say, "O Alläh, send prayers and salutations upon Muhammad and upon the followers of Muhammad. I ask You from Your favor."

Abu Humaid and Abu Usaid related that the Messenger of Alläh said,

إذا دخل أحدكم المسجد فليقول: اللهم افتح لي أبواب رحمتك، وإذًا
خرج فليقول: اللهم إني أسلوك من فضلك

"When one of you enters the Masjid, let him say, 'O Alläh, open the gates of Your Mercy for me.' And when he leaves, let him say, 'O Alläh, I ask You from Your favor.'"

Abu Daawood narrated it thus: "When one of you enters the Masjid, let him send salutations to the Prophet and then let him say,

[1] Related by Muslim (763) and Abu Daawood (1353); Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh" (1025). And Ahmad related it as well (3531).
When you enter the Masjid, it is also recommended for you to say, "I take refuge with Allah, the Supreme, and with His Noble Face, and His eternal authority from the accursed devil."

‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Al-‘Aas ☪ reported that when the Prophet ☪ would enter the Masjid, he ☪ would say,

أعوذ بِاللهِ العَظِيمِ وَبِيَادِيِّ الرَّحْمَنِ وَبِسَلَاتِي الْقُدُيمِ مِنِ السَّمْئِينِ الرَّجِيمِ

"I take refuge with Allah, the Supreme, and with His Noble Face, and His eternal authority from the accursed devil."

And the narration ends thus: "And when he says that (i.e., that supplication upon entering the Masjid), the Shaitaan says, 'He is protected from me for the rest of the day.'"[2]

6) It Is Recommended To Lead With Your Right Foot Upon Entering The Masjid, And To Lead With Your Left Foot Upon Leaving

When you enter the Masjid, you should lead with your right foot, primarily because doing so is the Sunnah of the Messenger ☪, and also because the Masjid is the most honorable of places; hence you should lead with your more honorable side, the right side, when entering it. When you leave the Masjid, exit with your left foot first, mainly because doing so is the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah ☪, and also because all places outside of the

[1] Related by Muslim (713), Ahmad (15627), and An-Nassaaee (729). Abu Daawood (465), Ibn Maajah (772), and Ad-Daarimee (1394) related it with the addition, “Let him send salutations to the Prophet ☪.” An-Nawawee said, “Muslim, Abu Daawood, An-Nassaaee, Ibn Maajah, and others related it with authentic chains. And in grading Abu Daawood’s narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.”

Masjid are lower than it in honor, so in going from the more honorable to the less honorable place, you should lead with your less honorable side, the left side. The general principle in this issue is taken from the Hadith of ‘Aaisha, in which she said, “The Prophet liked At-Tayammun (using the right side or beginning something with the right side) in putting on his sandals, in combing his hair, in purifying himself, and in all of his affairs.” [1]

More specific to the issue in question is this saying of Anas: “It is from the Sunnah when you enter the Masjid to begin with your right foot, and when you leave [the Masjid] to begin with your left foot.” [2] It is a well-known principle among the people of Hadith that a saying of a Companion about the Sunnah takes the same ruling and has the same legislative force as a saying of the Prophet. When Bukhaaree titled a chapter of his compilation after the above-mentioned narration of ‘Aaisha, he related a narration in which it is mentioned that Ibn ‘Umar would begin with his right foot [upon entering the Masjid], and his left foot upon exiting from the Masjid. And Ibn ‘Umar surely took that practice from the Prophet, for he is well-known for his strict adherence to the Sunnah of the Prophet.

7) It Is Recommended To Perform Tahiyatul-Masjid When You Enter The Masjid

When you enter the Masjid, you should first perform two units of prayer, which are called Tahiyatul-Masjid (which literally means, greeting the Masjid). Although Tahiyatul-Masjid is not compulsory to perform, it is nonetheless a stressed Sunnah. Abu Qataadah As-Salamee related that the Messenger of Allah said,

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (168), Muslim (268), Ahmad (24106), At-Tirmidhee (608), An-Nassaei (421), and Ibn Maajah (401). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadith.

[2] In grading this narration, Al-Haakim said in his Mustadrak: “It is Saheeh and fulfills the conditions of Muslim (1/338) (791)” Adh-Dhahabee concurred with him on that judgment.
The Prophet’s command indicates that Tahiyyatul-Masjid is obligatory, but when this Hadeeth is combined with the meaning of other narrations, Tahiyyatul-Masjid is reduced from the level of obligatory to the level of recommended. One of those narration is related by Talhah Ibn ‘Ubaidullah ﷺ. He ﷺ said, ”A man came to the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ from the people of Najd; his hair was ruffled, his voice roared, and what he said was unintelligible. Then he came near and asked about Islam. The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,”

"Five prayers in the day and night (i.e., five prayers a day)."

The man said, ‘Is there anything else upon me?’ He ﷺ said,

‘No, unless you do something else voluntarily.’"

Then at the end of the Hadeeth, Talhah ﷺ said, ”As the man turned to leave, he said, ‘By Allâh, I will neither do more nor less than this.’ The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

‘He will achieve success if he is true to his word.’”

Although the two units of Tahiyyatul-Masjid are not compulsory, the people of Eemaan should always perform them, for there is much good and virtue in them.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (444), Muslim (714), Ahmad (22017), At-Tirmidhee (316), An-Nassaaee (730), Abu Daawood (467), Ibn Maajah (1013), and Ad-Daarimee (1393).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (46), Muslim (11), Ahmad (1393), An-Nassaaee (458), Abu Daawood (391), Maalik (425), and Ad-Daarimee (1578).
8) The Virtues Of Sitting In The Masjid

The Prophet ﷺ said,

"...Then when he enters the Masjid, he is in [the state of] prayer as long as it is the only thing keeping him from leaving (i.e., the only reason why he is staying in the Masjid is to wait for the next prayer). And the Angels send prayers upon one of you as long as he is in the seat (spot) that he prayed in; they say, 'O Allah, have mercy on him; O Allah, forgive him; O Allah, accept his repentance,' as long as he does not harm anyone (with speech or deed) while he is in it, and as long as he does not nullify his state of purity (i.e., by passing wind, etc.)."[1]

From Allah's vast mercy to His slaves, He ﷺ gives them a reward similar to the person who is praying, just for sitting in the Masjid and waiting for the next congregational prayer; furthermore, He ﷺ makes His angels supplicate for them.

We must keep in mind that, as the Hadeeth informs us, certain conditions must be fulfilled if you are to achieve the aforesaid reward and honor. First, nothing other than the prayer should be preventing you from going back to your home or work or elsewhere. Second, for the angels to supplicate for you, you must remain seated in the spot you prayed in. However, another view is that their supplication encompasses both those who wait for the prayer anywhere in the Masjid and those who remain seated in the spot they prayed in. The phrasing of the Hadeeth points to the first view being correct. Third, if you harm angels or fellow

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (176), Muslim (649), Ahmad (7382), An-Nassaaee (733), Abu Daawood (559), and Maalik (382). And the wording mentioned above is from Muslim's narration of the Hadeeth.
Muslim worshippers with speech or deed, or if you do something to nullify your state of purity (i.e., pass wind, etc.), you will not gain the reward of a person who waits for prayer, and the angels will not make the aforementioned supplication for you.

**Related Issue:** Many people fail to take advantage of a blessed time – the time between the Adhaan (the call to prayer) and the Iqaamah. You will find some people who spend that time looking around at worshippers who are praying or reciting the Qur’an; others who stare idly at the carvings in the Masjid; and yet others who daydream. They would all do much better were they to use that time by reciting the Qur’an, remembering Allāh ﷻ, and supplicating to Allāh ﷻ, especially considering the fact that it is a time wherein one is likely to have his supplications answered.

Another Related Issue: To Lead the prayer as Imam is a form of leadership or authority. It is compulsory upon the Imam to be considerate and kind with his followers, those who pray behind him. He should not burden them with any kind of difficulty or hardship whatsoever. ‘Aaisha Ḥ人死亡 reported that she heard the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ say,

```
اللَّهُمَّ مِنْ وَلِيٍّ مِنْ أُمَّيَّةٍ أُمِّيَّةَ فَشْقَ عَلَيْهِمْ فَأَشْقَ عَلَيْهِ، وَمِنْ وَلِيٍّ مِنْ أُمَّيَّةٍ أُمِّيَّةَ فَرَفَقَ بِهِمْ فَأَرَفَقَ بَيْهِ
```

“O Allāh, as for he who is entrusted with an affair of my Nation and who is hard upon them, then be hard upon him; and as for he who is entrusted with an affair of my Nation and who is then kind and gentle with them, then be kind and gentle with him.”[1]

An-Nawawee said, “This is from the severest of warnings about being hard upon people; yet at the same, it is from the strongest of encouragements about being gentle and kind with them. And there are many other Ahadeeth that convey a similar meaning.”

Whether they realize it or not, some Imams – may Allāh guide them to what is right – are hard upon the people. They might delay the Iqaamah, which holds people back from work and from

---

[1] Related by Muslim (1828) and Ahmad (24101).
other duties they must fulfill. Made to wait longer than necessary, a worshipper might face the difficult question of whether he may pray alone or whether he should wait for the Imam. All of this hardship is unnecessary and reflects poorly on the Imam. The wise Imam is one who sets a specific, known time for each prayer, so that if he is late for some unexpected reason, those present can begin the prayer. This is just one of the ways that an Imam shows kindness and consideration to the congregation of his Masjid. And it is Allâh who grants success.

9) The Permissibility Of Lying Down In The Masjid

As is indicated by the Prophet’s practice, it is permissible to lie down in the Masjid. ‘Abdullah Ibn Zaid Ibn ‘Aasim reported that he once saw the Messenger of Allâh lying down in the Masjid, with one of his legs placed over the other. Ibn Shihaab related that Sa’eed Ibn Al-Musayyib said, "'Umar and ‘Uthmaan would do that as well."[1] If you do lie down in the Masjid, you must be sure that no private area of your body will become exposed as a result, for depending on what kind of clothes you are wearing, you may expose a private area of your body if you place one leg over the other.

Related Issue: In an attempt to stay away from any act of irreverence in the Masjid, some people avoid stretching out their legs in the direct of the Qiblah. Yet there is no irreverence in doing so; therefore, whether he is inside of the Masjid or not, a person who stretches out his legs in the direction of the Qiblah is not sinning.

Another Related Issue: When you are in the Masjid, if you do stretch your legs out in the direction of the Qiblah, your legs must not be pointing towards copies of the Qur’an.[2] You must show good manners and reverence to Allâh’s Speech. In gatherings, it

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (475), Muslim (2100), At-Tirmidhee (2765), An-Nassaaee (721), Abu Daawood (4866), Ahmad (15995), Maalik (417), and Ad-Daarimee (2656).

[2] In most Masjids, Qur’ans are placed before the worshippers, at the front of the Masjid.
is common for people to reproach someone for stretching his legs out towards them; imagine, then, the greater disrespect shown when one points his legs towards the Qur'an.

10) The Permissibility Of Sleeping In The Masjid

If you feel the need to do so, you may sleep in the Masjid. The People of Suffah[1] would sleep in the Masjid, and, as Naafai' related, before getting married, Ibn 'Umar [2] would also sleep in the Masjid.[2]

Related Issue: If one sleeps in the Masjid and has a wet dream, he should hurry to leave as soon as he wakes up in order to take a shower and enter into a state of purity.[3]

11) The Prohibition Of Buying And Selling In Masjids

It is forbidden to buy and sell in the Masjid. A Masjid is not built to be a store or marketplace; instead it is built for the remembrance of Allah, for establishing prayer, for educating Muslims about their religious affairs, and so on. In fact, if you see a man buying or selling anything in the Masjid, you should make a supplication against him, saying, "May Allah not make your trade profitable." Abu Hurairah [ reported that the Messenger of Allah [ said,

"إِذَا رُأِيَ مِنْ سَيْبَعٍ أَوْ بِنَبَاغٍ فِي الْمَسْجِدِ فَقُولُوا: لَا أَرْبَعُ اللَّهُ يُجَارَّنَّكَ،

الحديث"

"If you see someone buy or sell in the Masjid, then say, 'May Allah not make your trade profitable.'..."[4]

[1] The People of Suffah: Poor Companions who lived in the Masjid of the Messenger of Allah; there they ate and slept.
[3] The Permanent Council (of Scholars in Saudi Arabia) issued this ruling (2/296) Fatwa # 5795
[4] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1321), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghaareeb." Because of the grading of the Hadeeth, scholars have differed about its application. Some scholars, such as Ahmad and Ishaq, have
Related Issue: Regarding the ruling for buying and selling in rooms or halls that are connected to the Masjid, or halls that are used for prayer, the Permanent Council (of Scholars in Saudi Arabia) issued this ruling: "If a room is specifically used for prayer, and if it is connected to the Masjid, it is not permissible to buy or sell in it, nor is it permissible to advertise products inside of it. The Prophet ﷺ indeed said,

"إِذَا رأَيْتُمْ مِنْ بِيعٍ أَوْ بِنْتِيَاجٍ فِي الْمَسْجِدِ فَقُولُوا: لَا أَرَبِّي الْحَيَاتَ السَّابِقَةَ."

'If you see someone buy or sell in the Masjid, then say: May Allah not make your trade profitable....'"

As for rooms, then we need to elaborate. If a room is within the enclosure of a Masjid, then it takes the ruling of a Masjid, and what we said about halls applies to that room. But if the room is outside the Masjid’s enclosure, it does not take the ruling of the Masjid, even if there is a door that connects it to the Masjid. This ruling is based on the fact that the Prophet’s house, in which ‘Aaisha ﷺ lived, had a door that was connected to the Masjid, yet his house did not take the same ruling as the Masjid.”

Question: In saying, "May Allah not make your trade profitable,” should we distinguish between a person who knows the ruling for trading in the Masjid and a person who doesn’t know the ruling?

Answer: The plain meaning of the Hadeeth’s wording indicates that we should say the phrase both to a person who knows the ruling for trading in the Masjid and to a person who doesn’t know the ruling.

12) The Prohibition Of Asking Or Making An Announcement In The Masjid About A Lost Possession

Allah’s Mosjids are built for His remembrance, His glorification, the recitation of the Qur’an, and prayer; they are not built as ruled that it is Makrooh (disliked) to buy and sell in the Masjid. Other scholars have ruled that it is permissible to buy and sell in the Masjid. And the Hadeeth is also related by Ad-Daarimee (1401).
places where people go to ask about their lost possessions. Abu Hurairah related that the Messenger of Allâh said,

"Whoever hears a person ask or make an announcement in the Masjid about a lost possession, should say, ‘May Allâh not return it to you,’ for Masjids were not built for this."[1]

Therefore, upon seeing a person who is asking about a lost possession, you should say to him, “May Allâh not return it to you.”

13) Speaking Loudly In The Masjid

While he was in the Masjid, Ka’ab Ibn Maalik asked Ibn Abee Hadrad to pay him back for a loan. In the ensuing discussion, they raised their voices, to the degree that the Messenger of Allâh heard them, even though he was in his home. He went out to them, uncovering the barrier from his apartment. He then called out, “O Ka’ab.” Ka’ab said, “Here I am, answering your call, O Messenger of Allâh.” He said,

"Remove (forgive) a part of this debt of yours,” after which he signaled that Ka’ab should forgive Ibn Abee Hadrad for half of the debt. Ka’ab said, “I have indeed done so, O Messenger of Allâh.” The Prophet then said to Ibn Abee Hadrad,

"Stand and pay him back.”[2]

[1] The Hadeeth is related with different wordings by Muslim (568), Ahmad (8382, 9161), At-Tirmidhee (1321), Abu Daawood (473), Ibn Maajah (767), and Ad-Daarimee (1401).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (457), Muslim (1558), Ahmad (15364), An-Nassaaee (5408), Abu Daawood (3595), Ibn Maajah (2429), and Ad-Daarimee (2587).
In another narration, As-Saaib Ibn Yazeed said, "I was standing in the Masjid when a man pelted me with a small pebble. When I looked around, [I saw that] it was 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ. He ﷺ said, 'Go and bring me these two [men].' I brought them to him, and he ﷺ said, 'Who are you two?' Or he said, 'Where are you two from?' They said, 'From the people of Taaf.' He ﷺ said, 'Had you been from the people of this land, I would have made you feel pain: You raise your voices in the Masjid of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ!'"[1]

Upon contemplating the two above-mentioned Ahadeeth, one might conclude that they are in apparent contradiction with one another. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ did not reproach those who raised their voices in the Masjid; instead, he simply told Ka'ab ﷺ, one of the two who raised their voices, to reduce the debt by one half. The Prophet ﷺ never delayed issuing a ruling after its necessary time; here the Prophet ﷺ had the opportunity to reproach them for raising their voices, yet he didn't do so, which indicates that raising one's voice in the Masjid is not forbidden. 'Umar's narration, on the other hand, indicates that it is Makrooh (disliked) to raise one's voice in the Masjid. Possessing a noble character, 'Umar ﷺ would not have reproached them had he not known some proof from the Prophet ﷺ; hence his reproach holds the same weight as a Hadeeth that is ascribed to the Prophet ﷺ. Perhaps the combined understanding of the two narrations can be explained by a saying of Maalik (in one of his two narrations): "A distinction must be made between one raising his voice for [imparting] knowledge, for [some] good [purpose], or for something that is necessary - which is all permissible - and between one raising his voice with clamor, [nonsense], and whatever is similar - which is all forbidden."[2]

Related Issue: The Permanent Council (of Scholars in Saudi Arabia) issued this ruling about begging for money: Unless one needs to do so, it is forbidden to beg for money, a ruling that

applies to inside of the Masjid and to all other places. If a person asks for money because he really needs it to remove the hardship of poverty, if he does not lie when he gives others an account of his situation, and if he doesn’t harm other worshippers in the Masjid - by stepping over their necks while they are seated, by disturbing them while they are remembering Allāh, by begging while the Imam is delivering a sermon, by begging them while they are learning beneficial knowledge, etc. - then what he is doing is permissible. ‘Abdur-Rahmaan Ibn Abu Bakr As-Siddeeq related that the Messenger of Allāh (ﷺ) said,

"Is there anyone among you who fed a poor person today?"

Abu Bakr (ﷺ) said, "As I entered the Masjid, I came across a man who was asking (for financial help or for food). I found a piece of bread in the hands of ‘Abdur-Rahmaan (his son), and so I took it and handed it over to the man."[1] This Hadeeth proves that it is permissible to give charity in the Masjid and that when there is need, it is permissible to solicit people for financial help. But if a person doesn’t really need help, if he lies about his situation, or if he harms others in the way he solicits their help, then asking in his case is forbidden.

14) The Prohibition Of Interlocking One's Fingers When One Goes Out To The Masjid

It is established that on more than one occasion, both in the Masjid and elsewhere, the Prophet (ﷺ) interlocked his fingers; this suggests that it is categorically permissible for one to interlock his fingers. We will support this practice with two narrations. First, Abu Moosa (ﷺ) related that the Prophet (ﷺ) said,

[1] Al-Mundharee said, "Muslim related it in his Suheeh, and An-Nassaaee related it in a similar way in his Sunan, from the Hadeeth of Abu Haazim Salmaan Al-Ashja’ee (ﷺ)."
“Verily, a believer and another believer are like a single building – each part of it strengthens other parts of it,” and the Prophet \( 
\) then interlocked his fingers.

Second, in a part of a longer Hadeeth in which the Prophet \( 
\) forgot to pray two units of the ‘Eesha prayer, Abu Hurairah \( 
\) said, “He \( 
\) then led us in prayer, performing two units (while ‘Eesha prayer is four units), after which he \( 
\) Sallam (i.e., said, ‘As-Salaamu ‘Alaikum Warahmatullah,’ signaling the end of the prayer). He then stood up to an erected piece of wood in the Masjid, and he \( \) leaned on it, as if he was angry. He placed his right hand on his left [hand], and he interlocked his fingers. And he placed his right cheek on the back of his left hand...”[1]

However, another Hadeeth, likewise authentic, indicates that it is forbidden at certain times for one to interlock his fingers. Ka’ab Ibn ‘Ujrah \( 
\) related that the Messenger of Allāh \( 
\) said,

\[
\text{إذا نوّضًا أحدكم فأحسن وصّوّه ثمّ خرج عامًا إلى المسجد فلا يشبك بين أصابعه فإنه في صلاة}
\]

‘When one of you performs ablation (Wudoo) and performs it well, and then leaves, setting out toward the Masjid, then let him not interlock his fingers, for he is in prayer.’”[2]

The combined meaning of the different narrations is this: As one is going out to the Masjid for prayer, he takes on the same ruling as a person who is praying – during prayer, it is forbidden for one to interlock his fingers – so it is forbidden for him to interlock his fingers during that period. But after the prayer is over, when one is no longer in the inviolable state of prayer, he may then interlock his fingers.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (482), Muslim (573), Ahmad (9609), At-Tirmidhee (399), An-Nassaaee (1224), Abu Daawood (1008), Ibn Maajah (1214), Maalik (210), and Ad-Daarimee (1499). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Abu Daawood (562), and Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.” Ahmad (17637) and Ad-Daarimee (1404) related it as well.
15) The Permissibility Of Speaking About Lawful, Worldly Matters In The Masjid

There is no sin upon you if you speak to your brother about lawful, worldly matters in the Masjid. The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ did so, and while he was with his companions, they would speak in the Masjid, for which he gave them his [silent] approval.

There are a number narrations related concerning this issue. In one of them, Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ said, "The Iqaamah for prayer was made, yet the Prophet ﷺ was speaking privately to a man on a side of the Masjid. He ﷺ did not stand up for prayer until the people had fallen asleep."[1] In another narration, Sammaak Ibn Harb said, "I asked Jaabir Ibn Samarah ﷺ, 'Would you sit in the company of the Messenger of Allâh?' He ﷺ said, 'Yes, very often he wouldn’t stand from the spot on which he prayed the morning prayer (Fajr prayer) until the rising of the sun. Then when it rose, he would stand up. They would speak, discuss matters about Jaahiliyyah (times of ignorance, i.e., pre-Islamic times), and laugh. And he ﷺ would smile.'"[2]

When you talk in the Masjid about worldly matters, you need to keep a few things in consideration. First, you should not disturb others or draw the attention of people around you who are praying, reciting the Qur’an, or learning knowledge. Second, it should not become a habit for you, whereby you always talk in the Masjid about worldly matters. Third, strictly avoid all prohibited sayings and deeds. Fourth, keep your discussion short and not too long.

16) The Permissibility Of Eating And Drinking In The Masjid

It is permissible to eat or drink in the Masjid. The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ would eat in the Masjid, and his action is a proof of permissibility. ' Abdullaah Ibn Al-Haarith Ibn Juz Az-Zubaidee ﷺ

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (642), Muslim (376), Ahmad (11576), At-Tirmidhee (518), An-Nassaaee (791), and Abu Daawood (201). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Muslim (2322), Ahmad (20333), and An-Nassaaee (1358).
said, "During the lifetime of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ, we would eat bread and meat in the Masjid."[1] However, if you eat or drink in the Masjid, you should be careful not to dirty the Masjid with crumbs, and you should clean up afterwards.

17) The Permissibility Of Speaking Poetry In The Masjid

It is permissible to read poetry in the Masjid, but only if the verses read are of the lawful kind. When one reads poetry, the rules of common speech apply, meaning that he should avoid saying anything that is false or evil.

While in the Masjid and in the company of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ, Hassaan Ibn Thaabit ﷺ would read poetry - verses of praise for the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and the believers, and verses in which he satirized the disbelievers and refuted their claims. In fact, the Prophet ﷺ encouraged Hassaan ﷺ to continue. Sa'eed Ibn Al-Musayyib[2] said, "'Umar ﷺ was passing through the Masjid while Hassaan ﷺ was reading [poetry]. Hassaan then said [addressing 'Umar ﷺ], 'I would read poetry in the Masjid, and in it was he (i.e., the Prophet ﷺ) who is better than you.'[3] Hassaan ﷺ then turned to Abu Hurairah ﷺ and said, 'I ask you, by Allah, did you hear the Messenger of Allah ﷺ say: Defend me (with verses in which you refute the disbelievers). O Allah, help him (help Hassaan) with Ar-Roohul Qudus (Jibreel ﷺ).’ Abu Hurairah ﷺ answered, 'Yes [, I did hear the Prophet ﷺ say that to you].’[4]

[1] Related by Ibn Maajah (3300), and in grading it, Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh."

[2] This narration appears to be Mursal (a Taabi’ee relating from the Prophet ﷺ without mentioning the name of the Companion ﷺ he took it from); however, it is connected with Bukhaaree (453) and others. Sa’eed Ibn Al-Musayyib heard the narration from Abu Hurairah ﷺ.

[3] The reason why Hassaan ﷺ said this is because 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ reproached him for reading poetry in the Masjid. This becomes clear from the narration of An-Nassaaee (716): "'Umar ﷺ passed by Hassaan Ibn Thaabit ﷺ, who was reading [poetry] in the Masjid, and 'Umar ﷺ looked at him [reproachfully] from the corner of his eye...”

[4] Related by Bukhaaree (3212), Muslim (2485), Ahmad (21429), and An-Nassaaee (716).
18) The Permissibility Of Playing With Spears Or Anything Similar In The Masjid

‘Aaisha said, “One day, I saw the Messenger of Allah at the door of my apartment, and people from Habashah (Ethiopia) were meanwhile playing in the Masjid (the door to her apartment was connected to the Masjid). The Messenger of Allah covered me with his robe, and I watched them play.” In another narration, she said, “The Messenger of Allah entered upon me, and with me were two young girls who were singing a song of Bi’aath (i.e., of Bedouins, who would sing such a song on the day of battle; its theme would generally revolve around bravery and the feats of battle). He [allah] laid down on the mattress and turn his face [away]. Abu Bakr entered and reproached me, saying, ‘The singing (or the flute noises) of Shaitaan in the presence of the Prophet!’ The Messenger of Allah approached him and said, ‘Leave them [be].’ When he became inattentive [to what was happening around him], I signaled for them (the two girls) to leave, and they then left. It was a day of ‘Eed. The As-Soodaan (i.e., blacks from Ethiopia) were playing with Dir’ (armor made of leather) and spears. I either asked the Prophet [to let me watch them] or he said,

‘Do you desire to watch?’

I said, ‘Yes,’ and he made me stand behind him, with my cheek on his cheek, while he said, ‘Begin, O’ children of Arfudah (referring to the people of Habashah, Ethiopia).’ This continued until I became bored, when he said,

‘Is that enough for you.’

I said, ‘Yes,’ and he then said,
"Then go."[1]

They were playing on 'Eed, a day of festivity, play, and happiness. And since their play consisted of training for fighting, the Prophet ﷺ did not forbid them from playing; to the contrary, he ordered them to play. They were not simply playing a game; they were also training and practicing to fight.

19) It Is Recommended To Adorn Oneself For The Jumu‘ah prayer And For The Two ‘Eed prayers

You should, based on what is encouraged in the Shariah, wear beautiful clothes to adorn yourself with for the Jumu‘ah prayer and for the two ‘Eed prayers. ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ said, “Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ saw at the door of the Masjid a two-piece garment that was striped with silk. He said, ‘O Messenger of Allah ﷺ, would that you bought this and wore it on the day of Jumu‘ah and for delegation ﷺ when they come to you [from abroad]. The Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

«إِنَّمَا يُنْسُ هَذَا مَنْ لَا خَلَقَ لَهُ فِي الآخِرَةِ... الحديث»

"Verily, only he wears this who has no share for himself in the Hereafter..."[2]

The Prophet ﷺ did not reproach ‘Umar ﷺ because he wanted him to wear a beautiful garment for Jumu‘ah and for the approach of delegations; he ﷺ reproached ‘Umar ﷺ for wanting him to wear a garment that was partially made of silk. Hence, we can correctly conclude that it is recommended for one to adorn himself on three occasions – the day of Jumu‘ah (Friday), the two ‘Eeds, and the occasion of welcoming a delegation.

To fully adorn yourself for the Jumu‘ah prayer, you should anoint yourself with some perfume or oils. Salmaan Al-Faarisee ﷺ

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (455, 950), Muslim (892), Ahmad (23775), An-Nassaaee (1594), and Ibn Maajah (1898). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (886), Muslim (2068), Ahmad (4699), An-Nassaaee (1382), Abu Daawood (1076), Ibn Maajah (3591), and Maalik (1705).
related that the Prophet ﷺ said,

«لا يَعْتَسِلُ رَجُلٌ يَومَ الْجُمُوعَةِ وَيَتَطَهُّرُ ۖ مَا أَسْتَطَعَ مِنْ طُهْرٍ وَيَدْخُنُ مِنْ دُهْنِهِ أَوْ يُمْسِكُ مِنْ طِيبٍ بَيْنَ يَدَيْهِ نَمَّ يَخْرُجُ ۖ فَلا يَفْرَقُ مِنْ بَيْنَ اثْنَيْنِ ۖ مَمْ يُصْلِي مَا كَبِبَ لِهُ ۖ أَبْنِي ۗ يَنْضُطُرُ إِذَا تَكَلَّمَ الْإِمَامُ إِلَّا ٱللَّهُ مَا بَيْنَهُ وَبَيْنَ الْجُمُوعَةِ الْأَخَرَى»

“No man takes a shower on the day of Jumu‘ah, purifies himself as best as he is able to, anoints himself with some of his oils, or applies to himself some of the perfume of his home, then goes out without parting two people (who are sitting together), then prays what is written for him, then listens when the Imam speaks – except that he is forgiven for what transpired between that time and the last Jumu‘ah.”[1]

20) The Prohibition Of Leaving The Masjid After The Call To prayer Is Made

When the call to prayer is made and you are inside of the Masjid, it is Makrooh (disliked) for you to leave, unless you have an excuse, such as the need to renew your ablution (Wudoo). Abu Ash-Sha’thaaa said, “We were sitting in the Masjid with Abu Hurairah ﷺ when the Mu’adhin performed the call to prayer. A man stood up and left the Masjid, walking. Meanwhile, Abu Hurairah ﷺ followed him with his gaze until he exited from the Masjid. Abu Hurairah ﷺ then said, “As for him, he has indeed disobeyed Abul-Qaasim (the Prophet ﷺ).”[2] This narration holds the same weight as a narration from the Prophet ﷺ, because Abu Hurairah ﷺ would not rule based on his opinion in such a matter, so he ﷺ surely based it on what he ﷺ learned from the Prophet ﷺ. Therefore, if you are inside of the Masjid when the call to prayer is made, it is forbidden for you to leave it until you perform the obligatory prayer, unless you have a valid excuse. When a person leaves after Adhaan (call to prayer) without an

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (883), Ahmad (23198), An-Nassaaee (1403), and Ad-Daarimee (1541).

[2] Related by Muslim (655), Ahmad (9118), At-Tirmidhee (204), An-Nassaaee (683), Abu Daawood (536), Ibn Maajah (733), and Ad-Daarimee (1205).
excuse, he might become preoccupied in something, so that he is not able to return and pray with the congregation; hence his leaving becomes the cause of him missing the congregational prayer.

21) It Is Sunnah To Wear Shoes Inside of Masjids

It is related in various narrations that the Prophet ﷺ would pray in his shoes; it is even related that he ﷺ ordered others to perform prayer with their shoes on. Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ was once asked, "Did the Prophet ﷺ pray with his shoes on?" He ﷺ answered, "Yes."[1] Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree ﷺ gave this account: "While the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ was leading his Companions in prayer, he took off his shoes and placed them to his left. When the people saw that, they took off their shoes, so when the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ completed his prayer, he ﷺ said,

`مَا حَمَلْكُمُ عَلَى إِلْقَآءِ يَمَالِكُمْ؟`

'What caused you to remove your shoes?'

They said, 'We saw you cast off your shoes, so we cast off our shoes.' The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

إِنْ جَبِرَّ يَلَّ عَلَيْهِ السَّلَامُ أَنَا فَاخْبَرْتُنِي أَنَّ فِي هُمَا قُدْرًا أَوْ قَالَ أَذِى

"Verily, Jibreel ﷺ had come to me and informed me that there was filth on them (or he ﷺ said, 'impurity on them').""

And he ﷺ said,

إِذَا جَآءَ أَحَدُكُمْ إِلَى الْمَسْجِدِ فَلَيْنُظُرُ فَإِنَّ رَأَى فِي نَعْلِهِ قُدْرًا أَوْ أَذِى
فَلِيُسْحِحْهُ وَلَيْضَلُّ فِيهِمَا

"When one of you comes to the Masjid, let him look [at his shoes]. If he sees filth or impurity on his shoes, then let him wipe them [clean] and then pray in them."

Ahmad’s narration of the Hadeeth is worded thus: "When one of

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (386), Muslim (255), Ahmad (11565), At-Tirmidhee (400), An-Nassaaee (775), and Ad-Daarimee (1377).
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you comes to the Masjid, then let him turn over his shoes and look at them. If he sees any impurity on them, then let him wipe them on the earth and then pray in them."^[1]

Shaikhul-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah said, "Praying in shoes is Sunnah; the Prophet ﷺ ordered [Muslims] to apply [that Sunnah] and he ordered them to rub their shoes on the earth when they find any impurities on them, because the earth is [sufficient] purification for them. This is the correct of the two scholarly views in this issue. That the Prophet ﷺ and his Companions صلائد عليه وسلم prayed in their shoes along with the fact that they prostrated on earth that was trodden by their shoes - all goes to prove that the bottom of shoes are pure, even though they would go with their shoes to Al-Hash (a place that is specifically meant for people to go to in order to relieve themselves) in order to pass stool. Then, if they saw any trace of impurity on their shoes, they would rub them on the earth, and as a result their shoes became purified."

**Related Issue:** Nowadays, Masjids have become carpeted, and it has become customary for people to avoid entering the Masjid with their shoes or sandals. Therefore, even if people are keen to preserve and apply the Prophet's Sunnah, they should not enter Masjids with their shoes or sandals on; otherwise, in trying to do a good deed, they may unintentionally cause harm. Most of the masses are ignorant of this Sunnah, and if they see someone enter the Masjid with his shoes on, they will probably become angry, reproach him, raise their voices, and perhaps even utter obscenities. Furthermore, one must consider how his shoes or sandals will track dirt onto carpets that people take great care to keep clean.

If you want to apply the Prophet's Sunnah of praying in shoes, pray with them on in your house, when you go out for a picnic, when you are on a journey, or when you go to a Masjid wherein people customarily pray in their shoes and sandals.

^[1] Related by Abu Daawood (650), and in grading the narration, Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh"; by Ahmad (10769); and by Ad-Daarimee (1378).
22) The Manners Of Attending The Masjid For Women

As long as a woman perpetrates no sin in the process, she should not be prevented from going to the Masjid. This ruling is clearly expressed in the Hadeeth of Ibn 'Umar Ṣ, in which the Prophet ﷺ said,

إِذَا اسْتَأْدَنَّتِ امْرَأَةٌ أَحْلِيَّكُمْ إِلَى الْمَسْجِدِ فَلاَ يُنْتِهِنَّ

"When a woman asks one of you for permission to go to the Masjid, then do not prevent her [from going]."[1]

The Permanent Council (of Scholars in Saudi Arabia) issued this ruling: "It is permissible for women to pray in Masjid. If a woman asks her husband permission to go to the Masjid, he has no right to prevent her, so long as she is properly dressed – meaning, no part of her body that is Haram for others to see is uncovered...(The council listed some proofs from the Qur'an and Sunnah, after which they continue.) These texts clearly prove that, as long as a woman adheres to Islamic manners in her attire, avoiding any adornment that will incite attraction and tempt people who have weak Eemaan (faith), she should not be prevented from praying in the Masjid. And if she is upon a condition in which she tempts the people of evil and people who have doubts in their hearts, she should be prevented from entering the Masjid; before that even, she should be prevented from leaving her home and from going to public places..."[2]

In regard to going to the Masjid, a woman differs from a man in various ways:

a) She Must Not Wear Perfume Or Adorn Herself In Such A Way As To Cause Temptation

For example, she should not wear enticing clothes or an anklet or anything similar. If she does any of the above, she should be prevented from going to the Masjid. As for perfume, there is a

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5238), Muslim (442). Ahmad (4542), At-Tirmidhee (570), An-Nassaaee (706), Abu Daawood (567), Ibn Maajah (16), and Ad-Daarimee (1278).
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Hadeeth that mentions its ruling. Zainab  - the wife of ‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood  - said, “The Messenger of Allāh  said to us (to women),

أَئِذَا شَهِدَتْ إِخْرَاجُ النَّسْجَدَ فَلَا نَمِسْ طِيبًا

“When one of you [female Muslims] goes to the Masjid, then do not touch any perfume.”[1]

Abu Hurairah  reported that the Messenger of Allāh  said,

أَيْمَّا أَمْرَأَةٌ أُصِبَتْ بِحَوْرًا فَلَا تَشْهَدُ مَعَنا النِّسَاءِ الْأَخَرَةَ

“Whatever woman has used Bakhoor (a kind of perfume that is absorbed through pleasant-smelling smoke), then let her not attend with us the last ‘Eesha [prayer].”[2]

The guiding principle in this matter is that whenever a woman beautifies or adorns herself in such a way as to incite temptation and lust, she should be prevented from going to the Masjid, so as to block off all doors to evil.

b) Menstruating Women And Women Experiencing Post-Natal Bleeding Must Not Stay In The Masjid

A menstruating woman, a woman experiencing post-natal bleeding, and a person who is Junub (i.e., in a state of major impurity, which usually occurs after one engages in sexual intercourse but before one takes a shower) – they are all prohibited from entering the Masjid, unless they are just passing through. Allāh  said:

وَلَا جَنَبًا إِلَّا عَابِرًا سَبِيلٌ حِينَ تَفْجَلُونَ

“Nor when you are in a state of Janaba (i.e., in a state of sexual impurity and have not yet taken a bath) except when traveling on the road (without enough water, or just passing through a mosque).” (Qur’an 4:43)

‘Aaisha  said, “The Messenger of Allāh  said to me,

[1] Related by Muslim (443), Ahmad (16507), and An-Nassaaee (5129).

[2] Related by Muslim (444), Ahmad (7975), and An-Nassaaee (5128).
Hand me the Khumrah (what a person prays on, for instance, a mat) from the Masjid.'

I said, 'Verily, I am menstruating.' He ﷺ said,

'Indeed your menstruation is not in your hand (hence she was required not to sit or remain in the Masjid, but simply to pick up a Khumrah).''[1]

'Aaisha's saying, "Verily, I am menstruating," proves that a menstruating woman - and, by analogy, a woman experiencing post-natal bleeding - neither enters the Masjid nor remains therein, unless her situation falls under the above-mentioned exception. By entering the Masjid, a menstruating woman - and, by analogy - a woman experiencing post-natal bleeding - can sully a part of the Masjid with the impurity of her blood.

Related Issue: A Mustahaadah woman, a woman who continues to bleed after her normal period for menstruation is over (so if a woman normally bleeds for seven days, and if she is still bleeding ten days after her first day of menstruation, she is called, 'Mustahaadah'), may enter the Masjid; in fact, she may even perform 'Aitikaaf (staying in the Masjid for worship) therein. Nevertheless, she must be careful not to dirty the Masjid with the impurity of her blood. 'Aaisha ﷺ related that, "Some of the Mothers of the Believers performed 'Aitikaaf while they were Mustahaadah."'[2]

c) Praying Behind The Men Of The Congregation And Not Mixing With Them

The rows of women in a Masjid are behind the rows of men, and

[1] Related by Muslim (298), Ahmad (23664), At-Tirmidhee (134), An-Nassaaee (271), Abu Daawood (261), Ibn Maajah (632), and Ad-Daarimee (771).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (311), Ahmad (24477), Abu Daawood (2476), Ibn Maajah (1780), and Ad-Daarimee (877).
the further a woman is from men, the better it is for her. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allâh said,

"The best of rows for men is the first one, and worst of them is the last one. The best of rows for women is the last one, and the worst of them is the first one."

When men are in close proximity to women, their minds might become distracted through temptation and desire, and they will not pray with concentration and a presence of mind and heart. And that is why the Shariah encourages men to be at a distance from women in the Masjid.

Even after he finished leading the people in prayer, the Prophet made sure that men and women remained separated. When he finished his prayer, he would remain in the spot he prayed in for a short while, so as to allow the women to leave before the men, and to set out to their homes before the men reached them at the entrance of the Masjid. Umm Salamah, the wife of the Prophet, related that, "During the lifetime of the Messenger of Allâh, as soon as women would make Tasleem (say 'Assalaamu 'Alaikum Wa-Rahmatullah,' signaling the end of prayer) from a prescribed prayer, they would stand [to leave]; meanwhile, the Messenger of Allâh and those men who prayed with him would remain for a period that Allâh willed (i.e., for a short while). Then, when the Prophet stood up [to leave], the men stood up [as well]."

Today too, then, men should remain for a short while after the prayer, so as to allow women to leave; and women should not delay but should instead return quickly to their homes. But if the women's exit is at a distance from the exit of men (as is common in many of today's Masjids), and no mixing.

[1] Related by Muslim (440), Ahmad (7351), At-Tirmidhee (224), An-Nassaaee (820), Abu Daawood (678), Ibn Maajah (1000), and Ad-Daarimee (1268).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (866), Ahmad (26001), An-Nassaaee (1333), Abu Daawood (1040), and Ibn Maajah (932).
occurs by everyone leaving at once, then men may leave immediately and women may wait a while in their place of prayer. Since the reason behind the ruling in this issue – mixing between the sexes – is not present, the ruling no longer applies. And Allah knows best.

Related Issue: If the prayer-hall of women is separate from the main prayer-hall for men, then the best of rows for women becomes the first row, and the worst of them becomes the last row. The reason why the Prophet stated the opposite is no longer applicable when men and women pray in different rooms; the front row, therefore, returns to its status of superiority.
Chapter 12

The Manners Of Sleeping

Allah ﷺ said:

وَمَنْ خَافَ اِلْيَتْرَ وَلَيْلَةِ الْيَتْرَ وَأَيْمَانُكُم مِّنْ فَضْلِهِ ۛ إِذَا فِي ذَلِكّ

“And among His Signs is the sleep that you take by night and by day, and your seeking of His Bounty. Verily, in that are indeed signs for a people who listen” (Qur'an 30:23)

Allah ﷺ said:

وَجَعَلْنَا لَكُمْ مَنْ تَشُعُّونَ

“And have made your sleep as a thing of rest” (Qur'an 78:9)

And Al-Baraa Ibn ‘Aazib ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

إِذَا أَنْتُ مُضْطَجِعٌ فَتوَّضَحْ وَضُوَّعًا لِلصَّلَاةِ، ثُمَّ اضْطَجَعْ عَلَى شَقَّةٍ

الأَيْمَنِ، ثُمَّ قُلْ: اللَّهُمَّ أَسْلَمْتُ وَجَهِي إِلَيْكَ وَفُوَضْتُ أُمَرِي إِلَيْكَ...

الحديث

‘When you go to your bed, then perform the same ablution that you perform for prayer. Next, lie down on your right side, and then say, ‘O Allah, I submit my soul unto You, and I entrust my affair unto You...’”[1]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (247) and Muslim (2710).
The Etiquettes Of Sleeping

1) Before Going To Sleep, Close (And Lock) Doors And Extinguish The Fire And Lamps

Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullah related that the Messenger of Allâh said,

«أطْلُفِوا مَصَابِيحَ بِاللَّيْلِ إِذَا رَفَدْنُمُّهُمُّ»

"At night, when you go to sleep, extinguish the lamps and close (lock) the doors..."[1]

In another narration, the Prophet said,

«وَأَجِفُوا الأَبْوَابَ، وَأَطْلُفِوا مَصَابِيحَ فَإِنَّ الفَوْيِسَةَ زُبْنًا جَرَّتِ الفَتَيلَةَ فَأَحْرَقَتْ أَهْلَ الْبَيْتِ»

"Close the doors and extinguish the lamps, for a mouse might drag the wick and set fire upon the people of the house."[2]

And in yet another narration, Ibn 'Umar related that the Prophet said,

لا تَرْكُوا النَّارَ فِي بُيوتَكُمْ جِنَّ نَاَمُونَ

"Do not leave the fire [to burn] in your homes when you go to sleep."[3]

Do these commands - which are indeed commands since the Prophet gave them in the imperative - impart a meaning of compulsory, of recommended, or of plain sound advice, which one does not have to follow? Scholars disagree about the answer to this question.

To better understand the question, we need to recognize that the

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6296), Muslim (2012), Ahmad (13816), At-Tirmidhee (1812), Abu Daawood (3731), and Maalik (1727).
[3] Related by Bukhaaree (6293), Muslim (2015), Ahmad (4501), At-Tirmidhee (1813), Abu Daawood (5246), and Ibn Maajah (3769).
Prophet ﷺ explained the reason why he gave his command: fear that the house will burn down, for he ﷺ said:

"إِنَّ الْأُمَّةَ رَكَّزَتْ الْفَيْلَةَ فَأَحْرَقْتَ أُهْلَ الْيَتِّبٍ"

“For a mouse might drag the wick and set fire upon the people of the house.”

Al-Qurtubee said, “From these Ahadeeth we conclude that, when a person spends the night alone in a house and when a fire is burning therein (such as in a fireplace), he should extinguish it before going to sleep; or at least he should take the necessary precautions to avoid the spreading of the fire. And if there is a group of people in the same house, then one of them - most worthy for this duty is the last of them to go to sleep - should extinguish the fire. And whosoever is remiss in this duty has acted contrary to the Sunnah and has refrained from applying it.”

The reason for closing doors before going to sleep is mentioned in a Hadeeth that is related by Jaabir ﷺ: “Close doors and mention the name of Alläh, for indeed, the Shaitaan (Devil) does not open a closed (locked) door.”[1] Ibn Daqeeq Al-'Eed said, “In closing (and locking) the doors to one’s home, one achieves benefits both of the worldly and religious kind: his life and wealth are protected from evildoers and he is protected from the Shaitaan. The Prophet’s saying, “For indeed, the Shaitaan (Devil) does not open a closed (locked) door,” tells us that the reason why he ordered us to close the doors to our homes is to prevent the Shaitaan from mixing with us. The Prophet ﷺ specifically pointed out this benefit because, [as opposed to the other worldly benefits], it is one that can only be known through prophethood (revelation)…”

**Question:** If one takes the necessary precautions to avoid the spreading of a fire in his home, may it then be said that it is permissible for him to leave the fire and lamps on when he goes to sleep?

Answer: If he is safe from harm, then on the surface at least, what he is doing is okay, because the reason mentioned in the Hadeeth is no longer relevant to his situation. This is because the Prophet ﷺ not only gave an order, which by itself must be applied, but he also mentioned the reason why he gave it: so that a mouse does not set fire upon the people of a house. If that reason is no longer relevant - i.e., one doesn’t fear that happening because he takes necessary precautions - then the prohibition is no longer in effect.[1]

2) Performing Ablution (Wudoo) Before Going To Sleep

Al-Baraa Ibn ‘Aazib  reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

«إذا أنتَ مَسْجَعَك فَتَوضَأْ وَضْوَاك لِلضَّلاةً... الحديث»

'When you go to your bed [to sleep], then perform the same ablution that you perform for prayer...’[2]

When one goes to sleep, it is recommended and not obligatory to first perform ablution. Ahmad’s narration of the Hadeeth supports this ruling:

«إذا أنتَ إِلَى فِرَاشِيكَ طَاهِرًا...»

'When you retire to your bed, while you are in a state of purity...’[3]

So if you are already in a state of purity, you do not have to perform ablation over again; the point is for one to go to sleep upon a state of purity, so that if he does die that night, he dies upon that state. Furthermore, when one is upon a state of purity as he goes to sleep, his dreams will be more truthful and the Shaitaan will be less able to harm him or frighten him during his sleep.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (247), Muslim (2710), Ahmad (18114), At-Tirmidhee (3574), and Abu Daawood (5046).
3) Dusting Off The Bed Before Lying Down On It

It is from the Prophet’s Sunnah that, before lying down on his bed to go to sleep, he would dust off his mattress with the side of his lower garment three times. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

إذا أوى أحدكم إلى فراشه فلينفض فراشة يدا جلبة إزاره فإن له لا يدري ما خلفه عليه.. الحديث

“When one of you retires to his bed, then let him dust off his bed with the side of his lower garment, for indeed, he does not know what came on it after he left it [the last time]...”

Another narration of the Hadeeth is worded thus: “When one of you goes to his bed, then let him dust it off three times with the side of his garment...” Muslim related the Hadeeth with this wording: “Then let him take his lower garment, and with it, dust off his bed; and let him mention Allah’s name, for indeed, he does not know what came on his bed after he last left it.” And finally, At-Tirmidhee related it with this wording: “When one of you stands up from his bed and then later returns to it, then let him dust it off...”[1] From these narrations, we learn a number of benefits and rulings. First, it is recommended to dust off a mattress before lying down on it to go to sleep. Second, one should dust the mattress off three times. Third, as one is dusting it off, one should mention Allah’s name. Fourth, when one is already on his bed but then gets up, it is recommended for him to dust it off another time when he returns; why one should dust it off a second time is explained in one of the aforementioned narrations: “For indeed, one of you does not know what came on it after he [last] left it.” Finally, one should use the inside of his lower garment. Though scholars have given different opinions in the matter, the Prophet did not specifically mention the wisdom behind using the lower garment as opposed to one’s

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6320, 7393), Muslim (2714), Ahmad (7752), At-Tirmidhee (3401), Abu Daawood (5050), Ibn Maajah (3874), and Ad-Daarimee (2684).
hands or upper garment, for example. But as always in the Shariah, the application of any given ruling that is legislated in the Qur’an or Sunnah does not hinge upon our knowledge of the wisdom behind that ruling. So whenever a Hadeeth is authentically related, we must apply the ruling it imparts, even if we don’t know the wisdom behind it. It is a question of submission, a fundamental basis in the religion that we must all adhere to.

4) Sleep On Your Right Side And Place Your Cheek On Your Right Hand

Al-Baraa Ibn ‘Aazib related that the Prophet said,

إذا أتبت مَسْجَعُكَ فََوَزَّا كَوْضَأ قَوْلُكَ إِلَى شَيْكَ الأَيْمَنّ .. الحديث

“When you go to your bed, then perform the same ablution that you perform for prayer, and then lie down on your right side...”

In another Hadeeth, Hudhaifah said, “When the Prophet would go to his bed at night, he would place his hand underneath his cheek...” And the following is from Ahmad’s narration of the Hadeeth: “When he would retire to his bed, he would place his right hand under his cheek...”[1]

Two benefits of sleeping on one’s right side are that it helps a person wake up with energy and that, when compared to sleeping on one’s left side, less weight is put on the heart.

5) Reciting Something From The Qur’an

It was from the Prophet’s guidance that he would not go to sleep until he first read something from the Qur’an. When a Muslim recites the Qur’an before going to sleep, he becomes protected from Shaitaan and his dreams become truer in their meanings. In regards to this issue, many narrations are related from the Prophet; here, we will mention some of those narrations and certain of the verses and chapters that one should read before

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6314) and Ahmad (22733); others related it as well, but without the mention of ‘hand.’
going to sleep:

a) Recitation of the throne verse (Aayatul-Kursee):

We learn about the importance of reading the Throne Verse before going to sleep from the well-known narrative of Abu Hurairah ﷺ; it relates how, on three consecutive nights, he caught a thief stealing from Zakaat wealth. When Abu Hurairah ﷺ decided on the third night to take the man prisoner and escort him to the Prophet ﷺ the man said, "Let me teach you words, through which Allah will cause benefit to befall you." Abu Hurairah ﷺ asked, "And what are they?" He said, "When you retire to your bed, then recite the Throne Verse (Aayatul-Kursee):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{"Allah! Laa ilaah illa Huwa (none has the right to be worshipped but He), the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects all that exists" (Qur'an 2:255),}
\end{align*}
\]

until you complete the verse; for indeed, you will [in consequence] continue to have a protector over you from Allah, and no Shaitaan (devil) will come near you until the morning." Abu Hurairah ﷺ later related, "And so I let him go, and in the morning, the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said to me,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{"What did your prisoner do last night?"}
\end{align*}
\]

I said, 'O Messenger of Allah, he claimed that he would teach me words, through which Allah would cause benefit to befall me.' He ﷺ said,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{"What were they?"}
\end{align*}
\]

I said, 'He said to me: when you retire to your bed, then recite the Throne Verse from its beginning until you complete the Verse:
"Allāh! Laa ilaha ill Huwa (none has the right to be worshipped but He), the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects all that exists) (Qur'an 2:255).

'And he said to me: You will continue to have a protector over you from Allāh, and no Shaitān will come near you until the morning – and they (the Companions) were more ardent than anyone else in [doing] good.' The Prophet ﷺ then said,

أَمَّا إِنَّهُ قَدْ صَدَقَكَ وَهُوَ كُدُوبٌ،ْ

तुलमُ مِنْ تَحَاطِبٍ مَنْذُ ثَلَاثِ لَيَاتِيَ أَبَا

"Verily, he told you the truth, though he is a liar. O Abu Hurairah, do you know who was speaking to you for the last three nights?"

Abu Hurairah ﷺ answered, "No." The Prophet ﷺ said,

ذَٰلِكَ شِيَّطَانٌ

"That was Shaitān."[1]

b) Recitation of "the purity" Chapter and Al-Mu'awwadhatain (a title that refers to both "the daybreak" Chapter and "mankind" Chapter)

Every night when he would go to sleep, the Prophet ﷺ would recite these three chapters of the Qur'an: "The Purity" Chapter, "The Daybreak" Chapter, and "Mankind" Chapter - the three last chapters (Soo rahs) of the Qur'an. After reciting them, he would then blow into his hands; the word for 'blow' in 'Aaisha's narration is Nañfth. Nañfth is lesser in degree than spitting, which always involves saliva, and so it resembles blowing more closely than anything else, perhaps with a small amount of spittle;

[1] Bukhaaree related it in the "Book of Al-Wakaalah," but he related the Hadeeth Mu'allagañ; nonetheless, it is related in connected form with An-Nassaaee, Al-Ismaa’eelee, and Abu Na’eem(Refer to Fathul-Baaree 4:569).
however, it has also been said that Nafth is the same thing as spitting. Whatever the case may be, the Prophet ﷺ would blow into his hands, and then wipe his hands over as much of his body as he was able to, and then he would repeat the process two more times. The following is the Hadeeth which describes this practice; in it, ‘Aaisha ﷺ, the Mother of the Believers, said, “When the Prophet ﷺ would retire to his bed every night, he would gather his hands together and then blow into them. Then he ﷺ would read in them,

“Say (O Muhammad ﷺ): “He is Allâh, the One”,

“Say: “I seek refuge with (Allâh) the Lord of the day-break”,

and

“Say: “I seek refuge with (Allâh) the Lord of mankind”.

Then he ﷺ would wipe them over as much of his body as he was able to, beginning with them over his head, his face, and the front part of his body. He ﷺ did that three times.”[1] ‘Aaisha ﷺ pointed out that the Prophet ﷺ would perform this practice every single night; therefore, we should strive to do the same.

Related Issue: The practice described above is not limited to when one goes to sleep; instead, when one becomes sick, it is also recommended for him to read the three chapters, blow into his hands, and then wipe them over his body. Bukhaaree related the following saying of ‘Aaisha ﷺ: “Whenever the Prophet ﷺ fell ill, he ﷺ would blow on his own self with Al-Mu’awwidhaat (referring to “The Daybreak” and “Mankind” Chapters, but pointing as well to “The Purity” Chapter), and after doing that, he ﷺ would wipe [over his body or over the part of his body that was ailing] with his hand. And when he fell ill with the illness

that led to his death, I began to blow on his person with Al-Mu'awwidhaat, which he  would blow (with), and I would wipe after doing that with the hand of the Prophet  ."[1]

c) Recitation of "Al-Kaafiroon," indicating one's renunciation of shirk (Associating partners with Allah in worship)

Farwah Ibn Nawful related from his father, Nawfal , that the Prophet  said to him, "Recite:

\[ \text{فِلَ يَدْعُوبُنَّ الْكَآَفِرُونَ} \]

"Say: (O Muhammad  to these Mushrikoon and Kaafiroon):

"O Al-Kaafiroon (disbelievers in Allah, in His Oneness, in His Angels, in His Books, in His Messengers, in the Day of Resurrection, and in Al-Qadar, etc.)!]. Then go to sleep at its end, for indeed, it is [an indication of one's] freedom from Shirk (Associating partners with Allah in worship) (i.e., the person who recites it before going to sleep absolves himself from the gravest of sins: Shirk)."[2]

d) Reciting "Tabaarak" Chapter and "Alif-Laam-Meem, Tanzeelus-Sajdah"

Jaabir  said, "The Messenger of Allah  would not sleep until he read 'Alif-Laam-Meem Tanzeel As-Sajdah' and 'Tabaarakalladhee Biyadihil-Mulk (The Dominion Chapter)."'[3]

Related Issue: There is a narration that encourages Muslims to consistently recite "The Dominion" Chapter. Abu Hurairah  related that the Prophet  said,

\[ \text{سُورَةُ مِنَ الْفُرَّأَنَّ ثَلَاثُونَ آيَةُ تَشْفَعُ لِضَاحِئِهَا حَتَّى يُغَفِّرُ لَهُ،} \text{ حَبَّارَ الْأَلْدِي} \]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (4439), Muslim (2192), Ahmad (24310), Abu Daawood (3902), Ibn Maajah (3529), and Maalik (1755).

[2] Related by Abu Daawood - the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth, and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic; by Ahmad (23295); by At-Tirmidhee (3403); and by Ad-Daarimee (1755).

[3] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1027), and Al-Albaanee said, "Authentic Lighairihi (i.e., authentic by dint of other narrations that attest to it)."
Chapter 12: The Manners Of Sleeping

"A Soorah (Chapter) from the Qur'an, which has thirty verses, intercedes for its Saahib (the person who recites it frequently, reflects upon it, and applies its meanings) until he is forgiven: '{Blessed be He in Whose Hand is the dominion} (i.e., 'The Dominion' Chapter)."[1]

e) Recitation of the last two verses from "The Cow (Al-Baqarah)" Chapter

Abu Mas'ood Al-Badree related that the Messenger of Allâh said,

الآیاتان مِنْ آخِر سُوَرَةِ البَقَرَة مِنْ قَرَاءَتِهِ مَنْ قَرَأَهَا فِي لَيْليَةٍ كَفَافًا

"As for the last two verses of Soorah Al-Baqarah ('The Cow' Chapter), whoever reads them at night, then they suffice him."[2]

In what sense are they sufficient for him? An-Nawawee said, "It has been said that 'suffice him' means that they are sufficient for him, so that he does not have to stand up at night to pray (voluntary units of prayer, because he will receive a similar reward); it has also been said that it means protection from Ash-Shaitaan (the Devil); and it has also been said that it means protection from illnesses. And all of these interpretations are plausible."

6) Reading Certain Supplications And Invocations

It was also from the Prophet's guidance that he would make certain supplications at the end of the night; every Muslim should read them and remember Allâh before going to sleep, for in a narration related by Abu Hurairah, the Messenger of Allâh said,

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (1400), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan; by Ahmad (7915); by At-Tirmidhee (2791); and by Ibn Maajah (3786).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (4008), Muslim (807), Ahmad (16620), At-Tirmidhee (2881), Abu Daawood (1397), Ibn Maajah (1368), and Ad-Daarimee (1487).
"'Whoever lies down without remembering Allāh Ta'ālaa (The Exalted) during the period that he lies down, then that [time lost] will be a cause of regret for him on the Day of Resurrection. And whoever sits down without remembering Allāh 'Azza Wa-Jall (to Him belongs Might and Majesty) during the period that he sits down, then that [time lost] will be a cause of regret for him on the Day of Resurrection.'[1]

Upon contemplating the various nighttime supplications of the Prophet ﷺ, one should appreciate the wonderful and profound meanings contained in them. In those supplications, the Prophet ﷺ mentioned At-Tawheed and its various categories; expressed his poverty before Allāh ﷺ; asked Allāh ﷺ to forgive him, to accept his repentance, and to protect him from punishment in the Hereafter; took refuge with Allāh from Ash-Shaitaan (the Devil); praised and thanked Allāh ﷺ for His favors; and expressed many other beautiful meanings. For the benefit of anyone who wants to increase in goodness, here are some of the invocations that the Prophet ﷺ supplicated with before going to sleep:

a) The saying: "O Allāh, protect me from Your punishment on the day Your servants are resurrected." Hafsah ﷺ, wife of the Prophet ﷺ, said,

"إِذَا أَرَادَ أَنْ يَقْبَلَ وَضُرِّعْنَاهُ يَعْمَلَ فَلْيُتَّقَلِّبَ عَلَيْهِ، فَنَعْمَاءُ تُبَيِّنُ رَبّهُمُ فَيُقُولُ: 'عَذَابَكَ يَوْمَ نَقْبَةٌ عَبَدَكَ، ثَلَاثَ مَرَآتٍ'

'Whenever he (the Prophet ﷺ) wanted to sleep, he ﷺ would place his right hand underneath his cheek, after which he ﷺ would say: "O Allāh, protect me from Your punishment on the

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (5059), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic.
day Your servants are resurrected (Three times).”[1]

b) The saying: “In Your name, O Allâh, I live and die.” Hudhaifah Ibn Al-Yamaan ﷺ said, “When the Prophet ﷺ would retire to his bed, he ﷺ would say,

«بِاسْمِكَ الْهَمَّ أُمُوتُ وَأَحْيَيْاً . . .

“In Your name, O Allâh, I live and die...”[2]

c) The saying: “O Allâh, verily You have created my soul and You shall take its life...” ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ once ordered a man to say the following words upon going to sleep: “O Allâh, verily You have created my soul and You shall take its life, to You belongs its life and death. If you should keep my soul alive, then protect it, and if You should take its life, then forgive it. O Allâh, I ask You to grant me good health.” A man asked ‘Abdullah ﷺ, “Did you hear this from ‘Umar ﷺ (‘Abdullah’s father)?” ‘Abdullah ﷺ said, “From one who is better than ‘Umar ﷺ - from the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ.”[3]

d) The saying: “In Your name, my Lord, I lie down and in Your name I rise...” Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

ٍإِذَا أُوْيَ أُحْدَكُمْ إِلَى فِرَاشِيَةٍ فَلْيَنْفَضُ فِرَاشَتُهُ بِدَاخِلَةِ إِذَا أُوْيَ فَإِنَّهُ لَا يُذْرَى مَا صُلِّيَ عَلَيْهِ، ثُمَّ لَيْضْطَجَعْ عَلَى شَفَتَيْهِ الْأَيْمَنِ، ثُمَّ لَيْقُلْ: بَيِّنْكُ رَبِّي وَضَعْتُ جَنَّي، وَبَيْكَ أُرْقَعْتُ، إِنَّ أَمَسَكْتُ فَنْسِي فَأَرْحَمْهُمَا، وَإِنَّ أَرْسَلْتَهَا فَأَحْفَظْهُمَا بِمَا نَحْفَظْ يَّدِي عِيْبَاكَ الصَّالِحِينَ

[1] Related by Ahmad (25926); Abu Daawood (5045) - the above-mentioned wording is from his narration, and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic, with the exception of the words, “Three times”; At-Tirmidhee (3398); and Ahmad (22733), from the Hadeeth of Hudhaifah Ibn Al-Yamaan ﷺ.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6312), Ahmad (22760), At-Tirmidhee (3417), Abu Daawood (5049), and Ibn Maajah (3880).

[3] Related by Muslim (2712) and Ahmad (5478).
‘When one of you retires to his bed, then let him dust off his bed with the side of his lower garment, for indeed, he does not know what came on it after he left it [the last time]. Next, let him lie down on his right side, and then let him say, ‘In Your name, my Lord, I lie down and in Your name I rise, so if You should take my soul, then have mercy upon it, and if You should return my soul, then protect it in the manner You do so with Your righteous servants.’[1]

e) The saying: ‘O Allah, Lord of the seven heavens, the earth, and the exalted throne...’ Abu Hurairah said, ‘The Messenger of Allah would command us to say [the following] upon retiring to our beds:

اللَّهُمَّ رَبَّ السَّمَوَاتِ وَرَبَّ الْأَرْضِ وَرَبَّ الْغُرُوشِ الْعَظِيمِ رَبَّنَا وَرَبَّكَ

كُلُّ شَيْءٍ فَقَالَ اللَّهُ وَالْحَبَّ وَالْحَرَّ وَفَسَّرَ النُّورَةَ وَالْأَلْبَدِيَةَ وَالْفُرْقَانِ

أَعَوذُ بِكَ مِنْ شَرِّ كُلِّ شَيْءٍ كُلَّ دَابِيَّةٍ أَنتَ أَحَدُ بِنَاصِبَتِهَا اللَّهُمَّ أَنتَ الْأُولُ فَلْيَسَ

قَبْلَ كَيْفُ شَيْءٍ وَأَنتَ الْآخُرُ فَلْيَسَ بَعْضُ كِتَابٍ شَيْءٍ وَأَنتَ الْظَّاهِرُ فَلْيَسَ فَوْقُكَ

شَيْءٍ وَأَنتَ الْبَاطُنُ فَلْيَسَ دُونُ كَيْفٍ شَيْءٍ افْضِ عَنَا الْذَّيْنَ وَأَعْلَمْنَا مِنْ

الْعَفْقِ

‘O Allah, Lord of the seven heavens, the earth, and the exalted throne, our Lord and Lord of all things, Splitter of the seed and the date stone, Revealer of the Tawrah, the Injeel, and the Furqaan (One of the many names of the Qur’an; it means: The Criterion which distinguishes between truth and falsehood), I take refuge in You from the evil of every beast You shall seize by the forelock. O Allah, You are The First, so there is nothing before You, and You are The Last, so there is nothing after You. You are Ath-Thaahir (Indicates the greatness of His attributes and the insignificance of every single creation in respect to His

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6320), Muslim (2714), Ahmad (7313), At-Tirmidhee (3401), Abu Daawood (5050), Ibn Maajah (3874), and Ad-Daarimee (2684). And the above-mentioned wording is from Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth.
greatness and Highness, for He is above all of His creation as regards His essence and attributes), so there is nothing above You and You are Al-Baatin (Indicates His awareness and knowledge of all secrets, of that which is in the hearts and the most intimate of things, just as it indicates His closeness and nearness to all in a manner which befits His majesty), so there is nothing closer than You. Settle our debt for us and spare us from poverty.”[1]

f) The saying: "O Allah, Creator of the heavens and the earth..." Abu Hurairah reported that Abu Bakr As-Siddeeq said, "O Messenger of Allah, command me with words I should say in the morning and in the evening." The Prophet said,

"قُلْ: اللَّهُمَّ حَافِظِ التَّأْمُّوْنَاتِ وَالأَرْضِ، عَالِمُ الْغَيْبِ وَالْشَّهَادَةِ، رَبَّ كُلٍّ غَيْبٍ وَمَلِكَةٍ، أَشْهَدْ أَنْ لَا إِلَهَ إِلَّا أَنتَ، أَعْوَدُ بِكَ مِنْ شَرِّ نَفْسِي، وَشَرِّ الشِّيَطَانِ وَشَرْكِهِ."

"Say: O Allah, Creator of the heavens and the earth, Knower of the seen and the unseen, Lord and Sovereign of all things, I bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped except You. I take refuge in You from the evil of my soul and from the evil and shirk (to associate partners with Allah in worship) of the devil."

The Prophet said,

"قُلْلَهَا: إِذَا أَصَّبَحْتَ، وَإِذَا أَسْتَنَتْ، وَإِذَا أَخْذَتْ مَضْطَجَعَكَ."

"Say them (these words) in the morning, in the evening, and when you retire to your bed."[2]

g) The saying: "All praise is to Allah, Who has fed us and gave

[1] Related by Muslim (2713), Ahmad (8737), At-Tirmidhee (3400), Abu Daawood (5051), and Ibn Maajah (3831).
[2] Related by Abu Daawood (5067), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic; by Ahmad (7901); by At-Tirmidhee (3392); and by Ad-Daarimee (2689).
us drink, and Who is sufficient for us and has sheltered us...”
Anas related that upon retiring to his bed, the Messenger of Allâh would say:

الْحَمْدُ لِلَّهِ الَّذِي أُطْعِمْنَا وَسَقَانَا، وَكَفَانَا وَآوَانَا، فَكُمْ مَعْنِي لَا كَافِي لَهُ
وَلَا مُؤْؤِيٌّ

“All praise is to Allâh, Who has fed us and gave us drink, and Who is sufficient for us and has sheltered us, for how many have none to suffice them or shelter them.”[1]

h) To make At-Tasbeeh and At-Tahmeed 33 times each, and to make At-Takbeer 34 times ‘Alee related that Fatimah complained about her hand and [the sores] it received in working the hand mill. She went to the Prophet in order to ask him to provide her with a servant, but since she didn’t find him at his home, she mentioned her situation and request to ‘Aaisha. When the Prophet returned home, ‘Aaisha informed him about her meeting with Fatimah. ‘Alee later related, ‘He (the Prophet) then came to us, and by then we were lying down [to sleep]. I made a move to stand up, and he said, ‘Remain where you are,’ after which he sat between us until I felt the coldness of his feet on my chest. He then said,

أَلَا أَدْكُلُكَمَا عَلَىٰ مَا هُوَ خَبَرْ لَكَمَا مِنْ خَادِمٍ؛ إِذَا أُوْيِتُمَا إِلَىٰ فَرَايْشَكُمَا أَوْ أُخَذْتُمَا مَضَاجِعَكُمَا فَكَبْرَا ثَلَاثًا وَثَلَاثينَ، وَسُبُحَا ثَلَاثًا وَثَلَاثينَ، وَأَخَمَدَكَا ثَلَاثًا وَثَلَاثينَ، فَهَذَا خَبَرْ لَكَمَا مِنْ خَادِمٍ

“Shall I not guide you to that which is better for you than a servant: When you both retire to your bed or lie down [to go to sleep], then Kabbiraa (i.e., say, ‘Allâhuakbar,’ Allâh is the Greatest) 33 times (in other narrations, he said, ‘34 times’), Sabbaihaa (i.e., say, ‘Subhaanallah,’ How perfect Allâh is!) 33

[1] Related by Muslim (2710), Ahmad (12124), At-Tirmidhee (3396), and Abu Daawood (5053).
times, and Ihmidaa (i.e., say, ‘Alhamdulillah,’ All praise is to Allah) 33 times. Doing this is better for you than [for you to have] a servant.’[^1]

i) The saying: “In Your name, O Allah, I lie down; O Allah, forgive me my sin...” Abu Zuhair Al-Anmaaree related that, whenever the Messenger of Allah would lie down on his bed at night, he would say,

بيِّسُمِ اللَّهِ وَصَّعَتْ جَنَّتُي، اللَّهُمَّ اغْفِرْ لِي ذَنَبِي، وَأُحْسِنَ شَيْطَانِي، وَفُكَّ رَهَانِي، وَاجْعَلْنِي فِي النَّدِيِّ الأَعْلَى

“In Your name, O Allah, I lie down; O Allah, forgive me my sin, drive away and humiliate my Shaitaan (devil), help free my soul from all rights that are upon me (by forgiving me for the deeds I did which did not please You), and make me join the gathering of the highest company of angels.”[^2]

j) The saying: “I take refuge in the perfect words of Allah from His anger and punishment...” for a person who becomes frightened during his sleep. ‘Amr Ibn Shu’aib related from his father, who related from his father that the Messenger of Allah would teach his Companions words to say when they became frightened or terrified:

أَعْوَدُ بِكِلَمَاتِ اللَّهِ النَّاَمِةِ مِنْ غَضَبِهِ وَشَرِّ عِبَادِهِ، وَمِنْ هَمَارِ الشَّيَآبِينِ، وَآَنْ تُخْضَرُوُنَّ

“I take refuge in the perfect words of Allah from His anger and punishment, and from the evil of His servants, and from the madness and appearance of devils.”

Ahmad related the Hadeeth with this wording: “The Messenger of Allah would teach us words to say when we [wake up from]

[^1]: Related by Bukhaaree (6318), Muslim (2727), Ahmad (605), At-Tirmidhee (3408), Abu Daawood (2988), and Ad-Daarimee (2685).
[^2]: Related by Abu Daawood (5054), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic.
sleep in a state of fear: ‘I take refuge in the perfect words of Allāh...’ [1]

**k)** The saying: “O Allāh, I submit my soul unto You, and I entrust my affair unto You...” Al-Baraa Ibn ‘Aazib related that the Prophet said,

"When you go to your bed, then perform the same ablution that you perform for prayer; then lie down on your right side; and then say: ‘O Allāh, I submit my soul unto You, and I entrust my affair unto You, and I totally rely on You, in hope and fear of You. Verily there is no refuge nor safe haven from You except with You. I believe in Your Book which You have revealed and in Your Prophet whom You have sent.’ If you die on that night, then you will be upon Al-Fitrah (Al-Haafiz Ibn Hajr said that Al-Fitrah here means ‘the Religion of Islam’). And make them the final [words] you speak...” [2]

**Related Issue:** Shaddaad Ibn Aous reported that the Prophet said,

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (3893), and Al-Albaanee ruled that his narration of the Hadeeth is Hasan; by Ahmad (6657); and by At-Tirmidhee (3528).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (247), Muslim (2710), Ahmad (18044), At-Tirmidhee (3394), Abu Daawood (5046), Ibn Maajah (3876), and Ad-Daarimee (2683).
"The Chief of Al-Istighfaar (Invocations with which one invokes Allāh to forgive him) is for you to say: 'O Allāh, You are my Lord; none has the right to be worshipped but You. You created me, and I am Your slave. I am upon Your covenant and promise as much as I am able to be. I seek refuge with You from the evil of what I have done. I completely acknowledge to You Your favor upon me, and I completely acknowledge my sin, so forgive me, for verily, none forgives sins except You.' Whoever says them (these words) during the day, believing with certainty in them (i.e., sincerely saying them, believing with certainty that what one is saying is true, etc.), and then dies on that day before the evening arrives, then he is from the people of Paradise. And whoever says them in the night, believing with certainty in them, and then dies before the morning, then he is from the people of Paradise."[1]

This invocation is from Allāh’s countless favors upon His believing slaves: a small deed, which requires a small effort - yet immense rewards. Therefore, no Muslim should fail to say this supplication every day and night; and a Muslim must be sure to fulfill its condition, ‘believing in them,’ so that he may achieve Paradise, whose width is as vast as the heavens and the earth. O Allāh, we ask you to make us from the dwellers of Paradise, those with whom You are pleased, those who You make pleased, Aameen.

7) Dreams: What One Should Say And Do Upon Seeing A Nightmare Or A Dream That Pleases Him (One That Has A Good Meaning)

There are two kinds of dreams: the good dream, which is from Allāh, and the evil dream - one that contains evil meanings or one that is a nightmare - which is from Ash-Shaitaan (the Devil). Abu Qataadah reported that the Prophet said,

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6306), Ahmad (16666), At-Tirmidhee (3393), and An-Nassaaee (5522).
"The good dream is from Allâh, and Al-Hulm (evil dream: one that is a nightmare or that contains evil meanings) is from Ash-Shaitaan (the Devil). So if one of you sees an evil dream that he is afraid of, then let him spit to his left and take refuge with Allâh from its evil, for then it will not harm him."[^1]

Through another chain, Bukhaaree related the same Hadeeth with this wording: "So whoever sees something that he dislikes, then let him lightly spit to his left three times, and let him seek refuge [with Allâh] from Ash-Shaitaan (the Devil)." Muslim related it thus: "The good dream is from Allâh, and the evil dream is from the Shaitaan. So whoever sees a dream and dislikes something from it, then let him lightly spit to his left, and let him take refuge with Allâh from the Shaitaan, and then it (the dream) will not harm him. And he should not inform anyone about it. But if he sees a good dream, then let him rejoice, and let him inform no one save those whom he loves." Muslim also related the following from the Hadeeth of Jaabir: "Then let him spit to his left three times, and let him seek refuge with Allâh from the Shaitaan three times. And let him turn away from the side he was upon (so if he was lying on his left side, he should turn around and lie down on his right side)."[^2]

Through the various chains of the Hadeeth, there are a number of lessons one can learn:

1) A dream can be either good or evil, the former being

[^1] Related by Bukhaaree (3292, 6995), Muslim (2261, 2262, and 2263), Ahmad (22129), At-Tirmidhee (2277), Abu Daawood (5021), Ibn Maajah (3909), Maalik (1784), and Ad-Daarimee (2141).

[^2] Muslim (2262)

[^3] Muslim (2263)
from Allāh ﷻ and the latter (which is called ‘Hulm’) from Ash-Shaitaan.

2) A person who sees a good dream should rejoice and hope for good to befall him.

3) When one sees a good dream, he is receiving glad tidings from Allāh ﷻ; and he should inform no one about the dream except for those whom he loves.

4) When one sees a dream he dislikes, it is recommended for him to spit three times to his left and to seek refuge with Allāh ﷻ from the accursed Shaitaan and from the evil of the dream. It is best to do that three times. Next, he should turn sides, and it is even better if, instead of continuing to sleep, he stands up and prays. If he takes all of these steps, or at least some of them – since certain narrations mention only some of them – the dream will not harm him. And finally, he must not inform anyone about what he saw.

8) It Is Disliked For One To Sleep On His Stomach

Tafkhah Al-Ghaffaaree ﷺ was from the people of As-Suffah, poor Companions ﷺ who stayed in the Masjid, eating and sleeping there. He ﷺ said, “While I was sleeping in the Masjid at the end of the night, a person came to me. I was [at the time] sleeping on my stomach; the [one who came] then moved me with his foot and said, ‘Rise, for Allāh hates this position of lying down.’ I then raised my head, and there was the Prophet ﷺ, standing over my head.”[1] Ibn Maajah related it with this wording: “What is the matter with you that you are sleeping like this? This is a kind of sleeping that Allāh dislikes - or that Allāh detests.” This Hadeeth clearly prohibits the act of sleeping face down, on one’s stomach; Allāh ﷻ hates this position of lying down, or at the very least – according to the second narration – dislikes it; and we must

[1] Bukhaaree related it in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1187), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (905); Ibn Maajah related it too (3723). And it is also found with Ahmad (7981) and At-Tirmidhee (2768) from the Hadeeth of Abu Hurairah ﷺ.
avoid all that is disliked by Allâh. As for why it is a disliked position of lying down, Abu Dharr said in another narration, "The Prophet passed by me while I was lying down on my stomach. He then struck me with his foot and said,

"O Junaidab, this is nothing other than the lying-down position of the dwellers of the Hellfire."[1]

With this Hadeeth in mind, it becomes clear that the reason behind the Karahaa (i.e., the deed being 'Makrooh,' or disliked) is that one resembles the dwellers of the Hellfire when one lies down on his stomach.

9) It Is Disliked To Sleep On A Roof That Does Not Have A Fence Or Wall Or Anything Similar To Prevent One From Falling

'Alee Ibn Shaibaan related that the Prophet said,

"مَنْ بَاتَ عَلَى ظُهْرِ بُيُوتِ لَيْسَ عَلَيْهِ حِجَابٌ فَقُدْ بَرِئِتَ مِنْهَا الدَّمَثَةُ"

"Whoever spends the night on the roof of a house that does not have a screen (in another narration, 'that does not have rocks'; the meaning is the same: rocks, a screen, a wall, a fence, or anything that prevents a person from falling), then he is freed from safety (or from guarantee; i.e., he has no safety or guarantee, and he will have to face the consequences of his action)."

Ahmad related it thus: "Whoever spends the night on top of a wall (or fence) or on top of a house with nothing around it (i.e., around the roof) to prevent his leg [from falling], then he is freed from safety (or from guarantee; i.e., he has no safety or guarantee, and he will have to face the consequences of his action..."[2] Fadlullah Al-Jeelaanee said, "...A person must not be

[1] Related by Ibn Maajah (3724), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (3017).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (1192), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (908). Ahmad (20225) and Abu Daawood (5041) related it as well.
remiss in taking the commonsense, necessary steps to bring about that which is beneficial and to ward off that which is harmful, and the aforementioned Hadeeth proves this point. When one sleeps on a roof that has no barrier on its sides, he has not taken reasonable steps to ward off harm, for a person might turn over in his sleep (if he is sleeping near the edge) [and fall down] or he might stand up and walk while being drowsy or in a state of near-sleep, whereby he will continue to walk until he falls off; such a person should have taken the reasonable step of not sleeping on that roof. By sleeping there, he placed himself in danger. In contrast to such a person is one who mentions Allah’s name, places his trust in Him, and takes commonsense steps to avoid harm. Either Allah will protect him, reward him for any harm that befalls him by making that harm an expiation for his sins, or raise him in ranking. If one dies after having taken reasonable, commonsense steps to avoid harm and danger, then he dies a martyr – as is related about the person who falls [from a high altitude] or who drowns. But a person who is remiss in taking reasonable, commonsense steps to avoid harm is not in Allah’s Dhimmah (i.e., he does not have what is mentioned above for a person who takes those steps): if harm befalls him, he is not rewarded; if he dies, he is not a martyr; in fact, it is feared that he is considered as one who commits suicide. And Allah knows best what is right.”

10) What One Should Say When He Wakes Up From Sleep

Upon waking up from sleep, one should recite a number of invocations as well as verses from the Qur’an, all of which are detailed in the Prophet’s Sunnah. Here, we will mention a few of them:

a) The saying, “None has the right to be worshipped except Allah, alone without associate, to Him belongs sovereignty and praise…” ‘Ubaadah Ibn As-Saamit reported that the Prophet said,

اَلَّلٰهُ الْمَلِكُ الْحَكِيمُ وَلَهُ
"Whoever wakes up from the night and then says, 'None has the right to be worshipped except Allāh, alone without associate, to Him belongs sovereignty and praise, and He is over all things wholly capable. How perfect Allāh is, and all praise is for Allāh, and none has the right to be worshipped except Allāh, Allāh is the greatest, and there is no power or might except with Allāh,' and then says, 'O Allāh, forgive me,' or supplicates – [then] he will be answered. And if he performs ablution and prays, his prayer will be accepted."^[1]

b) Reciting the last ten verses of "The Family Of Imran" Chapter. This practice is related by Ibn 'Abbaas, who mentioned it while he was giving an account of a night he spent in the home of his aunt, Maymoonah: "...At midnight, or just before, or just after, the Messenger of Allāh woke up. He sat down and wiped the sleep off his face with his hand. He then recited the last ten verses from the 'Family of Imran' Chapter. Next, he stood near a hanging canteen, from which he made ablution, performing it well. He then stood up and prayed..."^[2]

c) The saying: "All praise is for Allāh, Who gave us life after having taken it from us and unto Him is the resurrection." Hudhaifah Ibn Al-Yamaan said, "When the Prophet would retire to his bed, he would say,"

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1154), At-Tirmidhee (3414), Abu Daawood (5060), Ibn Maajah (2878), and Ad-Daarimee (2687).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (183), Muslim (763), Ahmad (2165), An-Nassaaee (1620), Abu Daawood (58), and Maalik (267).
"In Your name, O Allah, I live and die.' And when he would rise up, he would say, 'All praise is to Allah, Who gave us life after having taken it from us and unto Him is the resurrection.'"[1]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6312); Ahmad (22760); At-Tirmidhee (3417), with the wording, "All praise is to Allah, Who gave life to my soul"; Abu Daawood (5049); Ibn Maajah (3880); and Ad-Daarimee (2686).
Chapter 13

The Manners Of Traveling

Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

السفر قطعة من العذاب تمنع أحدكم طعامه وشرابه ونومه، فإذا قضى

"Travel is a portion of punishment: it prevents one of you from his food, his drink, and his sleep. So when one fulfills his need (the purpose for which he set out on a journey), then let him hasten back to his family."[1]

The Manners Of Traveling:

1) Bidding Farewell To Friends And Family

When one is about to set out on a journey or trip, it is recommended for him to bid farewell to his wife, relatives, and Muslim brothers. Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, “When one of you is about to leave for a journey, then let him bid farewell to his brothers, for indeed, Allāh places Barakah (blessings) in their supplications.” In regard to this issue, there is a Sunnah practice that has almost been abandoned, so few are they who apply it. It is to say the supplication that is mentioned in this Hadeeth: Quz’ah said, “Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ said to me, ‘Come and let me bid farewell to you in the same manner that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ bade farewell to me: I place your religion, your faithfulness, and the ends of your deeds in the trust of Allāh.’”[2] In order to

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1804), Muslim (1927), Ahmad (7184), Ibn Maajah (2882), Maalik (1835), and Ad-Daarimee (2670).

[2] Related by Abu Daawood (2600), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic; by Ahmad (4510); by At-Tirmidhee (3442); and by Ibn Maajah (2826).
revive this Sunnah, we should bid farewell with the same words, and we should teach others to do the same.

Abu Hurairah ﷺ said, “Wanting to travel, a man went to the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and said, ‘O Messenger of Allah, instruct me.’ He ﷺ said,

أوَصِيكُنِّيۡ بِنَقْوَىٰ اللَّهِ عَزَّ وَجَلَّ، وَالْتَّكَبِيرِ عَلَى كُلٍّ سَرْفٍ

“I instruct you to fear Allah ‘Azza Wa-Jall (Possessor of Might and Majesty) and to make Takbeer (i.e., say, ‘Allahuakbar,’ Allah is the Greatest) upon every high land [that you come across].”

When the man left, the Prophet ﷺ said,

اللَّهُمَّ ازْوِلْهُ الأَرْضَ، وَهَوَّنْ عَلَى اِلْشَّفَرَ

“O Allah, fold and gather the earth for him, and make his journey easy for him.”[1]

2) It Is Disliked To Travel Alone

‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

لَوْ يَعْلَمُ النَّاسُ مَا فِي الْوَحْدَةِ مَا أَعْلَمَ مَا سَارَ رَاكِبٌ بِلَبْلِبٍ وَخَدُّهُ

‘Were people to know what I know about [a person] being alone, [no] rider would travel alone during the nighttime.’[2]

The Prophet ﷺ did not openly detail the harms that result when a person travels by himself; rather, he ﷺ simply pointed out that, were people to know those harms, they would not travel as individuals but rather as groups – of three or more. By not disclosing the harms – for unknown dangers are sometimes more feared than known ones – and by pointing out that one would not travel alone were he to know the dangers associated with doing so, the Prophet ﷺ was able to add stress and emphasis to his warning.

[1] Al-Baghawee related it (1346; 5/143) in Sharhus-Sunnah, and he ruled that it is Hasan.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (2998), Ahmad (4734), At-Tirmidhee (1673), Ibn Maajah (3768), and Ad-Daarimee (2679).
The prohibition encompasses travel both during the day and during the night; the nighttime was singled out in the *Hadeeth* because that is when evil occurs most often. Also, even though the *Hadeeth* mentioned 'rider,' the prohibition also applies to a person who travels by foot; perhaps the Prophet ﷺ mentioned 'rider' simply because most people who travel ride (a mount in those times, cars during these times) as opposed to walk. And Allah ﷻ knows best.

Regarding the issue of traveling alone, there is also the *Hadeeth* of 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr Ibn Al-'Aas ﷺ. He ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"A rider (who is alone) is Shaitaan (a devil); two riders are two Devils; three are a convoy."[1]

Al-Khattaabee explained this *Hadeeth*, saying that traveling alone throughout the earth is an action that is from *Ash-Shaitaan* (the Devil), who invites people to travel alone; the same goes for people who travel in pairs of two; but when a travel party is made up of three travelers, it becomes a convoy and a group of companions. If a person travels alone and then dies during his journey, no one is there (especially in the past, when people traveled through the desert, but it can even happen now) to wash him, prepare his corpse, and bury him; nor is there anyone to whom he can mention his will or give a message to convey to his loved ones; nor does he have anyone who can help him carry things during his journey. On the other hand, when three people make up a travel party, they help one another, distribute duties, perform prayer in congregation, and work to protect one another.

---

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (2607), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan; by Ahmad (6709); by At-Tirmidhee (1674); and by Maalik (1831).
3) If A Travel Party Is Made Up Of Three Or More People, It Is Recommended For Them To Appoint One Of Them To Be Their Ameer (Leader)

Islam invites people to unite and not to become divided; this, for certain, applies on a societal level, but also to something as small as a three-people traveling party. Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

إِذاّ خَرَجْنَا فِي سَفرٍ فَلْيُؤْمَرُوا أَحَدُهُمُّ

“When three people go out on a journey, then let them appoint one of them to be their Ameer (leader).”[^1]

A journey physically brings together fellow travelers, and just like people that are brought together in a society need an Ameer to lead them and work for their mutual benefit, fellow travelers also need an Ameer for the same reasons. That Ameer or leader must work for their benefit, and the people under him must follow him, as long as he does not order them to disobey Allah. If each member of the travel party does what is required of him, they will be united and they will fulfill the purpose of their journey without any mutual rancor or bitterness developing in their hearts.

4) The Prohibition Of Taking A Dog Or A Bell On A Journey

Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

لا تَصْحِبَ الْمَلَائِكَةُ رُفْقَةً فِي هَذَا كُلْبٍ وَلَا جُرْسٍ

“The angels do not accompany a company in which there is a dog or a bell (a bell that is usually hung around the neck or body of an animal, so that it makes a ringing noise as the animal moves).”[^2]

Abu Hurairah related another narration that clarifies the prohibition of bells; in it, the Messenger of Allah said,

[^1]: Related by Abu Daawood (2608), and Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan Saheeh.”
[^2]: Related by Muslim (2113), Ahmad (7512), At-Tirmidhee (1703), Abu Daawood (2555), and Ad-Daarimee (2676).
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"Bells are the pipes of the Devil."[1]

Scholars disagree about why angels don’t accompany a group that has a dog among them; some scholars say that angels stay away because a dog is impure; others say that, because it is prohibited to have a dog – except for one that helps with livestock and hunting – a person who keeps a dog is punished by having angels stay aloof from his company. And Allāh ﷻ knows best.

5) It Is Prohibited For A Woman To Travel Without A Mahram

The Shariah forbids a woman to travel without a Mahram – a rough definition of Mahram being any man whom she may be alone with, such as her husband, and men whom she may never marry, such as her father, son, brother, etc.[2] If a woman does travel without a Mahram, she becomes a source of Fitnah (trial and temptation) for the men she comes across during her travels. The Ahadeeth that establish this ruling are at once authentic and clear in their import, leaving no room for interpretation. Here are some of those Ahadeeth: Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"La yaj'ul li'amara ta'umuun billah waliyumu al-akhir an tasa‘ir murabba yu‘um wa-an ilaahu lis‘a massira mubakharah" (Musnad Imam Ahmad)

"It is not permissible for a woman who believes in Allāh and the Last Day to travel the distance of a day and night, if she does not have a Mahram with her." Muslim related it thus: "It is not permissible for a Muslim woman to travel the distance of a night unless she has a man who is Dhu Hurmah (i.e., who is a Mahram

[1] Related by Muslim (2114), Ahmad (8565), and Abu Daawood (2556).
[2] A complete list of a woman’s Mahrams requires a more detailed discussion than is permitted in the scope of this work; sufficient it is to point out (to make it clear that a more detailed discussion is required) that even a woman’s male relatives through Ar-Ridaa’ (breastfeeding) are considered Mahrams, yet male cousins are not.
of hers) with her.'

In another Hadeeth, Ibn 'Abbaas ᵃرة said, the Prophet ᴷ with him, 'Abbaas ᵃرة reported that he heard the Prophet ᴷ say,

«لا يَخْلُونَ رَجُلٌ بِأُمَرَأَةٍ وَلَا تُسَافِرُنَّ امْرَأَةٌ إِلَّآ وَمَعَهَا مَحْرُومٌ»

"Let no man be in seclusion with a woman (i.e., if he is not her Mahram), and let no woman travel without a Mahram."

A man then stood and said, "O Messenger of Allāh, I have been enlisted for such and such battle, and my woman has left to perform Hajj." The Prophet ᴷ said,

«أَذْهَبْ فَحْجَكَ مَعَ امْرَأَيْكَ»

"Go and perform Hajj with your woman (i.e., wife)."

In this last Hadeeth, we see how serious the prohibition is of a woman traveling the distance of a day and night with a Mahram - her father, brother, husband, son, etc. The Prophet ᴷ deemed it more important for the man to be with his wife who had left to perform Hajj than to participate with his fellow Muslims in a battle for which he had already been enlisted. An-Nawawee said, "This Hadeeth establishes the principle that, when two matters conflict with one another, one should give precedence to the more important matter. Since the man could either perform Hajj or go out to battle, but not both (since both Hajj and the battle were taking place at the same time), the Prophet ᴷ informed him that, in his situation, Hajj was the more important of the two matters. Someone could have taken his place in battle, as opposed to Hajj, where he was needed as a Mahram to accompany his wife."

An Argument Made Today: Some people say that, with the

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1088), Muslim (1339), Ahmad (7181), At-Tirmidhee (1170), Abu Daawood (1733), Ibn Maajah (2899), and Maalik (1833).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (3006), Muslim (1341), Ahmad (1935), and Ibn Maajah (2900).
[3] Sharh Saheeh Muslim (9/39)
exigencies of present-day life, a woman often has no choice but to travel alone. They argue that a woman is not in any danger when she travels with fellow passengers on a plane or train, for example. One of them might say, "Why is it wrong for my wife to travel alone, when I send her off at the airport, making sure she gets on the plane, and her brother receives her in the other country?"

The Answer To That Argument: First, we must understand that the Fitnah (trial and temptation) of women is from the greatest of Fiftieths that any Nation has been tested with - a Fitnah that the Prophet ﷺ warned us about in his saying:

"Verily, the world is sweet, fresh, and green (here the Prophet ﷺ is perhaps likening the world to the beauty of greenery and vegetation or to the quickness with which the beauty of vegetation fades away and dies). And indeed, Allah has made you to succeed previous generations, and then sees how you act (either with obedience to Him or disobedience); so beware of this world and beware of women, for the first Fitnah (test, trial, temptation) of Banu Israel (The Children of Israel) was in women."[1]

Therefore, if a woman is left alone to travel without a Mahram, and if she is made to work side by side with men, taking on positions of leadership among men, then we have a clear warning sign that we will be afflicted with the same Fitnah that Banu Israel was afflicted with - and we seek refuge with Allah ﷻ.

Second, we must face up to two very real facts: women are weak and, because they need men to protect them and take care of their affairs, they are easily drawn to men; the other very real fact is that many men have weak Eemaan (faith) in their hearts and have almost no religious deterrent in their hearts to hold them

[1] Related by Muslim (2742), Ahmad (10759), At-Tirmidhee (2191), and Ibn Maajah (4000).
back from doing evil. When we seriously consider these two facts, the dangers and trials associated with women traveling alone should become very clear to us. Sure, a woman who travels on a plane is not alone, for she is with other passengers, but those passengers are all strangers to her. Her being alone, other men being alone, and her need to talk to them to help her, for example — all open up possibilities of evil. The reality is that many people have diseases in their hearts, and even more people have eyes that wander and imaginations that tag along. Given these temptations and evils, a woman who travels alone has no Mahram to protect her or to keep her in check (which is also a form of protecting her).

Now let us consider this argument: “Why is it wrong for my wife to travel alone, when I send her off at the airport, making sure she gets on the plane, and her brother receives her in the other country?” The man who says this does not know for sure whether, due to mechanical problems, the plane will land elsewhere and whether the passengers will be forced to stay there for a number of hours, a day, or even longer. In that case, where is a woman’s Mahram, whom she needs to take care of her and to protect her life as well as her soul from Fitnah? Finding herself alone in such circumstances, a woman is easy prey to temptation.

6) It Is Recommended To Travel On Thursday, At The Beginning Of The Day

It is from the Prophet’s guidance that he loved to depart for his travels on Thursdays, at the beginning of the day. Ka’ab Ibn Maalik said, “The Prophet departed for the Battle of Tabook on Thursday, and he loved to leave [for a journey or trip] on Thursday.” Ahmad related it thus: “When the Prophet wanted to travel, he would rarely leave on any day other than Thursday.”[1] In another Hadeeth, Sakhr Al-Ghaamidee related that the Prophet said,

اللَّهُمَّ بِارْكَ لَامِّي فِي بُكْوَرِهَا

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (2950) and Ahmad (15354).
"O Allāh, bless my Nation in its earliness."

The narration continues: "And when he (the Prophet ﷺ) would send a company (a group of people for a specific mission) or an army, he would send them at the beginning of the day. And Sakhr ﷲ was a businessman; he ﷲ would send his merchandise at the beginning of the day, and he then became rich and his wealth became abundant."[1]

Question: What is the ruling for traveling on Friday?

Answer: According to the Mazhab (perhaps here meaning, according to the Mazhab of Imam Ahmad), if one must need travel on Friday, he may not travel after midday; so if he is still in his home city when midday comes to pass, he must perform the Jumu‘ah prayer before he departs. It would perhaps be better if it were said: after the call to Jumu‘ah prayer is made, as opposed to after noontime, for Allāh ﷲ commanded Muslims to go to Jumu‘ah and to leave off trade after the call for Jumu‘ah prayer is made:

\[ \text{"O you who believe (Muslims)! When the call is proclaimed for the Salat (prayer) on the day of Friday (Jumu‘ah prayer), come to the remembrance of Allāh [Jumu‘ah religious talk (Khutbah) and Salat (prayer)] and leave off business." (Qur'an 62:9) } \]

Nonetheless, the proponents of the first view say that, upon the entering of noontime, Jumu‘ah prayer becomes compulsory, and the time for Jumu‘ah prayer sets in, which is why one should not depart for a journey after noontime on Friday.

7) Supplications That Are Related To Travel

Sunnah compilations abound with invocations that a traveler

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (2606) – the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth, and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic; by Ahmad (15012); by At-Tirmidhee (1212); by Ibn Maajah (2236); and by Ad-Daarimee (2435).
should say, beginning with when he places his leg on his mount (or means of conveyance, such as a car) to the moment he returns home from his travels. Here are some of those invocations:

a) The supplication for mounting any means of conveyance:

‘Alee Ibn Rabee’ah said, “I saw ‘Alee once when a mount was brought for him to climb on. When he placed his foot on the stirrup, he said, ‘Bismillah (In the name of Allâh).’ When he was upright on its back, he said, ‘Alhamdulillah (All praise is to Allâh).’ He then said:

‘Glory to Him Who has subjected this to us, and we could never have it (by our efforts). And verily, to Our Lord we indeed are to return!’” (Qur’an 43:13,14)

He then said, ‘Alhamdulillah (All praise is to Allâh),’ three times, after which he said, ‘Allâhuakbar (Allâh is the Greatest),’ three times. And then he said, ‘How perfect You are, O Allâh, verily I have wronged my soul, so forgive me, for surely none can forgive sins except You.’ Next, he laughed. It was then said to him, ‘O Leader of the Believers, what are you laughing about?’ He said, ‘I saw the Prophet do as I [just] did, after which he laughed. I then asked him: O Messenger of Allâh, what are you laughing about? He said:

“Verily, your Lord finds wonder at His slave when he says, ‘Forgive me my sins; He knows that, verily, ‘none forgives sins other than Me’ (i.e., other than Allâh).’”[1]

b) The Supplication for going on a trip and for returning from a

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (2602), and Al-Albaanee ruled that his narration of the Hadeeth is authentic. And At-Tirmidhee (3446) related it as well.
trip: Ibn 'Umar related that when the Prophet would be upright on his riding camel, leaving for a journey, he would say, "Allāhuakbar (Allāh is the Greatest)," three times. He would then say:

"Glory to Him Who has subjected this to us, and we could never have it (by our efforts). And verily, to Our Lord we indeed are to return!". (Qur'an 43: 13,14)

"O Allāh, we ask You for Birr and Taqwa (When these terms are combined, birr refers to doing those actions which have been commanded, and Taqwa refers to avoiding those actions which have been prohibited) in this journey of ours, and we ask You for deeds which please You. O Allāh, facilitate our journey and let us cover its distance quickly. O Allāh, You are the Companion on the journey and the Successor (A successor is one who succeeds another due to the latter's absence or death. Allāh succeeds us and guards those whom we leave behind when we die or are absent) over the family. O Allāh, I take refuge with You from the difficulties of travel, from having a change of hearts and being in a bad predicament, and I take refuge in You from an ill-fated outcome with respect to wealth and family." Upon returning, he would say the same supplication with the following addition: 'We return, repent, worship and praise our Lord.'[1]

[1] Related by Muslim (1342), Ahmad (6338), Abu Daawood (2599), At-Tirmidhee (3447), and Ad-Daarimee (2673).
Ibn 'Umar reported in another narration that when the Messenger of Allah would be returning from battle, from Hajj, or from 'Umrah, he would say, 'Allâhu akbar' three times upon every high ground he came across. He would then say,

"None has the right to be worshipped except Allâh, alone, without partner. To Him belongs all sovereignty and praise, and He is over all things omnipotent. We return, repent, worship, and praise our Lord. Allâh fulfilled His promise, aided His servant, and single-handedly defeated the allies."[1]

c) What to say when one crosses the highness of a mountain pass or the lowness of a valley: At the end of the previous Hadeeth, 'Ibn 'Umar said, "When the Prophet and his army would rise up on mountain passes, they would say, 'Allâhu akbar (Allâh is the Greatest),' and when they would descend, they would Sabbihoo (glorify Allâh by saying, 'Subhaanallah,' How perfect Allâh is!). And the prayer was made in the same way (i.e., a worshipper glorifies Allâh when descending for bowing and prostration and he says, 'Allâhu akbar,' when he is rising, for instance, from prostration)."[2]

d) The supplication for entering a village or something similar: Ibn Al-Qayyim said, "When the Prophet would overlook a village, intending to enter it, he would say,

[1] Related by Al-Baghawee in Sharhus-Sunnah (1351) (5/149). Al-Baghawee said, "It is agreed upon that this Hadeeth is authentic"

[2] Abu Daawood related (2599) it, and Al-Albaanee ruled that, with the exception of, 'And the Prayer was made in the same way,' it is authentic.
"O Allah, Lord of the seven heavens and all that they envelop, Lord of the seven earths and all that they carry, Lord of the devils and all whom they misguide, Lord of the winds and all whom they whisk away. I ask You for the goodness of this village, the goodness of its inhabitants and for all the goodness found within it, and I take refuge with You from the evil of this village, the evil of its inhabitants and from all the evil found within it."[1]

e) What the traveler should say at the time of Ash-Sahr (the end of the night just before dawn): Abu Hurairah Ḥ reported that when the Prophet ﷺ would be on a journey and when it was the time of As-Sahr, he ﷺ would say,


“May a witness be witness to our praise of Allah for His favors and bounties upon us. Our Lord, protect us, show favor on us and deliver us from every evil. I take refuge in Allah from the Fire.”[2]

Related Issue: A traveler should take advantage of the time he has during his journey, by supplicating for himself, for his parents, for his family, and for all those whom he loves. He should supplicate with persistence and humility, for the traveler’s supplications are answered. Abu Hurairah Ḥ

[1] The commentator of Zaad Al-Ma’ad said, “Its chain is Hasan. Ibn As-Sinnee related it in ‘Amalul Yaum Wal-Lailah (pg. 197); Ibn Hibbaan (2377) and Al-Haakim also related it (2/100) from the Hadeeth of Suhaib. Al-Haakim ruled that it is authentic and Adh-Dhahabee concurred. In Amaalee Al-Adhkaar, Al-Haafidh ruled that it is Hasan. Refer to Haashiyatuz-Zaad (1/464).

[2] Related by Muslim (2718) and Abu Daawood (5086).
reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Three supplications are answered; there is no doubt about them: the supplication of the father, the supplication of the traveler, and the supplication of the one who was wronged."

8) Voluntary prayers During Travel

A Sunnah practice that has practically been abandoned – which is all the more reason why we should apply it and revive it – is for the traveler to perform voluntary prayers and the Witr prayer on his riding animal or what is equivalent – in the seat of a plane, train, car, etc. The Prophet ﷺ would perform Witr and voluntary prayers while he was seated on his mount.

While a traveler prays voluntary prayers on his mount, he does not have to face the Qiblah – because of the obvious difficulty of doing so as the animal, or train, or plane, is moving – though it is best if he faces the Qiblah at least when he begins the prayer with At-Takbeer (with saying 'Allahuakbar,' Allah is the Greatest). Ibn 'Umar ﷺ said, "The Messenger of Allah ﷺ used to pray during travel on his riding camel, [facing] whichever direction it was heading towards. He would make a gesture with his head [instead of making the regular movements], [and he would pray in this manner] the night prayer except for the compulsory prayers. And he would [also] perform the Witr prayer on his riding camel."[2] Therefore, it is recommended for a traveler to perform the Witr prayer as well as voluntary prayers on the means of conveyance he is using, for in doing so, he is following the Sunnah of the Prophet ﷺ.

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (1536), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan; by Ahmad (7458); by At-Tirmidhee (1950); and by Ibn Maajah (3862).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (1000), Muslim (700), Ahmad (4936), At-Tirmidhee (472), An-Nassaaee (490), Abu Daawood (1224), Ibn Maajah (1200), Maalik (271), and Ad-Daarimee (1590).
Question: If a traveler has no other choice, is it permissible for him to perform obligatory prayers in a plane, car, or train? Or should he delay his prayer until he reaches a place where he will be able to pray? And if the answer to the first question is yes, does he have to face the Qiblah?

Answer: The Permanent Council (Of Scholars In Saudi Arabia) gave the following answer to a similar question:

If a traveler is riding a car, train, plane, or four-legged animal; if by getting off to pray, he fears for his safety; and if he knows that, by delaying his prayer until he reaches his destination, the time for prayer will end, he may perform prayer in the best manner he is able to perform it - even if this means performing it in a seated position and using gestures of the head to replace the regular movements of prayer. This ruling is based on the general implications of the following verses:

“Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope.” (Qur’an 2:286)

“So keep your duty to Allah and fear Him as much as you can.” (Qur’an 64:16)

“And He has not laid upon you in religion any hardship.” (Qur’an 22:78)

Next, the question arises whether he has to face the Qiblah throughout the prayer or just in the beginning; or whether he may just face whichever direction the means of conveyance is heading towards. Again, the answer to this question depends on his ability in a given situation. If he is able to face the Qiblah throughout the prayer, then that is what he must do, for facing the Qiblah is one of the requisites of a valid obligatory prayer, regardless of whether one is a resident or a traveler. And if he is not able to face the Qiblah throughout the prayer, then he must
fear Allāh as much as he is able to by facing the Qiblah as much as he can, a ruling that is based on the above-mentioned proofs.[1]

9) What The Traveler Should Say When He Stops Somewhere For A While

Whether it is to eat, sleep, or go to the washroom, the traveler often needs to stop and get down from his mount. In open terrain, far away from any city, there are predatory animals, pests, and devils. It is therefore from Allāh’s favors that He has legislated for us, upon the tongue of His Prophet ﷺ, a supplication we can say to protect us - by the will of Allāh - from the evil of all created beings. Khaulah Bint Hakeem As-Salmiyyah ﷺ reported that she heard the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ say,

`Whoever descends at a place and then says, 'I take refuge in Allāh’s perfect words from the evil that He has created,' nothing will harm him until he departs from that place.'[2]

We should learn a number of lessons from this Hadeeth: First, the supplication may be said when one stops anywhere or enters any place; it is not limited to the traveler who descends from his mount. Second, Allāh’s Speech is one of His Attributes and is not something that is created; it is impossible that one should seek refuge with a created being, and upon this view is the group of Ahlus-Sunnah. Third, a person who says this supplication upon stopping somewhere is protected with the protection of Allāh ﷺ, so that nothing will harm him until he leaves. Al-Qurtubee said, “This narration is authentic and true; we know it is true based on the [authenticity of the] proof and on experience. Verily, since I

[2] Related by Muslim (2708), Ahmad (26079), At-Tirmidhee (3437), Ibn Maajah (3547), and Ad-Daarimee (2680).
heard this narration, I applied it and nothing harmed me until I abandoned it. A scorpion once bit me at nighttime...and upon reflection, I realized that I had forgotten to seek refuge [with Allah], using those words."

10) It Is Recommended For Fellow Travelers To Gather Together When They Eat Stop Somewhere

In unity Allah ﷻ has placed strength, honor, protection, and blessings, and in disunity He ﷻ has placed weakness, subjugation at the hands of one’s enemies, and a removal of blessings. So if people are traveling together, they should gather in the place they stop at to spend the night, and they should also eat together; in doing so, they will achieve many blessings.

Abu Tha’labah Al-Khushanee ﷺ said, "When people would stop at a place, they would scatter in mountain passes and valleys, and so the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"Verily, that you separate in these mountain passes and valleys is from the Shaitaan (the Devil).’ Thereafter, they would never stop at a place except that they would attach themselves to one another (stay close to one another), to the degree that it was said: if a Thaub (garment or cloth) were to be spread over them, it would cover all of them."[1]

Blessings and an increase [in provision] - these result when people eat together. Wahshee Ibn Harb related from his father, who related from his father, that the Companions of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said, “O Messenger of Allah, verily, we eat but do not become filled.” He ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (2628), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic. Ahmad related it as well (17282).
"Then perhaps you separate from one another [when you eat]."

They said, "Yes." He ﷺ said,

«فَاجْتَمَعُوا عَلَى طَفَايْكُمُ وَأَذْكُرُوا اسْمَ اللَّهِ عَلَيْهِ بَارَكُ لَكُمْ فِيهِ»

"Then gather together upon your food and mention Allah's name over it: [as a result] you will be blessed in it (in your food)."[1]

Related Issue: When people travel in a group, At-Tanaahud is recommended. At-Tanaahud is for each person from the group to give a certain amount of money to one of them, and that person is responsible for spending on all them; this way, they always eat together.

Imam Ahmad was once asked, "Which is more liked by you: for a man to eat in solitude or for him to eat with his companions?" He said, "For him to eat with his companions..." He then praised the practice of At-Tanaahud, saying, "When Al-Hasan ﷺ would travel, he would place his wealth along with their wealth (i.e., the wealth of his travel companions), and he would add an amount similar to that which he already gave - i.e., in secret."

11) Sleeping During Travel

In open terrain, the traveler might find it necessary to sleep and rest from the toils of travel. In all matters, the Shariah instructs people to do what is beneficial to them for the short-term and long-term; regarding the issue in question, the Shariah instructs the traveler about where he should sleep, so that vermin and predatory animals do not harm him. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

إِذَا سَافَرْتُمْ فِي الْخَضْبِ فَأَغْطُوا الْبَلْدَ حَطُّهَا مِنَ الأَرْضِ، وَإِذَا سَافَرْتُمْ فِي الْبَسِّةَ فَتَأْثِبُوا بِهَا نِقْطَهَا، وَإِذَا عَرْضَتْ فَأَجْتَمِعُوا الطَّرِيقَ إِنَّهَا طُرُقُ الدَّوَابِّ وَمَا أَوْىَ الْهُوَامُ بِالْمَلَىً

"When you travel on fertile land (land on which there is an

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (3746), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan; by Ahmad (15648); and by Ibn Maajah (3386).
abundance of grass), then give camels their share of the ground; and if you travel on dry, barren land (or during a dry spell), then travel quickly on them (so as to work on the strength they already have and to safely arrive at the destination or at least to fertile land). And when you stop at the end of the night to sleep or rest, then avoid the road, for at nighttime, it becomes the pathway of animals and the resting place of harmful vermin."[1]

An-Nawawee said, "This is one of the manners of traveling and stopping that the Prophet ﷺ guided us to. Harmful vermin and the beasts of the earth move about at nighttime on roads, because of the smoothness of roads and because they (the beasts and vermin) pick up any food that may have fallen down on the road...So if a person rests late at night on the road, something might pass by and harm him, which is why he should avoid resting on the road during that time."

Related Issue: Because he is away from home, traveling to strange places and experiencing fatigue – the natural concomitant of travel – the traveler will most likely find that his sleep schedule becomes disturbed. It is therefore imperative for him to take the necessary steps to make sure he wakes up for Fajr prayer. These days, it has become easy to take those steps – many means are readily available during a journey; for example, one can buy an alarm clock or ask for a wake-up call at the hotel he is staying at. Even with these means readily available, many of us don’t wake up for Fajr prayer; and even though he did not have the same means at his disposal, the Prophet ﷺ still made sure that he ﷺ and his Companions ﷺ would always wake up for Fajr prayer. Abu Hurairah ﷺ said, "When the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ was returning from the Battle of Khaibar, he continued to proceed home during the night until he became overcome by sleepiness. Then, he ﷺ stopped for the night and said to Bilal ﷺ, «اَكْلُوا لَنَا اللَّهُ وَسَلَّمَ»

[1] Related by Muslim (1926), Ahmad (8237), At-Tirmidhee (2858), and Abu Daawood (2569).
“Stay alert for us during the night (to stand guard and to wake the others for prayer).”[{1}]

In another narration, Jubair Ibn Mut‘im ﷺ said, “During one of his travels, the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said, ‘Who will stand guard for us tonight, so that we do not sleep in and miss the morning prayer (Fajr).’ Bilal ﷺ said, ‘I [will stand guard].’”[{2}]

And in yet another Hadeeth, Qataadah ﷺ said, “When the Prophet ﷺ would be on a journey and when he ﷺ would stop for the night, he ﷺ would lie down on his right side. And if he would stop just before the morning, he would keep his elbow erect, while he would place (rest) his head on his hand (so that he would not miss prayer by entering into a state of deep sleep).”[{3}]

12) After Having Fulfilled The Goal Of His Journey, The Traveler Should Not Linger, But Should Instead Return Home Quickly

As soon as a traveler completes the mission of his journey, it is recommended for him to hurry home and not stay longer than necessary. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

السَّفَرُ قَطْعَةٌ مِّنَ الدُّخَالِ يَبِينُ أَحْدَكُمُ طَعَامَهُ وَشَرَابَهُ وَنَوْمَهُ، إِفَّادَ أَفْضَى نَهْمُهُ فَلْيُعْجِلُ إِلَى أُهْلِهِ

“Travel is a share of torment: it prevents one of you from his food, his drink, and his sleep; so when he (one of you) fulfills his need, then let him hasten back to his family.”[{4}]

In explaining this Hadeeth, Ibn Hajr said, “The Hadeeth implies that it is disliked for one to travel away from his family unless there is a need to do so. Furthermore, if one does travel, it is recommended for him to hurry home [as soon as he fulfills the purpose of his journey], especially if his family has no one to

[1] Related by Muslim (680), Abu Daawood (435), Ibn Maajah (697), and Maalik (25).
[2] Related by An-Nassaaee (624) and Ahmad (16304).
[3] Related by Muslim (683) and Ahmad (22126).
[4] Related by Bukhaaree (1804), Muslim (1927), Ahmad (7184), Ibn Maajah (2882), Maalik (1835), and Ad-Daarimee (2670).
spend on them during his absence. By being a resident as opposed to a traveler, one gains the rest and comfort he needs to achieve betterment for this life and the Hereafter. Also, the resident has more strength for worship and is able to join his brothers in congregational prayer."

13) It Is Disliked For A Traveler To Arrive Home To His Family During The Night

Jaabir Ibn 'Abdullah  said, “The Prophet forbade a man from returning suddenly (without warning) to his family during the night.” Muslim’s narration is related with this wording from the Prophet: “When one of you arrives [from a journey] during the night, then he should not go suddenly to his family (without warning), so that the woman whose husband was absent can remove the hair that surrounds her private parts and comb her disheveled hair.” The following narration is also found with Muslim: “The Messenger of Allah prohibited that a man should return suddenly (without warning) to his family during the night, being suspicious of their treachery or searching out for their mistakes.”

From these narrations, it is clear that a man should not return upon a sudden to his family, so that he does not see something from them – especially from his wife – that he dislikes. An-Nawawee said, “If a person has been away on a journey for a long time, it is disliked for him to return suddenly to his wife during the night. But if a man has left for only a short while and is expected to return during the night, then there is no harm in him returning during the night. This meaning is understood from the wording of one of the narrations: “If a man is absent for a long time.” Similarly, if a man is part of a large convoy or a returning army or some similar large group, if it is known that they are all arriving, and if his wife knows that he is returning with them, he may return home at any time, since the reason behind the prohibition is no longer present in his case. The point

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1801) and Muslim (715).
is that a woman should be given time to prepare [and fix up her appearance], and that is achieved when she already knows that her husband is arriving." In today's times, a husband may return during the night and still avoid violating the prohibition by first calling his wife by telephone, informing her of his impending return.

14) When A Traveler Returns To His City, It Is Recommended For Him To Perform Two Units Of prayer In The Masjid

Upon returning from a journey, the first thing the Prophet ﷺ would hasten to do was perform two units of prayer in the Masjid. Ka‘ab Ibn Maalik ﷺ said, "When the Prophet ﷺ would return from a journey during the morning, he ﷺ would enter the Masjid and perform two units of prayer before sitting down."[1]

This is yet another Sunnah that has practically been abandoned. O Allah, help us to follow the Sunnah of Your Prophet ﷺ both outwardly and inwardly. And success lies with Allah ﷺ.

Related Issue: The saying of Ka‘ab ﷺ: That the Prophet ﷺ was on arrival to the city before noon..." Implies that a passenger arriving at forbidden times of prayer is not permitted to perform two units of prayer. However, this is not the case. Ibn Hajar said on the authority of An-Nawawi: This Salat is meant for those arriving from travel and not "Greeting the Masjid" though it serve the same purpose.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (3088), Muslim (2769), and Ahmad (15345).
Chapter 14

The Manners Of Visiting The Sick

Al-Baraa Ibn ‘Aazib ﷺ said, “The Prophet ﷺ ordered us with seven [commands] and forbade us from seven [prohibited matters]: he ﷺ ordered us to follow funerals (by praying the funeral prayer and then following the corpse until the burial is completed), to visit the sick, to answer (i.e., accept the invitation of) a person who invites [one to partake of a meal, for example], to help the one who is wronged, to fulfill one’s oath, to return greetings of peace, and to do Tashmeet of a person who sneezes [i.e., to say, ‘Yarhamukallah (may Allah have mercy on you),’ when he says, ‘Alhamdulillah (All praise is for Allah),’ right after he sneezes]. And he forbade us from [using] containers (and dishes) made of silver, from [wearing] a gold ring, from [wearing] silk, from Ad-Deebaaj (a kind of silk), from Al-Qissee (a garment that is striped with silk), and from Al-Istabrak (a coarse kind of silk). (This is Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth, and he doesn’t mention the seventh prohibited matter; Muslim did mention it in his narration: it is Al-Mayaathir, a covering made of silk that is placed over a saddle).”[1]

The Manners Of Visiting The Sick

1) The Virtues Of Visiting The Sick

A number of narrations have been related concerning the virtues of visiting the sick; here we will mention some of them. Thaubaan ﷺ, the freed slave of the Messenger of Allah ﷺ, was.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1239), Muslim (2066), Ahmad (18034), At-Tirmidhee (2809), and An-Nassaaee (1939).
related that the Messenger of Allâh  said,

"Whoever visits a sick person continues to remain in Khurfat of Paradise ('Khurfah of Paradise' are the fruits one picks from the date trees of Paradise; here, the Prophet  is likening the greatness of the reward one receives for visiting a sick person to the fruits a dweller of Paradise picks from its trees) until he returns."[1]

Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah  reported that he heard the Prophet  say, "Whoever visits a sick person wades in Ar-Rahmah (Mercy), until he sits down, when he is firmly entrenched in it (in Mercy)."[2] Abu Hurairah  reported that the Messenger of Allâh  said,

"Verily, Allâh ‘Azza Wa-Jall (the Possessor of Might and Majesty) will say on the Day of Resurrection, ‘O son of Adam, I became sick yet you did not visit Me.’ He will say, ‘O my Lord, how can I visit You, and You are the Lord of all that exists?’ He  will say, ‘Did you not know that such and such slave of mine became sick? But you did not visit him. Did you not know that had you visited him, you would have found Me with him...’"[3]

And ‘Alee  reported that he heard the Messenger of Allâh  say,

---

[1] Related by Muslim (2568), Ahmad (21868), and At-Tirmidhee (967).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (522). It is from the narrations of Maalik; Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, "It is a Madanee (from Madeenah) authentic Hadeeth." (At-Tamheed 24/273). And in As-Saheeh Al-Adab Al-Mufrad, Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic.

Whoever goes to visit his [sick] Muslim brother is walking in the Khuraafah (a road which lies between two rows of date trees) of Paradise, until he sits down [near his sick brother]. Then, when he sits down, Ar-Rahmah (Mercy) overspreads him. If it is the morning [that he visits him], then 70,000 angels pray over him until the night arrives; and if it is in the night, then 70,000 angels pray over him until the morning arrives.¹⁰¹

After one hears or reads these Ahadeeth, which mention the great virtues of visiting the sick, one should not be derelict in his brotherly duties. Instead, whenever he finds out that one of his Muslim brothers is sick, he should hurry to him, and thus achieve the Mercy of the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful. There are other merits to visiting the sick which we have not mentioned - the sick person feeling consoled upon seeing the concern of his brother, the sick person being able to ask his brother for help if he needs it, and the visitor learning a lesson about the transient nature of this life.¹⁰²

2) Visiting Sick Children

Upon visiting a sick child, one serves the same purpose and does the same actions as when he visits a sick man: he supplicates for the sick child, consoles him, and reads Islamically legislated invocations over him; he also receives the rewards that one reaps for visiting a sick adult (as are detailed in the above-mentioned narrations).

Usaamah Ibn Zaid said, “A daughter of the Prophet sent a message to him - meanwhile, he (Usaamah), Sa’ad, and Ubai

¹ Related by Muslim (2569) and Ahmad (8989), and the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.

² Ibn Al-Jawzee mentioned these merits in Kashf Al-Mushkil.
were with the Prophet ﷺ. [This was the message:] ‘We think that my daughter is in the final stages of dying, so come to us.’ The Prophet ﷺ sent greetings of peace to her, saying: ‘Verily, to Allâh belongs what He takes and what He gives, and everything [is decreed] with Him for an appointed [time]. So seek your reward from Him and be patient.’ She then sent another message, taking an oath upon him [that he should go to her]. Next, the Prophet ﷺ stood, and so we stood [to go to the dying child]. Then the child was raised [and placed] in the lap of the Prophet ﷺ, and his (the baby’s) soul was shaking and was making a trembling sound (indicating that he was about to die). The Prophet’s eyes swelled with tears, and [upon seeing that,] Sa’ad ﷺ said, ‘What is this, O Messenger of Allâh?’ He ﷺ said,

‘هَذِهِ رَحْمَةٌ وَضُعِّفَهَا اللَّهُ فِي قُلُوبِ مَنْ شَاءَ مِنْ عِبَادِهِ، وَلَا يُرَحِّمُ اللَّهُ مِنْ عِبَادِهِ إِلَّا الرُّحَمَاءَ’

‘This is mercy, which Allâh has placed in the hearts of whomsoever He ﷺ pleases from His slaves. And Allâh does not have mercy on anyone from His slaves except for the merciful ones.’”[1]

3) Women Visiting Sick Men

It is permissible for women to visit sick men, even if the men they are visiting are strangers (by strangers, we mean men that are not male relatives that she is allowed to be in seclusion with) to them; however, there are conditions: all parties must be safe from Fitnah (trial and temptation), the woman should be properly veiled, and they must not be alone together. If these conditions are fulfilled, then it is permissible for a woman to visit a sick man and vice versa. ‘Aaisah ﷺ said (her father, Abu Bakr ﷺ, related the same), ‘When the Messenger of Allâh arrived at Al-Madeenah, both Abu Bakr and Bilal ﷺ became ill with a strong fever. I entered upon both of them and said, ‘O my father,
how do you find yourself? And O Bilal, how do you find yourself? ...” And in the narration found with Ahmad, ‘Urwah said, “When the Prophet arrived at Al-Madeenah, his Companions fell ill, and each of the following fell ill: Abu Bakr, ‘Aamir Ibn Fuhairah - the freed slave of Abu Bakr - and Bilal. ‘Aaisha sought permission from the Prophet to visit them, and he gave her his permission. [When she entered upon them,] she said to Abu Bakr, ‘How do you find yourself? ...’[1] Ibn Shihaab related that Abu Umaamah Ibn Sahl Ibn Haneef informed him of the following: “A poor woman became sick, and the Messenger of Allah was informed about her sickness. And the Messenger of Allah would visit the poor and ask after them (i.e., ask how they were doing and whether they needed any help).”[2] Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, “This Hadeeth indicates that it is permissible [for men] to visit women, even if those men are not her Mahrams. But this ruling, in my view, is limited to when the [sick] woman is very aged. If she is not, then no (i.e., men must not visit her), unless they ask how she is doing without looking at her.”[3]

4) Visiting A Person Who Is Unconscious

Some people refuse to visit a sick person who is unaware of his surroundings, such as a person who is unconscious for a long period of time or a person who is in a coma. They argue that an unconscious person does not sense those around him; hence there is no real need or benefit of visiting him. They are wrong;

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5654), and he put it under the chapter heading: “Women Visiting Men.” Umm Ad-Dardaa once visited a man of the Masjid from the Ansaar. Muslim also related the Hadeeth (1376), without the mention of ‘Aaisha’s visit. Both Ahmad (23839) and Maalik (1648) related it as well.

[2] Maalik related it in Al-Muwattah (531), and Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, “It is not disagreed about over Maalik in Al-Muwattah regarding this Hadeeth being Mursal. And this Hadeeth is with a chain; it is connected, and it is authentic, other than the [narration of this] Hadeeth of Maalik At-Tamheed (6/254).”

no proof from the *Shariah* supports their claim; in fact, there is an authentic proof that disproves their claim. Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah ﷺ said, "I fell ill with a sickness, and the Prophet ﷺ and Abu Bakr ﷺ visited me. They both came walking, and they found me to be in a state of unconsciousness. The Prophet ﷺ then performed ablution, after which he poured the water he used for his ablution over me. I then came to and found the Prophet ﷺ before me. I said, ‘O Messenger of Allah, what should I do with my wealth? How should I rule concerning my wealth (i.e., to whom should I leave it to)?’ He gave me no answer until the verse of inheritance was revealed."[1]

Ibn Hajr said, "The legislation of visiting a sick person does not hinge upon that sick person being conscious of his visitor’s presence. When a visitor comes, there are other benefits: the sick person’s family becomes consoled; blessings are hoped for from the supplications of the visitor; the visitor places his hand on the sick person and wipes it over his body, after having blown on his hand and read verses through which refuge in Allah is sought; and so on."[2]

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5651), Muslim (1616), Ahmad (13886), At-Tirmidhee (2097), An-Nassaaee (138), Abu Daawood (2886), Ibn Maajah (2728), and Ad-Daarimee (733).

[2] It has become a common belief in certain Arab countries that when a patient becomes brain-dead, he should be given 'comfort and rest' through an injection that kills him. People who hold this view argue that, according to the principles of modern medicine, a brain-dead person is, for all effective purposes, dead; and that it is just a matter of time before he completely dies. They say, "We should give him this injection to free him of the pain he is experiencing as long as he is alive.” It should be said to them: You are not really bringing him comfort, but are rather preventing him and others from much goodness. As long as he remains barely alive, and if he is from the people of *Eemaan* (faith) and *Ihsaan*, his sins will continue to be atoned for and he will be raised in rankings. Ibn Mas’ood ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,
5) Visiting A Sick Non-Muslim

Some scholars have disliked the practice of visiting a disbeliever who is sick; they argue that one honors a patient by visiting him and that a Muslim should not confer honor upon a disbeliever. Other scholars have ruled that it is permissible to visit a sick disbeliever if it is at least hoped that he will accept Islam. This latter view is more in harmony with the practice of the Prophet ﷺ. Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ said, “A young boy of the Jews would serve the Prophet ﷺ and once became sick. The Prophet ﷺ went to visit him and he ﷺ said to him, 

«أسلم، فأسلم»

“Accept Islam,' and the boy accepted Islam.”[1]

“No Muslim is afflicted with the harm of sickness or anything else, except that Allāh removes his sins just as a tree removes (or sheds) its leaves.” (Bukhaaree: 5667).

By remaining even barely alive, he might benefit from a righteous person’s supplication, which Allāh ﷺ then accepts; and consequently, he may become cured - and Allāh ﷺ is upon all things capable. Or, through the supplications of Muslims, he may be forgiven his sins. Also, when he stays alive, the sins of his family - who become afflicted with sadness and anxiety - are also atoned for. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

يَصْبِبُ الْمُسْلِمُ مِنْ نَصْبٍ وَلَا وَصْبٍ وَلَا حَزْنٍ وَلَا أَذى وَلَا عُجُمٌ حَتَّى

"No Muslim is afflicted with fatigue, with sickness, with grief, with harm, or with sorrow, even if it is a thorn that pricks him - except that Allāh pardons some of his sins for it (i.e., for that affliction).” (Bukhaaree: 5642, and others).

As long as he remains alive, others are allowed to show their filial dutifulness, especially if the patient is a father or mother, for the children of the patient will continue to receive rewards for visiting and taking care of their parent. Because of these and other reasons, the heinousness of the aforementioned view - the proponents of which claim to want to bring comfort to the patient, arguing that death is better for him - should become clear.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5656), Ahmad (12381), and Abu Daawood (3095).
Sa’eed Ibn Al-Musayyib related that his father said, "When Abu Taalib was in the final stages of dying, the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ went to him and said,

"قُل لَا إِلَّا اِللهُ كُلِّمَةٌ أُحَاجٌ لَّكَ بِهَا عِندَ الْهَيْرَ"  
"Say: None has the right to be worshipped but Allâh, a phrase I will use as evidence with Allâh on your behalf."[1]

6) The Best Time To Visit A Sick Person

There is no Hadeeth in which the Prophet ﷺ mentioned a specific time for visiting the sick. That being the case, it is permissible to visit a sick person at any time during the day or night, as long as they are not burdened or annoyed by the untimeliness of the visit; after all, the main purpose of a visit is to console and comfort the sick, and not to bother them. The best time to visit the sick differs from place to place, era to era. In some societies, it is deemed proper etiquette to visit a sick person during the night, and in other societies, during the day. Since there is no Hadeeth that specifies the best time, one should follow what is considered proper etiquette in the society he lives in. Al-Mirwadheē said, "Accompanying my father, I visited a sick person during the night; this occurred during the month of Ramadan. My father later said to me, 'During Ramadan, sick people are visited during the night.'" Where it is customary for people to take a noon-nap, one should avoid visiting both the sick and the healthy. Al-Athram said, "It was once said to Abu ‘Abdullah, ‘So and so is sick’; this took place in the middle of the day during summer. Abu ‘Abdullah answered, ‘This is not a time of visitation.’" If, however, in another society it is customary for people to visit one another around noontime, then it is not disliked for the people of that society to visit one another at that time.

7) Making The Visit Short

A visitor should not stay too long with a sick patient, who is

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6681), Muslim (24), Ahmad (23162), and An-Nassaaee (2035).
mainly preoccupied with his pain and suffering. Staying too long for a visit is burdensome for the sick patient, who needs a lot of rest. It is therefore proper etiquette in Islam to make the visit short. Ibn Taawoos related that his father said, "The best visit is the lightest one (i.e., shortest and least burdensome one)." Al-Aouzaa’ee said, "I once went to Basrah, intending to visit Muhammad Ibn Seereen. [When I reached him,] I found him to be sick...so we would then visit him and remain standing [during the visit] (i.e., we would keep the visits short and not long enough to sit down and get comfortable)..." And, Ash-Sha’bee once said, "A visit from the village idiots is a sharper blow upon the family of the patient than the actual sickness of their relative: they (the village idiots) come at an inappropriate time, and they remain seated [with the patient] for a long time."

However, it might occur that the patient sincerely wants a visitor to stay for a long time and to visit often; in such a situation, it is better for the visitor to fulfill the wishes of the patient, thus making him feel happy and comforted. Such was the case after Sa’ad Ibn Mu’aadh became injured during the Battle of Al-Khandaq. The Prophet ordered for a tent to be erected in the Masjid, so that the Prophet could have easy access to visit him.[1] And which Companion would not want the Prophet to remain with him for a long time and to visit him frequently!

8) Where The Visitor Should Sit

It is recommended for the visitor to sit beside the head of the patient, for this was the practice of the Prophet and of righteous people who came after him. Anas said, "A young boy of the Jews who would serve the Prophet once became sick. The Prophet went to visit him; he (the Prophet) sat beside his head and said to him, 'Accept Islam'..." In another narration, Ibn ‘Abbaas said, "When the Prophet would visit a sick person, he would sit beside his head..."[2] And Ar-

---

[1] Bukhaaree related this Hadeeth (463).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (536), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (416).
Rabee’ Ibn ‘Abdullah said, “I went with Al-Hasan to visit Qataadah, who was ill. Al-Hasan sat beside his head, asked him [how he was feeling], and then supplicated for him...”[1] By sitting beside the head of the patient, the visitor makes the patient feel a sense of closeness to him; also, among other benefits, the visitor is better situated to place his hand over the sick person and supplicate for him.

9) Asking The Patient About His Situation And Saying Comforting Words To Him

It is from the proper etiquette of visiting a sick person to ask him about his situation and his sickness. In the previously related Hadeeth of ‘Aaisha, she said, “When the Messenger of Allah arrived at Al-Madeenah, both Abu Bakr and Bilal became ill with a strong fever. I entered upon both of them and said, ‘O my father, how do you find yourself? And O Bilal, how do you find yourself? ...’”

It is also proper etiquette to say comforting words to the patient, such as, “No matter, you will get better, by the will of Allah”; or, “This sickness is not dangerous, and Allah will cure you, Insha Allah (if Allah wills)”; or any similar comforting phrase, as long as the signs of approaching death are not present. The visitor should say comforting words for the sake of the patient, for such words often help, as is well-known through long-standing experience, to quicken the patient’s recovery.

Related Issue: When a patient complains about his illness, he can do so in two ways.

First, he does so from a sense of impatience and annoyance; no doubt, this is disliked, for it indicates the weakness of his Eemaan and his dissatisfaction with Allah’s Divine Preordainment and Decree.

Second, he is not really complaining, but is simply informing others about his situation, without being concerned with what people think, and without being attached to people or hoping

[1] Related by Bukhaaree in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (537), and Al-Albaanee said, “Its chain is authentic (417).”
from them; to be sure, this is permissible. Al-Qaasim Ibn Muhammad related that ‘Aaisha \( ^\circ \) once said, "O, my head." The Messenger of Allâh \( ^\circ \) then said,

"If that were to occur (i.e., ‘Aaisha’s death) while I am still alive, then I would ask [Allâh] to forgive you and I would supplicate for you."

‘Aaisha \( ^\circ \) said, "Waa Thukliyaa (Usually said when one’s child dies; here, however, that is not the intended meaning, for people would also say this expression when some affliction or calamity befell them). By Allâh, I indeed think that you love for me to die. If that occurred (i.e., her death), you would spend the end of your day (i.e., the night) with one of your wives.” The Prophet \( ^\circ \) then said, “Rather it is I who says: O, my head...”[1] And in another Hadeeth, Ibn Mas’ood \( ^\circ \) said, “I entered upon the Prophet \( ^\circ \) who was suffering from a high fever. I touched him with my hand and said, ‘Verily, you are suffering from a high fever and are experiencing severe pain.’ He \( ^\circ \) said,

"Yes, to the same degree that two men from among you suffer and experience.”

Ibn Mas’ood \( ^\circ \) asked, “You have two rewards [then]?” He \( ^\circ \) said,

"Yes. No Muslim is afflicted with harm from sickness or from anything else, except that Allâh makes his sins fall like a tree sheds its leaves.”[2]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5666), who related it by way of ‘Ubaydullah Ibn ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Utbah; Ahmad (25380); Ibn Maajah (1465); and Ad-Daarimee (80).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5667), Muslim (2571), Ahmad (3611), and Ad-Daarimee (2771).
10) Crying Beside A Sick Person

The question of concern here is whether it is permissible or forbidden to cry over a sick person. It appears to us from the action of the Prophet ﷺ that it is permissible to do so. ‘Abdullah Ibn ’Umar ﷺ said, "When Sa’ad Ibn ‘Ubaadah ﷺ fell ill, the Prophet ﷺ went to visit him; ‘Abdur-Rahmaan Ibn ‘Aouf, Sa’ad Ibn Abee Waqqas, and ‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood ﷺ came along with him. When the Prophet ﷺ entered upon him and found him to be amidst the servants of his family, he ﷺ asked them, ‘Has he expired?’ They said, ‘No, O Messenger of Allâh.’ The Prophet ﷺ then began to cry, and when the people saw him crying, they too began to cry. He ﷺ then said,

"أَلَّا تَشْمَعُونَ إِنَّ اللَّهَ لَا يُعَذِّبُ بِدَمَعَ الْعَيْنِ وَلَا بِحُزْنِ الْقُلُبِ وَلِكَينَ يُعَذِّبُ بِهِذَا وَأَشَارَ إِلَى لِسَانِهِ أَوْ يَرْحَمُ، وَإِنَّ الْمَيْتَ يُعَذِّبُ بِعَقَاءِ أَهْلِهِ عَلَيْهِ."

"Do you not hear that, indeed, Allâh does not punish [someone] because of the tears of the eye or because of the sadness of the heart; rather, He punishes or has mercy for this,’ and he ﷺ pointed to his tongue. And a dead person is punished by his family’s crying over him (scholars disagree about the meaning of this last sentence; some say that this refers to when a family member wails in a loud voice over the deceased; others maintain that this refers to when, before dying, the deceased asks his family to cry over him in order to confer honor upon him; and this practice was common among the Arabs)."[1]

This Hadeeth proves that it is permissible to cry over a sick person; it follows, then, that it is permissible to cry over a dead person, for death is a greater affliction than sickness. However, one must avoid wailing in a loud voice, for doing so is prohibited in Islam.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1304) and Muslim (924).
11) What One Should Say To The Patient, In Terms Of Supplications And Comforting Words

When one visits a sick person, he should be very careful about what he says, for the angels say ‘Aameen (i.e., O Allâh, answer this supplication)’ for whatever he says. This reality is clearly mentioned in a Hadeeth related by Umm Salamah ; in it, the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

\[\text{إذا حضّرتم المريض أو الميت فقولون خيرًا، فإن الملاككة يؤمنون على ما تقولون.}\]

"If you go to a sick person or to the dead, then speak well, for the angels say 'Aaameen' to what you say."

Umm Salamah  said, "Then, when Abu Salamah  died, I went to the Prophet ﷺ and said, 'O Messenger of Allâh, Abu Salamah  has indeed died. He ﷺ said to me,

\[\text{اللهم اغفر لي وله، وأغفني منه عفوي خصيت.}\]

'Say: O Allâh, forgive me and him, and give to me in his place a good recompense.'

I said that, and Allâh gave me in his place one who is better for me than him: Muhammad ﷺ (i.e., she  then married the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ)."[1]

It is recommended for the visitor to invoke Allâh ﷺ to forgive the patient, to have mercy on him, to grant him health, and to purify him from his sins. And the visitor should say those supplications that the Prophet ﷺ said upon visiting the sick; here are some of those supplications:

a) "Never mind, may it (the sickness) be a purification, if Allâh wills." Ibn 'Abbaas  said, "The Prophet ﷺ entered upon a [sick] Bedouin to visit him. And whenever the Prophet ﷺ would enter upon a sick person to visit him, he ﷺ would say,

[1] Related by Muslim (919), Ahmad (25958), At-Tirmidhee (977), An-Nassaaee (1825), and Ibn Maajah (1447).
"Never mind, may it (the sickness) be a purification, if Allâh wills."

So he said to the Bedouin, 'Never mind, may it (the sickness) be a purification, if Allâh wills.' The Bedouin answered, 'You said: purification. Certainly not! Rather, it is a fever that is raging or taking its vengeance upon an old man, bringing him to the brink of the graves.' The Prophet ﷺ said,

"[with firmness]"

"Then in that case, yes."

The Prophet’s saying, “Never mind” means that sickness atones for sins, so that if a person becomes healthy again, he achieves health and atonement for his sins; but if he does not become healthy, he at least achieves atonement for his sins. Ibn Hajr said, "Among the benefits we take from the Hadeeth is that a patient should accept people’s supplications for him; he should not complain or grumble – as did the Bedouin in the Hadeeth – when others invoke Allâh to purify him from his sins."

b) "O Allâh, cure...so and so." When Sa’ad Ibn Abee Waqqaas ﷺ became sick, the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ visited him. This is a partial wording of the Hadeeth in which Sa’ad ﷺ gave an account of the visit: "He ﷺ then placed his hand on his forehead, after which he wiped his hand over my face and stomach. He ﷺ then said,

"O Allâh, cure Sa’ad..."

And in Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ repeated, “O Allâh, cure Sa’ad,” three times.\(^2\)

\(^{[1]}\) Related by Bukhaaree (3616).

\(^{[2]}\) Related by Bukhaaree (5659), Muslim (1628), Ahmad (1443), At-Tirmidhee (2116), An-Nassaaee (3626), Maalik (1495), and Ad-Daarimee (3196), in whose narration the supplication is not mentioned.
c) "I ask Allāh the Supreme, Lord of the magnificent throne to cure you (seven times)." Ibn 'Abbaas reported that the Prophet said,

"No person visits a sick person, not coming at the moment of death, and says seven times in his presence, 'I ask Allāh the Supreme, Lord of the magnificent throne to cure you,' except that Allāh cures him from that sickness."

[1]

d) "O Allāh cure your slave, [and] for You may he cause much harm to the enemy [of the Muslims], and may he walk to the prayer." Ibn 'Amr reported that the Prophet said,

"When a man goes to visit a sick person, then let him say, 'O Allāh cure your slave, [and] for You may he cause much harm to the enemy [of the Muslims], and may he walk to the prayer.'"

Abu Daawood related it with this wording: "Or may he walk for You to a funeral (i.e., to the funeral prayer and to the burial)."

12) Placing One's Hand Over The Sick Person.

It is recommended for the visitor to place his hand over the body of the sick person and supplicate for him. Since nothing specific is related from the Sunnah, we cannot say for sure whether by placing his hand over the sick person, the visitor does an act that helps to alleviate or remove the patient's pain. Nonetheless, the

[1] Related by Ahmad (2138), At-Tirmidhee (2083), and Abu Daawood (3106) - the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth, and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic.

[2] Related by Ahmad (6564), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth. Abu Daawood (3107) related it too, and Al-Albaanee declared his narration to be authentic.
visitor should still, in following the practice of the Prophet ﷺ, place his hand over the patient. Ibn Battaal pointed out that the patient feels a sense of camaraderie and friendship when the visitor places his hand over him, and the latter, especially if he is pious, might help alleviate the patient’s sickness when, along with placing his hand over him, he supplicates for him. It is related in a number of Ahadeeth that the Prophet ﷺ placed his noble hand over a sick person; for example, this is mentioned in the previously related Ahadeeth of Sa‘ad Ibn Abee Waqqaas ﷺ:

“He ﷺ then placed his hand on his forehead, after which he wiped his hand over my face and stomach. He ﷺ then said,

"ّاللهُ اسْتَفِعْ سَعْداً... الحديث"

"O Allāh, cure Sa‘ad..."

And in another Hadeeth, ‘Aaisha ﷺ said, “When the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ would visit a sick person, he would place his hand on the spot that was hurting. Then he ﷺ would say, ‘Bismillah.’”[1]

13) Reading Invocations Over The Patient.

It is recommended for a visitor to read invocations over the patient, for this was the practice of the Prophet ﷺ; a pious person should especially do so, for his invocations are more beneficial to the patient than those that are read by person who is not so pious. There is a special term for reading invocations over the sick: Ar-Ruqyaa. The Prophet ﷺ would perform Ar-Ruqyaa over sick relatives and Companions, and he ﷺ approved of certain invocations used for Ar-Ruqyaa that he heard from some of his Companions. Here are some of them:

a) Ar-Ruqyaa With Al-Mu’awwidhaat The term ‘Al-Mu’awwid-haat’ refers to the last two Chapters of the Qur’an – “The Daybreak Chapter” and “The Mankind Chapter” – as well as to (according to some scholars) “The Purity Chapter.”

‘Aaisha ﷺ said, “Verily, when anyone from his family became

---

sick, the Prophet ﷺ would spit lightly upon him with Al-Mu’awwidhaat (the same practice that a Muslim should perform before going to bed: first, reading the last three Chapters of the Qur’an, then spitting lightly into one’s hand, and then wiping one’s hand over one’s body, except that here, this practice is applied on the patient).”[1]

b) Ar-Ruqyaa With “Faatihatul Kitaab (The Opening Of The Book, i.e., ‘The Opening Chapter’)

In summary of a long Hadeeth, Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree ﷺ came across a people whose chief fell ill through a venomous bite. Abu Sa’eed ﷺ performed Ar-Ruqyaa on him with “The Opening Chapter” of the Qur’an. The chief became cured, and as a reward to Abu Sa’eed ﷺ, he gave him a number of sheep. Abu Sa’eed ﷺ refused to accept the sheep right away, saying that he first wanting to discuss the matter with the Prophet ﷺ, to see if he approved. He ﷺ went to the Prophet ﷺ and informed him of what happened; he ﷺ said, “O Messenger of Allâh, by Allâh, I performed Ar-Ruqyaa on him with nothing other than ‘The Opening Of The Book.’” The Prophet ﷺ smiled and said,

«وَمَا أَدْرَاكَ أَنَّهَا رِقَّيَةٌ؟»

“What made you know that it (“The Opening Chapter”) is Ruqyaa (i.e., that, when read over a sick person, it helps bring about his cure by the will of Allâh)?”

The Prophet ﷺ then said,

«حُدُوْاٖ مِّنْهُمْ، وَأًضْرِبُواٖ لِي بِسَمْهُ مَعَكُمْ»

“‘Take from them (i.e., take the sheep), and allot for me a share along with yourselves.’[2]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5748), Muslim (2192), Ahmad (24207), Abu Daawood (3902), Ibn Maajah (3529), and Maalik (1755).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (2276), Muslim (2201), Ahmad (10686), Abu Daawood (3418), and Ibn Maajah (2156). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
c) *Ar-Ruqyaa* with, “Remove the severity of the sickness, O Lord of mankind, and cure, for You are Ash-Shaafee (the One Who cures). There is no cure save Your cure, a cure that leaves behind no sickness.” ‘Aaisha reported that when the Prophet would go to a sick person or when a sick person would be brought to him, he would say,

> أَذَهَبْ الْبَاسَ، رَبَّ الْنَّاسِ، اِشْفَفْ وَأَنْتَ الشَّافِي، لَا شِفَاءَ إِلَّا شِفَاءٌ أَلَّا شَفَاؤُكَ

> Remove the severity of the sickness, O Lord of mankind...”

Muslim related it thus: “When any person among us fell ill, the Prophet would wipe over him with his right hand, after which he would say,

> أَذَهَبْ الْبَاسَ، رَبَّ الْنَّاسِ... الحديث

> Remove the severity of the sickness, O Lord of mankind...”[1]

d) *Ar-Ruqyaa* with, “In the name of Allâh do I read invocations over you [, invoking Allâh to cure you], [for protection] from everything that harms you, from the evil of every soul or from the eye of the jealous one. May Allâh cure you. In the name of Allâh do I read invocations over you [, invoking Allâh to cure you].” Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree reported that Jibreel went to the Prophet and said, “O Muhammad, you have fallen ill?” The Prophet said,

> نَعَمَ

> Yes.”

Jibreel then said,

> بِأَنْعَامِ اللهِ أَرْفَقَكَ مِنْ كُلِّ شَيْءٍ يُؤُدِّيْكَ، مِنْ نَشَرِّ كُلِّ نَفْسٍ أَوْ عَيْنِ حَامِدَ.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5675), Muslim (2191), Ahmad (24317), and Ibn Maajah (3520).
"In the name of Allāh do I read invocations over you [, invoking Allāh to cure you], [for protection] from everything that harms you, from the evil of every soul or from the eye of the jealous one. May Allāh cure you. In the name of Allāh do I read invocations over you [, invoking Allāh to cure you]."[^1]

e) Ar-Ruqyaa with, "In the Name of Allāh, [with] the soil of our earth and the saliva of some of us - may the ailing among us become cured by the permission of our Lord." 'Aaisha ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ would say these words to a sick person:

"In the Name of Allāh, [with] the soil of our earth and the saliva of some of us - may the ailing among us become cured by the permission of our Lord."[^2]

An-Nawawee gave this explanation of the invocation: "He would take his own saliva, place it on his index finger, then put his finger on soil. Some of the soil would cling to his finger, and he would then wipe it over the place of injury or sickness. And as he would wipe his hand over the ailing spot, he would say those words. And Allāh knows best."

**Related Issue:** In Muslim countries, some people now take a bouquet of flowers with them when they visit the sick; usually attached to the flower is a card, upon which they write consoling words. In their minds, the best they could do for the sick is to present flowers to them. First, we must understand that this practice is taken from Christian lands and that the Prophet ﷺ forbade us from imitating the Jews and Christians.

[^1]: Related by Muslim (2186), Ahmad (11140), At-Tirmidhee (972), and Ibn Maajah (3523).

[^2]: With different wordings, the following compilers related this Hadeeth: Bukhaaree (5745), Muslim (2194), Ahmad (24096), Abu Daawood (3895), and Ibn Maajah (3521).
Second, the people who apply this practice forsake supplicating for mercy, purification, forgiveness, and health to befall the patient, replacing those supplications with meaningless cliches that they write on a card or that is preprinted on a card. They replace Islamically legislated invocations from the Qur'an and Sunnah with a bouquet of flowers that might wither in a day or two. O Allah, guide us to the straight path, and not to the path of those who have earned Your anger, nor of those who went astray.

14) When A Patient Is In The Final Stages Of Dying, Those Around Him Should Prompt Him To Say The Shahaadah (“I Bear Witness That None Has The Right To Be Worshipped But Allah”):

When he dies, they should close his eyes and supplicate for him. As a patient is nearing the final stages of death, it is recommended for those that are present to remind him of Allah’s vast mercy and to avoid making him feel a sense of hopelessness. Jaabir said, “Three days before he died, ‘I heard the Prophet say,

«لا يموت أحدكم إلا وهو يحسن الله عر وجل»

‘Let no one among you die except that he thinks well of Allah ‘Azza Wa-Jall (the Possessor of Might and Majesty).’”[1]

In explaining the Prophet’s saying, “...except that he thinks well of Allah ‘Azza Wa-Jall,” scholars have said, “It means to think that Allah will forgive him and have mercy on him.”[2] Also, in a gentle and kind manner, they should prompt the dying patient to say the Shahaadah (“None has the right to be worshipped but Allah”). Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

«لا تetya موتاكموس إلا إلأ إلأ الله»

[1] Related by Muslim (2877), Ahmad (13711), Abu Daawood (3113), and Ibn Maajah (4167).
"Prompt the dying ones among you to say, 'Laa ilaha illallah (None has the right to be worshipped but Allāh)."^[1]

An-Nawawee said, "The order to prompt the deceased in this manner is the kind of command which indicates that the action being ordered to is recommended (and not compulsory). Scholars agree that it is disliked to prompt the dying patient continuously or too frequently; otherwise, the patient, because of the pain he is already experiencing, might begin to dislike what is being requested of him, and he even might end up saying inappropriate words. Furthermore, if the dying patient says the Shahaadah once, no one should prompt him to say it again unless he says something afterwards, in which case he should be prompted again, so that his last words are 'Laa ilaha illallah (None has the right to be worshipped but Allāh).' Then, when he dies, it is recommended for those present to close his eyes and supplicate for him. Umm Salamah ﷺ said, "The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ entered upon Abu Salamah ﷺ, whose eyes remained open [after having died], and the Prophet ﷺ then closed them. He ﷺ then said,

«إنَّ الْرُوْحِ إِذَا فَتَرَسَّ تَبَعُّهُ الْبَصَرِ»

'Verily, when the soul is taken, one follows it with his sight.'

People from his family became troubled and afraid, and so he ﷺ said,

«لَا تَدْعُوا عَلَى أَنْفُسِكُمْ إِلاَّ يَخَافُ، فَإِنَّ الأَمْلَائِةَ يُؤَمِّنُونَ عَلَى مَا يَتَقَوَّلُونَ»

'Do not supplicate upon yourselves (or upon the deceased) except with goodness (with good supplications), for the angels say, 'Aameen (i.e., O Allāh, answer this supplication)’ to what you say.'

He ﷺ then said,

اللَّهُمَّ اغْفِرْ لَآبِي سَلِمَةَ، وَأَرفِقْ دِرْجَتَهُ فِي الْمُهْدِييْنَ، وَأَلْقِهِ فِي عَقِيِّهِ

^[1] Related by Muslim (916), Ahmad (10610), At-Tirmidhee (976), An-Nassaaee (1826), Abu Daawood (3117), and Ibn Maajah (1445).
"O Allah, forgive Abu Salamah and raise his ranking among the guided ones. Make among his progeny those who succeed him and remain. And forgive us and him, O Lord of all that exists; and make his grave spacious for him, and illuminate it for him."

[1] Related by Muslim (920), Ahmad (26003), Abu Daawood (3118), and Ibn Maajah (1454). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
Chapter 15

The Manners Of Adornment And Attire

Allah ﷺ said:

"O Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to cover yourselves (screen your private parts, etc.) and as an adornment, and the raiment of righteousness, that is better. Such are among the Ayaat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) of Allah, that they may remember (i.e., leave falsehood and follow truth). O Children of Adam! Let not Shaitan (Satan) deceive you, as he got your parents [Adam and Hawwa (Eve)] out of Paradise, stripping them of their raiments, to show them their private parts. Verily, he and Qaabiluhu (his soldiers from the Jinns of his tribe) see you from where you cannot see them. Verily, We made the Shayaateen (devils) Auliyaa (protectors and helpers) for those who believe not" (Qur'an 7:26,27)

'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr Ibn Al-'Aas ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"Eat and drink and give charity; and attire yourselves, but without Israaf (extravagance and wastage) and Makheelah (pride and haughtiness)."[1]

[1] An-Nassaaee related it (2559), and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Hasan
The Manners Of Adornment And Attire

1) It Is Compulsory To Cover The Private Areas Of The Body

In the following verse, Allâh ﷻ reminds His slaves of the blessing of physical attire; He ﷻ then guided them to a figurative kind of attire, one that is even better than the physical kind. Allâh ﷻ said:

"O Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to cover yourselves (screen your private parts, etc.) and as an adornment, and the raiment of righteousness, that is better. Such are among the Ayaat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) of Allâh, that they may remember (i.e., leave falsehood and follow truth). O Children of Adam! Let not Shaitan (Satan) deceive you, as he got your parents [Adam and Hawwaa (Eve)] out of Paradise, stripping them of their raiments, to show them private parts. Verily, he and Qaabiluhu (his soldiers from the Jinns of his tribe) see you from where you cannot see them. Verily, We made the Shayaateen (devils) Auliyyaa (protectors and helpers) for those who believe not" (Qur’an 7:26,27)

In the Tafseer (explanation) of this verse, Ibn Katheer said, “In this verse, Allâh ﷻ reminds his slaves of the favors of clothing and adornment. Basic clothing serves the purpose of covering ‘Auraa (private areas, which one should not allow anyone to see – with the exception of his wife). ‘Adornment’ is an added blessing over and above basic clothing; the latter is for necessity, the former is

(Saheeh Sunan An-Nassaaee: 2399). Ahmad (6656) and Ibn Maajah (3605) also related it, and it is found with Bukhaaree Ta’leeqan, in the beginning of “The Chapter Of Attire.”
for embellishment and addition. It is from the most important of Islamic manners for one to cover his 'Auraa. Men and women have been prohibited from looking at one another’s 'Auraas because of the evil that would otherwise result. The word 'Auraa comes from the word 'Aur, which means something that one should be ashamed about; the 'Auraa of a person’s body, therefore, is something that one should be ashamed to expose or see.

Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree Ḥ reported that the Messenger of Allāh ᴩ said,

\[
\text{‘Let no man look at the ‘Auraa of another man, nor a woman at the ‘Auraa of another woman. And let no man be [naked] with another man under a single Thaub (garment or cloth); and let no woman be [naked] with another woman under a single Thaub.’}^{[1]}
\]

Miswar Ibn Makhramah Ḥ said, “I advanced, carrying upon me a heavy stone, and upon me was a light lower garment. My lower garment then became unraveled, and I still had the stone; I could not have put it down until I reached its place. The Messenger of Allāh ᴩ then said,

\[
\text{‘Return to your garment and take it, and do not walk naked.’}^{[2]}
\]

Bahz Ibn Hakeem related the following Hadeeth from his father, who related it from his father. Bahz’s grandfather said, “I said, ‘O Messenger of Allāh, the private areas of our body – what of them

---

[1] Related by Muslim (338), Ahmad (11207), At-Tirmidhee (2793), and Ibn Maajah (661).

[2] Related by Muslim (341) and Abu Daawood (4016).
may we come [forth] with and what of them should we leave?’ The Prophet ﷺ said,

«احْفَظُ عُورُكَ إِلاَّ مِنْ رُوحَكَ أوْ مَا مَلُكْتِ يَبِينَكَ»

"Preserve the private areas of your body (i.e., don’t let anyone see them) except from your wife or what your right hand owns (i.e., any slaves you own)."

I said, ‘O Messenger of Allâh, if people are mixed together [all the time (i.e., if people are together all the time and it is difficult to keep some private body parts – such as one’s upper legs – hidden all the time)]?’ He ﷺ said,

«إِنَّكُم مُّصَاطِبُ أَنْ لاَ يُرِينَهَا أَحَدٌ فَلاَ يُرِينَهَا»

"If you are able to make sure that no one sees them (the private areas of your body), then make sure that no one sees them."

I said, ‘O Messenger of Allâh, what about when one of us is alone (i.e., in that case, may we keep some of our private areas exposed)?’ He ﷺ said,

«اَلَّهُ أَحْيَانِ أَنْ يُسَرِّحِى مِنْهُ مِنَ النَّاسِ»

"Allâh is more deserving of [people being] shy of Him than people [are deserving of others being shy of them]."[1]

The question that now arises is this: what is the ‘Auraa (private areas that no one else may see) of a man? And what is the ‘Auraa of a woman? A man’s ‘Auraa, which he may show to no one save his wife and female slave, is from the navel to the knee. A woman’s ‘Auraa is – except from her husband – her entire body. As for her Mahrams (e.g., her father, brother, son, etc.), they may see from her what normally appears from her body when she is in her home: her face, her hands, her hair, her neck, etc. And a woman’s ‘Auraa when she is among other women is from her

[1] Related by Ahmad (19530); At-Tirmidhee (2794), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan”; Abu Daawood (4017), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan”; and Ibn Maajah (1920).
navel to her knee.

**Question:** Is a man’s thigh a part of his ‘Auraa?

**Answer:** The Permanent Council (of Scholars in Saudi Arabia) issued the following answer: The majority of jurists maintain that the thigh of a man is a part of his ‘Auraa, the area of his body that he must keep hidden from others (other than his wife and female slave). Yet not a single Hadeeth that those jurists cite to support their view is free from criticism concerning its chain - either that it is disconnected or that some of its narrators are weak. Nonetheless, the different narrations [which state that a man’s thigh is a part of a man’s ‘Auraa] strengthen one another, so that as a group, they are valid and binding proofs. Maalik related one of those proofs in Al-Muwattah; Ahmad, Abu Daawood, and At-Tirmidhee related it as well: Jarhad Al-Aslamee said, “The Messenger of Allah passed by, and at the time I was wearing a gown. My thigh was exposed, and so the Prophet said,

"Cover your thigh, for the thigh is ‘Auraa."

At-Tirmidhee declared this narration to be Hasan, and Al-Albaanee declared that Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth is authentic.[1] Another group of scholars hold that a man’s thigh is not a part of his ‘Auraa. They cite a narration related by Anas, in which the Prophet’s lower garment was raised to the point where one could see his thigh. Anas said, “Until I was indeed looking at the whiteness of his thigh.” (Ahmad and Bukhaaree related this Hadeeth.) Imam Bukhaaree said, “The Hadeeth of Anas has a better chain, and [to follow] the Hadeeth of Jarhad is the more careful and safe [thing to do].” The view of the majority in this issue is in fact safer, because the first Hadeeth clearly mentioned the ruling for the issue in question, whereas the Hadeeth of Anas can be interpreted in different ways.[2]

---

[1] Abu Daawood (3389)
**Question:** Some women wear clothing that reveals the beauty of their physique. For example, one of them will wear transparent clothing or tight clothing or clothing that reveals her back or thigh. This is the argument you might hear from one of them: “A woman’s ‘Auraa among women is from the navel to the knee, and I wear such clothing among women only.” How do we respond to this argument?

**Answer:** No doubt, a woman’s ‘Auraa when she is in the company of women is from her navel to her knee; yet the condition for this is that there is no fear of Fitnah (trial and temptation). These days especially, we must keep in mind that women are put to trial and are tempted by other women. It is common knowledge that some women become tempted in the company of a woman who displays her beautiful figure. This being the case, women should not use women gatherings as an excuse to wear whatever they want. If a woman’s attire leads to Fitnah, it becomes Haram (prohibited) for her to wear it, even if she is among women only. Ibn ‘Uthaimeen said, “It is Haram (prohibited) to wear tight clothing, which reveals the figure and shape of a woman, for the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Two categories from the dwellers of Hell I have not yet seen: men who have with them whips that are like the tails of cows; they strike people with them – i.e., wrongly and unjustly; and women who are dressed yet naked, who are Maailaat and Mumeelaat (one interpretation: who are misguided and who misguide others; another interpretation: they walk with a swagger, swinging their shoulders, so as to attract the attention of others and plunge them into misguidance).”[1]
Various interpretations have been given for the Prophet’s saying, “and women who are dressed yet naked.” One interpretation is that they wear short clothing, which does not cover those parts of their bodies - their ‘Auraa - that must be covered; another interpretation is that they wear transparent clothing, which does not prevent others from looking through and seeing their skin; yet another interpretation is that they wear tight clothing that covers their bodies but nonetheless reveals the contours and shape of their physique. At any rate, a woman is not permitted to wear any of these kinds of clothing except in the presence of her husband, for there is no such thing as an ‘Auraa - areas of the body that must be kept hidden - between a husband and wife. Allah ﷺ said:

وَلَٰٓاَنَّـنَِّٓـمُ لِلْمُحِيِّضَـنِ حَفْظُونََّ إِلَّآ عَلَى أَرْيَيْهِمْ أَوْ مَا مَلَّكَتْ أَيْنُهُمْ
إِنْـمَّا عَرْطُ مُّلَوِّيَّـتِهِمْ

“And those who guard their chastity (i.e., private parts from illegal sexual acts), Except from their wives or (the captives and slaves) that their right hands possess, – for then, they are free from blame] (Qur’an 23:5,6)

And ‘Aaisha ﷺ said, “I used to take a bath with the Prophet ﷺ from a single container...”[1] Therefore, between a man and his wife, there is no ‘Auraa; each may see from the other whatever he or she wants. As for when a woman is with other Mahrams (e.g., her father, brother, son, etc.), then she must cover her private areas, and she must avoid wearing tight clothing in their presence; similarly, she must avoid wearing extremely tight clothing, clothing that reveals the enticing contours of her body, when she is in the company of women.”[2]

referring to the hair on their heads) are like the humps of leaning Al-Bukht (camels with long necks). They will neither enter Paradise nor find (smell) its odor, and verily, its odor can be found from such and such distance (i.e., a very far distance).”

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (261), Muslim (316), and others.
Related Issue: It is considered good manners with Allah ﷺ for one to keep himself concealed when he is taking a shower, especially when he is in a wide-open space, where there is nothing - such as trees or the like - to cover him. Ya'laa ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ saw a man taking a shower in an open space of land, and he was not wearing a lower garment. The Prophet ﷺ then climbed the pulpit, praised and extolled Allah ﷺ, and then said,

"Verily, Allah ‘Azza Wa-Jall (the Possessor of Might and Majesty) is Hayeeun (i.e., He ﷺ loves modesty and shyness) and Sitteer (He ﷺ loves for His slaves to cover themselves): He ﷺ loves Al-Hayaa (modesty) and As-Sitr (for His slaves to cover themselves). So if one of you takes a shower, then let him cover himself."[1]

And the following is from the Hadeeth of Hakeem’s grandfather ﷺ: “I said, ‘O Messenger of Allah, what about when one of us is alone (i.e., in that case, may we keep some of our private areas exposed)?’ He ﷺ said,

“Allah is more deserving of [people being] shy of Him than people [are deserving of others being shy of them].”

2) It Is Forbidden For Men To Imitate Women And For Women To Imitate Men

Ibn ‘Abbaas ﷺ said, “The Messenger of Allah ﷺ cursed men who imitate women, and women who imitate men.” Another narration is worded thus: “The Prophet ﷺ cursed effeminate men and masculine women. And he ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4012), and Al-Albaanee declared his narration to be authentic; by Ahmad (17509); and by An-Nassaaee (406).
"Expel them from your homes.'
The Prophet ﷺ then expelled so and so, and 'Umar ﷺ expelled so and so."[1] Imitation in this regard can occur in one's clothing, one's mode of speech, one's manner of walking, and so on. The point is that whenever a man does something that is specific to women - a style of walking, of talking, of wearing clothes, etc. - then the above-mentioned curse falls on him. Similarly, when a woman does something that is specific to men, then the curse falls on her.

**Related Issue:** Is one to be held blameworthy if his or her imitation of the other sex stems not from an intentional design but from the way he or she was created (for instance, a man who was created with a very feminine sounding voice)?

**Answer:** Ibn Hajr said, "If one is created upon such a characteristic, then he should work hard to slowly rid himself of that characteristic; this may require a long, gradual process of change and it may even require some affectation. If one does not take the necessary steps to rid him of that characteristic, then he is guilty of the said offence, especially if he shows some sign of being pleased with that characteristic..."[2]

3) If Allāh ﷻ Blesses One With Wealth, The Effects Of That Blessing Should Be Seen In His Clothes

If a person is well off, the effects of Allāh's favor upon him should be seen in his clothes; hence he should wear a clean and beautiful garment, without being extravagant, self-conceited, or vain in the process. In contrast to the extreme of extravagance, a person of wealth should not be harsh upon his own self by being miserly with his wealth, to the extent that he wears inferior clothing. Abul-Ahwas related that his father ﷺ said, "I went to

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5885, 5886), Ahmad (1983), At-Tirmidhee (2784), Abu Daawood (4097), Ibn Maajah (1904), and Ad-Daarimee (2649).

the Prophet ﷺ, wearing an inferior garment.” The Prophet ﷺ asked

«آلَّكَ مَا لَكَ؟»

“Do you have wealth?”

He ﷺ said, “Yes.” The Prophet ﷺ then asked,

«مَنْ أَيُّ الْمَالِ؟»

“What kind of wealth?”

He ﷺ said, “Allâh gave me camels, sheep, horses, and slaves.”

The Prophet ﷺ then said,

فَإِذَا أَنَاَلَّكَ اللَّهُ مَا لَكَ فَلْبُرِّ أَمْرَ نَعْمَتِهِ عَلَيْكَ وَكَرَامَتِهِ

“So if Allâh gave you wealth, then let the effects of His favor and generosity be seen upon you.”[1]

Regarding the issue in question, people are of two extremes – those who are miserly and those who spend extravagantly on clothes that will wear out in the end, anyway – and a middle group, consisting of those who display Allâh’s blessings upon them in their clothing and in their home, without going to the extreme of wastage or extravagance, and without feeling a sense of superiority or haughtiness.

4) It Is Forbidden To Drag One’s Garment On The Ground With A Feeling Of Haughtiness And Self-Conceit

Allâh ﷺ gave a severe warning to those who drag their garments on the ground to show their superiority over others; Allâh ﷺ promised to not even look at them on a Day wherein they will be most needy of Allâh’s Mercy. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

لا يَنْظُرُ اللَّهُ بِيَوْمِ الْقِيَامَةِ إِلَى مَنْ جَرَّ إِزاْرَةً بِطَرَأً

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4063) – the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth, and Al-Albaanee declared that it is authentic; by Ahmad (15457); and by An-Nassaaee (5223).
"On the Day of Resurrection, Allāh does not look at a person who, from his pride and transgression, dragged his lower garment [on the ground]."\footnote{Related by Bukhaaree (5788), Muslim (2087), Ahmad (8778), and Maalik (1698).}

Abu Hurairah also related that the Messenger of Allāh said,

\begin{quote}

\text{

\begin{quote}

\text{"As a man was walking in a Hullah (a two-piece garment), admiring his own self, with his Jummah (hair that reaches one's shoulders) combed, Allāh made the earth to swallow him, and he will continue to sink in it until the Day of Resurrection."}

Ahmad related it thus: "As a man was strutting in a Hullah (a two-piece garment), admiring his Jummah (the hair that reaches one’s shoulders), with his lower garment falling below his ankles, Allāh made the earth to swallow him; and he will continue to sink or fall in it until the Day of Resurrection."\footnote{Related by Bukhaaree (5789), Muslim (2088), Ahmad (7574), and Ad-Daarimee (437).}

\end{quote}
}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}

\text{At-Takabbur (Pride and Grandeur) is one of Allāh’s perfect attributes; it is an attribute of perfection for Allāh, but it is a defect in all created beings, for none among them is worthy of it. Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree reported that the Messenger of Allāh said,}

\begin{quote}

\text{"Al-‘Izz (The Glory And Might) is His Izaar (lower garment) and Al-Kibriyaa (Grandeur and Pride) is His Ridaa (robe), [and Allāh said,]}

\text{‘So as for he who challenges Me in them, I will punish him.’"} Abu Daawood related it with this wording: "The Messenger of Allāh said: Allāh ‘Azza Wa-Jall (the Possessor of Might and Majesty) said,}

\end{quote}
\end{quote}
An-Nawawee said, "'Challenges Me' refers to a person who tries to adopt those qualities for himself, thus setting himself up as a partner. The Hadeeth contains a severe warning against as well as a clear prohibition of pride and haughtiness.'"

**Related Issue:** To wear beautiful clothing, whether it is expensive or not, does not mean that one has that pride which is warned against in the preceding narrations. A person becomes guilty in this regard only when pride and a sense of grandeur enter into his heart; when he struts or swaggers, being very much impressed by his own self. Ibn Hajr said, "'With the various proofs in mind, it becomes clear that a person is not harmed or held blameworthy for wearing beautiful, lawful clothing - even if it is very expensive - if he does so to display Allah's blessings upon him, if he is thankful for those blessings, and if he does not disparage those who cannot afford similar clothing. Ibn Mas'oood  reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

```
لا يدخل الجنة من كان في قلبه مفتال ذرة من كبر
```

"'He will not enter Paradise who has in his heart an atom's weight of pride.'"

A man said, "'Verily, a man loves for his garment to be nice and for his shoes to be nice.'" The Prophet then said,

```
إِنَّ اللَّهَ جَمِيلٌ يُحِبُّ الجَمَالَ، الْكَبِيرُ بَطْرُ الْجِبَحِ وَغَطْطُ النَّاسِ
```

"'Verily, Allah is Jameel (Beautiful), and He loves beauty."

[1] Related by Muslim (2620), Ahmad (7335), Abu Daawood (4090), and Ibn Maajah (4174).
Pride is to deny the truth and to disparage people and look down upon them."

On a related note, Ibn Hajr said, "It is inferred from the context of the Ahadeeth (referring to the Ahadeeth about dragging one’s garment on the ground) that dragging one’s garment is specifically mentioned because that most often indicated a person’s pride. Yet swaggering and haughtiness are also culpable offences, even if a person tucks up his lower garment."

5) The Prohibition Of Wearing [Strange Or Extravagant] Clothing To Gain Fame Or To Draw To Oneself The Attention Of Others

Some people, mainly women, wear expensive or ostentatious clothing, so that others will look at them, and so that they will gain a sort of fame or reputation in society; at the same time, they look down on others and wear their showy clothing with a great sense of pride. Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"<u>من لبس ثوب شهير في الدنيا للبس الله ثوب مذهل يوم القيامة</u>"

"Whoever wears a garment of Shuhrah (one that is ostentatious or showy and that is worn to attract the attention of others) in this world, then Allah ﷺ will attire him with a garment of humiliation on the Day of Resurrection."[1]

Ibn Al-Atheer said, "In its original meaning, Shuhrah simply means to show something; here, it refers to someone wearing a garment to single himself out among a group of people – for example, by his garment being a different color than everyone else’s clothes. He hopes for people to look at him, and he walks among others with a sense of pride and self-admiration." Ibn Rislaan said, "Because he wears [special] clothing to achieve fame in this world and to achieve superiority over others, on the Day of Resurrection Allah ﷺ will make him wear clothing by

[1] Related by Ahmad (5631), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth; by Abu Daawood (4029), and Al-Albaanee declared his narration to be Hasan (3399); and by Ibn Maajah (3606).
which he will be well-known, but this time, well-known for his baseness and ignominy; this will be a punishment for him. The punishment, therefore, is similar in kind to the deed.” “A garment of humiliation” means a garment that will entail his humiliation, just as, in the world, he wore a garment that entailed, at least in his mind, his superiority over others.

Related Issue: A garment of Shuhrah (fame) is not limited to expensive clothing; even cheap or inferior clothing can be considered to be clothing of Shuhrah. What distinguishes clothing that is worn for Shuhrah is not its price, but rather the intention of the wearer: he wants to distinguish himself from everyone else and become well-known among them for his unique attire. Therefore, a person is wearing clothing for Shuhrah when he wears very inferior clothing, so that others will think that he is pious and ascetic in his ways. Ibn Taymiyyah said, “Any attire that is worn for Shuhrah is disliked; clothing that is worn for Shuhrah is any clothing that is not commonly worn by people and that is worn to show the wearer’s superiority over others or the wearer’s inferiority (really fake inferiority, for one debases himself by wearing cheap clothing, only so that others will think that he is pious – of course, this refers only to those that can afford better clothing). Our pious predecessors detested both kinds of Shuhrah: the kind with which the wearer tries to show his superiority and the kind with which he tries to show his humbleness and meekness. The Prophet ﷺ said,

«مَنْ لَيْسَ طُوْبٌ مُّهِّرٌ إِلَّاَّ الْهَيْبَةُ مَذِيلَةٌ»

‘Whoever wears a garment of Shuhrah (one that is ostentatious or showy and that is worn to attract the attention of others) in this world, then Allah ﷺ will attire him with a garment of humiliation on the Day of Resurrection.’

And the best of matters are the middle ones.”

6) The Prohibition Of Men Wearing Gold And Silk, Except For Those Who Have A Valid Excuse

Though both are permissible for women, [the wearing of] gold
and silk are prohibited for men. A woman adds to her beauty by wearing gold and silk, an effect that is in no way achieved for a man, whose natural masculinity and suitable roughness are compromised when he wears gold or silk. But this is not reason enough for the prohibition; reason enough is the fact that the Prophet declared the prohibition, and to his words we must submit without question and without hesitation. 'Alee Ibn Abee Taalib said, "Verily, the Prophet took some silk and placed it in his right hand, and he took some gold and placed it in his left hand. He then said,

"إِنْ هَذَيْنِ حَرَامٌ عَلَى ذُكُورٍ أَمْثَلٍ"

"Verily, these two are Haram (forbidden) upon the males of my Nation."[1]

In another Hadeeth, Abu Umaamah reported that the Messenger of Allâh said,

"سَنِّيٌ لِيُرَتُ الْحَرَىَرِ فِي الدُّنْيَا لَمْ يَبْتَغَهُ فِي الْآخِرَةَ"

"Whoever wears gold in this world will not wear it in the Hereafter (here referring to men, of course)."[2]

And Abu Hurairah related that the Prophet forbade the wearing of a gold ring.[3] And though the preceding narrations make it clear that men are not permitted to wear gold or silk, there are exceptions to the prohibition: A man may wear silk if he is afflicted with a severe case of itching or some other illness that has to do with extremely sensitive skin, an illness that requires him to wear very soft material. Anas reported that the Prophet permitted 'Abdur-Rahmaan Ibn Aouf and Az-Zubair to wear shirts made of silk because they were both afflicted with Hikkah (a skin disease, and it is said to refer to scabies).[4] Likewise, one may

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4057), and Al-Albaanee declared it to be authentic (3422); by An-Nassaaee (5144); and by Ibn Maajah (3595).
[3] Related by Bukhaaree (5864), Muslim (2089), Ahmad (9790), and An-Nassaaee (5273).
[4] Related by Bukhaaree (2919), Muslim (2076), Ahmad (11821), At-
wear silk during battle; or when one finds no other material with which he can cover his private areas; or when he needs to wear silk to protect himself from bitter cold weather (because he has nothing else to cover himself with). Also, if the amount of silk on a person’s clothing is the size of four fingers or smaller, then it is permissible to wear that clothing. ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ said, “The Prophet of Allâh ﷺ forbade the wearing of silk, except for the place of two fingers, or three, or four.”[1]

And if need be, a man may use gold as a prosthesis for a wound or physical defect. ‘Abdur-Rahmaan Ibn Turfah related that his grandfather, ‘Arfajah Ibn As‘ad, had his nose cut off on the Day of Al-Kulaab. He took a nose of silver, but then a foul odor began to issue from the place of his nose, and so the Prophet ﷺ gave him an order, after which he took a nose made of gold.[2]

**Question:** Is it permissible to dress young boys in clothing made of silk?

**Answer:** Shaikh Al-Islaam Ibn Taymiyyah said, “Concerning this issue...there are two well-known views held by scholars, yet the stronger of those views is that it is not permissible to dress young boys in silk. If a deed is *Haram* (prohibited) for adult males, it is consequently *Haram* for them to facilitate the doing of that deed for children. After all, when a child becomes seven years old, he should be ordered to pray; and when he becomes ten years old, he should be beaten if he does not pray. This being the case, how can one say that it is permissible to dress young boys in silk? When ‘Umar ﷺ saw that one of Az-Zubair’s young sons was wearing a garment made of silk, he tore it apart and then said, ‘Do not dress them in silk.’ Similarly, Ibn Mas‘ood ﷺ tore up a

Tirmidhee (1722), An-Nassaaee (5310), Abu Daawood (4056), and Ibn Maajah (3592).

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5828), Muslim (2069), Ahmad (367), An-Nassaaee (5312), and Ibn Maajah (2820). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the *Hadeeth*.

[2] Related by Abu Daawood (4232), and Al-Albaanee declared it to be *Hasan* (3561); by Ahmad (18527); by At-Tirmidhee (1770); and by An-Nassaaee (5161).
garment made of silk that his son was wearing...”

7) It Is Sunnah For Men To Wear Short Clothing (i.e., Clothing That Does Not Fall Below The Ankles) And For Women To Wear Long Clothing

In terms of shortness and length, Islam differentiates between the attire of men and women. A man’s clothing must fall somewhere between the middle of his claves and above his ankles. And as a woman must cover her feet – for her every part of her body is a source of Fitnah (trial and temptation) for man, and so her entire body is ‘Auraa (‘Auraa is that part of the body which must be covered) – her garment should be long. Men should raise their garments so that neither pride nor self-admiration enters their hearts. Also, for a man to let his garment fall below the ankles is a kind of soft and effeminate action that is not in keeping with the inborn masculinity of men.

These days especially, it is sad to see that many people are acting contrary to the Sunnah in this regard: men wear long pants that drag on the ground – nay, that sweep the ground clean, and women wear short pants or skirts, thus revealing their ankles and legs.

Though the narrations that establish this ruling are clear and authentic, people continue to let their desires, and not the Prophet’s Sunnah, be their guide. Nonetheless, we will now mention some of those narrations, perhaps so that those who read them will take heed. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

«مَا أَشْفَلَ الْكَعْبَيْنِ مِنَ الإِزَارِ فَيَنَفَرُ»

"Whatever is lower than the ankles from the lower garment is in the Hellfire."

Ahmad related the Hadeeth thus: “The lower garment of the believing man is from the middle of the claves downward until what is above the ankles. Whatever is below that is in the Hellfire.”[1] And in the Hadeeth of Abu Dharr, the Prophet said,

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5787), Ahmad (10177), and An-Nassaaee (5330).
"As for three people, Allah will not speak to them on the Day of Resurrection, nor will He look at them, nor will He purify them; and for them is a painful punishment."

Abu Dharr related that the Messenger of Allah repeated that three times, after which Abu Dharr said, "They have failed and [truly] lost. Who are they, O Messenger of Allah?" The Prophet said,

"Al-Musbil (a person who allows his garment to hang below the level of his ankles), Al-Mannaan (a person who reminds others of his favors and of his generosity), and a person who promotes his piece of merchandise with a false oath."[1]

And when the Prophet mentioned the [ruling for the] lower garment, his wife, Umm Salamah said, "And what about a woman, O Messenger of Allah?" He said,

"She may let [her garment hang down] the span of the hand."

Umm Salamah said, "Then something from her will be exposed." He said,

"Then the span of the arm, but she should not increase more than that."[2]

[1] Related by Muslim (106), Ahmad (20811), At-Tirmidhee (1211), An-Nassaaee (2563), Abu Daawood (4087), Ibn Maajah (2208), and Ad-Daarimee (2605).

[2] Related by Ahmad (25972); by Abu Daawood (4117) - the wording mentioned above is from his narration of the Hadeeth, and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, ‘Saheeh'; by At-Tirmidhee (1732); by An-
A woman must keep her garment long, so that her feet remain covered. It is permissible for her to wear clothing that does not cover her feet if she is wearing proper socks that serve the same purpose. Ibn ‘Uthaimine said, “It is legislated for a woman to cover her feet; in fact, many scholars hold that it is compulsory for her to cover her feet, [an effect that can be achieved with a very long garment or a long garment accompanied by the wearing of proper socks]...”

Some people argue that a man may allow his garment to fall down below his ankles. To prove their claim, they cite Abu Bakr’s example and how his garment would hang down. Yet there is no validity to their argument, and the proof they mention, when properly understood, actually disproves their claim. Here is the Hadeeth: Ibn ‘Umar reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

«مَنْ جَرَّ جُودَهُ خِيَلَةً لَّمْ يَنْظُرَ اللَّهُ إِلَيْهِ يَوْمَ الْقِيَامَةِ»

“As for he who drags his garment from pride and haughtiness, Allâh will not look at him on the Day of Resurrection.”

Abu Bakr ﷺ said, “O Messenger of Allâh, one of the two sides of my lower garment hangs down unless I [constantly] take care to keep it up.” The Prophet ﷺ said,

«لَسَتْ مَمَّنْ يَضْعَفُ حُيْلَةً»

“You are not from those who do it from pride and self-admiration.”[1]

Based on this Hadeeth, we say the following to someone who lets his clothing fall down below him ankles: You may let your clothing fall down below your ankles if three conditions are

Nassaaee (5327); by Ibn Maajah (3580); by Maalik (1700); and by Ad-Daarimee (2644).

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5784), Muslim (2085), Ahmad (5328), At-Tirmidhee (1730), An-Nassaaee (5335), Abu Daawood (4085), Ibn Maajah (3569), and Maalik (16696). And the wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.
fulfilled:

1) Only one of the two sides of your lower garment, and not both sides, is hanging down.

2) You take care to raise your lower garment every time it slides down or falls, for this is what Abu Bakr ﷺ did. Ibn Hajr said, "The following is from Ahmad’s narration of the hadeeth: ‘Verily, my lower garment loosens sometimes.’ It seems as though his belt or string would loosen when he was walking, and he would not intend for that to happen. He ﷺ would remain attentive, and every time it loosened, he would tie it.”

3) The Prophet ﷺ testifies for you that you are not from those who let their garment hang down from pride and a sense of self-admiration. This final condition is of course now impossible to fulfill.

**Related Issue:** There are three ways of dragging one’s clothing on the ground:

1) One does it from a sense of pride and self-admiration; Allâh ﷻ will not look at such a person on the Day of Resurrection.

2) One does it purposefully and consistently, and his motive is simply to follow the custom of others; in no way, then, does he feel a sense of pride and self-admiration. Upon such a person applies the following words of the Prophet ﷺ:

\[
\text{"مَا أَسْفَلَ مِنْ الْكَعْبَيْنِ مِنَ الإِلْزَامِ فَقُومُ النَّارَ"
}

‘Whatever is below the ankles from the lower garment is in the Hellfire.’\[^{[1]}\]

3) One’s garment falls below the level of one’s ankles by accident, and one feels neither pride nor self-admiration in the process. In this last situation, a person is not held blameworthy, for the same happened to the Prophet ﷺ when there was an eclipse of the sun: “He ﷺ then stood,

\[^{[1]}\] Related by Bukhaaree (5787), Ahmad (9064), and An-Nassaaee (5330).
The Book Of Manners
dragging his garment and rushing, until he arrived at the Masjid.”[1] Ibn Hajr said, “This indicates that the prohibition does not embrace a person whose garment drags on the ground simply because he is rushing [to go somewhere, (and as a result it falls down to below the level of his ankles)].” As we have seen earlier, the same occurred to Abu Bakr As-Siddeeq.

8) A Woman Is Prohibited From Displaying Her Beauty And Adornment TO Everyone Other Than Those That Allah Mentioned As Exceptions

A woman’s adornment is of two kinds: that which is apparent and that which is hidden. The first part of the following verse speaks of the apparent kind – “not to show off their adornment except only that which is apparent” – and the end of verse speaks of the hidden kind – “and not to reveal adornment except to their husbands, their father....” Allah said:

وَأَلْتِ اللَّهُ النَّسَمَاتَ بِضَعْفَاتٍ مِّنْ أَصْدِرِهِنَّ وَغُفْظَانَ فُرْحَانَهُنَّ وَلَا بَيِّنَتَ رَّيْشَهُنَّ إِلَّا مَا كَرَّهُ مِنْهَا وَلْيَضْرِبُنَّ فُرْحَانَهُنَّ عَلَى جُبُوبِهِنَّ وَلَا بَيِّنَتَ رَّيْشَهُنَّ إِلَّا لِيُؤْلِئُنَّهَا أَوْ مَا أَثَانَيْهَا

“And tell the believing women to lower their gaze (from looking at forbidden things), and protect their private parts (from illegal sexual acts, etc.) and not to show off their adornment except only that which is apparent (like both eyes for necessity to see the way, or outer palms of hands or one eye or dress like veil, gloves, head-cover, apron, etc.), and to draw their veils all over Juyoobihinna (i.e., their bodies, faces, necks, and bosoms, etc.) and not to reveal adornment except to their husbands, their fathers...” (Qur’an 24:31)

Apparent adornment, which a woman may reveal when there is necessity, refers to her eyes to see, the outer palms of her hands, her dress, veil, gloves, head-cover, apron, etc. Her hidden

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5785), Ahmad (19877), and An-Nassaaee (1502).
adornment, which she may reveal to the likes of her husband or father or son (i.e., her Mahrams), refers to her face, her neck, her jewelry, her hands, etc. So with these definitions in mind, a woman’s face is from her hidden beauty and adornment, which she may reveal only to those men that Allah mentioned in the verse.

Allah then said:

"And let them not stamp their feet so as to reveal what they hide of their adornment.” (Qur’an 24:31)

Meaning, let them not stamp their feet so that their jewelry – such as an anklet – makes a noise, thus giving others an idea of their hidden adornment, which leads only to Fitnah (trial and temptation).

9) The Prohibition Of Wearing Clothing That Has On It A Picture Of A Cross Or Of A Being That Has A Soul

Al-Qaasim reported that ‘Aaisha once purchased a cushion that had pictures (of animals or human beings) on it. The Prophet then stood at the door of their home, without entering. Seeing the Prophet’s displeasure, but not knowing its cause, ‘Aaisha said, “I repent to Allah from the sin I committed.” The Prophet said,

"What is this cushion?"

She said, “It is for you to sit on and to rest your head on.” He said,

"Verily, the people of these pictures (i.e., those who made them) will be punished on the Day of Resurrection. It will be said to them, ‘Bring life to that which you have created.’ And verily, the
angels do not enter a house in which there is a picture (of something that has a soul; hence a picture of a tree is permissible, but one of an animal is not).”[1]

An-Nawawee said, “The scholars have said, ‘The reason why angels refrain from entering a house that has a picture in it is that the picture involves a sin and an abomination; and that the picture represents an effort to emulate Allâh’s creation of beings [a grave sin indeed (and it will be said to them, ‘Bring life to that which you have created’)]. Furthermore, some pictures are of beings that are worshipped besides Allâh.’’

‘Imraan Ibn Hattaan reported that ‘Aaisha related the following to him: “Verily, the Prophet left nothing in his house that had a Tasaaleeb (a picture of a cross) on it, without tearing it up (or breaking it, tearing it down, etc.).”’

Ahmad’s narration of the Hadeeth is related with this wording: “The Messenger of Allâh would not leave in his house a garment that had a Tasaaleeb (a picture of a cross) on it, without tearing it up (or perhaps, without effacing the picture).”[2] As soon as one notices a cross or a picture of a being with a soul on his clothing, he must fear Allâh and efface the picture immediately. Then, after he has effaced the picture, he may benefit from the clothing in any way that is lawful, as is exemplified in the following narration. ‘Aaisha said, “The Messenger of Allâh arrived from a journey, and [at that specific time] I was covering myself with a veil of mine over a coat of mine, on which there were pictures. When the Messenger of Allâh saw it, he tore it up and said,

أَمَّٰضُ النَّاسِ غَدَابًا يَوُمَ الْقِيَâمَةَ الَّذِينَ يُصَاوَهُنَّ بِخَلَقِهِ اللّهِ

“The people that are most punished on the Day of Resurrection are those who strive to make something similar to Allâh’s creation (by drawing a picture or sculpting a statue of anything

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5957), Muslim (2107), Ahmad (25559), and Maalik (1803).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5952), Ahmad (22740), and Abu Daawood (4151).
We then made that (the material that remained after the Prophet ﷺ tore it up) into a cushion or two cushions).”[1]

**Question:** If one prays in clothing that has a picture of a cross or of a being that has a soul, is his prayer valid?

**Answer:** The Permanent Council (Of Scholars In Saudi Arabia) issued the following ruling: “It is forbidden to perform prayer in clothing that has a picture of a being that has a soul – regardless of whether it is a picture of a man, of birds, of beasts, or of anything else that has a soul. It is not just during prayer that it is forbidden to wear such clothing; rather doing so is forbidden at all times. But when a person does perform prayer in such clothing, his prayer is valid and at the same time he has sinned – that is, if he knows the Islamic ruling regarding this issue.” In answering a similar question, the Council issued this ruling: “It is forbidden to wear a cross, both during prayer and at all other times. If one finds a picture of a cross [on his clothing or watch], then he must scratch it off or paint over it. And if one prays with it (with a watch or shirt that has a cross on it), then his prayer is valid, and he must hasten without delay to remove the cross, for it is a symbol of the Christians, and Muslims are prohibited from imitating them.” An exception to this prohibition is a picture that is stamped onto a coin or printed on money, for an individual is driven by necessity to carry money with him. So when a worshipper prays, carrying paper money that has pictures of people on it, his prayer is correct, and there is no sin upon him.

10) At-Tayaamun (Using The Right Side Only Or Beginning With The Right Side, Depending On The Situation) In Wearing Clothes And Other Similar Actions

The basis for this principle is a Hadith reported by 'Aaisha ﷺ, the Mother of the Believers, in which she ﷺ said, “The Prophet ﷺ related by Bukhaaree (5954), Muslim (2107), Ahmad (24197), An-Nassaaee (761), and Ibn Maajah (3653). And the wording mentioned above is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadith.
loved to use his right [side (by beginning with it before the left side; or when only one side was required – such as is the case in regards to eating – he would use his right side)] in purifying himself, in combing his hair, and in putting on his shoes.”

Muslim related the Hadeeth with this wording: “The Messenger of Allāh loved using his right side (alone or first, depending on what the situation called for) in all of his affairs – in [putting on] his shoes, in combing his hair, and in purifying himself.”

An-Nawawee said, “This is a consistent rule in the Shariah. If a person is doing a noble deed or something that is honorable, he should honor his superior side, the right side, by using it or by beginning with it. These are some situations wherein one does that: when one is putting on his shirt, pants, or socks; when one is entering the Masjid, cleaning his teeth with As-Siwaak, applying Al-Kuhl to his eyes, cutting his nails, trimming his moustache, combing his hair, plucking his pubic hair, shaving his head, or giving As-Salaam (i.e., saying, ‘Assalaamu ‘Aliakum Warahmatullah) to end the prayer; when one is washing his body parts for ablution or purification; when one is coming out of the washroom; and when one is eating, drinking, shaking hands, touching the Black Stone, or doing any similar deed. As for the opposite (deeds wherein the right is not honored by using it or by beginning with it), it is recommended to use one’s left hand or begin with one’s left hand, depending on the situation. Examples of such situations are entering the washroom, leaving the Masjid, blowing one’s nose, cleaning affected areas after going to relieving oneself, taking off one’s shirt or pants or socks, or any similar deed. All of this is done to honor the right side. And Allāh knows best.”

11) The Sunnah For Putting On Shoes

To follow the Sunnah of the Prophet ﷺ, one should put on his right shoe first; and if he is taking them off, he should remove his left shoe first. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5854), Muslim (268), Ahmad (24106), At-Tirmidhee (608), An-Nassaaee (421), Abu Daawood (4140), and Ibn Maajah (401).
Allâh ﷺ said,

"إِذَا انْتَلَّ أَحْدَكُمْ فَلْيَنْبِئُوا بِالْيَوْمِ السَّمَاعِ، لِيُكْنِي الْيَمِينَ أوْ الْبَدْنَاءَ تَنْبِئُونَ وَآخَرَهُمَا تَنْبِئُونَ"

"When one of you puts on his shoes, then let him begin with the right [foot]; and when he removes [them], then let him begin with the left [foot]. The right is the first of them when shoes are put on, and the last of them when shoes are taken off."[1]

In a related issue, it is disliked for one to walk around, wearing one shoe only. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

"إِذَا اتَّقَطَعَ شَرْعُ أَحْدَكُمْ فَلَا يَمْشِي فِي الأَخْرَى حَتَّى يُصَلِّبَهَا"

"If the boot strap (or sandal thong) of one of you breaks, then let him not walk in the other (boot, shoe, or sandal) until he fixes it."[2]

Abu Hurairah ﷺ also related that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

"لَا يَمْشِي أَحْدَكُمْ فِي نَّفْلٍ وَاحِدٍ لِيَحْبِينَهُمَا جَمِيعًا أَوْ لِيُنْفَعُهُمَا جَمِيعًا"

"Let no one from you walk in one shoe (or sandal or boot); either one should be barefooted in both feet or attired with shoes in both feet."[3]

It should be understood that the Prophet ﷺ informed us here of what is recommended, and not of what is compulsory. But regardless of whether the intended ruling is ‘recommended’ or ‘prohibited,’ a believer should not act contrary to what the Prophet ﷺ forbade. Or in other words, even if a deed is Makrooh (disliked) and not Haram (forbidden), a believer should make it binding upon himself to follow the guidance of the Prophet ﷺ.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5856), Muslim (2097), Ahmad (7753), At-Tirmidhee (1779), Abu Daawood (4139), Ibn Maajah (3616), and Maalik (1702).
[2] Related by Muslim (2098), Ahmad (9199), and An-Nassaaee (5369).
[3] Related by Bukhaaree (5855), Muslim (2097), Ahmad (7302), At-Tirmidhee (1774), Abu Daawood (4136), Ibn Maajah (3617), and Maalik (1701).
both outwardly and inwardly.

The people of knowledge have mentioned what they thought to be the reasons behind the ruling in this issue. An-Nawawee said, "Scholars have stated the following: the reason is that, by walking with one shoe on only, one ends up walking with an artificial limp, making him look crippled in some way, and this is contrary to the dignity one should have in his deportment. Furthermore, by walking with one shoe on only, one will find it difficult to walk, to the degree that he might end up tripping." After coming across this statement of An-Nawawee, I found that Shaikh Al-Albaanee – may Allâh have mercy on him – mentioned in his As-Silsilatus-Saheehah the following Hadeeth, which At-Tahaawee related in Mushkil Al-Aathaar: Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allâh said,

"إِنَّ الشَّيَāطِينَ يَمِسُّونَ فِي النَّظَالِ الواحِدِ"

"Verily, the Shaitaan (the Devil) walks with only one shoe on."[1]

This should conclusively clarify to us the reason why the Prophet forbade the practice of walking with only one shoe. Since the Hadeeth is authentic, we are saved from having to rely on guesswork.

Related Issue: As is established in the following Hadeeth, it is Sunnah to walk barefooted sometimes. Buraidah reported that a man from the Prophet’s Companions traveled to Egypt, to meet Fudaalah Ibn ‘Ubaid. When the man reached Fudaalah, he said, "Verily, I have not come to you as a visitor; [rather, I have come to you with a purpose]. Both I and you heard a Hadeeth from the Messenger of Allâh, and I hoped that you had some knowledge about it." Fudaalah said, "And what is

[1] After mentioning this Hadeeth, Al-Albaanee said, "This chain is authentic; all of its men (i.e., narrators in the chain) are not only trustworthy, but are also narrators of Ash-Shaikhain (Bukhaaree and Muslim), except for Ar-Rabee’ Ibn Sulaimaan AL-Muraadee, who is trustworthy (but who is not a narrator of Bukhaaree or Muslim)." As-Silsilatus-Saheehah (348) (1/616-617).
it?’ He said, ‘Such and such [Hadeeth].’ He said, ‘Why do I see that you are disheveled [in appearance]?’ He said, ‘Verily, the Messenger of Allâh would forbid us from many luxuries.’ He said, ‘Then why do I see no shoes upon you?’ He said, ‘The Prophet ordered us to go barefoot sometimes.’”[1]

12) What To Say Upon Wearing Something New
The Prophet taught us to say certain supplications for the occasion of wearing something new:

a) “O Allâh, for You is all praise, You have clothed me with it (i.e., the garment), I ask You for the good of it and the good for which it was made, and I seek refuge with You from the evil of it and the evil for which it was made.” Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree said, “When the Messenger of Allâh would wear a new garment, he would mention it by its name, either a shirt or a turban, after which he would say,

اللَّهُمَّ أَلَّمْ يَحْمَدَ أَنْتَ كَسَوْنِيَّهُ، أَشَاءَلَكَ مِنْ خَيْرِهِ وَخَيْرَ مَا صُنِّعَ لَهُ،
وَأَعْوَدُ بَكَ مِنْ شَرِّهِ وَشَرِّ مَا صُنِّعَ لَهُ... الحدیث

‘O Allâh, to You is all praise, You have clothed me with it (i.e., the garment), I ask You for the good of it and the good for which it was made, and I seek refuge with You from the evil of it and the evil for which it was made...’”[2]

b) “All praise is to Allâh, Who has clothed me with this garment and provided it for me, with neither power nor might from myself.” Mu’aadhdh Ibn Anas reported that the Messenger of Allâh said, “Whoever eats food and then says,

الْحَمْدُ للَّهِ الَّذِي أَطْعَمَنِي هَذَا الطَّعَامَ وَرَزَقَنِي مِنْ عَيْنِي حَوْلَي بَنِي وَلَاءَ فَوْزُهُ”

[1] Related by Ahmad (23449) and Abu Daawood (4160). The above-mentioned wording is from Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth, and Al-Albaanee declared his Hadeeth to be authentic.

[2] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1767) and Abu Daawood (4160). The above-mentioned wording is from Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth, and Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic.
"All praise is to Allāh, Who has fed me with this food and provided it for me, with neither power nor might from myself,' he is forgiven for his previous sins [and his later ones].

And whosoever wears a garment and then says,

"All praise is to Allāh, Who has clothed me with this garment and provided it for me, with neither power nor might from myself,' he is forgiven his previous sins [and his later ones]."^[1]

And it is recommended to say the following when one sees someone wearing something new:

a) "Wear anew, live commendably, and die a martyr." Ibn 'Umar  reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ once saw a white shirt upon 'Umar  and said, "This garment of yours is [recently] washed or new?" 'Umar  said, "Rather, it is [recently] washed." The Prophet ﷺ said,

"Wear anew, live commendably, and die a martyr."

And although 'Wear anew' is worded in the imperative, the intended meaning is not a command, but rather a supplication with which the Prophet ﷺ invoked Allāh ﷺ to provide 'Umar  with a new garment.

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4023); the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth, and with the exception of the addition, 'and his later ones' in both places, Al-Albaanee declared it to be Hasan. Ad-Daarimee also related it (6290).

[2] Related by Ahmad (5588) and Ibn Maajah (3558). And the above-mentioned wording is from Ibn Maajah's narration of the Hadeeth. And Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (2879).
b) "May you wear it out and may Allāh, the Exalted, replace it (with another)." Umm Khaalid Bint Khaalid Ibn Sa’eed said, "A number of garments were brought to the Prophet and among them was a small, black, Khameesah (a garment that is striped with silk or wool). He then said,

‘Who do you think we should clothe with this?’

The people remained silent, and he said,

"Bring me Umm Khaalid (who was a little girl at the time)."

She was carried to him, after which he took the Khameesah with his hand and attired her in it. And he said,

"O Umm Khaalid, this is Sanaa; Sanaa is Habashīyyah (Ethiopian) for ‘good.’"

It had a green or yellow emblem on it, and he said,

"O Umm Khaalid, this is Sanaa; Sanaa is Habashīyyah (Ethiopian) for ‘good.’"[1]

The following is from the previously related Hadeeth of Abu Nudrah, from Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree: "When one of the Messenger of Allāh’s Companions would wear a new garment, it would be said to him, ‘May you wear it out and may Allāh, the Exalted, replace it (with another).’"[2]

Related Issue: Umm Khaalid literally means, ‘the Mother of...
Khaalid’. To say to someone, ‘Father of so and so,’ or, ‘Mother of so and so,’ is to call a person by his or her Kunyah. One does not necessarily have to be a mother or father to have a Kunyah; for one reason or another, children are often given a Kunyah as well; even an adult who does not have a child may have a Kunyah, in which case the Kunyah has figurative connotations. Here, the Prophet ﷺ called Umm Khaalid ﷺ by her Kunyah, which shows us a glimpse of the Prophet’s kindness towards children. By calling children by their Kunyah, one likens them to adults, thus making them feel a sense of dignity and importance.

Reminder: In putting on and taking off one’s clothes, one should follow the Sunnah of the Prophet ﷺ, by beginning with the right side when putting on clothes, and with the left when taking them off.

13) It Is Recommended To Wear White Clothing

Ibn ‘Abbaas ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

«بِسْرَةٍ مِنْ تِبَأْكِمْ الْبَيَاضَ فَإِنْ هَا مِنْ خَيْرِ تِبَأْكِمْ، وَكُفْنَا فِيهَا مَوْتَاَكُمْ ... الحدیث

‘Wear your white colored garments, for they are your best garments, and in them you should enshroud your dead.’”[1]

And Samarah Ibn Jundub ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

«بِسْرَةٍ مِنْ تِبَأْكِمْ الْبَيَاضَ فَإِنْ هَا مِنْ خَيْرِ تِبَأْكِمْ، وَكُفْنَا فِيهَا مَوْتَاَكُمْ ... الحدیث

‘Wear your white colored clothes, for they are purer and better; and enshroud your dead in them.’”[2]

[1] Related by Ahmad (2220); Abu Daawood (4061), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh”; Ibn Maajah (1472); and At-Tirmidhee (994).

[2] Related by Ahmad (19599); An-Nassaaee (5322), and Al-Albaanee declared his narration to be authentic (4915); and Ibn Maajah (3567).
And in contrast to this recommended attire, there are certain colors in clothing that the Prophet ﷺ forbade. ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr Ibn Al-‘Aas ﷺ said, “The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ saw upon me two Mu‘asfar garments (a Mu‘asfar garment is one that is dyed in yellow; however, Ibn Hajr said, ‘Most Mu‘asfar garments are dyed in red’), and he ﷺ said,

«إِنَّ هَذِهِ ثِيَابُ الْكُفَّارِ فَلَا تَلْبِسُهَا»

‘Verily, these are from the garments of the disbelievers, so do not wear them.’”

Another narration is worded thus: “The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ saw upon me two Mu‘asfar garments, and he ﷺ said,

«أَمَلْكَ أَمْرُكَ بِهِذَّا»

‘Did your mother order you to [wear] these?’ I said, ‘I will wash them.’ He ﷺ said,

«بَلْ أَحْرَفْهُمَا»

‘Rather, burn them.’”[1]

“Did your mother order you to [wear] this?” This means that the clothing he was wearing was specific for women. Some scholars have said that the reason why the Prophet ﷺ ordered him to burn the clothes was to punish him and to make an example of him, so that others would not then make the same mistake. However, the real reason behind the prohibition seems to be that, by wearing the said kind of garments, one imitates the disbelievers. This meaning is made amply clear in the Prophet’s saying: “Verily, these are from the garments of the disbelievers, so do not wear them.”

**Question:** We know of the prophet’s prohibition of wearing clothing that is replete with the color red; however, there is an authentic Hadeeth in which Al-Baraa ﷺ said, “The Prophet ﷺ

[1] Related by Muslim (2077), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth; Ahmad (6477); and An-Nassaaee (5316).
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was of medium height, and I indeed saw him wearing a red robe, and I have not seen anything better than it."[1] How then can we find harmony between the prohibition and this Hadeeth?

**Answer:** The prohibition only applies to a garment that is completely red; hence there is nothing wrong with wearing a multicolored garment that is partially red. Regarding the ruling for wearing a red-colored garment, Ibn Hajr related, in *Al-Fath*, seven different opinions. Here we will mention only that opinion which we hold to be correct. He said, "The seventh view: the prohibition applies specifically to clothing that is completely dyed in red; it therefore does not apply to a garments that, though it has some redness in it, has other colors – such as white or black – in it as well. This view takes into consideration those narrations that mention the Prophet’s red robe; it is a well-known fact that *Yamaaniyyah* garments (the Prophet was wearing one such garment) would have streaks of red as well as of other colors on them.” Ibn Al-Qayyim said, "Some scholars would wear completely red garments, claiming that they were following the Sunnah; however, they were wrong, for the robe that the Prophet wore was from the robes of Yemen, which would not be dyed in pure red (i.e., they would also have streaks of other colors on them)."

14) **What Kind Of Rings Men May Wear**

It is permissible for men to wear rings made of silver, but it is forbidden for them to wear rings made of gold. And if a man does wear a ring, it is recommended for him to wear it on his tiny finger. Anas said, "The Prophet made a ring, and he said,

> إِنَّا أَنْمَدَنَا حَانِئًا وَنُمْلَسْنَا فِيهِ نَفْسًا، فَلاَ نُنْمِدْ عَلَيْهِ أَحَدًا

"Verily, we have taken a ring and have made an inscription on it, and let no one make the same inscription [on his ring]."[2]

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5901), Muslim (2337), Ahmad (18191), At-Tirmidhee (1724), An-Nassaaee (5060), and Abu Daawood (4183).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5874), Muslim (2092), Ahmad (12309), At-Tirmidhee (2718), An-Nassaaee (5201), and Abu Daawood (4213). And the
In another narration, the Prophet ﷺ forbade the practice of wearing a ring on the middle or index finger. ‘Alee ﷺ said, “He - i.e., the Prophet ﷺ - forbade me from wearing my ring on this [finger] or on the one next to it (i.e., the middle finger and the index finger) - and ‘Aasim (one of the narrators of the Hadeeth) didn’t know which two fingers were being referred to...”[1]

Therefore, if one chooses to wear a ring, it is recommended for him to wear it on his tiny finger, and it is disliked for him to wear it on his middle finger or on the finger next to it. The matter being clear and undisputed about the issue of fingers, scholars disagree about whether one should wear a ring on one’s left hand or on one’s right hand. An-Nawawee clarified this issue, saying, “As for the ruling of jurists in this issue, they unanimously agree that it is permissible to wear a ring on both the right and left hand and that it is not disliked to wear a ring on either hand. What they disagree about is whether it is better to wear a ring on one’s right hand or on one’s left hand. There is nothing conclusive in the matter, for many of our pious predecessors would wear rings on their right hands, while many other of our pious predecessors would wear them on their left hands...” Because there is no conclusive evidence, there is leeway in the matter, and all praise is to Allâh ﷻ.

15) It Is Recommended To Wear Fragrance

Fragrance is a kind of adornment that purifies and comforts the soul, and of all people, the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ exuded the best kind of fragrance. Anas ﷺ said, “I have never touched any silk or Deebaaj (a kind of silk) that was softer than the hand of the Prophet ﷺ, and I have never smelled any fragrance or scent that was better than the fragrance or scent of the Prophet ﷺ.” Ad-Daarimee related the same Hadeeth with this wording: “And I

[1] Related by Muslim (2078) and Abu Daawood (4220). The middle and index fingers, about which one of the narrators was not sure, are specifically mentioned in Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth: “And he ﷺ forbade me from wearing a ring on this or this, the index or middle finger - and ‘Aasim was unsure”
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have never smelled any fragrance that was better than his fragrance - neither Miskah (a kind of fragrance) nor anything else."[1] In general, fragrance is equally permitted for men and women; yet it is equally forbidden for them when they are performing Hajj or 'Umrah, as long as they are in the state of Ihraam (the inviolable state of a pilgrim). This latter ruling is derived from the Hadeeth of Ibn 'Abbaas ﷺ, in which an account is given of a pilgrim who was killed as a result of an accident with his camel. The Prophet ﷺ gave the following instructions regarding his corpse: "And do not apply any fragrance on him (because he will be raised in the same state that he died upon, i.e., upon the state of being a pilgrim; and a person in that state is not allowed to wear any fragrance)."

The same ruling can be taken from a narration that is related by Ibn 'Umar ﷺ; in it, a man asked about those garments that a Muhrim (a person who is in the inviolable state of being a pilgrim) is allowed to wear. He said, "And do not wear any garments that have been touched in the least by saffron or Al-Wars (a plant that is known for its pleasant odor)."

And there are two situations in which women in specific are forbidden from wearing perfume. First, a woman may not wear perfume if she is still in mourning after her husband's death, and a woman is required to mourn (mourn has specific meaning in Islam, which should become clear from the following Hadeeth) after her husband's death for four months and ten days. Umm 'Atiyyah ﷺ said, "We would be forbidden from mourning over the dead for more than three days, except for a husband, [in which case the period of mourning was] for four months and ten (days): [during that period] we would not use kohl, we would

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (3561) and Ad-Daarimee (61).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (1850), Muslim (1206), Ahmad (1853), At-Tirmidhee (951), An-Nassaaee (1904), Abu Daawood (3238), Ibn Maajah (3084), and Ad-Daarimee (1852). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree's narration of the Hadeeth.
[3] Related by Bukhaaree (313), Muslim (938), Ahmad (20270), An-Nassaaee (3534), Abu Daawood (2302), Ibn Maajah (2087), and Ad-Daarimee (2286).
not apply perfume, and we would not wear a dyed garment, except for the 'Usb garment (a specific kind of garment from Yemen).'[1]

Second, a woman may not wear perfume if she goes to any gathering or place that is attended by stranger men (i.e., men who are not from her Mahrams), or even if she only passes through such a gathering or place. These days especially, many women do not take heed of the severe warning that is implied in the following Hadeeth: Abu Moosa Al-Ash'aree ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"As for any woman that wears perfume and then passes by a group [of men], so that they can smell her fragrance, then she is a fornicator."[2]

And Abu Hurairah ﷺ said, "I came across a woman who was exuding the smell of fragrance...[and I said,] 'O female slave of Al-Jabbaar (the Almighty, the Omnipotent), have you come from the Masjid'" She said, "Yes." He ﷺ said, "Verily, I heard my beloved, Abul-Qaasim (i.e., the Prophet ﷺ), say,

"Prayer is not accepted from a woman who wears perfume for this Masjid, until she returns and takes the same shower that she performs for Janaabah (i.e., which she performs to exit from the major state of impurity)."'[3]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (313), Muslim (938), Ahmad (20270), An-Nassaaee (3534), Abu Daawood (2302), Ibn Maajah (2087), and Ad-Daarimee (2286).

[2] Related by Ahmad (19248); An-Nassaaee (5126), and Al-Albaanee declared his narration to be Hasan (4737); Abu Daawood (4173); At-Tirmidhee (2786); and Ad-Daarimee (2646).

[3] Related by Muslim (444), Abu Daawood (4174), Ahmad (7309), and An-Nassaaee (5128). And the above-mentioned wording is from Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth.
16) The Sunnah Pertaining To A Person's Hair

It is Sunnah for a man to both groom and clean his hair, taking care that it does not become dirty or disheveled. The basis for this ruling can be found in a Hadeeth that is related by Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah ﷺ in it, he ﷺ said, “When the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ once visited us in our home, he saw a man with disheveled [hair]; he ﷺ then said,

"Amã kân yîjûd ḥâdã mâ yusâkñ bî râsâhû\"  

"Could he not have found something to comb his hair with?"

And he ﷺ saw a man who was wearing dirty clothes; he ﷺ then said,

"Amã kân yîjûd ḥâdã mâ yîfiṣlû bî tâbâhû\"  

"Could he not have found something to wash his clothes with.\"[1]

And Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

"Mûn kân lâ sâruk al-fîlikrûmû\"

"If a person has hair [on his head], then let him honor it.\"[2]

However, that a man should honor his hair by grooming it and keeping it clean does not mean that he should become extravagant with his hair, whereby he styles it in the same manner that a woman styles her hair, or spends as much time on it as a woman spends on her hair. To take care of one’s hair by spending a lot of time on grooming it is something that is specific to women, and so men should not imitate them in this regard, for ‘Abdullah Ibn Mughaffal ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ forbade


[2] Abu Daawood related the Hadeeth (4163), and in grading it, Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan Saheeh.”
the practice of combing one’s hair unless it is done at reasonable intervals.[1] Hameed Ibn ‘Abdur-Rahmaan said, "I met a man who was a Companion of the Prophet ﷺ for the same amount of time that Abu Hurairah ﷺ accompanied him - for four years. That man said, ‘The Messenger of Allah ﷺ forbade that one of us should comb his hair every day.’"[2]

As for the practice of completely shaving one’s hair, one should first know that it is better to leave one’s hair as it is, allowing it to grow until it reaches the flesh of one’s ears, for that was how the Prophet ﷺ kept his hair. Al-Baraa Ibn ‘Aazib ﷺ said, “The Prophet ﷺ was of medium height. He was broad-shouldered, and he had hair that reached the flesh of his ear...” Muslim related it thus: “With a very large Al-Jummah (a part of a person’s hair that falls down to one’s shoulders), until the flesh of his ears.”[3]

The ruling for shaving one’s hair can, depending on the situation, be compulsory, forbidden, recommended, or permissible. It is compulsory to shave one’s hair during Hajj and ‘Umrah if one does not at least cut his hair. Also, if one keeps a hairstyle that is an imitation of a hairstyle common among non-Muslims, and if shaving his hair is the only way to rectify the situation, then it is compulsory for him to shave his hair.

It is forbidden to shave one’s hair if one shaves it as an act of worship – with the exception of Hajj and ‘Umrah – which is practiced among certain Sufi circles. When a person accepts Islam, it is recommended for him to shave his hair, especially if he has a lot of hair on his head. Also, it is recommended for the guardian of a baby to shave the baby’s hair seven days after his

[1] Related by Ahmad (16351); At-Tirmidhee (1756); Abu Daawood (4159), and Al-Albaanee declared his narration to be authentic; and An-Nassaaee (5055).
[3] Related by Bukhaaree (3551), Muslim (2337), Ahmad (18086), At-Tirmidhee (1724), An-Nassaaee (5060), and Abu Daawood (4183).
or her birth. Finally, it is recommended for one to shave his hair if it makes him look so handsome that he becomes a source of *Fitnah* (trial and temptation) to either men or women. And it is recommended not to shave but to at least cut one’s hair if it surpasses the length of the Prophet’s hair.

It is permissible to shave one’s hair if a person is so busy or preoccupied with important matters that he cannot properly take care of his hair. Imam Ahmad said, “It is Sunnah (i.e., to allow one’s hair to grow), and were we able to, we would have applied it (i.e., allowed our hair to grow); however, hair requires a certain amount of effort and upkeep.” It is also permissible to shave one’s hair if one does so for some medical benefit.

**Related Issue:** These days, many among the youth are keeping a hairstyle that the *Shariah* expressly forbade: the practice of shaving a part of one’s head and leaving the rest of it. In the Arabic language and as a term in the *Shariah*, this practice is known by the name ‘*Al-Qaz’a*’. Ibn ‘Umar reported that the Messenger of Allāh forbade the practice of *Al-Qaz’a*. In Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth, Naa’fai was asked, “What is *Al-Qaz’a*? He said, “To shave part of a baby’s head, and to leave a part of it.”[1] And Ibn Al-Qayyim said, “There are four kinds of *Al-Qaz’a:* first, to shave here and there (at random or in a pattern, but without shaving the entire head)… Second, shaving the middle of one’s head and leaving the sides, a practice that is common among Christian monks. Third, shaving the sides of one’s head and leaving the middle, a practice that is common among the foolish members of society. Fourth, shaving the front of one’s head and leaving the back. All of these practices are categories of *Al-Qaz’a*, and Allāh knows best.”

**Related Issue:** If one wants to shave his head, he should begin with the right side and then move on to the left side. Anas Ibn Maalik said, “The Messenger of Allāh arrived at Minah; he went to Al-Jamarah and pelted it. He then went to his place at

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5921), Muslim (2120), Ahmad (4459), An-Nassaaee (5050), Abu Daawood (4194), and Ibn Maajah (3637).
Minah and slaughtered [his sacrifice]. Next, he said to the haircutter,

"خُذْ وَأَشْارْ إِلَى جَانِبِهِ الْأَيْمَنِ"، "ثُمَّ الْأَيْسَرِ"

"Take (i.e., shave), and he pointed to his right side, and then to his left side..."[1]

17) It Is Sunnah For Men To Grow Their Beards And Trim Their Moustaches

It is in fact a compulsory Sunnah for men to trim their mustaches and to allow their beards to grow and flourish. Men have no choice in the matter; they must simply listen and obey, for Allâh ﷺ said:

ومَا كَانَ لِمُؤْلِمٍ وَلَا مُؤْمِنٍ إِذَا فَصِّلَ أَلَّا وَرَسُولُ اللَّهِ ﷺ أَمَّرَ أَنْ يُكْنِنَّ فَلَمْ تَفَهَّمَ الْبَيَّانُ

"It is not for a believer, man or woman, when Allâh and His Messenger have decreed a matter that they should have any option in their decision. And whoever disobeys Allâh and His Messenger has indeed strayed in a plain error." (Qur’an 33:36)

It is not for a believer, means that it is most inappropriate for a person who has Eemaan (faith, belief) in his heart to do anything other than race and strive to obey Allâh ﷺ and His Messenger ﷺ and flee from their anger. This involves obeying their commands and staying away from that which they prohibited. To truly be a believer, one must give priority to the Messenger’s commands over the strongest of one’s inner desires.

There are a number of Ahadeeth in which the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ ordered Muslims to grow their beards and trim their mustaches; basically, those Ahadeeth impart the same command but are worded differently. Here is one example: ‘‘Differ from the polytheists: trim your mustaches and allow your beards to grow.’’[2]

[1] Related by Muslim (1305), At-Tirmidhee (912), and Abu Daawood (1981).
The Prophet's command in this *Hadeeth* involves two reasons why a Muslim should grow his beard and trim his mustache: First, it is compulsory upon a Muslim to obey the command of the Prophet ﷺ, and second, a Muslim should differ from the polytheists - and this too we know from the Prophet's command, for the Prophet ﷺ elsewhere stated in unequivocal terms that it is prohibited to imitate the polytheists. A Muslim should submit to Allah and His Messenger's command, so that he is not put to trial and so that he is not punished by a painful torment:

> "And let those who oppose the Messenger's (Muhammad ﷺ) commandment (i.e., his Sunnah - legal ways, orders, acts of worship, statements, etc.) (among the sects) beware, lest some Fitnah (disbelief, trials, afflictions, earthquakes, killing, becoming overpowered by a tyrant, etc.) befall them or a painful torment be inflicted on them." (Qur'an 24:63)

Based on certain narrations from our pious predecessors, some scholars have discussed the matter of trimming the beard, both in length and in width; however, those narrations are superfluous in light of the fact that we have clearly-worded narrations from the Prophet ﷺ, narrations that leave no doubt about the matter. The Messenger of Allah's sayings and deeds represent conclusive proof in all matters, and that is not the case for the sayings and deeds of his Companions ﷺ and followers.

An-Nawawee said, "The chosen (i.e., correct) view in this issue is that one should allow his beard to grow without trimming it at all and that one should not completely remove his mustache, but should instead trim enough of it to allow the edge of his lip to be seen. And Allah ﷻ knows best."

18) **The Sunnah Is To Dye White Hair, But Not To The Color Black**

When the hair on a person's head or face turns white, it is Sunnah for him to change the color with dye, for the Prophet ﷺ said,
“Verily, the Jews and Christians do not dye [their hair], so differ from them [in regard to this matter (and in regard to all matters)].”[1]

However, one should stay away from the color black, for the Prophet ﷺ forbade Muslims from using black dye for one’s hair. In the year of the Makkah Conquest, when Abu Quhaafah  was brought to the Prophet ﷺ, his hair and beard were white. The Prophet ﷺ said

َعَيْبُوَّكَهُ هَذَا بِشَيْبٍ وَجِبْنُوَّيْهِ السَّوَادٍ

“Change this with something (i.e., change the color of Abu Quhaaffah’s hair with some kind of dye), but stay away from black.”[2]

“Stay away from black” is a clear prohibition, and it applies equally to both men and women.

19) What Is Related About The Use Of Kohl (A Powder Used As Eye Make-Up And As Eye Ointment)

Both men and women may use kohl, though its use for men is limited to health-related benefits; women, on the other hand, may use kohl to adorn themselves as well as to achieve some health-related benefit. Arabs would use kohl to treat a sore eye. In a Hadeeth that is related by Umm ‘Atiyyah  , an account is given of a women whose husband died and whose eyes then became afflicted with some ailment. Some Companions  mentioned her situation to the Prophet ﷺ and told him that they were using kohl to treat her ailment.[3] And in another Hadeeth, Ibn ‘Abbaas  related that the Messenger of Allāh  said,

الْبَساَةُ مِنْ نَيَابِكُمُ الْبَيْاضُ فَإِنْ فِيْهَا مِنْ حَرَثِ نَيَابِكُمَّ، وَكَفَّنَا بِهَا مُؤْنَاَكُمَّ

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5899), Muslim (21003), Ahmad (7233), An-Nassaaee (5069), Abu Daawood (4203), and Ibn Maajah (3621).

[2] Related by Muslim (2102), Ahmad (13993), An-Nassaaee (5076), Abu Daawood (4204), and Ibn Maajah (3624).

[3] Refer to Bukhaaree (5707) and Muslim (1489).
"Wear your white garments, for they are from the best of your garments; and in them you should enshroud your dead. Also, the best of your kohl is Al-Ithmid (a kind of kohl, which comes from a well-known black stone that has some redness in it. It is found in the lands of Al-Hijaaz): it strengthens and improves eyesight and makes hair grow."[1]

When one uses kohl, it is Sunnah to apply it an odd number of times - three times to his right eye, three times to his left eye, twice to his right eye and once to his left eye, vice-versa, or more often, as long as the total number of times it is applied, is an odd number.

**Related Issue:** Men should not use kohl as a means of beautifying or adorning their appearance; it is contrary to the innate masculinity of men to adorn themselves as women do. The following Hadeeth lists the benefits of Al-Ithmid, and among those benefits, no mention is made of adornment. The Prophet ﷺ said,

> "Use Al-Ithmid, for indeed, it makes hair grow, it gets rid of Al-Qadhaa (the filth that surfaces around the corners of one’s eyes), and it helps one see more clearly."[2]

**20) Kinds Of Adornment That Are Prohibited For Women**

Kohl, perfume, henna - Allāh ﷻ permitted women to use these and similar things to beautify themselves with; however, there are certain means of beautification that Allāh ﷻ has forbidden for women. Basically, these prohibited means always involve some

---

[1] Related by Ahmad (2048); Abu Daawood (3878), and Al-Albaanee declared his narration to be authentic; At-Tirmidhee (1757); and Ibn Maajah (3497).

form of changing Allāh’s creation. ‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood cursed Al-Waashimaat (those women who stick needles in skin, and then fill the area with kohl or bluing, to make the skin blue or green), Al-Mutanammisaat (those women who demand others to remove or pluck the hair on their faces) and Al-Mutafallijaat (those women who demand from someone to create a gap between their two front teeth or those who do it themselves), who do it for beauty, changers of Allāh’s creation.’ Umm Ya’qoob said, ‘What is this?’ ‘Abdullah said, ‘Why should I not curse he whom the Messenger of Allāh curses and [he who is cursed] in Allāh’s Book!’ She said, ‘By Allāh, I have read what is in between the tablets (i.e., the front and back cover of the Qur’an), and I have not found it.’ He said, ‘By Allāh, if you have read it, you have found it:

\[ \text{And whatsoever the Messenger (Muhammad } \text{ gives you, take it, and whatsoever he forbids you, abstain (from it).} \]

(Qur’an 59:7)

Bukhaaree and others have related from ‘Abdullah that, “Allāh cursed the Waasilah (a woman who attaches hair from a foreign source to her own hair).”[1]

Despite the authenticity and clarity of these Ahadeeth and the severe warning found in them, many women persist in perpetrating the said sins or at least some of them; this stems from nothing other than the weakness of their faith. Otherwise, which woman would complacently place herself in a situation that results in her facing the anger of the All Mighty! O Allāh, we ask You for safety and wellness, both in our religious and worldly affairs.

**Related Issue:** The above-mentioned prohibitions are not limited to women; rather, they also apply to men who perform those

[1] Related by Bukharee (4877, 4886), Muslim (2125), Ahmad (3935), An-Nasaaee (5099), At-Tirmidhi (2782), Abu Dawood (4169), Ibn Majah (1989) and Ad-Daarami (2647).
deeds for themselves or for others. Women are specified in the above-mentioned narrations simply because they perpetrate those actions more than men do; likewise, the woman mourner who screams and wails (often because she is paid to do so) is specifically mentioned in certain narrations, because rarely are men seen mourning in the same manner; yet in no way does that mean that the prohibition is limited to women. And Allāh ﷻ knows best.
Chapter 16

The Manners Of Walking And Riding

Allāh ﷻ said:

"And Who has created all the pairs and has appointed for you ships and cattle on which you ride, in order that you may mount firmly on their backs, and then, may remember the Favor of your Lord when you mount thereon, and say: "Glory to Him Who has subjected this to us, and we could never have it (by our efforts). And verily, to our Lord we indeed are to return!" (Qur'an 43:12-14)

The Manners Of Walking And Riding

1) It Is Prohibited To Walk Arrogantly With A Strut

A person walks with a strut if feelings of arrogance, pride, and self-admiration thrive in his heart. Humbleness and not arrogance is from the characteristics of the believer. Abu Sa‘eed Al-Khudree ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"Al-‘Izz (The Glory And Might) is His Izaar (lower garment) and Al-Kibriyaa (Grandeur and Pride) is His Ridaa (robe), [and Allāh ﷻ said,] ‘So as for he who challenges Me in them, I will punish him.’"

And Abu Hurairah ﷺ also related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,
"As a man was walking in a Hullah (a two-piece garment), admiring his own self, with his Jummah (hair that reaches one’s shoulders) combed, Allâh made the earth to swallow him, and he will continue to sink in it until the Day of Resurrection."[1]

Only on one occasion is it permissible to walk with a strut, and that is the occasion of battle, when one may walk with a strut in order to instill anger into the hearts of the enemies. Abu Dujaanah  once did this when he wore a red headband and then began to strut between the rows of the two armies, the army of the Muslims and the army of the enemies. When he saw Abu Dujaanah  do this, the Messenger of Allâh  said, "It is a kind of walking that Allâh detests except for a situation such as this."

2) The Best Form Of Walking

Ibn Al-Qayyim Al-Jawziyyah said, "When the Prophet  would walk, he would lean forward, and he would walk faster than any other person; his form of walking was of the best and serenest kind." Abu Hurairah  said, "I have not seen [anyone] better than the Messenger of Allâh ; it was as if the sun flowed in his face. And I have not seen anyone who walked faster than the Messenger of Allâh ; it was as if the earth was folded for him. And we would be losing our breath [in order to keep up with him], while he would be in a calm, unchanged state."[2] And ‘Alee Ibn Abee Taalib  said, "When the Messenger of Allâh  would walk, he would lean forward, as if he were walking down an incline."[3] This form of walking – to lean slightly forward – is the best form of walking; it denotes a sense of purpose and determination.

[1] Related by Bukharee (5789), Muslim (2088), Ahmad (7574) and Ad-Darmi (437).
In Al-Hadyee, Ibn Al-Qayyim Al-Jawziyyah mentioned ten forms of walking; here are some of them. First, the best form of walking is, as we described above, to lean forward slightly, as if one is walking down an incline. This was the way in which the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ walked. Another form of walking is to take steps in a confused and agitated manner, which is the way a wild or agitated camel walks. A person who walks this way shows others the weakness of his mind, especially if he adds to the ridiculous style of his walking the habit of constantly looking to his right and to his left. Ibn Al-Qayyim also mentioned a form of walking that is called Al-Khawzalee, which is to sway from one side to the other as one is walking. Men should avoid walking in this manner, for there is definitely something effeminate about a man who sways from one side to the other as he walks. Another form of walking that Ibn Al-Qayyim mentioned is to walk with a strut or swagger, which the arrogant and haughty kind of person is known for.

3) It Is Disliked To Walk In One Shoe

We have discussed this topic in enough detail in the Chapter: “The Manners Of Clothing And Adornment.”

4) It Is Sunnah To Walk Barefoot Sometimes

Fudaalah Ibn ‘Ubaid ﷺ said, “The Prophet ﷺ would order us to walk barefoot at least some of the time.”[1] Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ related a Hadeeth in which he described how the Prophet ﷺ visited Sa‘ad Ibn ‘Ubaadah ﷺ when the latter was sick. Ibn ‘Umar ﷺ said, “Then he stood [to go visit Sa‘ad ﷺ], and we stood [to go] with him. We were slightly more than ten men, and none of us was wearing shoes, slippers, hats, or shirts; we walked through those As-Sibaakh (salty lands upon which almost nothing grows)...”[2] By going barefoot at times, one trains himself to endure rough circumstances, a training that one deprives himself of when he is

[1] Related by Ahmad (23449) and Abu Daawood (4160), and Al-Albaanee declared it to be authentic.
constantly wearing comfortable shoes.

5) The Owner Of A Riding Animal Is Most Deserving Of Sitting In The Front

Whoever owns something is more deserving of it than others, a principle that applies in this issue to riding animals as well as to cars or any other means of conveyance. Therefore, the owner of a camel, horse, or car is more worthy of sitting in the front than anyone else; and no one may sit in the front unless the owner's permission is first obtained. Buraidah said, "Once, while the Messenger of Allah was walking, a man came, and he had a donkey with him. He said, 'O Messenger of Allah, ride,' and the man moved to the back, [making room for the Prophet to sit on the front of the donkey]. The Messenger of Allah said,

لا، أنت أحق بصدر ذبيتك مني إلا أن تجعله لي

'No, you have a greater right than I do to the front of your mount, unless you make it mine (by giving it as a gift).'

The man said, 'Then I have made it yours,' and the Prophet then mounted [the animal]."[1]

6) Two Riders May Sit On The Same Riding Animal, As Long As Doing So Is Not Burdensome For The Animal

Two or even three people may sit on the same riding animal if it can bear their weight. The Prophet had certain Companions sit behind him on his mount - such as Mu'adh,[2] Usaamah,[3] and Al-Fadl.[4] It is also related that he had 'Abdullah Ibn Ja'far and Al-Hasan or Al-Husain sit together behind him.

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2773), who said, "From this chain, the Hadeth is Hasan Ghareeb." Abu Daawood (2573) also related it, and Al-Albaanee said, "It is Hasan Saheeh."
[2] Refer to Bukhaaree (2856) and Muslim (30).
[3] Refer to Bukhaaree (1670) and Muslim (1280).
[4] Refer to Bukhaaree (1513) and Muslim (1334).
7) **It Is Disliked To Use Riding Animals As Pulpits (Upon Which The Rider Delivers A Sermon Or Lecture)**

Abu Hurairah ﷺ said, “Beware of taking the backs of your riding animals as pulpits, for verily, Allāh made them subservient to you only so that you can reach a land that you would not otherwise have reached except after undertaking much strain and toil upon yourselves. And Allāh has made the earth for you, so carry out your needs on it (and not on your mounts; i.e., do not conduct, for instance, business transactions while you are seated on your mounts, for by staying constantly on your riding animal, you are burdening it).”

Al-Qaaree said, “This is not in conflict with the fact that the Prophet ﷺ stayed on his riding animal during the Farewell Pilgrimage, for he ﷺ did so for a benefit that [lasted for a short period of time and that] did not repeat itself consistently (therefore, his action did not constitute a burden on the animal).” And Ibn Al-Qayyim said, “As for the Prophet ﷺ sitting on his riding animal during the Farewell Pilgrimage and for his Khutbah [during the pilgrimage], that does not fall under his prohibition, for he ﷺ did that as an exception, for a general benefit, during a short period of time, as opposed to staying on a mount [to conduct business affairs or to deliver sermons] always. His sitting on his mount for that purpose did not cause his mount to become tired, which is not the case when one habitually sits on one’s mount for no good reason...The Prophet ﷺ sat on his mount while he delivered his sermon for a purpose so that others could hear him, and so that he could teach them what they needed to know about Islam and the rites of Hajj. This entailed a general benefit for everyone present, and it did not require a long period of time; [hence, no undue burden was placed on the riding animal].”

**Related Issue:** Regarding this issue, a car does not take the same ruling as a riding animal. Since a car does not become tired or weak when occupants sit in it for long while, one may remain

---

[1] Abu Daawood related it (2567), and Al-Albaanee declared it to be authentic.
seated in it for a long time while he is having a conversation with others. Yet, he must not do so in such a way as to bother or annoy others – for example, by blocking the way and bothering others with loud voices. It is *Haram* to inflict harm upon Muslims in any way, for Allāh ﷻ says:

```
wand°na yud°r°na m°°m°°n°°wn°°n°° w°°m°°n°°n°° y°°ver° ma a°°t°°°°s°°n°° w°° f°°°°d°° a°°t°°°°r°°°° w°° b°°°°h°°°°n°°n°°
```

"And those who annoy believing men and women undeservedly, bear on themselves the crime of slander and plain sin.” (Qur'an 33:58)
Chapter 17

The Manners Of The Pathway

Allāh ﷺ said:

"Tell the believing men to lower their gaze (from looking at forbidden things), and protect their private parts (from illegal sexual acts, etc.). That is purer for them. Verily, Allāh is All-Aware of what they do. And tell the believing women to lower their gaze (from looking at forbidden things), and protect their private parts (from illegal sexual acts, etc.) That is purer for them. Verily, Allāh is All-Aware of what they do." (Qur’ān 24:30)

Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"Beware of sitting on pathways."

Some of his Companions ﷺ said, “We are driven by necessity, for they are nothing other than our places of gathering, where we speak to one another.” He ﷺ said,

“So if you are insistent upon taking them as your places of gathering, then give the pathway its due right.”

They asked, “And what is the right of the pathway?” He ﷺ said,
"To lower the gaze, refrain from harming [others], returning greetings of peace, ordering to what is good, and forbidding what is evil."[1]

The Manners Of The Pathway

1) It Is Compulsory To Fulfill The Rights Of The Pathway

In the above-mentioned Hadeeth, the Prophet enumerated the rights of the pathway; however, we must understand that what he mentioned are just some of the rights of the pathway, and not all of them, for in other narrations the Prophet mentioned other rights as well. Let us now discuss each right individually:

a) Lowering The Gaze: This order is intended equally for men and women. To allow one’s gaze to remain fixated on a Haram (forbidden) object leads to nothing but pain and agony in one’s heart. One might feel that, by staring at an object of beauty, one is relaxing his soul and allowing happiness to enter into his heart, but nothing is further from the truth. The most tormented of all is a person who is addicted to looking at forbidden objects. Ibn Taymiyyah said, "When one looks on purpose (e.g., a man looking at a stranger woman), an attachment will form in his heart, and that will bring nothing but torment and misery. If that attachment increases to the point that one falls in love, the punishment and torment will only increase, regardless of whether one’s love is requited or not. If one’s love remains unrequited, then one will continue to remain in a state of sadness, misery, and depression. And one who has his love requited is also in a state of great pain, always fearing that he will be parted from the object of his love, always trying to please that object, and always striving to satisfy that object’s needs and wants. All of this began with a look. Had he averted his gaze, his soul and heart would both be in a state

of peace and calmness."

The Shariah, of course takes into consideration what people do inadvertently, for it orders a man who unintentionally looks at a stranger woman to then immediately avert his gaze instead of prolonging the look. Jareer Ibn ‘Abdullah Ḥ said, ‘I asked the Messenger of Allah Ḥ about the sudden glance, and he ordered me to avert my gaze.’[1] ‘Sudden glance’ refers to when one unintentionally looks at a stranger woman. There is no sin upon a person when that happens, but one must then immediately avert his gaze. If he immediately averts his gaze, then there is no sin upon him. But if he persists in looking, he sins, a ruling that is clearly indicated by the preceding Hadeeth.

b) Refraining From Harming Others: ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr Ḥ reported that the Prophet Ḥ said,

"الْمُسْلِمُ مَنْ سَلِمَ الْمُسْلِمُونَ مِنْ لِسَانِهِ وَيَدِهِ... الحديث"

"A Muslim is he from whose tongue and hand other Muslims are safe..."[2]

This is a typically epigrammatic saying of the Prophet Ḥ, for though it contains a few words, it encompasses many meanings. A person can harm others with his tongue in many ways, by cursing them, attacking their honor, backbiting them, slandering them, or mocking them. Similarly, a person can harm others with his hand in more ways than just punching or striking them; one may use his hand to write abusive words or slander, one may use it to concoct poison, one may use it to kill another person with a gun, and so on. One of the beautiful teachings of this religion is that, when a person refrains from harming others, he is giving charity to his own self. Abu Dharr Ḥ reported that he asked the Prophet Ḥ, ‘Which deed is best?’ He Ḥ said,

[1] Related by Muslim (2159), Ahmad (18679), At-Tirmidhee (2776), Abu Daawood (2148), and Ad-Daarimee (2643).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (10), Muslim (40), Ahmad (6714), An-Nassaaee (4996), Abu Daawood (2481), and Ad-Daarimee (2716).
"Eemaan (faith, belief) in Allāh and Jihad in His path."

Abu Dharr asked, "Which Ar-Riqaab (referring to the freeing of slaves by purchasing them from their owners) is best?" He said,

"The most expensive of them in price and those that are most precious to their people (i.e., to their owners)."

Abu Dharr said, "And if I do not do so (i.e., if I do not free slaves, then what is next best?)." The Prophet said,

"Help a workman or make something for a person who has no trade."

He asked, "And if I do not do that?" He said,

"Leave people alone from [your] evil, for indeed, that is charity which you give to your own self."

Muslim related it with this wording, "Hold back your evil from people, for verily, that is charity from your own self to your own self."[1]

c) Returning Greetings Of Peace: This right is compulsory for the pathway and for all situations. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

"A Muslim has five compulsory rights over his brother: returning greetings of peace, saying, 'Yarhamukallah (may

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (2518), Muslim (84), and Ahmad (20824)."
Allāh have mercy on you)* to a person who sneezes (i.e., a person who sneezes and then says, ‘Alhamdulillah,’ all praise is to Allāh), accepting an invitation, visiting the sick, and following funerals.”

Many people are remiss in this regard; you will find that they greet people they know, while they ignore those they do not know, a practice that is in clear violation of the Prophet’s Sunnah.

d) Ordering others to what is good and forbidding them from what is evil

The application of these matters is what makes our Nation the best Nation:

\[
\text{"You [true believers in Islamic Monotheism, and real followers of Prophet Muhammad and his Sunnah (legal ways, etc.)] are the best of peoples ever raised up for mankind; you enjoin Al-Ma'roof (i.e., Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained) and forbid Al-Munkar (polytheism, disbelief, and all that Islam has forbidden), and you believe in Allāh." (Qur'an 3:110)\}
\]

Ibn Katheer said, “Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab said, ‘Whomsoever it pleases to be from that Nation, then let him fulfill its [membership] condition which Allāh stipulated.’” By not ordering to what is good and forbidding what is evil, one resembles more than anything else the People of the Book, those whom Allāh reproached in His saying:

\[
\text{"They used not to forbid one another from the Munkar (wrong, evil-doing, sins, polytheism, disbelief, etc.) which they committed." (Qur'an 5:79)\}
\]

And when a society is bereft of those who order to what is good and forbid what is evil, then punishment for them is looming in
the horizon. Imam Ahmad related the following in his Musnad: "Abu Bakr ст stood, praised and extolled Allāh ‘Azza Wa-Jall (The Possessor of Might and Majesty), after which he ст said, ‘O people, you indeed read this verse,

"O you who believe! Take care of your own selves, [do righteous deeds, fear Allāh much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allāh much (perform all kinds of good deeds which He has ordained)]. If you follow the (right) guidance [and enjoin what is right (Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam orders one to do) and forbid what is wrong (polytheism, disbelief, and that Islam has forbidden)] no hurt can come to you from those who are in error." (Qur’ān 5:105),

yet you indeed apply (and understand) it in the wrong way. Verily, I heard the Messenger of Allāh ст say, ‘Indeed, when people see evil but do not change it, the time draws near when Allāh will encompass them with punishment.'"[1]

There are many obvious benefits of ordering to good and forbidding evil: society is saved from destruction, evil and its people are quelled, goodness pervades, and so on. It is very important to understand that the duty of ordering to good and forbidding evil does not rest solely on the shoulders of a government agency or a specific group of people; instead, it is compulsory upon every member of society to order to good and forbid evil, each according to his ability. The most famous Hadeeth related about this matter is general in its wording and is intended for every Muslim, for it does not specify any single person or group of people. Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree ст reported that he heard the Messenger of Allāh ст say,

[1] The commentators of Al-Musnad’s first volume (Shu’aib Al-Arnaoot and ‘Aadil Murshid) said: “Its chain is correct, and it fulfills the conditions of Ash-Shaikhain (Bukhaaree and Muslim) (1/198).” Abu Daawood also related it (4338), and Al-Albaanee declared it to be authentic. At-Tirmidhee (2168) and Ibn Maajah (4005) both related it as well.
In regard to this issue, there are a number of points that one needs to keep in mind:

First, three levels are mentioned in the Hadeeth, and one must not move to the next level unless he is not able to apply the preceding level; for example, a person should not remove evil with his tongue if he is able to remove it with his hand.

Second, a person of authority should always resort to the highest level of removing evil. The head of a household, for example, deserves obedience in his home. He must, therefore, remove evil with his hand, and, at least under normal circumstances, he has no excuse to do otherwise.

Third, before removing something that is evil, one should ascertain for certain that it is in fact evil; furthermore, one should make sure that differences of opinion are not justified in a given matter before he proceeds to reproach someone for something he did. Many people err in this regard; they hastily warn people not to do a certain deed when many scholars, who have proofs to back up their view, hold that that deed is permissible.

Fourth, a person who removes evil must understand the principle of ‘harms versus benefits,’ a principle which states that a person should not proceed to change evil if the harms that result outweigh the benefits; one follows this principle in order to block the door to evil and corruption.

[1] Related by Muslim (49), Ahmad (10689), At-Tirmidhee (2172), An-Nassaaee (5008), Abu Daawood (1140), and Ibn Maajah (1275).
Fifth, if one is not able to remove evil with his hand and tongue, he must at the very least hate that evil from the depths of his heart, and if possible, the effects of that hatred should, when he passes by the evil, appear on the expression of his face.

e) Guiding A Person Who Is Lost: One of the rights of the pathway (or road) is to guide a person who is asking for directions, regardless of whether he is blind or lost. In a Hadeeth related by Abu Hurairah, a group of people asked the Prophet about the right of the pathway. He said,

"And to give directions."

And in another Hadeeth related by Abu Hurairah, the Messenger of Allâh said,

"Giving road directions is charity."

2) Removing Anything That Is Harmful From The Road Or Pathway

This is one of the recommended manners of the pathway or road; in fact, to remove something harmful from the pathway is one of the branches of Eemaan (faith, belief). The Prophet said,

"Eemaan (faith, belief) is slightly (the Arabic word "Bid") is used here and it refers to a number from three to nine) more than seventy branches, or slightly more than sixty branches. The best of those branches is the saying, 'Laailaha Illallah (None has the right to be worshipped but Allâh),' and the lowest of them is to remove something harmful from the pathway. And Al-Hayaa

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (4815), and Al-Albaanee said, "It is Hasan Saheeh (4031)."

(modesty) is one of the branches of Eemaan (faith, belief)."[1]

It is an act of charity to remove something harmful from the pathway, and because he performed this deed, a man was made to enter Paradise. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

"كل سلاماً من الناس على صدقة... ثم قال ونبيط الأذى عن الطريق "

"Every joint on the bodies of people has Sadaqah (charity) upon it... and to remove something harmful from the road is charity."[2]

Abu Hurairah also reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

"بَنَٰنَا رَجُلًا ۖ رَجُلٌ يَشْيَى بِطَرِيقٍ وَجَدَ غُضَرًا ۖ شَوَّكًا عَلَى الطَّرِيقِ فَاخْرُرَهُ، فَسَكَرَ الله له فَغَفَّرَ له... الحديث"

"As a man was walking on the pathway (or road), he found a thorn branch on the pathway, and so he moved it away [from the pathway]. Allāh was pleased with his deed, accepted it from him, and forgave him [his sins]..."

And in Abu Daawood’s narration, the Messenger of Allāh said,

"نَزَغَ رَجُلًا ۖ نَمَّ يَعْمَلُ خَبْرًا قَتَّ عَلَى الطَّرِيقِ، إِنَّا كَانَ فِي سَجْرَةٍ فَقَطَتَهُ وَأَلْفَاهُ، وَإِنَّا كَانْ مَوْضُوًةً فَارْمَاطًا، فَسَكَرَ الله له يَهَا فَأَدَخَلَهُ الْجَنَّةَ"

"A man who never did any good removed a thorn branch from

[1] Bukhaaree related it (9) from the narration of Abu Hurairah, without the mention of ‘removing.’ Muslim related it too (35), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth. And the following compilers related it as well: Ahmad (8707, 2614), An-Nassaaee (5005), Abu Daawood (4676), and Ibn Maajah (57).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (2989), Muslim (1009), and Ahmad (27400). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
the road. Either it was from a tree, so that he cut it and cast it aside, or it was placed down (i.e., it was not still connected to a tree, so he did not have to cut it off), and he removed it. Allāh was pleased with him, accepted his deed, and admitted him into Paradise.’[1]

3) **It Is Forbidden To Relieve Oneself In Pathways Or Shades That Are Frequent By People**

The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ gave a stern warning about either urinating or defecating in pathways or shades that are used by people, for they are places that are meant for the benefit of everyone. The individual, therefore, should not be so selfish and unconcerned about the welfare of others as to spoil the pathways people walk on and the shades in which people sit. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said, “Beware of Al-La’aanain.” His Companions ﷺ asked, “And what are Al-La’aanaan, O Messenger of Allāh?” He ﷺ said,

الَّذِي يَتَحَلَّلُ فِي طَرِيقِ النَّاسِ أَوْ ظَلَلْهُمْ

“He who relieves himself in the pathways of people or in their shades.”[2]

Al-La’aanaan comes from the word, Al-La’an, which means ‘curse.’ Therefore, “Beware of Al-La’aanain” means: beware of those two matters that bring upon a person the curses of others, for when a person relieves himself in the above-mentioned places, others who frequent those places will curse him as a result, even if they do not know him.

4) **Men Are More Deserving Of The Middle Of The Pathway Than Are Women**

Both in small and great matters, the Shariah consists of rules and laws that prevent the occurrence of Fitnah (trial and temptation).

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (654), Muslim (1914), Ahmad (7979), At-Tirmidhee (1958), Abu Daawood (5245), Ibn Maajah (3682), and Maalik (295). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Muslim (269), Ahmad (8636), and Abu Daawood (25).
In keeping with that methodology, the Prophet legislated that women should walk on the sides of pathways, while men should walk in the middle, so that men and women do not end up mixing with one another. This legislation is meant to prevent a great deal of Fitnah (trial and temptation); it is sad to say, however, that you will hardly find a place today that applies it. Abu Asyad Al-Ansaaree reported that, when the Messenger of Allah was once leaving the Masjid and saw men and women mixing in the road, he said to the women, 

"Move back; for indeed, it is not for you to stay in the middle of the road; adhere to the edges of the road."

Abu Asyad said, "So a woman would then stick to the wall, to the degree that her garment would get stuck on the wall; that is how close she would adhere to it."[1] By walking along the edges of the road, especially when the road is crowded, a woman shows a sense of modesty and caution, which are both suitable qualities for women; she also avoids crowding the street, but more importantly she avoids placing herself and others in a situation that might lead to Fitnah. We must remember that the first Fitnah for the Children of Israel was in women, and it was that Fitnah which was the cause of their destruction.

5) Helping A Man Climb His Mount And Raising His Things Up To Him

One of the manners of the road is that, if one sees a man trying with difficulty to get onto his mount, he should help him up; or if one sees that the rider has a lot of things to carry, he should help him carry them. These days, one often has opportunity to help the elderly in this regard; for example, when they are trying to climb the stairs of a bus, or when they are carrying heavy luggage to or from the trunk of their car. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

Every joint has Sadaqah (charity) upon it. Every day wherein one helps a man with his mount, by raising him upon it or by lifting up his things to him – [this is all] Sadaqah (charity)...[1]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (2891), Muslim (1009), and Ahmad (27400).
Chapter 18

The Manners Associated With Being A Good Neighbor

Allāh said:

"Worship Allāh and join none with Him in worship, and do good to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, Al-Masaakeen (the poor), the neighbor who is near of kin, the neighbor who is a stranger..."

(Qur'an 4:36)

And the Prophet said,

"Jibreel continued to advise me [to be good to my] neighbor, until I thought that he was going to make him an inheritor (i.e., of a person's estate)."

The Etiquettes OF Being A Good Neighbor

1) Honoring One's Neighbor

Allāh said:

"The neighbor who is near of kin, the neighbor who is a stranger..."

A neighbor who is also one's relative has two rights: the right of relation and the right of good neighborliness. Meanwhile, the
neighbor who is not a relative has one right: the right of good neighborliness. Although neighbors differ in regards to the degree of rights they have, all of them should be honored and treated well. ‘Aaisha  reported that the Messenger of Allāh  said,

\[\text{"Jibreel }\text{continued to advise me [to be good to my] neighbor, until I thought that he was going to make him an inheritor (i.e., of a person's estate)."}[\text{[1]}\]

Honoring one’s neighbor involves various displays of kindness and friendliness – such as giving gifts, extending greetings of peace, meeting one’s neighbor with a smiling countenance, making sure one’s neighbor is doing well, helping him when he needs help, and so on; it also involves refraining from harming him in any way. ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Amr  reported that the Messenger of Allāh  said,

\[\text{"The best of companions with Allāh (i.e., in Allāh's judgment) is he who is best to his companion, and the best of neighbors with Allāh is he who is best to his neighbor."}[\text{[2]}\]

Related Issue: The term neighbor applies to both a Muslim and a disbeliever; to a pious worshiper and an evil doer; to a person who is far away from his native land and a person who has always been a dweller in the same city; to a friend and an enemy; to a kindly neighbor and one who causes others harm; to a relative and a non-relative; and to one whose house is near as well as one whose house is slightly further away. Neighbors vary in degree,

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6014), Muslim (2624), Ahmad (23739), At-Tirmidhee (1942), Abu Daawood (5151), and Ibn Maajah (3637).

[2] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1944), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghareeb." Ahmad related it, and the commentators of Al-Musnad said, "Its chain is strong and it fulfills the condition of Muslim (6566)." And Ad-Daarimee related it as well (2437).
some having more rights than others. In the pairings mentioned above, a neighbor who has the most qualities from the first of every pair deserves to be honored most. And the neighbor who has the most qualities of the second of every pair least deserves to be honored (as far as neighbors go). And other neighbors vary according to the combination of qualities they possess.

2) The Rights Of The Next-Door Neighbor

One’s next-door neighbor has more rights than a neighbor who lives further off, such as a person who lives two houses down or on the next floor of an apartment building (as opposed to one who lives on the same floor). This ruling is taken from a Hadeeth related by ‘Aaisha، in which she asked the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ, “O Messenger of Allāh, I indeed have two female neighbors; to which of them should I give a gift?” He ﷺ said,

"إِلَى أُقْرَيْهَا مَنْكَ بَابًا"

"To the one whose door is closest to you (or to your door)."[1]

It is said that the neighbor who lives closer has more rights because, in time of need, he is quicker to lend a helping hand. And it is almost instinctive among people to establish closer ties to a neighbor who lives next-door than to a neighbor who lives, for instance, down the street.

One of the rights a person has over his neighbor is that his neighbor should not prevent him from driving wood into the wall they share, in order to build a room or something similar. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"لا يَفْتَنُ أجْهَلُكُمْ جَارُهُ أَنْ يَغْرِرَ حَسَبَةً فِي جِدارِهِ"

"Let no one from you prevent his neighbor from thrusting wood into his wall."[2]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6020), Ahmad (24895), and Abu Daawood (5155).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (2463), Muslim (1609), Ahmad (7702), At-Tirmidhee (1353), Abu Daawood (3634), Ibn Maajah (2335), and Maalik (1462). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.
However, one needs to keep the following conditions in mind:

1) The new construction should in no way damage the wall.
2) A neighbor should use the wall only if he needs to.
3) A neighbor has no other option; if he is to build a new room, he must use his neighbor’s wall.

If one or more of these conditions is not fulfilled, then it is not permissible for a person to use his neighbor’s wall for construction purposes. The Prophet ﷺ forbade Muslims from harming others when he ﷺ said, “No harm and no reciprocating of harm (the translation, ‘no reciprocating of harm,’ takes into account only one of the interpretations of this Hadeeth).”\(^1\)

3) It Is Forbidden To Harm One’s Neighbor In Any Way, Shape, Or Form

There are many ways in which a person can harm his neighbor; but in no way is it permissible for him to do so. The importance of not harming one’s neighbor is indicated in the following Hadeeth, for in it, the Prophet ﷺ coupled Eemaan (faith, belief) in Allah and the Last Day with not harming one’s neighbor. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

\[
\text{"If one believes in Allah and the Last Day, then let him not harm his neighbor."} \tag{2}
\]

And in another Hadeeth, Abu Shuraih ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

\[
\text{"By Allah, he does not believe; by Allah, he does not believe; by Allah, he does not believe."}
\]

\(^1\) Related by Ibn Maajah (2340), and Al-Albaanee declared it to be authentic.

\(^2\) Related by Bukhaaree (6018), Muslim (47), Ahmad (7571), and Abu Daawood (5154).
It was said, "Who, O Messenger of Allah?" He ﷺ said,

الَّذِي لَا يَأْمُّ ضَرْرًا بَوَاتِيقُهُ

"He whose neighbor is not safe from his Bawaaqiq (his rancor, his evil, his wrongdoing, etc.)."[1]

Abu Hurairah ⲧ related the Hadeeth with this wording: "He will not enter Paradise whose neighbor is not safe from his Bawaaqiq (his rancor, his evil, his wrongdoing, etc.)."[2]

The Prophet ﷺ thrice negated the Eemaan (faith, belief) of a person whose neighbor is not safe from his evil; this does not mean that he is completely bereft of Eemaan; rather, it means that, because of his wrongdoing, his Eemaan is deficient and not complete.

In Abu Hurairah’s narration, the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said that a person will not enter Paradise if his neighbor is not safe from his Bawaaqiq. This means, and Allah knows best, that he will not enter it at first, but it does not necessarily mean that he will not enter it at all. Taking various narrations, including this one, into account, one will find that a person who is an Islamic Monotheist will enter Paradise, even if he is first punished. The Hadeeth may also mean that it is from Allah’s Sunnah that a person will die as a disbeliever if his neighbor is not safe from his Bawaaqiq (his evil, his rancor, his wrongdoing, etc.).

A person can harm his neighbor in varying degrees, the greatest degree being harm that involves evil with a neighbor’s wife. ‘Abdullah Ibn Mas’ood ⲧ said, “I asked the Prophet ﷺ ‘Which sin is greatest with Allah?’ He ﷺ said,

أنَّكَ تَجْعَلَ اللَّهَ يَدًا وَهُوَ خَلِّفُكَ

“For you to take a partner alongside Allah ﷺ in worship, when

[2] Related by Muslim (46) and Ahmad (8638), with a similar wording to Muslim’s narration, and with a similar wording to Bukhaaree’s narration from Abu Shuraikh (7818). It contains an explanation of the word Bawaaqiq: They asked, “O Messenger of Allah, and what is his Bawaaqiq?” He ﷺ said, “His evil.”
He (Allāh) [is the One Who] created you.”

I said, ‘Verily, that is great [sin] indeed.’ I said, ‘Then which [deed]?’ He Ṣaid,

وَأَنَّ الْقَطْلَ وَلَذْكَ تَحَافُرْ أَن يَطْعُمُ مَعَكَ

‘For you to kill your child, fearing that he would [otherwise] eat with you (i.e., from your food).’

I said, ‘Then which?’ He Ṣaid,

أَن تُرْنِيِّ خَلِيلَهُ جَارِٰكَ

‘For you to fornicate with your neighbor’s wife.’\(^1\)

Related Issue: Abu Hurairah Ṣ related that a man went to the Prophet Ṣ and complained to him about his neighbor. The Prophet Ṣ said,

أَذْهَبْ فَأَصْبِرْ

‘Go and be patient.’

The same man returned twice or three times. The Prophet Ṣ then said,

أَذْهَبْ فَأَطْرَحْ مَنَاعَكَ فِي الْطَرْبِيٰ. فَطَرَ حَ مَنَاعُهُ فِي الْطَرْبِيٰ، فَجَعَلَ النَّاسُ يَسَاوَلُونَهُ فَيُحْرِمُهُ حُرْرًا، فَجَعَلَ النَّاسُ يَلْعُبُونَهُ: فَعَلَ اللَّهُ بِهِ، وَفَعَلُّ، وَفَعَلُّ. فَجَاءَ إِلَيْهِ جَارُهُ فَقَالَ لَهُ: ارْجِعْ لَا تَرَى وَيْنَى يَبْتَسُّ نَكْرُهُمَا

‘Go and throw your possessions on the road.’ The man threw his possessions on the road, and people began to ask him what had happened; he told them his story, and they began to curse his neighbor, saying: ‘May Allāh do such and such with him.’ His neighbor then went to him and said, ‘Return, for you will not again see anything from me that you dislike.’\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) Related by Bukhaaree (4477), Muslim (86), Ahmad (4091), At-Tirmidhee (3182), An-Nassaaee (4013), and Abu Daawood (2310).

\(^2\) Related by Abu Daawood (5153), and Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan Saheeh.”
Chapter 19

The Manners Of Sneezing And Yawning

The Prophet ﷺ said,

"إِنَّ اللَّهَ يُحِبُّ الْعَطَاسَ وَيَكْرِهُ النَّيَامَٰبَّ، فَإِذَا عَطَسَ أَحْدَكُمْ وَحَمِّدَ اللَّهَ
كَانَ حَقًّا عَلَى كُلٍّ مُّسْلِمٍ شِجَاعةً أَن يَقُولَ إِلَيْهِ: يَرَحِمُكَ اللَّهُ، وَأَمَامَ النَّيَامَٰبَّ
فَإِنَّمَا هُوَ مِنَ الشَّيْطَانِ، فَإِذَا نَيَامَبَ أَحْدَكُمْ فَلْيُبْرِدْهُ مَا أَسِطْعَ..."

الحديث

"Verily, Allâh loves sneezing and detests yawning; so if one of you sneezes and [then] praises Allâh, it is a right upon every Muslim who hears him to say to him, ‘Yarhamakullah (May Allâh have mercy on you).’ As for yawning, then verily, it is from the Shaitaan only; so if one of you yawns, then let him ward it off (i.e., ward off and stifle the yawn) as much as he is able to..."[1]

First, The Manners Of Sneezing:

1) Saying ‘May Allâh Have Mercy On You’ To The Person Who Sneezed

Sneezing is a blessing of Allâh ﷺ upon His slaves, and when one is given a blessing from Allâh ﷺ, he should praise Allâh ﷺ and thank Him for it. The matter is no different in regard to sneezing, for when a person sneezes, it is legislated for him to praise Allâh ﷺ, by saying, “Alhamdulillah (All praise is to Allâh).” Al-Baraa Ibn ’Aazib ﷺ said, “The Prophet ﷺ ordered us with seven [commands] and forbade us from seven [prohibited matters]: he ﷺ ordered us to follow funerals (by praying the funeral prayer

and then following the corpse until the burial is completed), to visit the sick, to answer (i.e., accept the invitation of) a person who invites [one to partake of a meal, for example], to help the one who is wronged, to fulfill one’s oath, to return greetings of peace, and to do Tashmeet of a person who sneezes [i.e., to say, ‘Yarhamukallah (may Allâh have mercy on you),’ when he says, ‘Alhamdulillah (All praise is to Allâh),’ after he sneezes].” It is compulsory to say, ‘May Allâh have mercy on you,’ to a person who sneezes; however, it is a compulsory duty on the group of people that hears the sneezer say, ‘All praise is to Allâh,’ and not upon every single individual from them. What this means is that at least some of them must say, ‘May Allâh have mercy on you,’ and that, if some of them say it, saying it is no longer compulsory on the rest of them. Though this is the ruling that scholars mention, no one should refrain from saying, ‘May Allâh have mercy on you,’ to someone who sneezes, for the Prophet said,

إِفَأَذَا غَطَسَ أَحَدُكُمْ وَحَمِّدَ اللَّهَ كَانَ حَقًا عَلَى كُلِّ مُسْلِمٍ سَيِّئَةُ أَن يُقُولَ

لاَمْ: يَرْحَمَكُ اللَّهُ

“So if one of you sneezes and [then] praises Allâh, it is a right upon every Muslim who hears him to say to him, ‘Yarhamukallah (May Allâh have mercy on you).’"

2) One Should Say, ‘May Allâh Have Mercy On You,’ Only After The Sneezer Praises Allâh

Anas方形 said, “Two men sneezed in the presence of the Prophet方形 he方形 Shammata (i.e., said, ‘Yarhamukallah - May Allâh have mercy on you’) to one of them but not to the other. The [latter] man said, ‘O Messenger of Allâh, you Shammatta (i.e., said, ‘May Allâh have mercy on you’) to him but not to me?’ The Prophet方形 said,

إِنَّ هَذَا حَمِيدَ اللَّهِ، وَلَمْ تَحْمِيدَ اللَّهِ

"Verily, he praised Allâh, and you did not praise Allâh."

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6225), Muslim (2991), Ahmad (11551), At-Tirmidhee (2742), Abu Daawood (5039), Ibn Maajah (3731), and Ad-Daarimee (2660).
And in another Hadeeth, Abu Moosa Al-Ash’aree reported that he heard the Messenger of Allâh say,

"إِذًا عَطْسْ أَحَدَكُمْ فَحَمْدَ الله فَلَا تَشْمَمُوهُ، فَإِنَّ لَمْ يَحْمِدَ الله فَلَا تَشْمَمُوهُ"

“When one of you sneezes and then praises Allâh, then Shammitooh (i.e., then say to him, ‘May Allâh have mercy on you’); and if he does not praise Allâh, then do not Tushamitooh (i.e., do not say to him, ‘May Allâh have mercy on you.’)"[1]

**Question:** For one to say, ‘May Allâh have mercy on you,’ does he have to actually have heard the sneezer say, ‘All praise is to Allâh,’ or is it enough for him to know (and not hear) that the sneezer said it?

**Answer:** The stronger view in this matter is that it is sufficient for one to be sure that the sneezer said, ‘All praise is to Allâh’; it is not so important to hear a person say, ‘All praise is to Allâh,’ as it is for that person to actually have said it. One example of this occurring is for a deaf person to see someone sneeze and then read his lips to know whether he praised Allâh or not.

**Question:** When a person who sneezes forgets to praise Allâh, should those who heard him remind him to say, ‘All praise is to Allâh,’ so that they can then invoke Allâh to have mercy on him?

**Answer:** Some scholars, such as An-Nakha’ee and An-Nawawee, maintain that one should remind him; they say that do so is a form of cooperating with others in matters of righteousness, of sincerely advising others, and of ordering others to what is good. Yet other scholars, such as Ibn Al-‘Arabee and Ibn Al-Qayyim, maintain that he should not be reminded. Ibn Al-Qayyim Al-Jawziyyah said, “The outward action in the Sunnah supports the view of Ibn Al-‘Arabee: the Prophet did not say, ‘May Allâh have mercy on you,’ to the person who sneezed without then saying, ‘All praise is to Allâh’; nor did the Prophet remind him to praise Allâh. This was a form of reproach for the man: he

[1] Related by Muslim (2992) and Ahmad (19197).
was made to be deprived of the blessings of supplication, because he deprived himself of the blessings of praising Allah...Had reminding a person who forgets to say ‘All praise is to Allah’ [after sneezing] been Sunnah, the Prophet would have been the first to apply this practice and teach it to others (but he did not do so, even though a suitable situation presented itself to him; hence, it is Sunnah to not remind a person who sneezes to say ‘All praise is to Allah’)."

3) **The Sunnah Is For The Sneezer To Speak First, By Saying, “All Praise Is For Allah,” or, “All Praise Is For Allah, Upon Every Condition [That One Finds Himself To Be In].”**

Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

> "إِذَا عَطِسَ أَحَدُكُمْ فَلْيُقُولَ الْحَمْدُ لِلَّهِ... الحديث"

> "When one of you sneezes, then let him say, ‘Alhamdulillah (All praise is to Allah).’"

Abu Daawood’s narration is worded thus: "Then let him say, ‘All praise is to Allah, upon every condition.’"[1]

4) **When One Hears Someone Sneeze, It Is Sunnah For Him To Say, “Yarhamukallah (May Allah have mercy on you).”**

This ruling is based on the preceding Hadeeth of Abu Hurairah, in which he related that the Prophet said,

> "إِذَا عَطِسَ أَحَدُكُمْ فَلْيُقُولَ الْحَمْدُ لِلَّهِ... الحديث"

> "When one of you sneezes, then let him say, ‘All praise is to Allah,’ and let his brother or companion say to him, ‘May Allah have mercy on you.’ ..."

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6224), Ahmad (8417), and Abu Daawood (5033). Commenting on Abu Daawood’s narration of the Hadeeth, Ibn Al-Qayyim said, "Its chain is authentic." (Zaad Al-Ma’aad 2/436). And Al-Albaanee said in Saheeh Abee Daawood, "[It is] authentic."
5) After the sneezer hears someone say, ‘May Allāh have mercy on you,’ it is Sunnah for him to then say, ‘May Allāh guide you and rectify your situation,’ or, ‘May Allāh have mercy on us and you, and may He forgive us and you.’

In the previously related Hadeeth of Abu Hurairah ﷺ, the Prophet  said,

إِذًا ﻋَطَسَ أَحَدُكُمُ فَلْيَقُلُ الْحَمْدُ ﻋَلَيْهِ ﻭَلْيَقُلِّيْلَ ﻓَاتَيْنَ أوْ ﺻَاءَبُهُ: ﻧُؤُرِحُونَ ﻷَلِيْلِيْكُمْ ﺍﷲ

‘When one of you sneezes, then let him say, ‘All praise is to Allāh,’ and let his brother or companion say to him, ‘May Allāh have mercy on you.’ And when he (the brother or companion) says, ‘May Allāh have mercy on you, then let him (the sneezer) say, ‘May Allāh guide you and rectify your situation.’’”

And in another Hadeeth, Naa‘fai’ related from Ibn ‘Umar  that, “When ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar  would sneeze, and when it would then be said to him, ‘May Allāh have mercy on you,’ he  would say, ‘May Allāh have mercy on us and you, and may He  forgive us and you.’”[1]

6) One Should Try To Keep The Sound Of His Sneeze As Low As Possible

When one sneezes, the sound he makes is often loud and annoying to others; it is therefore recommended for him to keep the sound of his sneeze as low as possible, by placing his hand or his clothes over his face. When one sneezes, a great deal of spray (at least most of the time) comes out of his mouth, which is another reason why he should place his hand over his mouth. Abu Hurairah  related this Hadeeth: “When the Prophet  would sneeze, he  would cover his face with his hand or with his garment, and with it (i.e., with his hand or garment) he would lower the sound of it (i.e., of the sneeze).”

7) One Should Say, "May Allâh Have Mercy On You" For Three Sneeze; If The Other Person Sneezes More Than That, Then He Has A Cold

Salamah Ibn Al-Akwa' reported that he heard the Prophet say after a man sneezed in his presence, "May Allâh have mercy on you." The man then sneezed again, and the Messenger of Allâh said to him,

"The man is suffering from a cold."

Other narrations indicate that one should say 'May Allâh have mercy on you,' for three sneezes. Abu Hurairah said, "Shammit (i.e., say, 'May Allâh have mercy on you') to your brother three times; if he [sneezes] more than that, then he has a cold." An-Nawawee said, "Concerning the issue in question, scholars disagree. Ibn Al-'Arabee Al-Maalikee said: It has been said that it should be said to him the second time, 'You are suffering from a cold'; others said that, 'You are suffering from a cold,' should be said to him the third time; yet others maintain that it should be said to him on the fourth time. The strongest view in the matter is that, 'You are suffering from a cold,' should be said to him the third time. One is in effect saying, 'You are not from those to whom Tashmeet (to say, 'May Allâh have mercy on you') should be said after this, because what you are afflicted with is a cold and a sickness, and not the mildness of a simple sneeze.'" That the Prophet said,

"The man is suffering from a cold,"
suggests that others should then invoke Allâh to cure him, for

[1] Related by Muslim (2993), Ahmad (16066), At-Tirmidhee (2743), Abu Daawood (5037), and Ad-Daarimee (2661).

[2] Abu Daawood (5034) related it, and Al-Albaanee said, "It is Hasan, both Mawqoof and Marfoo' (i.e., both as a saying of a Companion and as a saying of the Prophet)."
a cold is a kind of sickness.

8) If Someone From The People Of The Dhimmah (Jews And Christians Who Live Under The Protection And Safety Of The Muslims, By Agreement) Sneezes, It Is Permissible For A Muslim To Then Say To Him, “May Allāh Guide You And Rectify Your Situation.”

Abu Moosa said, “The Jews would feign sneezing in the presence of the Prophet, hoping that he would say to them, ‘.tabydiyikum Allāh’,

‘May Allāh have mercy on you.’

But he would [instead] say, ‘May Allāh guide you and rectify your situation.’”[1] Therefore, it is permissible to invoke Allāh to guide them to the truth – if they praise Allāh after they sneeze – but one should not invoke Allāh to have mercy on them or to forgive them, for they are not worthy of such supplications.

Related Issue: It is permissible for a person who sneezes during prayer to say, ‘Alhamdulillah (All praise is for Allāh),’ but it is not permissible for those who hear him (if they too are praying) to respond with, ‘Yarhamukallah (May Allāh have mercy on you).’”[2]

Second, The Manners Of Yawning

When one feels the need to yawn, he should try to suppress it, for it is from the Shaitaan (the Devil). Abu Hurairah reported, in a Hadeeth that we have hitherto mentioned, that the Prophet said,

«...Amma at-ta‘awub, Ellāma hoos min al-shītātan...»

‘...As for yawning, then it is from the Shaitaan only...”

An-Nawawee said, “Yawning usually occurs when the body is heavy, full, relaxed, and inclined towards laziness. It is ascribed

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (5038), and Al-Albaanee said, “It is authentic.”

Ahmad (19089) and At-Tirmidhee (2739) related it as well.

to the Shaitaan because he is the one who invites people to follow lusts. [Another] intended meaning here is a warning against doing that act which results in yawning: eating too much and too frequently.”

As for suppressing a yawn, doing so is recommended. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

"Yawning is from the Shaitaan (the Devil), so if one of you yawns, then let him hold it back as much as he can; for indeed, when one of you says, ‘Haa (in the act of yawning),’ the Shaitaan laughs."

Ahmad related it with this wording: ‘‘Then let him hold it back as much as he can, and let him not say, ‘Ahh Ahh,’ for indeed, when one of you opens his mouth, the Shaitaan laughs at him or [laughs] because of him.’’[1]

Abu Sa‘eed Al-Khudree reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

‘‘When one of you yawns, then let him hold his hand over his mouth, for indeed, the Shaitaan [otherwise] enters.’’

Ahmad related the Hadeeth thus: ‘‘When one of you yawns during prayer, then let him place his hand over his mouth, for verily, the Shaitaan enters with a yawn.’’[2] One can suppress a yawn by controlling one’s mouth, making an effort not to allow it to open; by putting pressure on one’s lips with one’s teeth; by placing one’s hand or garment over one’s mouth; or by doing something similar to achieve the same effect.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (3289), Muslim (2994), Ahmad (9246), At-Tirmidhee (370), and Abu Daawood (5028).

[2] Related by Muslim (2995), Ahmad (10930), Abu Daawood (5026), and Ad-Daarimee (1382).
Related Issue: Some people resort to seeking refuge from the Shaitaan (the Devil) when they yawn; this practice is wrong from two angles: First, a person who does so has innovated by introducing the saying of an invocation which the Prophet ﷺ did not legislate (i.e., the Prophet ﷺ did not legislate it for that occasion). Second, he forsakes a Sunnah practice that the Prophet ﷺ commanded every Muslim to perform upon yawning; that practice is to suppress the yawn as much as one can, with one's garment or hand, or through the use of any other means.
The Book Of Manners

Chapter 20

The Manners Of Interacting With One’s Brothers

Allāh ﷺ said:

١٦٦٢

"Friends on that Day will be foes one to another except Al-Muttaqun [pious and righteous persons who fear Allāh much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allāh much (perform all kinds of good deeds which He has ordained)]" (Qur’an 43:67)

Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

الرجل على دين خليله، فلينظر أحدكم من يخاليله

"A man is upon the religion of his Khaleel (very close, intimate friend; Khaleel denotes the highest form of friendship), so let [each] one of you be careful about the person he chooses to be his intimate friend."[1]

The Manners Of Interacting With One’s Brothers

1) Choosing A Companion And Friend

From Abu Hurairah’s above-mentioned Hadeeth, we learn that a person leads a similar life to his friend. It is only natural that you befriend a person whose religion and manners you approve of and that you avoid the company of a person whose religion and manners you dislike. Friends have such a great influence on one another that the Prophet ﷺ said,

[1] Related by Ahmad (8212) and At-Tirmidhee (2387), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh.” Abu Daawood also related it (4833), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan.”
"Do not keep company with anyone except for the believer, and let no one eat your food (as a guest) except for At-Taqee (the righteous person)."[^1] This prohibition is not limited to disbelievers and hypocrites; to the contrary, it also means that it is forbidden to keep company with evildoers and people who perpetrate the major sins. Because they perpetrate deeds that Allâh forbids, their company has a negative influence on the religion of their friends. The Prophet's saying, "And let no one eat your food (as a guest) except for At-Taqee (the righteous person)," applies to food you serve to guests you invite and not to food you give to people who are needy. Allâh said:

"And they give food, in spite of their love for it (or for the love of Him), to the Miskeen (poor), the orphan, and the captive." (Qur'an 76:8)

The captives of the Muslims were disbelievers; they were neither believers nor righteous persons, yet Muslims were still encouraged to feed them. So the Prophet forbade only that a Muslim should keep company with a person who is not righteous, by mixing with him and by eating meals with him. When two people eat together, they develop a sense of love and friendship for one another, and a person should limit those feelings to those who are righteous.

No matter how careful you are, and no matter what you think to the contrary, an evil companion will have a negative impact on your character, and that is only one of the ways he will harm you. Abu Moosa Al-Ash'aree reported that the Messenger of Allâh said,

[^1]: Related by Ahmad (10944), At-Tirmidhee (2395), and Abu Daawood (4832). And in grading the Hadeeth, Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan."
The example of a righteous companion and an evil one is that of a carrier (seller) of Al-Musk (best kind of perfume) and a blower of bellows. As for the carrier of Al-Musk, either he will give [Al-Musk] to you as a gift, or you will buy from him, or you will find a pleasant odor emanating from him. And as for the blower of bellows, either he will burn your clothes or you will find a foul odor emanating from him.”[1]

2) Loving Someone For Allāh ﷺ

The highest level of brotherhood is to love someone not for material gain, not to achieve an important position, not for any short-term or long-term worldly benefit - but only for the sake of Allāh ﷺ. When you love someone only for the sake of Allāh ﷺ, you have reached the pinnacle of friendship, and what remains is for both of you to remain careful not to allow any worldly benefits to enter into and spoil your friendship. If you love someone only for the sake of Allāh ﷺ, strive to maintain that pure love in order to enjoy success in the Hereafter. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

```
إِنَّ اللَّهَ يُقْلِلُ نُوُمَ الْقِيَامَةِ: أَيْنَ الْمُتَحَابُونَ يَكْلِلُوْنَ الْيَوْمَ أُظْلِمُوهُمْ فِي ظَلِّي

ٍيَوْمَ لَا ظَلَلَ إِلَّاٰ ظَلِّيٍّ```

“Verily, Allāh will say on the Day of Resurrection: Where are those who love one another because of My Loftiness (and Exaltedness); today I will give them shade in My Shade, a day on which there is no shade except for My Shade.”[2]

Mu‘aadh Ibn Jabal ﷺ reported that he heard the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ say,

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5534), Muslim (2628), and Ahmad (19163).
[2] Related by Muslim (2566), Ahmad (7190), and Maalik (1776).
And in yet another Hadeeth, Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said,

"A man once visited a brother of his in another village, and Allâh appointed an angel to lie in wait for him on the road he was taking. When the man came upon the angel, the latter said, 'Where do you wish to go?' The man said, 'I want [to visit] a brother of mine in this valley.' The angel asked, 'Do you have some blessing or favor upon him [for which you are going to him (i.e., is it some worldly benefit or calling that prompted you to visit him)]?' He said, 'No, except that I do indeed love him for Allâh 'Azza Wa-Jall (i.e., that is the only reason that prompted me to visit him).’ The angel said, 'I am indeed a messenger of Allâh, sent to you, to inform you that Allâh indeed loves you as you have loved your brother for Him.'"[2]

Related Issue: If you love your brother for the sake of Allâh, you should let him know, and as a result, your love for one

[1] Related by Ahmad (22030), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth. Maalik related it as well (1779), and Ibn 'Abdul-Barr said, "...Its chain is Saheeh." (At-Tamheed, 21/125).

[2] Related by Muslim (5267); Ahmad (9036); and Al-Bukhaaree, in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad (350)
another will become even stronger and more stable. Anas Ibn Maalik and others reported that a man was with the Prophet when another man passed by. The man with the Messenger of Allāh said, “O Messenger of Allāh, I indeed love him.” The Prophet asked him,

“Did you inform him [about your love]?”

He said, “No.” The Prophet said,

“Then inform him.”

The man with the Prophet caught up to the other man and said, “Verily, I love you for the sake of Allāh.” The other man said, “May Allāh, for Whose sake you love me, love you.”

Another Related Issue: When two people love each other for the sake of Allāh, they should search their hearts every once in a while and check – has anything mixed with their love and contaminated its purity? It is important to remember that, although you might begin by loving someone purely for Allāh, your friendship might change over time, becoming worldly in nature, whereby both of you seek some form of material gain from the other. Also, when two men love each other for Allāh or when two women love each other for Allāh, they should be careful not to surpass the proper limits of brotherhood and sisterhood. By this I mean that extreme and extravagant feelings could lead, if unchecked, to a man falling in love with another man and a woman falling in love with another woman.

3) Important Elements Of Friendship: Cheerfulness, Gentleness, Love, And Kindness

When you meet your brother, at the very least you should meet him with a smile and a cheerful face. It is basic Islamic etiquette

[1] Related by Ahmad (13123) and Abu Daawood (5125), and in grading the narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan.”
for a Muslim to meet his brother with a smile every time he meets him. Abu Dharr \( \text{\$}$ said, "The Prophet \( \text{\$}$ said to me,

\[
`\text{لَا تُحِيِّرْنَّ مِنَ المَعْرُوفِ شَبَّةً، وَلَوْ أَنْ تَلْقَى أَحَدُكُمْ يُوجِيهُ طَلْنِي}
\]

'Do not disparage in the least any good deed, even if it is to meet your brother with a cheerful face.'\(^{[1]}\)

And this is from the narration of Jaabir \( \text{\$}$: "Every good deed is charity (Sadaqah), and indeed, it is a good deed to meet your brother with a cheerful face..."\(^{[2]}\)

Gentleness, love, compassion, and kindness - these strengthen the ties of brotherhood, for, "Allâh loves Ar-Rifq (gentleness and kindness) in all matters (in both worldly and religious matters)."\(^{[3]}\) And Allâh \( \text{\$}$ is "Rafeeq (kind, gentle, merciful), and He loves Ar-Rifq (kindness, gentleness, and mercy). He gives for gentleness that which He does not give for harshness and that which He does not give for anything else."\(^{[4]}\) Ibn Mas\textquoteleft ood \( \text{\$}$ related that the Prophet \( \text{\$}$ said,

\[
`\text{حُرُمُ عَلَى النَّارِ كُلُّ هُيَّةٍ لَّيْنَ سَهْلٌ قَرَيبٍ مِنَ النَّاسِ}
\]

"Forbidden upon the Hellfire is every easygoing, flexible, easy-to-deal-with, and easy-to-be sociable-with person."\(^{[5]}\)

One of the ways of increasing love between brothers and of removing rancor from their hearts is for them to give gifts to one another. In his \textit{Muwattah}, Maalik related that the Messenger of Allâh \( \text{\$}$ said,

\begin{itemize}
  \item [1] Related by Muslim (2626) and At-Tirmidhee (1833).
  \item [2] Related by Ahmad (14299) and At-Tirmidhee (1970), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh.”
  \item [3] Related by Bukhaaree from the \textit{Hadeeth} of ‘Aaisha \( \text{\$}$ (6024); by Muslim (2165), by Ahmad (23570), by At-Tirmidhee (2701), and by Ad-Daarimee (2794).
  \item [4] Related by Muslim (2593).
  \item [5] Related by Ahmad (3928), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the \textit{Hadeeth}; and by At-Tirmidhee (2488), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghareeb.” The commentators of Al-Musnad said, “By virtue of other narrations that attest to it, it is Hasan.” (3938) (7/53)
\end{itemize}
“Shake hands with one another: rancor will go away [from your hearts]. And give gifts to one another: you will love one another and [all] enmity [between you] will go away.”[1]

4) It Is Recommended, As A Sign Of True Brotherhood, To Be Sincere And To Give Sincere Advice

An-Naseehah (sincerity and sincere advice) is encouraged in the Shariah, and it was a part of the Bai’ah (pledge of allegiance) that the Companions would give to the Prophet. Jareer Ibn ‘Abdullah said, “I made Bai’ah (pledged allegiance) to the Messenger of Allah upon [the pledges to] establish prayer, give Zakaat, and An-Nush (sincerity, sincere advice, and wanting good for someone) for every Muslim.”[2] That the Prophet mentioned An-Naseehah alongside prayer and Zakaat, which are both pillars of Islam, shows its importance and significance in Islam. In another Hadeeth, Tameem Ibn Aous Ad-Daaree related that the Prophet said,

"Religion is An-Naseehah."

Tameem related, “We said, ‘To whom, O Messenger of Allah?’” He said,

“To Allah, to His Book, to His Messenger, to the Imams of the Muslims, and to the Muslim masses.”[3]

The Prophet’s saying, “The religion is An-Naseehah,” means that

[1] Al-Muwattah (1685). Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said, “This Hadeeth is connected through various chains, all of which are Hasan.” (At-Tamheed 12/21)
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (57), Muslim (56), Ahmad (18760), At-Tirmidhee (1925), An-Nassaaee (4175), and Ad-Daarimee (2540).
[3] Related by Muslim (55), Ahmad (16493), An-Nassaaee (4197), and Abu Daawood (4944).
An-Naseehah is the best and most complete aspect of religion.

Ibn Al-Jawzee explained the meaning of An-Naseehah in the context of the above-mentioned Hadeeth: “Know that An-Naseehah to Allah means defending His religion and standing up to those who associate partners with Him in worship, even though He is in no need of that help from you; the benefit of doing that returns to you. An-Naseehah to Allah’s Book means to defend it (from those who attack it) and to consistently recite it. An-Naseehah to Allah’s Messenger means establishing his Sunnah and inviting others to his message. An-Naseehah to the Imams of the Muslims means to obey them, to perform Jihad with them, to preserve and live up to their Bai’ah (pledge of allegiance), and to give them advice that is free from praises that only lead to delusion. An-Naseehah to the Muslim masses means to want good for them; this includes educating them, or at the very least teaching them what they need to know, and guiding them to the truth.”

Therefore, to be sincere to your brother, you must want for good to befall him, you must clarify the truth to him, and you must not, through flattery, deceive him about the truth. Similarly, you must order him to what is good and forbid him from what is evil. By flattering your brother and being flexible with him in the sense that you tolerate his falsehood, all in the name of brotherhood, you are not showing the sincerity that the Prophet commanded Muslims to show. True, wisdom is necessary when you give advice to your brother; nonetheless, you must clarify the truth to him, especially if you are able to do so.

5) Mutual Cooperation Among Brothers

As in all other matters of the religion, the best example we have here is the example of the Prophet: the honor of prophethood did not prevent him from participating with his Companions and helping them in community affairs. When he first arrived in Madeenah, the Prophet himself participated with his Companions in building his Masjid. Anas said, “As they would move a stone, while the Prophet was with them, they
would read poetry. And the Prophet ﷺ would say, ‘O Allâh, there is no goodness except for the goodness of the Hereafter, so forgive the Ansaar and (the original dwellers of Madeenah) the Muhaajirah (those who migrated to Madeenah from Makkah).’[1]

Similarly, the Prophet ﷺ lent a helping hand on the Day of Khandaq. Jaabir ﷺ said, “Verily, we were digging trenches on the Day of Khandaq when a hard piece of earth appeared (got in the way of the digging). They went to the Prophet ﷺ and said, ‘This is a large piece of earth that has appeared in the trench.’ Then he ﷺ said,

«أَنا نَازِلُ»

‘I will descend [into the trench].’

He ﷺ then stood, and around his stomach was tied a rock (they would tie a rock around their stomach to alleviate the severity of their hunger); three days had passed without us having tasted any food. The Prophet ﷺ took an axe (or a mallet) and struck [the large piece of earth] until it (the large piece) became a sand-hill that had small pieces falling from its sides or that was not holding together...”[2]

Abu Moosa ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

«الْمُؤْمِنِ لِلْمُؤْمِنٍ كَأَلْبِيْتَانِ يُشْدُدُ بِغَصَّةٍ وَشَبَّبُ بَيْنَ أَصَايِعِهِ»

“A believer and another believer are together like a building: parts of it strengthen its other parts.” The Prophet ﷺ then interlocked his fingers.[3]

Muslim brothers need one another; together they can help, fulfill the need of the poor among them or they can intercede on behalf of one who needs a good intercession (good meaning, an intercession that is lawful) to fulfill one of his needs. And there

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (428), Muslim (524), and An-Nassaaee (702).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (4101), Ahmad (13799), and Ad-Daarimee (42).
[3] Related by Bukhaaree (481), Muslim (2585), Ahmad (19127), and At-Tirmidhee (1928). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.
are many other ways in which they can work together and help one another: "And Allâh helps His slave as long as His slave helps his brother."[1]

6) Being Humble And Not Proud Or Haughty When Dealing With One's Brother

Humbleness and easygoingness help brothers, develop enduring and strong relationships with one another; conversely, pride and haughtiness divide and cause the ties of brotherhood to weaken. 'Iyaadh Ibn Himaar Ḥ related that the Prophet ﷺ said,

"إِنَّ اللَّهَ أُوْلَىٰ إِبْنِيَّ أَنْ تَوَاضَعْواْ حَتَّى لا يَفْخَرُ أَحَدٌ عَلَى أَحَدٍ وَلَا يَعْفَعِيكُمْ أَحَدُ عَلَى أَحَدٍ"

"Verily, Allâh has revealed to me that you should be humble with one another, until no one is haughty with another, and no one transgresses against another."[2]

We should notice that haughtiness is coupled with transgression in this Hadeeth; that is because pride and haughtiness lead to transgression, wrongdoing, and oppression.

To be sure, people are not at the same level in terms of lineage, status, and wealth. It is Allâh's Sunnah in the creation and it is from His perfect Wisdom that people differ in those three matters; He ﷺ raises some above others. But that disparity among people does not justify some of them being haughty or proud towards others. To the contrary, when a person of noble lineage or a wealthy person or a person of high status in society is humble with his brothers for the sake of Allâh ﷺ, two things happen: first, his ranking increases with Allâh ﷺ, and second, he will gain acceptance among the people. Abu Hurairah Ḥ

[1] Related by Muslim from the Hadeeth of Abu Hurairah Ḥ (2699). These compilers related it as well: Ahmad (7379), At-Tirmidhee (1325), Abu Daawood (4946), and Ibn Maajah (225).

[2] Related by Muslim (2865), Abu Daawood (4895), and Ibn Maajah (4179). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim's narration of the Hadeeth.
reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

«وَمَا تَوَاضَعَ أَحَدُ اللَّهِ إِلَّا رَفَعَهُ الْلَّهُ»

"No one shows humbleness for Allāh except that He (Allāh ﷺ) raises him."[1]

7) Good Manners

A person is indeed blessed if Allāh ﷺ attires him with the raiment of good manners. When a person is known for his good manners, people speak well of him and his status is raised among them. A smiling face, patience in the face of hardship, holding back anger - these and other noble qualities combine to make up the definition of 'good manners.' Ibn Mansoor said, “I asked Abu ‘Abdullah about good manners, and he said, ‘For you to not flare up in rage, nor even to become angry...” Giving another definition of good manners, Ishaaq Ibn Raahawiyyah said, “It is to have a cheerful face, to not become angry, and other similar qualities.”

To be sure, the best of people are those that have the best manners. The Prophet ﷺ who had the best of manners, said,

«جَبَرْنَكُمْ أَحَسَسَكُمْ أَخَلَافَ أَنْتَ»

"The best among you is the best among you in manners."[2]

This is one of the supplications the Prophet ﷺ would make to begin his prayer:

«وَأَهْلِيْنِي لَأَحْسَسُ الْأَخْلَافِ لَا يَهْدِي لَأَحْسَسُهَا إِلَّا أَنتَ، وَأَضْرَفْ عَنِّي سَيْبِهَا إِلَّا أَنتُ»

"...Guide me to the best of characters for none can guide to it other than You, and deliver me from the worst of characters for none can deliver me from it other than You..."[3]

[1] Related by Muslim (2588), Ahmad (8782), At-Tirmidhee (2029), Maalik (1885), and Ad-Daarimee (1676).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6035), Ahmad (6468), and At-Tirmidhee (1975).
[3] Related by Muslim (771), Ahmad (805), At-Tirmidhee (3421), An-Nassaaee (897), Abu Daawood (760), and Ad-Daarimee (1238).
If you have a noble character, people will love you and desire your company and find comfort in your talk. Conversely, a person who has bad manners will be boring in his talk; his company will repel others, and when others are in his company, they will feel uncomfortable and annoyed by his very presence. It is related that Al-Fudail Ibn ‘Iyaadh said, “When a person’s character is bad, then also bad (and poor) is his practice of the religion, his status, and his share of love [among the people].”

Good manners play an important role in relationships among brothers. When two brothers have good manners, their hearts will become united and all malice will be emptied from their hearts. They will then meet each other with smiling faces, and they will choose the best of conversation for their meetings; they will avoid base talk, and when one of them makes a mistake, the other will find an excuse for him.[1]

8) Having A Heart That Is Free From Rancor, Grudge, And Enmity

This is from the Prophet’s supplications:

«وَأَسْلَمْ سَخِيْمَةً قُلُبِي»

“And remove the rancor of my heart.”

And in the narration of At-Tirmidhee, “And remove the rancor of my breast.”[2] Few are those who are free from feelings of rancor and malice — few because it is difficult for a person to give up his rights to others. If you manage to meet the wrongdoing and ignorance and transgression of others with a pure heart that is free of malice, if you manage not to reciprocate their evil with another evil, and if you manage not to hate them for the wrong they did to you, then you have reached a very high level of nobility and goodness in your character. Though few are they

[1] There is much more to be said about good manners, but we will suffice with what we mentioned since the scope of this work is of course limited.

[2] Abu Daawood related it from the Hadeeth of Ibn ‘Abbaas (1510); Al-Albaanee gave a ‘Saheeh’ grade to his narration of the Hadeeth. These compilers related it as well: Ahmad (1998), At-Tirmidhie (3551), and Ibn Maajah (3830).
that reach that level, it is made easy for people when Allāh ﷻ makes it easy upon them. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

almuiminu ghur kareem, wa'allafahajr hababiym

"The believer is Ghirr (one who is not deceptive by nature, and one who is deceived because of his kind disposition and noble character) and noble; the evildoer is Khibb (clever and deceptive, always looking for ways to deceive people) and ignoble."^[1]

A believer is praiseworthy in this sense not because he is ignorant or stupid, but because he possesses a noble character: he is ingenuous by nature and does not try to search out for evil or deceptive means to achieve his ends. People are able to deceive him because, being good, he gives others the benefit of the doubt, and he has a heart that is free from rancor and malice. The evildoer, on the other hand is, "Khibb and ignoble," which means that he is miserly and deceptive, and that he possesses an evil character.

9) Having Good Thoughts About One's Brothers And NotSpying On Them

You should have good thoughts about your Muslim brothers. When they make a mistake, give them the benefit of the doubt; and when they say something you don’t like, interpret their words in such a way that reflects best on their character. We have been forbidden from Adh-Dhan, which literally means suspicion, and which we will explain in more detail shortly. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

ayakum wa'allaan fa'alan alahn agdab alhديث, walat najassuwa wala

"Beware of Adh-Dhan (suspicion), for indeed, Adh-Dhan is the most false of speech. Do not follow up on the [private] affairs of

---

^[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1964) and Abu Daawood (4790), and Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan."
others and do not spy [on others]...”[1]

We said that Adh-Dhan means suspicion, and the Prophet explained that Adh-Dhan is the most false of speech, but what level of suspicion is this referring to? And what does Adh-Dhan mean in the context of the prohibition? Al-Khattaabee said, “It refers not to thoughts that wander in a person’s mind, for a person does not have control over such thoughts; instead, it refers to when suspicion becomes a stable reality and when one give credence to his suspicions.” The suspicion or Adh-Dhan that is prohibited, then, is that suspicion that continues to thrive in a person’s heart until it becomes stable there. This does not include the suspicion that, like a notion, comes and then goes, gaining no stability in a person’s heart. We have hitherto related this Hadeeth: “Allāh Ta’aalah (the Exalted) pardons what the [people of] this Nation say [in their souls] as long as they do not [orally] speak [of what passes in their minds and souls] or set out to realize [what they think].” And we previously mentioned that this refers to thoughts that come and then go and that find no stability in a person’s heart and mind. In giving a slightly different definition to Adh-Dhan, Al-Qurtubee said, “The meaning of Adh-Dhan here is an accusation that has no cause (basis) to it.” This occurs, for example, when a person accuses a man of Al-Faahishah (illegal sexual intercourse, etc.) without any indications of that evil being present on him. And that is why the Prophet said, “And do not spy,” after he said, “Beware of Adh-Dhan.” A person first develops the idea of a suspicion or accusation in his mind, and then he sets out to spy, in order to see if he was right; and both Adh-Dhan and spying are forbidden. The above-mentioned Hadeeth corresponds to the saying of Allāh:

أَحْبَرُواْ كَبِيرًا مِّنَ الْفَلَّةِ إِنْ كَبَرْتُمْ الْفَلَّةُ إِنْ كَبَرْتُمْ وَلَا نُضَلَّ نَبَضُكُمْ

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5144), Muslim (2563), Ahmad (27334), At-Tirmidhee (1988), Abu Daawood (4917), and Maalik (1684).
"Avoid much suspicions, indeed some suspicions are sins. And spy not, neither backbite one another." (Qur'an 49:12)

The context and phrasing of the verse show how important it is to protect the honor of one's fellow Muslim. First, Allāh mentioned the prohibition of Adh-Dhan (suspicion). But then if a person is suspicious about someone else and says, "I will search out and see if what I think is true," it should be said to him,

\textit{"And spy not".}

If he says, "I am sure of what I think without the need to spy," it should be said to him,

\textit{"Neither backbite one another."}

**Related Issue:** One of the ways to have good thoughts about your brother is to give him the benefit of the doubt. If some of his words are conveyed to you, and if you are not pleased with those words, interpret them in the best possible way, in the way that reflects best on his character. Search out for an excuse and say, "Perhaps he really meant such and such or such and such," and continue doing so until you run out of excuses for him.

10) Forgiving Others Their Mistakes And Controlling One's Anger

When you mix with other people, among you there is sure to occur some misunderstandings and even wrongdoing and transgression, either in speech or in deed. If you are wronged, you should control your anger and forgive the person who wronged you. Allāh said:

\textit{"And those who avoid the greater sins, and Al-Fawaahishah (illegal sexual intercourse, etc.), and when they are angry, they forgive."} (Qur'an 42:37)

And Allāh said:
...who repress anger, and who pardon men; verily, Allâh loves Al-Muhsinoon (the good-doers)” (Qur’an 3:134)

"Who repress anger” refers to people who are wronged by others, who should naturally be angry as a result, who should naturally desire to seek retribution in speech or in deed, but who do not act according to their natural inclinations; instead, they repress the anger that is in their hearts and show patience to those who wronged them.

“And who pardon men” means to forgive everyone who wronged you, regardless of whether they wronged you in speech or in deed. To pardon someone is at a higher level than repressing anger. When you repress your anger, you abstain from seeking retribution. When you forgive someone, you do the same, but you also pardon him, thus cleansing your heart more completely. Only a person who adopts noble manners can reach that level, a person who seeks to do business with Allâh. By forgiving Allâh’s slaves, by showing mercy and kindness to them, and by disliking for evil to befall them, one achieves in return not the reward of that slave, but the reward of Allâh, the Most Generous. Allâh said:

"But whoever forgives and makes reconciliation, his reward is due from Allâh.” (Qur’an 42:40)

When a person controls his anger even though he is able to exact revenge, he is promised a great reward. Mu’adhd Ibn Anas Al-Juhanee related that the Messenger of Allâh said,

"Whoever represses his anger while he is able to execute it (i.e., he is able to exact retribution), Allâh will call him before all of the creation, until Allâh will let him choose from any of the Al-Hoor
Al-‘Een (fair maidens of Paradise that have beautiful, wide eyes) he wants.’”[1]

When you forgive someone for a mistake or an act of transgression, you are not showing a sign of weakness; to the contrary, you are showing the nobility and honor of your character. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

‘‘Charity does not cause wealth to decrease; Allâh does not increase a slave for forgiveness with anything other than honor. And no one shows humbleness for Allâh except that He (Allâh) raises him.’’

Ahmad related it thus: “And a man does not forgive a transgression except that Allâh increases him in honor.”[2]

Brothers who love one another for the sake of Allâh ﷺ are most worthy of forgiving each other for their mistakes. Consequently, their love for one another will increase, and their hearts will remain pure.

Related Issue: To forgive someone also means to accept his apology. Al-Hasan Ibn ‘Alee ﷺ said, “Were a person to curse me in this ear of mine and to apologize in the other, I would accept his apology.” And Al-Ahnaf said, “If a person apologizes to you, then meet him with cheerfulness.”

11) The Prohibition Of Jealousy, Of Hatred, And Of Cutting Off Ties With Other Muslims

Anas ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

---
[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2021), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghareeb”; by Ahmad (15210); by Abu Daawood (4777), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan”; and by Ibn Maajah (4186).

[2] Related by Muslim (2588), Ahmad (7165), At-Tirmidhee (2029), Maalik (1885), and Ad-Daarimee (1676).
There are two kinds of jealousy: one is base and ignoble, and the other is praiseworthy. Having the former kind, one wishes for other people to lose the blessings they have; this is a form of transgression and wrongdoing. Having the latter kind – for which the term envy is perhaps more suitable – one wants the same blessings that others have, without wanting others to lose what they have. And the Prophet ﷺ intended this form of envy when he ﷺ said:

"There is no [lawful] jealousy except in [the case of] two [people]: a man whom Allâh has given [knowledge of] the Book; he stands with it (i.e., reciting it) throughout the night (i.e., it is permissible to be jealous of this person with the kind of jealousy that we described above as being praiseworthy); and a man to whom Allâh has given wealth, and so he gives it in charity throughout the night and day."[2]

Related Issue: When you forsake or boycott your brother, your motive is either to uphold one of Allâh’s rights – so you are censuring your brother for violating one of the teachings of the religion – or to uphold your personal honor or interests or

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6065), Muslim (2559), Ahmad (11663), At-Tirmidhee (1935), Abu Daawood (4910), and Maalik (1683).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5025), Muslim (815), Ahmad (4905), At-Tirmidhee (1936), and Ibn Maajah (4209).
anything similar. If you boycott your brother for a personal right — you feel he wronged you, for example — then you may not forsake his company for more than three nights; hence this saying of the Prophet ﷺ applies to you:

"نةّع أبّوّكّ التّجّثّةّ تّوّمّ الأّثّينّ وّتّوّمّ الحُخّيسّ، فّيغّفّرّ لّكّمّ أّلّا نّشرك بِالله مّبيتاّ، إّلّا رّجّالاّ كّانّ تّبينّهّ وّتّبينّ أّخّيه شّحّانّ، فّقّالُ أّنظّروا هذّين حّتّى يْضطّلّحاً، أّنظّروا هذّين حّتّى يْضطّلّحاً" – The Gates of Paradise are opened every Monday and Thursday, and every slave who does not associate any partners with Allâh is forgiven, except for a man between whom and his brother there is enmity. Then it is said [about them], ‘Give delay to these two until they become reconciled. Give delay to these two until they become reconciled.’”[1]

At-Tirmidhee related it thus: “Except for two people who have forsaken each other’s company (i.e., they neither greet one another nor speak to one another). It is said, ‘Reject these two until they become reconciled.’”

But if you boycott your brother because of Allâh’s right — for example, you boycott a person who openly sins until he repents — then the limit of three days does not apply; you may continue your boycott as long as there is outweighing benefit in doing so. This occurred during the life of the Prophet ﷺ, when he boycotted the three Muslims that remained behind from one of his battles; he ﷺ established ties with them again only after Allâh revealed verses, announcing that He accepted their repentance.

Another Related Issue: Shaikh Al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah — may Allâh have mercy on him — said, “The scale of this kind of boycott (referring to the kind that is for Allâh’s right) depends on the resources, strength, and number of the people who are carrying out the boycott. The entire point of the boycott is to

[1] Related by Muslim (2565), Ahmad (7583), At-Tirmidhee (2023), Abu Daawood (4916), Ibn Maajah (1740), and Maalik (1686).
censure and castigate a person for some sin, in the hope that he will repent; and to deter other people from perpetrating the same sin. If the boycott leads to an overweighing benefit — evil becomes weaker or becomes hidden — then it is legislated. But if neither the person being boycotting nor anyone else changes for the better or changes, but for the worse, or if the person boycotting him is weak, whereby the evil that will result from his boycott will be greater than its good, then boycotting is not legislated. In some cases and for some people, therefore, acting kindly leads to better results than does boycotting and breaking off ties; and in other cases, it is boycotting that produces better results. And that is why the Prophet would invite some people through acts of kindness and other people through boycotting and breaking off ties.”

Another Related Issue: We pointed out that the Shariah limited the duration of a boycott or of a cutting off of ties to three days when the motive is a personal one. When you have a fallout with your brother, you may not avoid greeting him and talking to him for more than three days. The wisdom behind this ruling is that, through social interaction, people often have cause to become angry. When that happens, a Muslim is given permission to cut off ties with his brother for three nights; that period is sufficient to allow the intensity of his anger to abate. Similarly, a woman may mourn (the outward manifestation of mourning means to show sadness by avoiding adornment and perfume) for other than her husband for three days, and no more — for the exact same reason. Death is from the greatest of afflictions, and when a close relative or friend dies, sadness certainly enters one’s heart. Hence a person is allowed to vent that sadness (within the limits set by the Shariah) for a period that is deemed sufficient — three days.

12) The Prohibition Of Calling People By Nicknames [That They Dislike]

In many ways the tongue can be the instrument of not only sin, but of stirring bitterness, hatred, and division among brothers.
One such way is for a person to call others by disparaging and insulting nicknames, in order to belittle them and mock them. Allah ﷺ said:

"Nor insult one another by nicknames. How bad is it, to insult one’s brother after having Faith [i.e., to call your Muslim brother (a faithful believer) as: “O sinner,” or “O wicked person,” etc.]" (Qur’an 49:11)

The true Muslim is he from whose tongue and hand other Muslims are safe.

Abu Jubairah Ibn Ad-Dahhaak ﷺ said, “This verse was revealed about Banee (The Children of) Salamah (a sub-tribe):

"Nor insult one another by nicknames. How bad is it, to insult one’s brother after having Faith [i.e., to call your Muslim brother (a faithful believer) as: “O sinner,” or “O wicked person,” etc.]” (Qur’an 49:11)

Abu Jubairah ﷺ said, “When the Messenger of Allah ﷺ first came to us, every man among us had [at least] two or three names. The Prophet ﷺ began to say, ‘O so and so (calling him by one of his names, which the Prophet ﷺ was informed of by others).’ They said, ‘Refrain [from calling him by that name], O Messenger of Allah, for he becomes angry [when he is called] by that name.’ Then this verse was revealed:

"Nor insult one another by nicknames."\[1\]

The practice of calling other people by insulting nicknames is common among the masses today; they need to be educated,

---

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (3268), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh”; by Abu Daawood (4962), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh”; by Ahmad (17824); and by Ibn Maajah (3741).
therefore, about the graveness of that sin. A person who wishes to be safe in the Hereafter must make sure that neither his hand nor his tongue is used as an instrument to attack the honor of Muslims. May Allah protect us from the evils of the tongue.

13) It Is Recommended To Make Peace Between Brothers

Misunderstandings and disputes among brothers are inevitable, and when a dispute occurs between two brothers, they might harbor a grudge in their hearts against each other. A person who is guided to goodness in this regard is one whom Allah makes a peacemaker - a mediator who helps reconcile the differences between two disputing parties. Abu Ad-Dardaa reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

«لا أخبركم بآفضل من درجة الصيام والصلاة والصدقة؟»

"Shall I not inform you of what is better in degree than fasting, prayer, and charity?"

The Companions said, "Yes." He said,

صلاح ذات البتين فإنه فساد ذات البتين هي المحالفة

"Reconciling differences between people, for corruption in the relationships of people is Al-Haaliqah (literally, Al-Haaliqah means 'shaver')."

The Prophet explained this in another narration, saying, 'It doesn't shave hair, but it shaves the religion.' This means that corruption in people's relationships destroys and uproots their practice of the religion)."[1] The principles and precepts of the Shariah work to unite the hearts and ranks of Muslims. When the Shariah is correctly applied, people will be far away from division and mutual hatred. And that is why a person is allowed to lie when his purpose and intention is to bring peace between two or more people. The Messenger of Allah said,

---

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2509), who said, "This Hadeeth is Saheeh"; by Abu Daawood (4919), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh"; and by Ahmad (26962).
A person is not sinning when he lies in order to make peace between two people; on the contrary, he is rewarded for trying to bring people closer together and to help remove rancor from their hearts. The Prophet ﷺ said,

"Every joint of a person has Sadaqah (charity) upon it. Every day upon which the sun rises, and in which one rules justly between two people, one is doing an act of Sadaqah (charity)..."

And in another narration, the wording is,

"Between people," instead of, "Between two people."

Righteous people and people of knowledge are most worthy of making peace between people; it is a duty that they must not shirk, especially after they learn the great reward of living up to that duty.

14) The Prohibition Of Al-Mann (Reminding Others Of One's Generosity)

It is at once a sign of brotherhood and a boost to relationships for people to give gifts to one another. Weak souls give gifts too, but then they remind others of their generosity; and they do so either because they are miserly or because they are self-conceited. Al-Qurtubee said, "For the most part, a person who reminds others of his generosity is either miserly or self-conceited. A miserly

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (2692), Muslim (2605), Ahmad (26727), At-Tirmidhee (1938), and Abu Daawood (4920).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (2989, 2707), Muslim (1009), and Ahmad (27400).
person inflates the value of the gift he gave, even if that gift is a trifling thing. The self-conceited person, who overestimates his self-worth in all issues, sees himself as the great benefactor of the person to whom he gave a gift.” Reminding people of one’s favors and generosity is *Haram* (prohibited), and the person who reminds others of his generosity is in grave danger; in fact, Imam Ahmad stated that reminding others of one’s generosity is one of the major sins. This sin is clearly prohibited in verses of the Qur’an and sayings of the Prophet ﷺ; for example, Allāh ﷻ said:

> “Those who spend their wealth in the Cause of Allāh, and do not follow up their gifts with reminders of their generosity or with injury...” (Qur’an 2:262)

And in the *Hadeeth* of Abu Dharr ﷺ, the Prophet ﷺ said,

> “As for three people, Allāh will not speak to them on the Day of Resurrection, nor will He look at them, nor will He purify them; and for them is a painful punishment.”

Abu Dharr ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ repeated that three times, after which Abu Dharr ﷺ said, ”They have failed and [truly] lost. Who are they, O Messenger of Allāh?” The Prophet ﷺ said,

> "Al-Musbil (a person who allows his garment to hang below the level of his ankles), Al-Mannaan (a person who reminds others of his favors and of his generosity), and a person who promotes his piece of merchandise with a false oath.”

[1] Related by Muslim (106), Ahmad (20811), At-Tirmidhee (1211), An-Nassaaee (2563), Abu Daawood (4087), Ibn Maajah (2208), and Ad-Daarimee (2605).
And in another *Hadeeth*, which is related by 'Abdullah Ibn 'Amr ﷺ, the Prophet ﷺ said,

«لا يذُّخِّلُ المَجْهَّةَ مَانٌ، وَلا عَافٌّ، وَلَا مَدْمُونٌ حَمَّرٌ»

"A Mannaan (a person who reminds others of his favors and of his generosity), an 'Aaq (a person who is undutiful to his parents), and a person who is addicted to alcohol – none of these enters Paradise."^[1]

15) Keeping A Secret And Not Spreading It

You can be entrusted with many things — for example, with the task of safekeeping wealth, of fulfilling a duty, or of preserving a secret. When a person divulges a secret, he betrays his trust, an action that is from the signs of the hypocrites. Abu Hurairah ﷺ reported that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

«آيَةُ الْمَنَافِئِ ثَلاَثَةٌ، إِذَا حَدَّثَ كَذَّبَ، وَإِذَا وَعَدَ أَخْطَفَ، وَإِذَا أُؤْتِيَ نَهَانٍ»

"The signs of the hypocrite are three: when he speaks, he lies; when he promises, he breaks his promise; and when he is trusted, he betrays."^[2]

Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah ﷺ related that the Prophet ﷺ said,

«إِذَا حَدَّثَ الرَّجُلُ الْحَدِيثَ ثُمَّ ائْتَفَتْ فِيهمْ أَمَانَةٌ»

"When a man says something and then turns around (to make sure that no one is listening), then it (what he said) is a trust (i.e., a secret that you must keep)."^[3]

---

^[1] Related by Ahmad (6501); An-Nasaaee (5672), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh" (2541); and Ad-Daarimee (2093).

^[2] Related by Bukhaaree (33), Muslim (59), Ahmad (8470), At-Tirmidhee (2631), and An-Nasaaee (5021).

^[3] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1959), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan"; by Abu Daawood (4868), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan" (4075); and by Ahmad, who related it with a slightly different wording.
When you are entrusted with a secret, you may not reveal it to anyone, no matter how close a person is to you. The Prophet ﷺ made it clear that a secret is a trust and that it must be kept safe. Even if a person does not outright say, "This is a secret; don't tell anyone about it," but instead simply turns around to make sure no one is listening, you must treat what he says as a secret.

Thaabit related a Hadeeth from Anas ﷺ in which the importance of keeping a secret becomes clear. Anas ﷺ said, "The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ came to me while I was playing with other children. He ﷺ extended greetings of peace to us, and he then sent me on an errand; so I became delayed in returning to my mother. When I arrived [home], she ﷺ said, 'What kept you?' I said, 'The Messenger of Allâh ﷺ sent me on an errand.' She ﷺ said, 'What was his errand?' I said, 'Verily, it is a secret.' She ﷺ said, 'Do not tell the Messenger of Allâh's secret to anyone.'" After relating this Hadeeth, Anas ﷺ said to Thaabit, "By Allâh, were I to tell it to anyone, I would have told it to you, O Thaabit." Bukhaaree related it with this wording, "The Prophet ﷺ confided a secret to me, and since that time, I have never told it to anyone. Umm Sulaim asked me to [reveal it to her], but I didn't tell it to her."

16) The Evilness Of Being A Person Of Two Faces

The Prophet ﷺ said,

"تَجَدُونَ مِنْ شَرِّ النَّاسِ يُؤْمِنُونَ الْقِيَامَةَ عِنْدَ اللَّهِ ذَٰلِكَ الْوَجْهِيٌّ، الَّذِي يَأْتِيُونَ هَؤُلَاءِ بِفَاحِشَةٍ وَغَيْرِهِ."

"You will find that among the most evil of people with Allâh (i.e., among the most evil of people in the judgment of Allâh) on the Day of Resurrection is he who is two-faced: who goes to these (a group of people) with one face, and to these (another group of people) with [another] face."

Al-Qurtubee said, "A two-faced person is regarded as so evil

[1] Related by Muslim (2482), Bukhaaree (6289), and Ahmad (11649).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6058), Muslim (2526), Ahmad (7296), At-Tirmidhee (2025), Abu Daawood (4872), and Maalik (1864).
because he is like a hypocrite; he sweetly talks with falsehood and lies, and he sows dissension among people.” An-Nawawee said, “A two-faced person is one who goes to each group with what pleases it, giving the appearance that he is from it and opposed to its counterpart (or enemy). His action is pure hypocrisy, lying, deception, and trickery.... But if a person goes to two groups in order to make peace between them, then he is doing something that is praiseworthy.” Others have said, “The difference is that a two-faced person praises the group he is with and finds fault with the other group, and he does the same when he is in the company of the other group. On the other hand, the praiseworthy person goes to each of the two groups with words of reconciliation, finding excuses for one group while he is with the other, trying to convey good points of the other group while hiding their faults.”[1]
Chapter 21

The Manners Of Interacting With One’s Wife

Allah ﷻ said:

"And they (women) have rights (over their husbands as regards living expenses, etc.) similar (to those of their husbands) over them (as regards obedience and respect, etc.) to what is reasonable" (Qur'an 2:228)

A man asked the Prophet ﷺ, “What right does a woman have over her husband?” He ﷺ said,

“He should feed her when he eats and clothe her when he clothes himself (i.e., purchase clothes for her); he must not strike her face, nor must he curse her or say hurtful words to her; and he should not forsake her except in their home.”

The Manners Of Dealing With One’s Wife

1) It Is Sunnah To Marry, And One Is Encouraged In The Shariah To Marry

Since Allah ﷻ made it the nature of man to desire woman and of woman to desire man, the Shariah directs the energy of that desire to a lawful institution – marriage, through which people preserve their lineages and control their whims, so that they do not become like beasts – one climbing any and every member of the opposite gender. The Prophet ﷺ encouraged people to marry

[1] Related by Ahmad (19511); by Abu Daawood (2142), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan Saheeh”; and by Ibn Maajah (1850).
and enumerated some of its benefits in this *Hadeeth*:

"O group of youth: whosoever from you is able to afford the dowry (and other marriage expenses), then let him get married, for that is more chaste for his eye (i.e., it will help him to avert his gaze) and more safe for his private part (i.e., a married person is better able to protect his private part from unlawful acts, because he can vent his desires through lawful means). And whosoever is not able, then upon him is fasting, for indeed, that is Wijaa (protection from falling into error) for him."

A narration related by Anas Ibn Maalik describes how three people reacted when they learned about the Messenger’s worship. They seemed to think little of his worship, for they went to an extreme, forbidding upon themselves matters that Allāh made permissible – one of them pledged not to marry. Reproaching them, the Messenger of Allāh said,

“You are the ones who said such and such. By Allāh, I indeed have more Khasyah (greatest level of fear) of Allāh than any of you, and I have more Taqwa (fear of Allāh, piety, righteousness) of Allāh than any of you, yet I fast and break my fast (i.e., some days I don’t fast); I pray and I sleep; and I marry women. So whosoever among you turns away from my Sunnah, then he is not from me.”

[1] Related by Bukhaaree from the *Hadeeth* of Ibn Mas’ood (5065), Muslim (1400), Ahmad (3581), At-Tirmidhee (1081), An-Nassaaee (2239), Abu Daawood (2046), Ibn Maajah (1845), and Ad-Daarimee (2165).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5063), Muslim (1401), Ahmad (13122), and An-Nassaaee (3217).
In another narration from Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ, the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

«حُبِّبَ إِلَيْيْكَ مَنَ الدُّنْيَا الطُّقُبَ وَالنُّسُاءَ، وَجِعلَ فُرُوعُ عَيْني فِي الْضَّلَاةِ»

‘Made beloved to me from the world are perfume and women; and the prayer has been made the delight of my eye.’”\(^1\)

Celibacy is not from the way of the Messengers. Imam Ahmad said, “Celibacy has nothing to do with Islam. Whoever invites you to other than marriage, has invited you to other than Islam.” It is compulsory upon a person to marry if he desires to marry, if he is able to marry, and if he fears that he will otherwise succumb to temptation.

2) Good Companionship

The following verse provides the framework for how a man should treat his wife:

\(وَوَلَّنَّ يَدُ الْأَنْثَى عَلَى الْأَحْمَرِ بِالْعِشَّةِ\)

‘And they (women) have rights (over their husbands as regards living expenses, etc.) similar (to those of their husbands) over them (as regards obedience and respect, etc.) to what is reasonable’ (Qur’an 2:228)

Just as men have rights over their wives, women have rights over their husbands. To know the extent of those rights, people should refer to what is known as Al-Ma’roof, or the general customs and norms in a given society at a given time. How much a man must spend on his wife, how much clothing he has to provide for her, what kind of accommodations he must provide for her, how often he has to have intimate relations with her - all of these depend on a person’s individual situation and, as we said, on the general customs and norms in a given society at a given time - Al-Ma’roof. This is the ruling for a marriage contract that is void of conditions. If a marriage contract has conditions stipulated in it

\(^1\) Related by Ahmad (11884) and An-Nassaaee (3939). Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan Saheeh.” (3680).
by either the husband or wife, those conditions must be followed, as long as Halal (lawful) is not made Haram (forbidden), and Haram is not made Halal.

Ibn 'Abbaas said, "Verily, I love to adorn myself (i.e., make myself look good) for my wife, just as I love for her to adorn herself for me, because Allah says:

"And they (women) have rights (over their husbands as regards living expenses, etc.) similar (to those of their husbands) over them (as regards obedience and respect, etc.) to what is reasonable" (Qur'an 2:228)

Mu'aawiyah Ibn Haidah said, "A man asked the Prophet, 'What right does a woman have over her husband?' He said, 'He should feed her when he eats and clothe her when he clothes himself (i.e., purchase clothes for her); he must not strike her face, nor must he curse her or say hurtful words to her; and he should not forsake her except in their home.'" [1]

Question: In routine domestic affairs - such as preparing meals, cleaning the house, etc. - does a wife have to serve her husband?

Answer: Shaikh Al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah said, "Scholars disagree: does a woman have to serve her husband to fix up the mattress, to serve food, drink, and bread, to knead dough, to give food to his servants and livestock, and so on? Some scholars have said, 'She does not have to serve him,' but this view is weak, weak like view in which it is held that a man does not have to have intimate relations (sexual intercourse) with his wife. If he doesn't, then he isn't treating her well... And it is said that - this is the correct view - she must serve him, for a husband is her chief

[1] Related by Ahmad (19511); by Abu Daawood (2142), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, "Hasan Saheeh"; and by Ibn Maajah (1850).
in Allāh’s Book... Among the scholars who hold this view are those who say, ‘She must serve him a little bit,’ while others among them say, ‘She must serve him according to Al-Ma’roof,’ and this latter view is correct. A woman must serve her husband according to Al-Ma’roof, which means that the standard of society based on their status applies to them. The help provided by a wife who lives in the desert is not like the help provided by a wife who is a city-dweller, and the help of a strong woman is not like the help of a weak woman (so the matter depends upon Al-Ma’roof – upon the situation of the husband and wife, and upon the norms of the society they live in).”

3) Gentleness In Dealing With Women

The Prophet ﷺ ordered men to treat their womenfolk with kindness and gentleness. Women are innately weak, and so they are need of kind and compassionate treatment, and not of the rough behavior that is common among men when they deal with one another. Abu Hurairah رضي الله عنه reported that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

اِسْتَوْضَعُوا بِالْنِسَاءِ خَيْرًا إِنَّ الْمَرَأَةَ خَلَقَتْ مِنْ فِضْلٍ، وَإِنَّ أَ غُرُوجَ مَا فِي الْفِضْلِ أَعْلَاهُ، فَإِنْ دَهَّبَتْ تُقيَّمُهُ كَسْرُهُ، وَإِنْ تُرْكُهُ لَمْ يُزَالَ أَغْوَجً، فَاسْتَوْضَعُوا بِالْنِسَاء

“(Follow my command): Treat women well and with kindness, for woman was created from [the] rib, and the most crooked part of a rib is its upper part. And if you were to go to straighten it, you would break it; and if you were to leave it, it would remain crooked. So treat women well and with kindness.”[1]

Part of treating women well is to teach them what they need to know from the affairs of their religion – such as the rulings for purity, menstruation, post-natal bleeding, prayer, Zakaat, and so on. If a husband cannot teach her because he doesn’t have

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (3331), Muslim (1468), Ahmad (9240), At-Tirmidhee (1188), and Ad-Daarimee (2222).
enough knowledge, he must provide her with the resources to learn elsewhere – at the very least to learn those matters of the religion that she must know. A husband can do that in many ways; for example, he can buy religious books or audiocassettes for her, or he can send her to religious study circles.

Another aspect of treating women well is to make sure they perform their obligatory religious duties — one of them being the wearing of modest clothing and the *Hijaab*. Allāh  said:

> "And enjoin As-Salat (the prayer) on your family, and be patient in offering them [i.e., the Salat (prayers)]" (Qur'an 20:132)

And Allāh  said:

> "O you who believe! Ward off from yourselves and your families a Fire (Hell) whose fuel is men and stones" (Qur'an 66:6)

After Maalik Ibn Al-Huwairith  and a delegation that came with him had stayed in Madeenah for twenty days, they decided to return to their homes. The Prophet  said to them,

> "أرجعوا إلی أهلكم فآفیموهم وعلمُوهُم ومروهم... الحديث"

> "Return to your families, stay with them, teach them, and order them [to perform their religious duties]..."[\(^1\)]

When a woman is negligent in performing her religious duties, when she doesn’t wear the proper Islamic *Hijaab*, when she refuses to go to her husband when he invites her to his bed, or when she disobeys him in a matter that requires her obedience — her husband must discipline her in such a way as to bring her back to uprightness.

There are stages of disciplining that are outlined in the *Shariah*, and a husband should not skip to an advanced stage until the

[\(^1\)] Related by Bukhaaree (631), Muslim (674), Ahmad (15171), An-Nassaaee (635), and Ad-Daarimee (1253).
one before it becomes impossible for him. Allâh ﷺ said:

"As to those women on whose part you see ill-conduct, admonish them (first), (next), refuse to share their beds, (and last) beat them (lightly, if it is useful), but if they return to obedience, seek not against them means (of annoyance). Surely, Allâh is Ever Most High, Most Great." (Qur’an 4:34)

The first stage involves admonishing one’s wife. In this stage, one should remind his wife of her religious duties and of Allâh’s punishment for disobeying Him. In the second stage, he should stay away from the bed they share. And in the third stage, he should hit her lightly - not to hurt her because he is only allowed to hit her lightly, but to show her the seriousness of the matter - but not with that intensity which one shows when he is giving vent to his anger and rage.

**Question:** If one has a wife that does not pray, should he order her to pray? And if she still refuses, what should he do?

**Answer:** Yes, not only may he order her to pray, he must order her to pray. Allâh ﷺ said:

"And enjoin As-Salat (the prayer) on your family, and be patient in offering them [i.e., the Salat (prayers)]." (Qur’an 20:132)

And Allâh ﷺ said:

"O you who believe! Ward off from yourselves and your families a Fire (Hell) whose fuel is men and stones." (Qur’an 66:6)

And the Prophet ﷺ said,

"Teach them and discipline them."
When one orders his wife to pray, he should do so in an encouraging way, just as he encourages her to do something that he wants her to do for his personal benefit. Then, if a woman persists in refusing to pray, he should divorce her; and according to the correct view in the issue, it is compulsory upon him to divorce her. In general, scholars agree that a person who refuses to pray deserves to be punished until he begins to pray again; and if a person continually refuses to pray — after being punished and warned for a period of time — then he should be killed the death of an apostate. This is one of two scholarly views regarding the issue in question, and Shaikh Al-Islam is among those who hold it. And Allah knows best.

4) Joking And Playing With One's Wife

Some husbands think it unmanly for them to joke and play with their wives; others feel that, by playing with their wives, they will lose the respect they deserve in their homes. Yet the best, most manly, and most respected of husbands – the Prophet – would both joke and play with his wives. He said,

«كل ماتلبَه بِه الرُّجُل المُسلمُ باطلَ إلا رمثُه يقىسه، وتَأديبه فَرَسَه، ومُلاعَبَته أَهْلُه فَإِنهمُ من الْحَقَّ»

"Everything a man amuses himself with is false, except for what he shoots with his bow, for when he trains his horse, and for when he plays (and jokes) with his wife, for those are all rights (or for those are all from the truth)."[1]

Another example is how the Prophet raced with 'Aaisha. Speaking about what took place during a journey she made with the Prophet, 'Aaisha said, "I raced him and I beat him on my two feet. Then, when I carried [more] flesh, I raced him and he beat me. He then said,

«هذِه يَتَلَك السَّبِيقَة»

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (1637), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh."
"This one (defeat) for that defeat (i.e., we are now even)."[1] And in yet another example of how the Prophet ﷺ would play and joke with his wives, he ﷺ once said to ‘Aaisha ﷺ,

"Verily, I know when you are pleased with me, and when you are angry with me."

She ﷺ said, "How do you know that?" He ﷺ said,

“When you are pleased with me, you say, ‘No, and by the Lord of Muhammad.’ And when you are angry with me, you say, ‘No, and by the Lord of Ibraaheem.’”

She ﷺ said, “Yes, by Allâh, O Messenger of Allâh, I do not forsake other than your name.”[2]

5) Being Patient With One’s Wife And Overlooking Her Faults

By her very nature, a woman is jealous, and her jealousy often leads her to doing things that are displeasing to her husband. To compound matters, women naturally have crooked - or better put, spiteful - tongues. Knowing these things about women, a husband should be patient with his wife and overlook her faults. We have hitherto related this saying of the Prophet ﷺ: “(Follow my command):

[1] Related by Ahmad (23598); by Abu Daawood (2578) – the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth, and in grading it, Al-Albaanee said, "Saheeh"; and by Ibn Maajah (1979).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5228), Muslim (2439), and Ahmad (23492).
"Treat women well and with kindness, for woman was created from [the] rib, and the most crooked part of a rib is its upper part. And if you were to go to straighten it, you would break it; and if you were to leave it, it would remain crooked. So treat women well and with kindness."[1]

This also literally means that women were created from [the] rib, for it refers to the creation of Hawwah (the wife of Adam ﷺ) and how she was created from the rib of Adam ﷺ. "The most crooked part of a rib is its upper part," means that the most crooked part of a woman is physically located at the upper part of her body: her tongue. In the Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ very vividly described the nature of women, informing men that, because women are difficult to discipline and make upright, a husband should be patient with his wife. "And if you were to go to straighten it," means, if you were to persist in trying to make her upright in her manners, she would not become upright but would instead break, and her breaking means divorce. Muslim’s narration of the above-mentioned Hadeeth is worded thus:

"إنَّ الْمَرأَةَ خَليْقتُ مِنْ ضَلَعٍ، لَّنَ تَشْقِيمُ لَكَ عَلَى طَرِيقَةٍ، فَإِنَّ اسْتَمَعْتُ يَّهَا اسْتَمَعْتُ يَّهَا وَيَّهَا عَوْجَ، وَإِنَّ ذَهَبَتْ تُطْلِبُهَا كَسَرُّهَا، وَكَسَرُّهَا طَلَافُهَا"

"Verily, woman is created from [the] rib; she will not become upright for you, regardless of the way [you follow in trying to make her upright]. If you take pleasure with her, you take pleasure with her, though she has some crookedness about her. But if you go to straighten her, you will break her; and breaking her means divorcing her."[2]

The following Hadeeth illustrates the Prophet’s patience in dealing with his wives. Anas ﷺ said, "The Prophet ﷺ was with one of his wives when one of the Mothers of the Believers

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (3331), Muslim (1468), Ahmad (9240), At-Tirmidhee (1188), and Ad-Daarimee (2222).
[2] Muslim (1468)
(i.e., another of his wives) sent a large dish with food on it. The wife that was with the Prophet in her home struck the hand of the servant (who brought the dish), and the dish fell and broke apart. The Prophet gathered the broken pieces of the dish, after which he gathered the food that was in the dish and put it back onto its broken parts. And he said,

"Your mother (referring to the wife who broke the dish) became jealous."

He then kept the slave back until a dish was brought from the house of the wife he was with, and he gave that dish to the wife whose dish was broken; and he kept the broken dish in the house of the wife that broke it."[1]

6) It Is From The Obligatory Duties Of A Husband To Have Sexual Relations (i.e., Intercourse) With His Wife

One of the rights a wife has over her husband is for him to have sexual relations with her as often as she needs. He should not leave her for long periods of time without having sex with her, for that very often leads women to sexual deviancy. When it comes to sex, some husbands are derelict in another sense as well; during sex, they do not care about whether their wives are enjoying the sex with them or not; this can have even graver consequences than not having sex with one’s wife for a long time.

Shaikh Al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah said, “A man must have sex with his wife according to what is normal, sufficient, and satisfying. In fact, it is from the greatest of rights that a woman has over her husband – greater even than him providing her with food. It has been said that a man must have sex with his wife at least once every four months. It has also been said that he must have sex with her according to her needs and his ability, just like

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (5225), Ahmad (11616), At-Tirmidhee (1359), An-Nassaaee (3955), Abu Daawood (3567), Ibn Maajah (2334), and Ad-Daarimee (2598).
he must feed her according to her needs and his ability. Of these two views, the latter is correct.”

Some Of The Etiquettes Of Sexual Intercourse

a) Before engaging in sexual intercourse, you should mention Allāh’s Name. Ibn ‘Abbaas said, 'When one of you wants to go to his wife (to engage in sexual intercourse) and says, ’In the name of Allāh, O Allāh, keep the devil away from us and keep the devil away from what You have blessed us with,’ then, if a child is decreed between them, Shaitaan will never harm him (that child).’[1] "Shaitaan will never harm him," means Shaitaan will not be able to harm him in his body or his religion; this does not mean, however, that the child will be altogether protected from the Shaitaan’s whispers.[2]

Related Issue: You should say the above-mentioned supplication before and not during sexual intercourse. This ruling is taken from the Prophet’s saying, "When one of you wants to go to his wife." This narration, which is related by Ibn ‘Abbaas, explains the meaning of other narrations which apparently indicate that you should say the invocation during sex; this is one of those narrations: "If, when one of you came to your family and said, ’In the name of Allāh, O Allāh...’[3]

b) It is recommended to cover your private areas (the private areas of a man include, according to most scholars, all that is

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (6388), Muslim (1434), Ahmad (1870), At-Tirmidhee (1092), Abu Daawood (2161), Ibn Maajah (1919), and Ad-Daarimee (2212).
between the knee and the naval) when you engage in sexual intercourse. This recommended course of action is based on a Hadeeth related by Bahz Ibn Hakeem from his father, who related it from his father. Bahz’s grandfather said, “I said, ‘O Messenger of Allâh, the private areas of our body – what of them may we come [forth] with and what of them should we leave?’ The Prophet said,

«احفظ عورتك إلّا من زوجيتك أو ما ملكت تبينتك»

“Preserve the private areas of your body (i.e., don’t let anyone see them) except from your wife or what your right hand owns (i.e., any slaves you own).”

I said, ‘O Messenger of Allâh, if people are mixed together [all the time (i.e., if people are together all the time and it is difficult to keep some private body parts – such as one’s upper legs – hidden all the time)]?’ He said,

«إني استطعت أن لا يرتبها أحد فلا يرتبها»

“If you are able to make sure that no one sees them (the private areas of your body), then make sure that no one sees them.”

I said, ‘O Messenger of Allâh, what about when one of us is alone (i.e., in that case, may we keep some of our private areas exposed)?’ He said,

«الله أحق أن ينحتبِّء منه من الناس»

“Allâh is more deserving of [people being] shy of Him than people [are deserving of others being shy of them].”[1]

The final sentence of this Hadeeth suggests that it is better for two people who are engaging in sexual intercourse to cover themselves with a blanket or something similar. And Allâh knows best.

[1] Related by Ahmad (19530); At-Tirmidhee (2794), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan”; Abu Daawood (4017), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Hasan”; and Ibn Maajah (1920).
c) If you already had sex with your wife, and you want to go back to her a second time, though you have not yet taken a shower, then it is recommended for you to first perform Wudoo (ablution). Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree related that the Messenger of Allâh said,

إذا أتى أحبكُمُ أهلهُم ثم أراد أن يعود فلبِئتوصا

“When one of you comes to his wife (for sex) and then wants to return (for a second time), then let him [first] perform ablution (Wudoo).”\(^{[1]}\)

Related Issue: Some scholars have prohibited the practice known as Al’Azl, to ejaculate outside of a woman’s body, so that she does not become pregnant. Yet according to the schools of the four Imams, this practice is permissible if the woman gives her consent. And Allâh knows best.

7) The Prohibition Of Revealing The Details Of One’s Intimate, Conjugal Relations

It is deemed normal among some ignorant people for a man to divulge to his friends the secrets of his and his wife’s intimate bedroom relations. People who are afflicted with the disease of compounded ignorance – those who not only do wrong but think that they are doing right - say, “We are speaking not about illegal sex, but about lawful sex between a husband and his wife.” It should be said to them: True, to enjoy sexual relations with one’s wife is lawful in the Shariah, but to then speak about and describe those relations is forbidden in the Shariah. Furthermore, a person of sound mind and taste would feel disgusted at the notion of describing his sexual feats with his wife to any third party.

Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudree related that the Messenger of Allâh said,

---

\(^{[1]}\) Related by Muslim (308), Ahmad (10777), At-Tirmidhee (141), An-Nassaaee (262), Abu Daawood (220), and Ibn Maajah (587).
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"Verily, among the most evil of people with Allah (i.e., in Allah's judgment) in ranking on the Day of Resurrection is a man who goes to his wife (i.e., has sexual relations with his wife), and whose wife goes to him, and then he spreads her secret (i.e., spreads the details of their relations)."[1]

Explaining this Hadeeth, An-Nawawee said, "Based on this Hadeeth, it is forbidden for a man to spread the details of his sexual relations with his wife, regardless of whether he relates what she said, did, or anything else. But to simply mention that he had sexual intercourse with her, without going into details, has a slightly different ruling. If there is no benefit or need in a man mentioning that he had sex with his wife, then it is Makrooh (disliked) for him to mention it, and mentioning it is contrary to the concepts of modesty, decency, and true manhood. The Prophet ﷺ said,

\[\text{"Verily, that is what I as well as her (referring to his wife) do."}\]

But if there is a need or benefit – for example, in court, he answers the accusation of his wife that he is not able to have sex – then there is nothing disliked about him mentioning it. For example, when he explained a religious ruling, the Prophet ﷺ said,

\[\text{"Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day, then let him speak well or otherwise remain silent."}\]

[1] Related by Muslim (1437), and the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth; by Ahmad (11258); and by Abu Daawood (4870).
In another instance, the Prophet ﷺ asked Abu Talhah ﷺ,

«أَعَرَضْتَ الْلَّيْلَةَ؟»

‘Did you ‘Arastum (in Arabic, a softened way of saying, ‘did you engage in sexual intercourse?’) last night?’

And he ﷺ said to Jaabir ﷺ,

«الْكَيْسَ الْكَيْسَ»

“Al-Kais Al-Kais (an expression, in which one encourages another to have sexual relations with his wife in order to have a child).”

And Allāh ﷻ knows best.

**Related Issue:** Just as it is prohibited for a man to discuss his intimate, conjugal relations with a third party, so too is it prohibited for a woman to discuss her intimate, conjugal relations with a third party. Even though the Prophet ﷺ was addressing men in the above-mentioned Hadeeth, the implications of what he ﷺ said apply to both men and women.

8) **A Man Must Do Justice Between His Wives**

The Prophet ﷺ ordered men to do justice between their wives:

«مِنْ كَانَتْ لَهُ امْرَأَتَانِ فَمَالًا إِلَّا إِضْخَادُهَا جَاءَ يَوْمَ الْقِيَامَةِ وَشَهَّدَهُ مَائِلًا»

“Whoever has two women (two wives) and inclines to one of them, he will come on the Day of Resurrection, and one of his sides will be slanting.”

Ahmad related the Hadeeth thus: “…and one of his sides will be falling.”[1] But in the following verse, Allāh ﷻ made it clear that a man is not capable of doing perfect justice between his wives:

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (2133); the above-mentioned wording is his, and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee said, “Saheeh.” These compilers related it as well; Ahmad (8363), At-Tirmidhee (1141), An-Nassaaee (3942), Ibn Maajah (1969), and Ad-Daarimee (2206).
“You will never be able to do perfect justice between wives even if it is your ardent desire, so do not incline too much to one of them (by giving her more of your time and provision) so as to leave the other hanging (i.e., neither divorced nor married)...”
(Qur'an 4:129)

How can we find harmony between the Hadeeth and verse when they appear to be in contradiction with one another? In reality, there is no contradiction between them. From the verse, we learn that a man cannot do perfect justice; he does not have the ability to love his wives equally, for that is a matter of the heart, which a person has no control over. The same goes for sexual intercourse and the desire to have sexual intercourse: a man does not have to be equal in these regards. What he does have to be fair about is how he outwardly treats them and in how he distributes things to them, which we will clarify shortly. And even if a husband does not engage in sexual intercourse an equal amount of times among his wives, he at least has to make sure that each of his wives gets enough to satisfy her needs.

From the Hadeeth, we learn that a husband has to be fair in distribution – in how many nights he spends with each wife, in spending, and providing with clothes, and anything similar in which justice can be done. It becomes clear, then, that there really is no contradiction between the verse and the Hadeeth.

A husband must fear Allāh ﷺ and do justice between his wives. If he wrongs one of them or acts unfairly, he is sinning and will be deserving of punishment. But if he is just between his wives, he will be rewarded well. The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"إنَّ الْمُقَسِّمِينَ عِنْدَ اللَّهِ عَلَى مُتَابَرٍ مِّنْ نُورِ عَنْ يَمِينِ الرَّحْمَنِ عَزُّ وَجَلَّ
وَكُلُّنا يَدَّنِي يَمِينِنْ، الَّذِينَ يُعْدِلُونَ فِي حُكْمِهِمْ وَأَهْلِيهِمْ وَمَالِهِمْ"—

"Verily, the just ones will be with Allāh upon platforms of light, to the right of the Most-Merciful ‘Azza Wa-Jall (to Whom belongs might and majesty) – and both of His hands are [His]
right; they are those who are just in their judgment, with their families (wives), and in matters they are entrusted with."[1]
Chapter 22

The Manners Of Supplication

Allāh ﴿ said:

وَقَالَ رَبِّ نَحْنَ أَنَاٰ أَعْلَمُ أَنْ أَنْتَ لَهُوَ الْأَكْبَرُ لَنَحْنُ لَنَا الْأَعْمَلُونَ عَنْ عَبَاثِيكَ

“And your Lord said: ‘Invoke Me, [i.e., believe in My Oneness (Islamic Monotheism)] (and ask Me for anything) I will respond to your (invocation). Verily! Those who scorn My worship [i.e., do not invoke Me, and do not believe in My Oneness, (Islamic Monotheism)] they will surely enter Hell in humiliation!’” (Qur’an 40:60)

And Allāh ﴿ said:

إِنَّ يُحِبُّ اللَّهُ الْمُضْطَرِّ إِذَا دَكَاهُ وَيَسْتَفْعِهُ الرَّحْمَةُ

“Is not He (better than your gods) Who responds to the distressed one, when he calls Him, and Who removes the evil.” (Qur’an 27:62)

And Allāh ﴿ said:

أَذَاعُوا رَبِّكُمْ نَزْلَاءَ وَخَفْيَةً إِنَّمَا نَحْنُ لَا يُحِبُّ الْمُعَذَّبِينَ

“Invoke your Lord with humility and in secret. He likes not the aggressors.” (Qur’an 7:55)

And the Prophet ﴿ said,

لَا يَزَدُّ الْفَضْلُ إِلَّا الدَّعَاءُ، وَلَا يَزَدُّ فِي الْعَمَرِ إِلَّا الْبَيْتُ

“Nothing drives back Al-Qadaa (a Decree) except for supplication, and nothing increases a [person’s] lifespan except for Al-
The Book Of Manners

Birr (dutifulness to one’s parents).”\[1\]

The Manners Of Supplication

1) Supplication Is Worship

Allāh ﷺ said:

\[\text{“And your Lord said: “Invoke Me, [i.e., believe in My Oneness (Islamic Monotheism)] (and ask Me for anything) I will respond to your (invocation). Verily! Those who scorn My worship [i.e., do not invoke Me, and do not believe in My Oneness, (Islamic Monotheism)] they will surely enter Hell in humiliation!”} \]

(Qur’an 40:60)

This verse clearly proves that supplication (Du’aa) may be directed to none but Allāh ﷺ, and in explaining this verse, the Prophet ﷺ made it clear that supplication is in fact worship of Allāh ﷺ. In a Hadeeth related by An-No‘maan Ibn Basheer ﷺ, the Prophet ﷺ said,

\[\text{“Ad-Du’aa (Supplication) is worship.”} \]

He ﷺ then recited,

\[\text{“And your Lord said: “Invoke Me, [i.e., believe in My Oneness (Islamic Monotheism)] (and ask Me for anything) I will respond to your (invocation).,”} \]

until Allāh’s saying,

---

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2139), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghareeb.”
...
in humiliation!".\[1\]

It becomes clear, then, that anyone who does not supplicate to Allāh ﷻ or who supplicates to other than Him in matters that only He is capable of, then that person has — according to the above-mentioned verse — scorned His worship.

2) The Superiority Of Supplication

Ultimate safety and success hinge upon one’s realization of At-Tawheed - Islamic Monotheism, and one of the ways of realizing At-Tawheed in one’s life is to supplicate to Allāh ﷻ only. This is because, as we said, supplication is worship, and worship is for Allāh ﷻ alone.

There are many virtues and benefits of supplication; we will mention only a few of them here. First, when you supplicate to Allāh ﷻ, you will taste the spiritual sweetness of invoking Allāh and of humbling yourself before Him. Breaking down before Allāh ﷻ and invoking Him for one’s needs – accompanying these is a spiritual delight that cannot be described. Ibn Al-Qayyim said, "A knowledgeable person said: When I need something from Allāh ﷻ and then ask Him for it, He ﷻ opens [such delights] of invoking Him, of becoming acquainted with Him (through His Beautiful Names and Attributes), of humbling myself before Him, and of praising Him, that I want the fulfillment of my need to be delayed, so that I can remain upon that [spiritually pleasing] state."

Second, supplication drives back Divine Preordainment, for in an authentic Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ said,

\["لا يُرَدُّ الْقُضَايْةِ إِلَّا الدُّعَاءَ، وَلا يُرَدُّ فِي الْعُمَرِ إِلَّا الْيَوْمِ الْاَخْتِلَافَةِ"]

"Nothing drives back Al-Qadaa (a Decree) except for supplication, and nothing increases a [person’s] lifespan except for Al-Birr (dutifulness to one’s parents)."\[2\]

---

\[1\] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2669), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh"; and by Ibn Maajah (3828).

\[2\] Related by At-Tirmidhee (2139), who said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Ghareeb). And Al-Albaanee related it in his As-Silsilatus-Saheehah (154).
How does this mean that supplication drives back Divine Preordainment? Through contemplation of the matter, one will find that the answer is in Divine Preordainment itself. When a person becomes sick, he might supplicate to his Lord, and then become cured because of his supplication. It was Allāh ﷻ Who decreed that he was to become sick, and then it was Allāh ﷻ Who guided him and decreed for him to invoke Him for the removal of his sickness; and then Allāh ﷻ cured him. So in the beginning and end, it is Allāh’s Divine Preordainment that is at work, and only in appearance does supplication drive back Divine Preordainment.\(^1\)

3) Dutifulness To Parents Is One Of The Ways That Lead To One’s Supplications Being Answered

One of the greatest of good deeds is dutifulness to one’s parents, a fact that is mentioned over and over again throughout the Qur’an and Sunnah. A person who is dutiful to his parents or to one of them will always be guided to goodness; Allāh ﷻ will put love for him into the hearts of people; and he becomes more likely to have his supplications answered. ‘Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ related that he heard the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ say,

\(\text{"Uwais Ibn 'Aamir, from the Amdaad (group of fighters who help Muslims in battle) of the people of Yemen, first from Muraad, then from Qarn – is going to come to you. He was afflicted by leprosy, but then became cured, except for a part [of his body] that is equal to a Dirham [in size (a Dirham is a kind of coin)]. He has a mother to whom he is dutiful. If he swears by Allāh (that something should happen, or when making a supplication), Allāh ﷻ will make his oath become fulfilled (i.e.,} \)

\(^1\) Shaikh Muhammad Ibn As-Saaleh Al-'Uthaimeen gave this explanation, which is recorded in his *Fatawa* compilation (1/56).
He \( \mathbb{H} \) will answer his supplication; such is Uwais’s status with \( \mathbb{H} \). So if you are able to have him ask for forgiveness for you, then do so…"[1]

Ibn ‘Umar \( \mathbb{H} \) related a Hadith in which an account is given of the three people that were stuck in a cave when a large rock blocked their way. Each one of them mentioned a good deed he did for \( \mathbb{H} \), after which a small opening was made; when the last of them mentioned his deed, enough space was made for all of them to leave. One of them said, “O \( \mathbb{H} \), I indeed had two very old parents, and I have young children. I would take care of them. When I would go to them and milk (an animal), I would begin with my parents, giving them to drink, before [giving drink to] my children. I was [once] made to stay far because of trees (because of work), and so I didn’t return until the night, and I found that they both had already fallen asleep. I milked [the animal], as I customarily did, and I brought the milk. I stood over their heads and disliked to wake them up from their sleep, but I also did not want to begin with the children before them, and the children were…[gathered] at my feet. We all remained upon that state until the break of dawn. [O \( \mathbb{H} \),] if You know that I did that, seeking Your Face, then make for us an opening, through which we can see the sky.” The Prophet \( \mathbb{H} \) then said, “So \( \mathbb{H} \) made an opening for them, until through it, they were able to see the sky…”[2]

4) It Is Recommended To Perform Good Deeds Prior To Supplicating

Prior to supplicating, you should perform deeds that bring you closer to \( \mathbb{H} \) and that bring about His love for you – deeds such as prayer, Zakaat, charity, and fasting. \( \mathbb{H} \)’s love for one of His slaves means His being pleased with him, His help, His

[1] Related by Muslim (2542) and Ahmad (268). The above-mentioned wording of the Hadith is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadith.

[2] Related by Bukharaee (5974), Muslim (2743), Ahmad (5937), and Abu Daawood (3387). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukharaee’s narration of the Hadith.
support, and His answering that slave’s supplications. Allāh’s anger for one of His slaves means His wrath upon that slave, His forsaking of that slave, and His rejection of that slave’s supplications. Therefore, if you pray and then supplicate; fast and then supplicate; treat your relatives with kindness and then supplicate - you are more likely to have your supplication accepted and answered. And Allāh knows best.

5) Performing Voluntary Acts Of Worship After Obligatory Ones Is One Of The Causes That Lead To A Person’s Supplications Being Answered

When you perform voluntary acts of worship – such as voluntary charity, fasting, and prayer – over and above the obligatory acts of worship you perform, you pave the way to having your supplications answered. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allāh said,

"Verily, Allāh says: Whoever shows enmity to a Walee (close, obedient slave, who worships Allāh alone without associating partners with Him in worship, performs good deeds, and avoids sins) of mine, then I declare war upon him. No slave seeks closeness to Me with anything that is more beloved to Me than that which I have made obligatory upon him. And My slave continues to seek closeness to Me through voluntary acts [of worship] until I love him. And when I love him, I become his hearing that he hears with, his sight that he sees with, his hand that he strikes with, and his leg that he walks with. If he asks Me, I give him; if he seeks refuge with Me, I give him refuge. And I
have never hesitated about something I do the way I hesitate to take the soul of a believer; he dislikes death, and I dislike his being distressed (or harmed)."^[1]

6) It Is Recommended To Face The Qiblah When Supplicating

The Ka‟bah is the most honorable place to turn towards on the entire earth. Worshippers face its direction when they pray; some of them also turn towards it when they supplicate, a practice that is taken from the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ, for on some occasions, he ﷺ supplicated, facing the Ka‟bah. Here are two examples: Ibn Mas‟ood ﷺ said, “The Prophet ﷺ faced the Ka‟bah and supplicated against a group of people from the Quraish: Shaibah Ibn Rabee‟ah, „Utbah Ibn Rabee‟ah, Al-Waleed Ibn „Utbah, and Abu Jahl Ibn Hishaam. I make Allāh bear witness that I saw them struck down; the sun had changed them (perhaps meaning that their bodies already began to decompose), and it was a hot day.”^[2]

And in the second example, the Prophet ﷺ faced the Ka‟bah when he ﷺ supplicated on the day of Badr. „Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ said, “When the day of Badr came to pass, the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ looked at the disbelievers, who were 1000 in number, while his companions were 319 men. The Prophet of Allāh ﷺ then faced the Qiblah (towards the Ka‟bah), extended his hands, and then began to call out to his Lord: O Allāh, carry out for me that which You promised me...”^[3]

7) It Is Recommended To Raise Your Hands While You Are Supplicating

The above-mentioned Hadeeth of „Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ indicates that it is recommended for a Muslim to raise his hands while he is supplicating; particularly, this part of the Hadeeth:

---

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (3960), Muslim (1794), An-Nassaaee (307), and Ahmad (3714). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.
[3] Related by Muslim (1763), Ahmad (208), and At-Tirmidhee (3081).
"He then extended his hands." The same is related from Ibn 'Umar. During Hajj, after pelting the smaller and middle Jamaraat, Ibn 'Umar would face the Qiblah, raise his hands, and supplicate. He would then pelt the Dhaat Al-'Aqabah Jamarah, after which he wouldn't stand to supplicate, but would instead leave. Describing this practice of his, Ibn 'Umar said, "This is what I saw the Messenger of Allâh do."[1]

**Question:** What has hitherto been mentioned doesn't seem to correspond with what Anas related; he said that the Messenger of Allâh would not raise his hands for any of his supplications except for Al-Istisqa (the rain prayer), for he would raise his hands [then], to the degree that the whiteness of his armpits could be seen.[2] How, then, can we find harmony between Anas's sayings and the fact that the Prophet raised his hands to supplicate on various occasions?

**Answer:** Ibn Hajr said: "Anas's saying, 'Except for Al-Istisqa' apparently negates the practice of raising hands for all supplications other than the Al-Istisqa. Yet this is contrary to established Ahadeeth, in which the Prophet raised his hands for other than Al-Istisqa...Some [scholars] maintain that it is better to apply those Ahadeeth, and to understand from Anas's narration that he wasn't denying that the Prophet raised his hands for other than Al-Istisqa, but that he himself never saw the Prophet raise his hands on other occasions. This does not mean that others didn't see him raise his hands on other occasions. To find harmony between the conflicting narrations, others interpret Anas's narration in a different way; they say that Anas was explaining that the Prophet raised his hands in a certain way for Al-Istisqa only; on other occasions, then, he might have raised his hands, but not in that same manner."

---

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1751), Ahmad (6368), An-Nassaaee (3083), and Ad-Daarimee (1903). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree's narration of the Hadîth.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (3565), Muslim (895), Ahmad (12456), An-Nassaaee (1513), Abu Daawood (1170), Ibn Maajah (1180), and Ad-Daarimee (1535).
8) It Is Recommended To Supplicate To Allāh In Secret

Allāh ﷻ said:

"Invoke your Lord with humility and in secret."

Allāh ﷻ exhorted His slaves to invoke Him in secret and without raising their voices. To supplicate in secret is at once good manners and a sign of sincerity, both of which make it more likely for a person’s supplications to be answered. Ibn Taymiyyah said, “Muslims (referring to the early generations of Muslims) would ardently supplicate, yet their voices would not be heard by those around them; they would whisper, keeping their supplications between them and their Lord ﷻ. Allāh ﷻ said:

"Invoke your Lord with humility and in secret."

And Allāh ﷻ mentioned a righteous slave of His, with whose actions He ﷻ was pleased:

"When he called out his Lord (Allāh) - a call in secret" (Qur’an 19:3).

**Related Note:** There are many reasons why a Muslim should invoke Allāh ﷻ in secret; Shaikh Al-Islam mentioned a number of them, and we will relate some of them here:

1) Supplicating in secret involves a higher level of Eemaan (faith). When one supplicates in secret, he knows that Allāh ﷻ hears a quiet, secret supplication.

2) Supplicating in secret involves a higher level of manners and veneration. No one raises his voice in the presence of a king, and if one were to raise his voice, the king would despise him. I mention this example not to draw a parallel – which is not possible, for Allāh is the greatest and to Him belongs the
highest example - but simply to make the matter clear. Since Allâh ﷻ hears a supplication made in secret, it is not appropriate manners for one to supplicate with other than a low voice.

3) Supplicating in secret is more conducive to sincerity and to invoking Allâh ﷻ with a heart that is alive and awake.

4) When one supplicates quietly and in secret, he is more likely to feel concentrated, with his heart fully preoccupied in thoughts of supplication and humility. On the other hand, when one raises his voice, his heart is likely to become distracted.

5) When a person speaks quietly, he shows that he feels a sense of closeness to the one he is communicating with, as opposed to a person calling out in a loud voice to someone who is at a distance. This is why Allâh ﷻ praised His slave Zakariyyah ﷺ, with His saying:

```
إِذَّ كَادَ فَ رَأَى مِنْ يَدَآهُ خَفِيًا
```

"When he called out his Lord (Allâh) - a call in secret" (Qur'an 19:3)

6) A person who supplicates quietly and in secret is likely to supplicate for a longer period of time than a person who supplicates out loud; the latter might get bored of talking out loud, he might feel dryness in his mouth and stop, or his tongue might get tired quickly, and so he will stop.

7) Sometimes, it is necessary to keep certain blessings hidden, because for every blessing there is a jealous person, whose jealousy corresponds in degree to the greatness of the blessing. And one of the greatest of blessings is being guided to supplicate to Allâh ﷻ; hence it is better to invoke Allâh ﷻ in secret.
9) To Supplicate With An Alert And Attentive Heart Leads To A Person's Supplications Being Answered

When one invokes Allâh ﷺ with a heart that is awake and alert, he is more likely to have his supplications answered. This means that one should read invocations with, among other things, a sense of fear, hope, and humility. Allâh ﷺ said:

"Invoke your Lord with humility and in secret."

And Allâh ﷺ said:

"And invoke Him with fear and hope" (Qur'an 7:56)

And the Prophet ﷺ said,

"When you invoke Allâh, you should believe with certainty that your supplication will be answered. And know that Allâh does not answer a supplication from a heart that is inattentive and heedless."[1]

10) It Is Recommended To Invoke Allâh ﷺ Persistently And Repeatedly

Again, one should take the necessary steps to improve the likelihood of his supplications being answered. One such step is to invoke Allâh ﷺ with persistence, repeatedly making the same supplication over and over again, showing one's humility and complete dependence upon his Lord. It is said that whoever knocks a door often enough will sooner or later be let inside.

'Umar Ibn Al-Khattaab ﷺ said, "When the day of Badr came to pass, the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ looked at the disbelievers, who

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (3479), and Al-Albaanee mentioned it in As-Silsilatus-Saheehah (594).
were 1000 in number, while his companions were 319 men. The Prophet of Allāh ﷺ then faced the Qiblah, extended his hands, and then began to call out to his Lord: ‘O Allāh, carry out for me that which You promised me. O Allāh, bring to pass that which You promised me. O Allāh, if You destroy this group from the people of Islam, You will not be worshipped on earth.’ He ﷺ continued to call out to his Lord, facing the Qiblah, and with his hands extended, until his robe fell down from his shoulders. Then Abu Bakr ﷺ went to him, took his robe, and flung it back onto his shoulders. Abu Bakr ﷺ then hugged him from behind and said, ‘O Prophet of Allāh, sufficient for you is your supplicating and calling out to your Lord, for He will complete for you that which He promised you. Then Allāh ‘Azza Wa-Jall (Mighty and Majestic is He!) revealed: { (Remember) when you sought help of your Lord and He answered you (saying): ‘I will help you with a thousand of the angels each behind the other (following one another) in succession.’}. So Allāh helped him with the angels...’”[1]

Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that At-Tufail Ibn ‘Amr Ad-Dausee ﷺ went to the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ and said, “Verily, the Daus (tribe) has disobeyed and refused (to accept Islam), so invoke Allāh against them.” The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ then faced the Qiblah and raised his hands; meanwhile the people were saying, “The people (referring to the Daus tribe) are surely destroyed.” But the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ made this supplication:

اللهمَ اهد دوسة وأت بيم اللهم اهد دوسة وأت بيم

“O Allāh, guide the [people of the] Daus [tribe] and bring them. O Allāh, guide Daus and bring them (to the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ and to Islam).”[2]

[1] Related by Muslim (1763), Ahmad (208), and At-Tirmidhee (3081).
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (2937), Muslim (2524), and Ahmad (7273). And the above-mentioned wording is from Ahmad’s narration of the Hadeeth.
11) To Ask With Determination And Resolve

When one invokes Allāh ﷻ, he should show a sense of determination and resolve, which means that he should not make the answer of his supplication hinge upon Allāh’s will, by saying, “O Allāh, grant me such and such if you will.” Instead one should show resolve, being sure that Allāh ﷻ will answer his supplication. By being determined and sure in one’s supplications, one shows that he places his trust with Allāh ﷻ, that he is invoking the All-Seeing and the All-Hearing, that His Lord is upon all things able, and that nothing in the heavens and earth can weaken, thwart, or defeat Allāh ﷻ.

Anas Ṣaid that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

إِذَا دَعَوْنَا الَّذِينَ كَانُوا فِي الدُّعَاءِ، وَلَا يَقُولُنَّ أَحَدُكُمْ: إِنَّ شَيْتَانَ فَأَعْطِنِي، فَإِنَّ الَّذِينَ كَانُوا فِي الدُّعَاءِ، وَلَا يَقُولُنَّ أَحَدُكُمْ: إِنَّ شَيْتَانَ فَأَعْطِنِي

“When you invoke Allāh, then be determined in your supplication. And do not let one of you say, ‘If You will, then give me,’ for indeed, none can coerce Allāh.”

Muslim related the Hadeeth with this wording:

وَلَكِنْ لِيَعْرِقُوا الدُّعَاءَ وَلِيَعْظَمَ الرَّغْبَةَ إِنَّ الَّذِينَ كَانُوا فِي الدُّعَاءِ، وَلَا يَقُولُنَّ أَحَدُكُمْ: إِنَّ شَيْتَانَ فَأَعْطِنِي

“...But let him be determined in asking and let him ask for something great (such as Paradise), for nothing that Allāh ﷻ gives is much or great for Him.”[1]

“Then be determined in your supplication” can mean, “Be resolved and do not hesitate”; some scholars say that it means, “Be resolved and do not be weak in asking”; and yet others say that it means, “Think well of Allāh, being sure that He will answer your supplications.” By saying, “O Allāh, give me such and such if you will,” one seems to say that he doesn’t really need either Allāh to help him or the thing he is asking for.

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (7464), Muslim (2678, and the second narration: 2679), and Ahmad (11569).
12) It Is Recommended To Preface One’s Supplications With Praises For Allāh ﷺ And Then The Sending Of prayers Upon His Messenger ﷺ

Scholars unanimously agree that it is recommended to first praise and extol Allāh ﷺ and send prayers upon the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ before and after one supplicates. Fudaalah Ibn ‘Abeed ﷺ said, “The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ heard a man supplicate in his prayer, without glorifying Allāh and without sending prayers upon the Prophet ﷺ. The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ then said [to him],

‘عِبَدَ أَلِيَّ الْمُصْلِّيَّ

‘You have rushed [your supplication], O worshipper.’...

And the Prophet ﷺ heard a man pray; the man glorified Allāh, praised Him, and sent prayers upon the Prophet ﷺ. The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said [to him],

‘اِذْعُ نُجِبُ وَسْلُ نُغْطَأ

‘Supplicate, you will be answered; ask, you will be given.’”

At-Tirmidhee related the same Hadeeth with this wording: “While the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ was seated, a man entered and prayed. He said, ‘O Allāh, forgive me and have mercy on him.’ The Messenger of Allāh ﷺ then said,

‘عِبَدَ أَلِيَّ الْمُصْلِّيَّ، إِذَا ضَلَّتُ فَقَعَدْتُ، فَأَحْمَدَ اللَّهُ بِمَا هُوَ أَهْلُهُ، رَوْقُ عَلْيِي، ثُمَّ أَذْعَهُۥ

‘You have rushed [your supplication], O worshipper. When you pray and then sit, praise Allāh with praises He is deserving of and send prayers upon me; then invoke Him.’

Then another man prayed after that; he praised Allāh and sent prayers upon the Prophet ﷺ. The Prophet ﷺ said,

‘اِذْعُ نُجِبُ، وَسْلُ نُغْطَأ

‘O worshipper, supplicate, you will be answered.’”[1]

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (3476), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan”; by
Ibn Mas’ood related a similar narration, in which he said, ‘‘I was once praying while Abu Bakr and ‘Umar were with the Prophet. When I sat down, I began by praising Allah and then sending prayers upon the Prophet. I then supplicated for myself. The Prophet then said,

ُنَعْظَمًا، ُنَعْظَمًا

‘‘Ask, you will be given; ask, you will be given.’’’

13) Asking For One’s Supplications To Be Answered By Dint Of Previously Performed Good Deeds

One increases the chances of his supplication being answered when one mentions a previously performed good deed prior to supplicating. The Prophet related the story of three men, who were stuck in a cave when a large rock blocked off its entrance. They said to one another, ‘‘Think over the righteous deeds you performed for Allah, and then invoke Allah by them; perhaps Allah will [then] make an opening for us [to leave].’’ Ahmad related the narration with this wording: ‘‘Then let each man invoke by the best deed he performed; perhaps Allah will save us from this [predicament].’’ Next, one of them mentioned the best deed he performed, after which he invoked Allah; the other two followed suit, and then Allah answered their supplications and saved them from destruction.

14) It Is Recommended To Invoke Allah With Supplications Whose Meanings Are Comprehensive Of All That Is Good

Supplications that are most comprehensive in their meanings of goodness are those supplications that are found in the Qur’an

---

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee (593); the above-mentioned wording is from his narration of the Hadeeth, and he said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh.” Ahmad related it as well (3654), but in truncated form.

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (5974), Muslim (2743), Ahmad (5937), and Abu Daawood (3387).
and Sunnah. The Qur'an is Allâh's speech – the highest and most noble speech. And the Sunnah too is revelation, which Allâh inspried the Prophet with. Not only in supplications, but in general, the Prophet was blessed with epigrammatic speech – speech that consisted of few words but many, profound meanings. Therefore, we do not doubt that a person who invokes Allâh with supplications taken from the Qur'an and Sunnah is more likely to have his supplications answered than a person who uses other supplications. Both the Qur'an and Sunnah contain many supplications, and though we cannot present all of them in this book since they are so many, we will now mention a few of them. You should notice that each of the following examples comprehends many good meanings.

Allâh said:

أَوْرُكِيْنَى بِالْذَّنِيْنِيَّةِ حَسَنَةٌ وَفِي الْآخِرَةِ حَسَنَةٌ وَفِي عَدَّتِ الْكَالِٕرِ

"Our Lord! Give us in this world that which is good and in the Hereafter that which is good, and save us from the torment of the Fire!" (Qur'an 2:201)

And Allâh said:

زَينْتَنَا هُبَّتَنَا مِنْ أَزْيَائِنَا وَزِينْتَنَا فَضْرًا آ ثَيْبًا وَأَجْعَلْنَا رَهْبَةً إِلَّا إِنَّا مَعْلُومٌ

"Our Lord! Bestow on us from our wives and our offspring who will be the comfort of our eyes, and makes us leaders for the Muttaqoon [pious and righteous persons who fear Allâh much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allâh much (perform all kinds of good deeds which He has ordained)]." (Qur'an 25:74)

And Allâh said:

زَينْتَنَا طَلَّتَانَ أَنفُسَانَا وَإِنَّ أَلْبَعْرُ لَنَا وَرَحْمَتُ لَنَا لِكُلَّ مُجِبِرٍ مِنَ الْحَسَنِينَ

"Our Lord! We have wronged ourselves. If you forgive us not, and bestow not upon us Your Mercy, we shall certainly be of the losers." (Qur'an 7:23)
In a *Hadeeth* related by ‘Aaisha ﷺ, the Prophet ﷺ said,

«...»

"...O the One Who turns hearts over (guiding some and leaving some astray), strengthen my heart upon Your religion."[1]

Abu Bakr ﷺ related that he asked the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ, "Teach me a supplication which I can supplicate with in my prayer." The Prophet ﷺ said,

«اللّهُمَّ إِنِّي ظلَمْتُ نَفْسِي ظِلَمًا كَبِيرًا وَلَا يُغْفِرُ الْدُّنْيَا إِلَّا أَنْتَ، فَأَغْفِرْ لِي مَغْفِرَةً مِنْ عِنْدِكَ، وَأَرْحَمْني، إِنَّكَ أَنتُ الْعَفُوُّ الرَّجِيمُ»

"Say: O Allâh, I indeed wronged myself with a great deal of wrong, and none forgives sins except for You, so forgive me with a forgiveness from You; and have mercy on me. Indeed, you are Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful."[2]

15) It Is Recommended To End One's Supplication With That Which Corresponds To What He Asked For

Allâh ﷺ said:

«رَبَّنَا لَا تَزْعَمْنَ بَعْدَ ذٰلِكَ إِذْ هَادَيْنَا وَعَبِّدْنَا مِنْ قَبْلِ ذٰلِكَ رَحْمَتَكَ أَنَّكَ الرَّحِمَانُ»

"Our Lord! Let not our hearts deviate (from the truth) after You have guided us, and grant us mercy from You. You are the Bestower.” (Qur’an 3:8)

Because the suppliant is asking Allâh ﷺ to bestow His mercy upon him, it is appropriate for him to finish his supplication by mentioning a corresponding quality of Allâh ﷺ that He ﷺ is the Bestower. Here is another example; Allâh ﷺ said:

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (834), Muslim (2705), Ahmad (8), At-Tirmidhee (3531), An-Nassaaee (1302), and Ibn Maajah (3835).
"Our Lord! Grant us what You promised unto us through Your Messengers and disgrace us not on the Day of Resurrection, for You never break (Your) Promise." (Qur'an 3:194)

Because the believers are asking their Lord to grant them what He promised them upon the tongues of His Messengers, it is appropriate that they complete the supplication by describing Allah as being always true to His promise: "For You never break (Your) Promise." And in yet another example, Allah related what 'Eesa said when he asked Allah to send a table spread from heaven:

"Eesa (Jesus), son of Maryum (Mary), said: "O Allah, our Lord! Send us from heaven a table spread (with food) that there may be for us - for the first and the last of us - a festival and a sign from You; and provide us sustenance, for You are the Best of sustainers." (Qur'an 5:114)

Having asked for sustenance, 'Eesa appropriately finished his supplication by saying that Allah is "the Best of sustainers."

These are examples that can be applied for any supplication. If you ask Allah to bless you with a child, you can finish your supplication by saying, for example, that Allah is the Bestower or the Provider. If you ask Allah to forgive you your sins, you can finish yours supplication by saying that He is Oft-Forgiving, the Most-Merciful. And if you ask for wealth, you can finish your supplication by saying that He is the Provider and that He is Most Generous.

16) Supplicating After The Last Tashahud Of prayer And Before The Tasleem (The End Of The prayer)

'Abdullah Ibn Mas'oood related a Hadeeth in which the Messenger of Allah taught the Tashaahud of the prayer (what one says during the sitting down phase of the prayer) to his Companions. Then explaining what one should do after
that and before making *Tasleem* (before ending the prayer), the Prophet ﷺ said,

"ثُمَّ يَتَحْبِيرُ مِنَ الدِّعَاءِ أُجْجَبُ إِلَيْهِ قَبْلَ مَا قَبْلُوْهُ"

"Then one may choose the supplication he likes most and [then] invoke [with it]."

Muslim related it thus:

"ثُمَّ يَتَحْبِيرُ مِنَ الْمَسَائِلِ مَا شَاءَ"

"Then he may choose to ask for whatever he wants."[1]

We mentioned earlier that one should perform a good deed prior to supplicating, for that will increase the likelihood of his supplication being answered. Prayer is one of the best deeds that a person can perform; it is one of the most beloved of deeds to Allah ﷻ. During prayer, a worshipper speaks privately to his Lord, praising Him, invoking Him, and prostrating to Him. Then, at the end of the prayer, if the worshipper supplicates to his Lord, the likelihood of his supplication being answered increases. And the Prophet ﷺ exhorted the people of his Nation to supplicate after the *Tashahud*, just before the end of the prayer. This further points to the superiority of supplicating at that time.

**Related Issue:** An-Nawawee said, "Know that this supplication (the one that is performed after the final *Tashahud*) is recommended and not compulsory. Unless one is leading the prayer, it is recommended to prolong this supplication. In performing this supplication, one may use any invocation, and one may ask for anything he wants from the affairs of the Hereafter or of this world. One may use invocations that are related from the *Sunnah*, or one may say whatever invocation comes to his mind, but the former kind of invocations are better. Also, invocations related from the *Sunnah* that are specific for this occasion are better than those that are specific to other occasions or those that are general."

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (835), Muslim (402), Ahmad (3615), An-Nassaaee (1163), Abu Daawood (968), and Ad-Daarimee (1341).
17) It Is Recommended To Supplicate When A Rooster Crows

In an authentic Hadeeth, the Prophet ﷺ said,

«إِذَا سَمِعْتُمْ صَيْحَةُ الْدِّينْكَةِ فَاسْأَلُوا اللَّهَ مِنْ فَضْلِهِ إِنِّي رَأَتْ مَلْكًا، وَإِذَا سَمِعْتُمْ نَهِيقَ الْحَمْرَاءَ فَتَعَوَّدُوا بِاللَّهِ مِنْ الشَّيْطَانِ إِنَّهُ رَأَيْ شَيْطَانًا»

‘When you hear the crowing of a rooster, then ask Allāh from His Favor, for it [means that (the rooster)] has [just] seen an angel. And when you hear the braying of a donkey, then seek refuge in Allāh from the Shaitaan, for it [means that (the donkey)] has [just] seen a devil (a Shaitaan).’[1]

An-Nawawee related that Al-Qaadee gave the following explanation for the first part of the Hadeeth: “One supplicates on this occasion in the hope that the angels will say Aameen to one’s supplication and that the angels will ask Allāh ﷺ for his forgiveness...”

18) Transgression In One’s Supplication Is Forbidden

Allāh ﷺ said:

آَذَعُوا رَبَّكُمْ تَصَرُّفًا وَحَفْيَةً إِنَّمَا لَا يُحِبُّ الْمُتَّرَفِينَ

“Invoke your Lord with humility and in secret. He likes not the aggressors.” (Qur’an 7:55)

A transgressor of any kind is a person who is not loved by his Lord; furthermore, a transgressor is far away from having his supplications answered. A murderer is a transgressor, a tyrant is a transgressor, a thief is a transgressor – but how does one become a transgressor in his supplications? Ibn Taymiyyah, may Allāh have mercy on him, said, “Transgression in supplication occurs in different ways. A person becomes a transgressor in his supplications if he does one of the following: he asked Allāh ﷺ to help him in something that is Haram (for example, he asks Allāh ﷺ to help him steal); he asks for something that Allāh ﷺ does not

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (3303), Muslim (2729), Ahmad (8003), At-Tirmidhee (3459), and Abu Daawood (5102).
do, by asking, for instance, that he be made to live until the Day of Resurrection; he asks Allâh to make him no longer require things that are necessary to human life, such as food and drink; he asks Allâh to grant him the ability to see matters from the unseen world; he asks Allâh to make him infallible; he asks Allâh to provide him with a child, but through means other than lawful sexual intercourse with his wife (or with what his right hand owns); or he asks for anything else that is deemed a transgression, that Allâh does not love, and that will result in Allâh not loving the suppliant who asks for that thing. Transgression in supplication is also interpreted to mean raising one's voice as one is supplicating..."

‘Abdullah Ibn Mughaffal heard his son say, "O Allâh, for when I enter it (Paradise), I ask You for the White Castle that is to the right of Paradise." ‘Abdullah said, "My son, ask Allâh for Paradise, and take refuge with him from the Hellfire, for indeed, I heard the Messenger of Allâh say,

"إِنَّهُمَا سَيَكُونُ فِي هَذِهِ الْأَمَامَةِ قُوْمٌ يَعْتَدُونَ فِي الطُّهُورِ وَالْدُعَاءِ"

"Verily, there will be a people in this Nation who will transgress in [their] purification and supplication."[1]

19) When One Is Supplicating, It Is Disliked For Him To Think Up An Invocation Of Rhyming Words

One should not be extravagant or affected when he invokes Allâh, and concocting an invocation of rhyming words is a form of affectation. True, some of the Prophet’s supplications contain a sequence of phrases whose endings rhyme, but his supplications were free from all affectation, and when rhyming did occur, it was not intentional, but rather came from the eloquence of the Prophet. Ibn Hajr said, "This ruling is not overruled by what occurred in certain authentic Ahadeeth, for that (the Prophet’s supplication containing rhyming) occurred unintentionally...for example, speak-

[1] Related by Ahmad (16359) and Abu Daawood (96). And Al-Albaanee ruled that it is Saheeh.
ing about Jihad, the Prophet ﷺ said,

اللَّهُمَّ مُنِّئَلُ الْكِتَابِ، سَرِيعُ الْحِسَابِ، هَازِمُ الْأَحْزَابِ

‘Allahumma Munizzal-Kitaab, Sar’ee’ul-Hisaab, Haazimil-Ahzaab (O Allah, Who has revealed the Book, Who is quick in reckoning, Who has defeated the (conspiring) parties.’

And Ibn ‘Abbaas ≻ said to ‘Ikrimah, “Watch out for rhymed supplications and avoid them, for I know that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ and his Companions ♦ would do exactly that (i.e., they would avoid rhymed supplications).”

20) Asking Help For Sinning Or Breaking Off Ties Of Relation, Or Being Impatient For The Answer To One’s Supplications – These Actions Prevent One’s Supplications From Being Answered

The following prevent one’s supplications from being answered: One invokes Allah ﷺ to help him perform an unlawful act, one invokes Allah ﷺ to help him sever ties with his relatives, or one becomes impatient in waiting for his supplications to be answered. Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

لا يَرِي الْبَيْعَاءَ لِلْعَبْدِ مَا لَمْ يَدْعْ بِإِنْمٍ أَوْ قَطَعَهَا رَجُمُ، مَالِمَ يَسْتَعْجِلُ

“A slave will continue to be answered [in his supplications], as long as he doesn’t invoke for a sin [to be carried out] or for breaking off ties of the womb (breaking off ties from relatives), and as long as he does not rush.”

It was said, “O Messenger of Allah, and what is rushing?” He ﷺ said,

ْقَدْ دَعَوْتُ، وَقَدْ دَعَوْتُ، فَلَمْ أَرْ يَسْتَجِبْ لِي، فَيَسْتَجِبُ عَنْدَ ذَلِكَ وَيَدْعُ

الْدَعَاةَ

“He (the slave of Allah) says, ‘I supplicated and I supplicated,

[1] Fathul-Baaree (11/143)
[2] Related by Bukhaaree (6337)
but I did not see my [supplications] answered; at that point he becomes weary and forsakes supplication.’\(^1\)

**Related Issue:** Abu Sa’eed reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

`مَا مِنْ مُسْلِمٍ يَكُونُ يَدْعُوًا يَدْعَوْهُ الَّذِيْنَ فِيهِا إِلَّمَ وَلَا قَطْيَةً رَجُمٍ إِلَّا أَمْعَةُ اللَّهِ يَبِهَا إِحْدَى ثَلَاثِاءِ إِنّمَا أَنْ تَعَجَّلَ لَهُ دَعُوَّتَهُ، وَإِذَا أَنْ يَدْخُرُهَا لَهُ فِي الآخَرَةِ، وَإِذَا أَنْ يَضَرِّعْ عَنْهُ مِنَ الشَّوَرِ مِثلُهَا، قَالُوا: إِذَا نُكْطَرَ، قَالَ: اللَّهُ أَكْثَرُ`\(^2\)

“No Muslim invokes with a supplication that doesn’t contain sin or the severing of ties with relatives, except that Allâh gives him one of three things for it: either He will quicken [the answer] of his supplication, or He will save it for him in the Hereafter, or He will ward off from him an evil that is equal to it.” The Companions ﷺ said, “Then we will [invoke] even more.” He ﷺ said, “Allâh [answers] more [than you invoke] (This is another possible meaning: What Allâh ﷺ gives you from His favor and generosity and kindness is more than what He ﷺ gives you in return for your supplications. Scholars have mentioned other possible meanings as well).’\(^2\)

Second Related Issue: The answer to one’s supplication might be delayed due to some wisdom that is hidden to him, but that Allâh ﷺ knows. Every slave of Allâh ﷺ should therefore realize that Allâh’s choice for him is better than his choice for his own self. If one invokes his Lord, if one continues to persistently invoke Him, if one invokes with humility, and if one avoids those matters that prevent his supplications from being answered, then he should not become impatient when the answer to his supplication is delayed.

Even when a supplicant does all that is required of him for his supplication to be answered, he still might not get what he asked

---

\(^1\) Related by Bukhaaree, Muslim (2735), Ahmad (9939), At-Tirmidhee (3387), Abu Daawood (1484), Ibn Maajah (3853), and Maalik (495). And the above-mentioned wording is from Muslim’s narration of the Hadeeth.

\(^2\) Related by Ahmad (10794).
for. This does not mean that Allāh ﷺ does not love him. Ibraaheem  asked for his father to be forgiven, and Nooh  asked for his son to be saved; yet the supplications of these two noble Messengers were not answered. Allāh ﷺ willed for something else to happen, and because of a wisdom that He ﷺ knows, He didn’t give them what they asked for. Allāh ﷺ is the Creator of all creation; all of creation is under His dominion and control. That being the case, one should not become impatient or forsake invoking Allāh ﷺ; rather, he should continue and persist in his supplications, knowing that the act of supplication is worship, for which he will be rewarded.

21) Eating From Unlawfully Derived Wealth Prevents One’s Supplications From Being Answered

Abu Hurairah  related that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"O people, verily Allāh is Tayyib (Good, Pure), and He accepts only that which is Tayyib (good and pure). And Allāh gave the believers the same command that He ﷺ ordered the Messengers with: ‘O (you) Messengers! Eat of the Tayibaat [all kinds of Halal (legal) foods which Allāh has made legal (meat of slaughtered eatable animals, milk products, fats, vegetables, fruits, etc.)], and do righteous deeds. Verily! I am Well-Acquainted with what you do.’” (Qur’an 23:51)

And Allāh said,

"O you who believe (in the Oneness of Allāh - Islamic Monotheism)! Eat of the lawful things that We have provided
you with." (Qur'an 2:172) The Prophet ﷺ then mentioned the man who was on a long journey, whose hair was disheveled, and who was dust-covered. That man extended his hands to the sky [and said], "O my Lord, O my Lord," but his food was Haram (unlawful), his drink was Haram, and his clothing was Haram: "So then how could his [supplications] have been answered."[1]

"So then how could his supplications have been answered," means, how could a person of that description hope for his supplications to be answered.

Consider his outward description: he had endured the hardship of a long journey; his hair was disheveled; his feet and body were dust-covered; and he raised his hands, asking of his Lord. A person of that description should be very hopeful of having his supplications answered. Yet the suppliant in question had an added element to his description, one that was not visibly perceivable on his person: he ate from Haram (unlawful) sources, and from the evil effects of eating from unlawful sources is being prevented from having one's supplications answered.

22) Times, Places, And Situations Wherein One's Supplications Are Most-Likely To Be Answered

a) During the last third of the night: Among the authentic narrations that prove this point, is the Hadeeth of Abu Hurairah ﷺ, who related that the Messenger of Allah ﷺ said,

"Our Lord, Tabarraka Wa-Ta’alah (Blessed and Exalted is He!), descends every night to the lowest heaven, when the last third of the night remains. He says, 'Who will invoke Me, so that I will answer him. Who will ask Me, so that I will give him. And who

[1] Related by Muslim (1015), Ahmad (8148), At-Tirmidhee (2989), and Ad-Daarimee (2717).
will ask forgiveness from me, so that I will forgive him.’”[1]

b) While one is prostrating: Abu Hurairah ﷺ related that the Messenger of Allâh ﷺ said,

«أُقْرِبُ مَا يُّهيِّنُ الْعَبْدُ مِنْ رَبِّهِ وَهُوَ مَنْ سَاجِدُ فَأَكْثِرُوا الدُّعَاءَ»

“The closest a slave is to his Lord occurs when he is prostrating; so supplicate much [while you are prostrating].”[2]

A slave of Allâh is closest to his Lord while he is prostrating perhaps because of the servitude, the submission, the humility, and the poverty that are all implied by the position of prostration, meanings that are not found to the same degree in any other position. A person who prostrates places his forehead on the same ground that people walk on, yet that does not bother him. In that position of humility and lowness, he verbally acknowledges the perfection of Allâh ﷺ, saying, “Subhaana Rabbiyal ‘Aalaa (How perfect Allâh is, the Most-High!).” Being in such a position, the supplicant is the closest he becomes to his Lord, and is therefore likely to have his supplications answered. And Allâh ﷺ knows best.

c) Between the Adhaan and the Iqaamah: Anas Ibn Maalik ﷺ reported that the Prophet ﷺ said,

الْدُعَاءُ لَا يُرَدُّ بِبَيْنِ الْأَذَانِ وَالإِقَامَةِ

“Between the Adhaan and the Iqaamah, supplication is not rejected.”[3]

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (1145), Muslim (758), Ahmad (7576), At-Tirmidhee (446), Abu Daawood (1315), Ibn Maajah (1366), Ad-Daarimee (1478), and Maalik (496). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeeth.

[2] Related by Muslim (482), Ahmad (9165), An-Nassaaee (1137), and Abu Daawood (875).

[3] Related by At-Tirmidhee (212), who said, “This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh”; by Ahmad (11790); and by Abu Daawood, and Al-Albaanee ruled that his narration is authentic (521).
d) On Friday, during an hour wherein supplications are answered: Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah mentioned Friday and then said,

فيِهِ سَاعَةٌ لَا يَوَافِقُهَا عِبَادُ مُسْلِمٍ وَهُوَ قَائِمٌ يُصَلِّي، يَسَأَلُ اللَّهُ تَعَالَى نَمَىًا
إِلَّا أَعْطَاهُ إِبَاهُ

"During it there is an hour – no Muslim is in harmony with it as he stands, praying and asking Allah, the Exalted, for something, except that He (Allah) gives it to him."

The Prophet then signaled with his hand, indicated how short that [special] period of time is.[1]

Related Issue: "An hour" does not necessarily mean 'hour' in the commonly used sense – sixty minutes. In fact, scholars greatly disagree about when exactly the aforementioned hour is; Ibn Hajr enumerated 42 different opinions. Two of those views stand out as being strongest and best supported by proofs. According to the first view, the hour begins when the Imam sits down (for the Friday sermon) until the time that the Friday (Jumu'ah) prayer ends. Abu Burdah, the son of Abu Moosa Al-Ash'aree, said, "Abdullah Ibn 'Umar said to me, 'Did you hear your father relate anything from the Messenger of Allah about the hour of Jumu'ah (Friday)'. I said, 'Yes, I heard him say: I heard the Messenger of Allah say:

هيَ مَا بَيَّنَ أَنَّ يَجِلِسَ الإِمَامُ إِلَى أَنْ يَقْضَى الصَّلاةً

"It is from when the Imam sits down until the prayer (i.e., the Jumu'ah prayer) ends."[2]

And according to the second view, it is the last hour of Friday (meaning, the hour before sunset on Friday; what follows sunset on Friday, according to the Islamic meaning, is referred to as the

[1] Related by Bukhaaree (935), Muslim (852), Ahmad (7111), An-Nassaaee (1431), Abu Daawood (1046), At-Tirmidhee (491), Ibn Maajah (1137), and Maalik (242). At-Tirmidhee said, "This Hadeeth is Hasan Saheeh."

[2] Related by Muslim (853) and Abu Daawood (1049).
night of Saturday). Jaabir Ibn ‘Abdullah  related that the Messenger of Allah  said,


“The day of Friday is 12 – he  means one of those hours – and there is no Muslim who asks Allah (during that hour) ‘Azza Wa-Jall (The Possessor of Might and Majesty) for something, except that Allah ‘Azza Wa-Jall gives to him, so search out for it in the last hour after Al-‘Asr.’”[1]

Ibn Al-Qayyim combined the two views when he said: “Both (both during the Jumu‘ah prayer – from when the Imam sits until the prayer is over – and the last hour of the day) are hours wherein supplications are answered, even though the specified hour is the hour after ‘Asr, for it is a specific time during the day that does not vary. Conversely, the hour of the [Jumu‘ah] prayer varies in its time, yet it too is an hour wherein supplications are answered. Muslims gather, pray, and beseech Allah  with humility, and all of that makes it more likely that their supplications will be answered. Hence, the different Ahadeeth are in harmony with one another; the Prophet  exhorted his Nation to supplicate and sincerely beseech Allah  during the aforesaid two hours.”

Ibn Hajr said, “This is similar to the saying of Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr: one should strive to supplicate during the said two times. And before him, Imam Ahmad said the same. This view is best because it combines the meanings [of different Ahadeeth, as opposed to ruling by one and disregarding the others]. Ibn Al-Muneer said, ‘It becomes known, then, that the benefit of not specifying the exact hour is so that people will pray and supplicate often [in the hope of finding that hour]. If the hour

[1] Ibn Hajr said, “Related by Abu Daawood (1048); An-Nassaaee (1389); and Al-Haakim, with a Hasan chain from Abu Salamah, from Jaabir  Marfoo’an (i.e., the narration is from the Prophet  ). And in Saheeh Abee Daawood, Al-Albaanee gave the Hadeeth a ‘Saheeh’ grade.
were specified, then people would rely on it and forsake supplicating at other times. With this understanding in mind, it is surprising to see people who want to know precisely when the hour is.”

e) When a fasting person breaks his fast: Abu Hurairah related that the Messenger of Allah said,

"ثلاثة لا يردو دعوتهم: الصائم حتي يفطر... الحديث"

"Three [people] do not have their supplications rejected: the fasting person until he breaks his fast...”[1]

f) The supplication of a person who is wronged, of the traveler, and of a father against his son: Ibn 'Abbaas reported that the Messenger of Allah said the following words to Mu’aaadh Ibn Jabal upon sending him to Yemen:

"إِنَّكَ سَأَتَنِي فَقُومًا أَهْلُ كِتَابٍ فَإِذَا جَتَتَهُمْ فَأَذْعَهُمْ إِلَى أَنْ يُشْهَدُوا أَنْ لَا إِلَهَ إِلَّا اللَّهُ وَأَنْ مُحَمَّدًا رَسُولُ اللَّهِ"

"Verily, you are going to a people from the People of the Book. When you reach them, then invite them to bear witness that none has the right to be worshipped but Allâh and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allâh...”

And he went on to say,

"وَأَتِقُ دُعُوتَ الْمُظْلُومِ، فَإِنَّهُ لَنَسَ بِنَبِيٍّ وَبَيْنَ اللَّهِ وَجَبَّانَ"

"And protect yourself from the supplication of the wronged person, for indeed, there is no veil between him and Allâh.”[2]

And Abu Hurairah related that the Messenger of Allah said,

[1] Related by At-Tirmidhee, who said, "This Hadith is Hasan"; by Ibn Maajah (1752), and in grading his narration, Al-Albaanee ruled that it is authentic (1432-1779).

[2] Related by Bukhaaree (1496), Muslim (19), Ahmad (2072), At-Tirmidhee (625), An-Nassaaee (2435), Abu Daawood (1584), Ibn Maajah (1783), and Ad-Daarimee (1614).
"Three supplications that are answered and about which there is no doubt (i.e., no doubt that they will be answered): the supplication of the person who is wronged, the supplication of the traveler, and the supplication of the father against his son."

The person who wrongs others should desist from his wrongdoing, for there is no veil between Allah and the people he wronged; their supplications are quickly answered. The traveler should take advantage of his time by invoking Allah, for his supplications are answered. And parents should be careful not invoke Allah against their children; a father’s supplication is answered, and in the heat of his anger, he may say words that he will later regret.

g) During battle and when the call to prayer is made: Sahl Ibn Sa’ad reported that the Messenger of Allah said,

"Two [supplications] are not rejected or are rarely rejected: supplication at the time of the call [to prayer] and when the battle becomes intense, when they [the fighting armies] clash and fight intensely."[1]

h) During times of affliction, or when one has a specific need, one may supplicate with the invocation of Dheen-Noon: Sa’ad Ibn Abee Waqqaas related that the Messenger of Allah said,

[1] Related by Abu Daawood (2540), and one narration contains an addition from Sahl Ibn Sa’ad from the Prophet: “And the time of rain.” Al-Albaanee said, “With the exception of, ‘and the time of rain,’ it is authentic. Ad-Daarimee related the same (1200).
"This is the invocation of Dheen-Noon which he supplicated with when he was inside the belly of the whale: ‘None has the right to be worshipped but You (O Allah); how perfect You are! Verily, I was from the wrongdoers.’ No Muslim man supplicates with it concerning anything except that Allâh answers [his supplication] for him."[1]

i) When it is raining: The following is related in a Hadeeth: “Seek to supplicate when armies meet, when the Iqaamah for prayer is made, and when it is raining.”[2]

23) Situations Wherein One Can Reasonably Hope For His Supplications To Be Answered

a) The night of ‘Arafah, for those that are there at the Mawqif (those that are performing Hajj): The Prophet legislated that, on the Day of ‘Arafah, pilgrims should combine the Dhuhur and ‘Asr prayer and perform them during the time for Dhuhur, so that each pilgrim can then free himself to supplicate to Allâh. During Hajj and on the Day of ‘Arafah, when the Prophet finished performing the two prayers, he went to Al-Mawqif, beneath the mountain. There he stopped, remained on his mount, and supplicated to his Lord, continuing to do so until the setting of the sun. Allâh loves the throng of people that gather there to supplicate; in fact, He displays them to the angels. The Day of ‘Arafah


[2] Related by Ash-Shaafi’ee in Al-Umm (2/223-224). Al-Albaanee said, “Its chain is weak...but the Hadeeth has other narrations that attest to it. Even if its individual words are weak, when other [chains] are combined with this Mursal [narration] it becomes stronger and rises to the level of Hasan, InshaAllah.” (Refer to As-Silsilatus-Saheehah 1469).

[3] Refer to Saheeh Muslim (1218).
is a day wherein many people are freed from the Hellfire. 'Aaisha ﷺ, the Mother of the Believers, related (her father ﷺ related the same) that the Messenger of Allāh ﷺ said,

"On no day does Allāh ﷺ free more slaves from the Hellfire than on the Day of 'Arafah. He ﷺ indeed draws near, displays them (the pilgrims) to the angels, and then says, 'What do these want?'"[1]

b) When one is at As-Safa and Al-Marwa: When the Prophet ﷺ came near As-Safa during the Farewell Pilgrimage, he recited,

\[\text{إِنَّ أَصْفَا وَالْمَرْوَةَ مِنْ شُعَابِ اللَّهِ} \]

"Verily! As-Safa and Al-Marwah (two mountains in Makkah) are of the Symbols of Allāh”,

after which he ﷺ said,

\[\text{أَبْدَاُ يَا بَنَّا رَبِّي} \]

"I begin with what Allāh began with,”

and so he ﷺ began with As-Safa, climbing it until he saw the House (the Ka'bah). He ﷺ then faced the Qiblah, mentioned the phrase of Tawheed, and magnified Allāh ﷺ. And he ﷺ said,

\[\text{لا إِلَّا اللَّهُ وَحَدُّهُ، أَنْحَجَ وَعَدُّهُ، وَتَضَرَّعَ عَبْدُهُ، وَهَزَّمَ الْأُخْرَابَ وَحَدَّهُ} \]

"None has the right to be worshipped except Allāh alone. He fulfilled His promise, aided His servant, and single-handedly defeated the allies.”

He ﷺ said the same three times; and during the interval between each time, he ﷺ supplicated. Next, he ﷺ descended and proceeded to Al-Marwah; he ﷺ did the same at Al-Marwah as

[1] Related by Muslim (1348), An-Nassaaee (3003), and Ibn Maajah (3014).
he did at As-Safa.\[1\]

c) During Hajj, After A Pilgrim Pelts The Smaller And Middle Jamarah: Saalim Ibn ‘Abdullah related that ‘Abdullah Ibn ‘Umar would pelt the closest Jamarah with seven pebbles, making Takbeer (i.e., saying, ‘Allāhuakbar,’ Allāh is the Greatest) after [the throwing of] each pebble. Then he would proceed, going to low ground, where he would stand, face the Qiblah, and remain standing for a long time. While standing, he would supplicate and raise his hands. Then he would pelt the middle Jamarah in the same manner, after which he would head to his left, to low ground, where he would stand for a long time, facing the Qiblah, supplicating, and raising his hands. Then he would pelt the Dhaat Al-‘Aqabah Jamarah from the inside of the valley, and he would not stand afterwards. [Explaining these actions,] he said, "This is what I saw the Messenger of Allāh do."\[2\]

This work was completed on Monday night, the 27th of Rabee‘ul-Awwal, 1420 years after the blessed Hijrah (Migration) of the Prophet ﷺ. All praise is to Allāh, and it is by His Grace and Kindness [that good deeds are performed].

---

\[1\] Muslim related this Hadeth from Jaabir (1218).

\[2\] Related by Bukhaaree (1753), Ahmad (6368), An-Nassaaee (3083), Ibn Maajah (3032), and Ad-Daarimee (1903). And the above-mentioned wording is from Bukhaaree’s narration of the Hadeth.